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Résumé

De nombreux travaux récents ont démontré l’importance de la stochasticité dans l’ex-
pression des gènes à différentes échelles. On passera tout d’abord en revue les principaux ré-
sultats expérimentaux pour motiver l’étude de modèles mathématiques prenant en compte
des effets aléatoires. On étudiera ensuite deux modèles particuliers où les effets aléatoires
induisent des comportements intéressants, en lien avec des résultats expérimentaux : une
dynamique intermittente dans un modèle d’auto-régulation de l’expression d’un gène ; et
l’émergence d’hétérogénéité à partir d’une population homogène de protéines par modifi-
cation post-traductionnelle.

Dans le Chapitre I, nous avons étudié le modèle standard d’expression des gènes à
trois variables : ADN, ARN messager et protéine. L’ADN peut être dans deux états, res-
pectivement “ON“ et “OFF“. La transcription (production d’ARN messagers) peut avoir
lieu uniquement dans l’état “ON“. La traduction (production de protéines) est propor-
tionnelle à la quantité d’ARN messager. Enfin la quantité de protéines peut réguler de
manière non-linéaire les taux de production précédent. Nous avons utilisé des théorèmes
de convergence de processus stochastique pour mettre en évidence différents régimes de
ce modèle. Nous avons ainsi prouvé rigoureusement le phénomène de production intermit-
tente d’ARN messagers et/ou de protéines. Les modèles limites obtenues sont alors des
modèles hybrides, déterministes par morceaux avec sauts Markoviens. Nous avons étudié
le comportement en temps long de ces modèles et prouvé la convergence vers des solutions
stationnaires. Enfin, nous avons étudié en détail un modèle réduit, calculé explicitement
la solution stationnaire, et étudié le diagramme de bifurcation des densités stationnaires.
Ceci a permis 1) de mettre en évidence l’influence de la stochasticité en comparant aux
modèles déterministes ; 2) de donner en retour un moyen théorique d’estimer la fonction
de régulation par un problème inverse.

Dans le Chapitre II, nous avons étudié une version probabiliste du modèle d’agrégation-
fragmentation. Cette version permet une définition de la nucléation en accord avec les
modèles biologistes pour les maladies à Prion. Pour étudier la nucléation, nous avons
utilisé une version stochastique du modèle de Becker-Döring. Dans ce modèle, l’agrégation
est réversible et se fait uniquement par attachement/détachement d’un monomère. Le
temps de nucléation est définit comme le premier temps où un noyau (c’est-à-dire un
agrégat de taille fixé, cette taille est un paramètre du modèle) est formé. Nous avons alors
caractérisé la loi du temps de nucléation dans ce modèle. La distribution de probabilité
du temps de nucléation peut prendre différente forme selon les valeurs de paramètres :
exponentielle, bimodale, ou de type Weibull. Concernant le temps moyen de nucléation,
nous avons mis en évidence deux phénomènes importants. D’une part, le temps moyen de
nucléation est une fonction non-monotone du paramètre cinétique d’agrégation. D’autre
part, selon la valeur des autres paramètres, le temps moyen de nucléation peut dépendre
fortement ou très faiblement de la quantité initiale de monomère . Ces caractérisations
sont importantes pour 1) expliquer des dépendances très faible en les conditions initiales,
observées expérimentalement ; 2) déduire la valeur de certains paramètres d’observations
expérimentales. Cette étude peut donc être appliqué à des données biologiques. Enfin,
concernant un modèle de polymérisation-fragmentation, nous avons montré un théorème
limite d’un modèle purement discret vers un modèle hybride, qui peut-être plus utile pour
des simulations numériques, ainsi que pour une étude théorique.
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Summary

The importance of stochasticity in gene expression has been widely shown recently. We
will first review the most important related work to motivate mathematical models that
takes into account stochastic effects. Then, we will study two particular models where sto-
chasticity induce interesting behavior, in accordance with experimental results : a bursting
dynamic in a self-regulating gene expression model ; and the emergence of heterogeneity
from a homogeneous pool of protein by post-translational modification.

In Chapter I, we studied a standard gene expression model, at three variables : DNA,
messenger RNA and protein. DNA can be in two distinct states, ”ON“ and ”OFF“. Trans-
cription (production of mRNA) can occur uniquely in the ”ON“ state. Translation (pro-
duction of protein) is proportional to the quantity of mRNA. Then, the quantity of protein
can regulate in a non-linear fashion these production rates. We used convergence theorem
of stochastic processes to highlight different behavior of this model. Hence, we rigorously
proved the bursting phenomena of mRNA and/or protein. Limiting models are then hybrid
model, piecewise deterministic with Markovian jumps. We studied the long time behavior
of these models and proved convergence toward a stationary state. Finally, we studied in
detail a reduced model, explicitly calculated the stationary distribution and studied its
bifurcation diagram. Our two main results are 1) to highlight stochastic effects by compa-
rison with deterministic model ; 2) To give back a theoretical tool to estimate non-linear
regulation function through an inverse problem.

In Chapter II, we studied a probabilistic version of an aggregation-fragmentation mo-
del. This version allows a definition of nucleation in agreement with biological model for
Prion disease. To study the nucleation, we used a stochastic version of the Becker-Döring
model. In this model, aggregation is reversible and through attachment/detachment of a
monomer. The nucleation time is defined as a waiting time for a nuclei (aggregate of a
fixed size, this size being a parameter of the model) to be formed. In this work, we charac-
terized the law of the nucleation time. The probability distribution of the nucleation time
can take various forms according parameter values : exponential, bimodal or Weibull. We
also highlight two important phenomena for the mean nucleation time. Firstly, the mean
nucleation time is a non-monotone function of the aggregation kinetic parameter. Secondly,
depending of parameter values, the mean nucleation time can be strongly or very weakly
correlated with the initial quantity of monomer. These characterizations are important for
1) explaining weak dependence in initial condition observed experimentally ; 2) deducing
some parameter values from experimental observations. Hence, this study can be directly
applied to biological data. Finally, concerning a polymerization-fragmentation model, we
proved a convergence theorem of a purely discrete model to hybrid model, which may be
useful for numerical simulations as well as a theoretical study.
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10 Introduction Générale

1 Biologie, Rappels Historiques

La découverte de phénomènes aléatoires en biologie est relativement récente, contrai-
rement à d’autres domaines comme la physique ou la chimie. En biologie moléculaire plus
particulièrement, une vision déterministe (proche du « déterminisme Laplacien ») pré-
valait il y a encore quelques années. En témoigne par exemple l’influent livre d’Erwin
Schrödinger, What is Life ([75], 1944), (voir aussi [80]) pour qui l’ordre macroscopique
d’un organisme vivant provient d’un même ordre microscopique de ses constituants. Du-
rant un demi-siècle, ces idées ont été dominantes en biologie. Cette vision déterministe
en fait un domaine distinct de la physique, où la notion d’ordre à partir du désordre est
connue depuis longtemps (notamment grâce à Ludwig Boltzmann, James Clerk Maxwell,
et la théorie cinétique des gaz, dans la deuxième moitié du 19e siècle, et plus généralement
par les approches de la physique statistique). Il faut bien voir que les ordres de grandeur
sont aussi radicalement différents. Dans un volume de gaz macroscopique —une mole—, il
y a de l’ordre de 6.1023 molécules (nombre d’Avogadro). Si le nombre de cellules dans l’or-
ganisme humain est estimé à environ 1014, certaines entités biochimiques ne sont présentes
que par centaines voir dizaines de copies dans une cellule !

Depuis la découverte de l’ADN et de son information génétique par James Watson,
Maurice Wilkins et Francis Crick (1962) et depuis les travaux de Jacques Monod, Fran-
çois Jacob et André Lwoff (1965) sur l’ARN messager et la notion d’opérons, la vision
dominante en biologie moléculaire est une vision mécaniste (voir par exemple [49]). Toute
l’information dans un organisme est contenue dans les gènes, qui la transmettent via une sé-
rie (complexe) de réactions biochimiques à certaines protéines, qui vont à leur tour donner
des fonctions aux cellules. Cette vision est à la base de ce qu’on appelle la « cybernétique »,
théorie initiée par Norbert Wiener (voir par exemple [46]).

Les récents progrès spectaculaires des méthodes et technologies expérimentales ont ac-
cumulé les preuves que la perception mécaniste des phénomènes biologiques ne s’accorde
plus aux observations expérimentales. Parmi les récentes technologies disponibles, on peut
citer la PCR (réaction en châıne par polymérase —Polymerase Chain Reaction— qui per-
met notamment de multiplier des fragments d’ADN pour les étudier), les puces d’ADN
(qui permettent de mesurer les niveaux d’expression d’un grand nombre de gènes simulta-
nément), les nombreuses techniques d’observation et de détection de molécules dans une
cellule (voir par exemple [70]), ainsi que de leur dynamique et structure spatiales (via no-
tamment la spectroscopie de résonance magnétique nucléaire, voir par exemple [13]). Ces
technologies ont, entre autres, permis d’étudier les séquences de gènes (avec par exemple
le Human Genome Project (1)), les niveaux d’expression des gènes et les interactions entre
protéines.

Parmi les expériences marquantes qui donnent de moins en moins d’importance à
l’entité « gène » et de plus en plus aux interactions avec l’environnement (intérieur et
extérieur à la cellule), on peut citer l’expérience d’Elowitz et al. [28]. Ces auteurs observent
l’expression de deux gènes « identiques », situés à des endroits similaires dans le génome
d’une bactérie (en fait, l’ADN d’une bactérie étant circulaire, ils ont placé les deux gènes de
manière symétrique par rapport à l’origine de réplication). Ces deux gènes codent pour des
protéines fluorescentes que l’on peut distinguer. En observant une population de cellules
clones, mais avec des mesures sur cellule unique, ils ont mis en évidence que les niveaux
d’expression de ces gènes varient considérablement d’une cellule à l’autre et à l’intérieur
d’une même cellule (voir figure 1). Cette expérience, et de nombreuses autres, ont démontré
les effets stochastiques de l’expression des gènes. Ce phénomène a bouleversé le domaine
de la biologie moléculaire. On peut citer notamment Ehrenberg et al. [26] :

1. http ://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human Genome/home.shtml
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Figure 1: Observation expérimentale de population de bactéries. Image tirée de [27].
Le niveau de deux protéines fluorescentes (verte et rouge) est observé en simultané dans
chaque cellule. Les deux protéines sont exprimées par des gènes qui possèdent la même
séquence d’initiation, et qui sont situés dans des endroits similaires du génome. Cette
expérience démontre que les effets de l’environnement sont primordiaux.

There is a revolution occurring in the biological sciences

ou Paldi [66] :

Is it possible that in biology also, just as in the physical world, macroscopic
order is based on the stochastic disorder of its elementary constituents ?

La précision des expériences permet de quantifier la variabilité dans l’expression des gènes.
Une modélisation probabiliste est donc adéquate pour interpréter au mieux les expériences.
Notre contribution dans l’étude d’un modèle d’expression des gènes va dans ce sens (Cha-
pitre 1). Au-delà de la quantification de la stochasticité de l’expression des gènes, beaucoup
de questions biologiques restent en suspens. En particulier, beaucoup de biologistes se de-
mandent si l’aléatoire dans l’expression des gènes a une fonction propre, ou au contraire
est « inutile mais inévitable » (voir par exemple [27]). Il n’est pas sûr que la modélisa-
tion mathématique puisse répondre à cette question. En revanche, beaucoup de questions
concernent également les phases du développement des organismes et de la différenciation
cellulaire. Certains auteurs ont proposé des théories « Darwiniennes » pour le développe-
ment (au niveau du phénotype (quelles protéines sont exprimées) plutôt que du génotype
(quels gènes ou allèles sont présents), voir par exemple le travail de Kupiec et al. [47, 48].
Des modèles mathématiques « d’évolution », à l’échelle cellulaire, pourrait probablement
apporter une meilleure compréhension des phénomènes de différenciation cellulaire.

Une autre découverte importante en biologie moléculaire a été la mise en évidence
d’éléments pathogènes de nature protéique. Les maladies liées à ces éléments sont appe-
lées les maladies à prion. Elles peuvent être transmissibles ou sporadiques, mais ne font
pas intervenir de virus, de bactéries ou de mutation de gènes. S’il y a encore de nombreux
débats à ce sujet, l’hypothèse la plus répandue actuellement est que les maladies à prion
font intervenir uniquement une protéine (appelée prion) qui, lorsqu’elle change de confor-
mation et s’agrège, devient pathogène. Cette hypothèse a d’abord été avancée par Griffith
[35] en 1967, puis prouvée par Prusiner [69] en 1982. Depuis, de nombreuses expériences
ont été réalisées pour étudier la dynamique d’agrégation de cette protéine, qui est une
étape clé pour l’apparition de la maladie. Ces expériences peuvent être réalisées in vivo
(à l’intérieur de cellules) ou in vitro (dans des tubes à essai) (voir par exemple Liautard
et al. [54]). Une curiosité de ces expériences est la grande variabilité des résultats obtenus,
tant au niveau de la dynamique d’agrégation (temps d’apparition de grands polymères,
rapidité de la vitesse d’agrégation, voir figure 2) que de la structure obtenue à la fin de
l’expérience (structure spatiale, propriétés physiques des polymères). Là encore, une mo-
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Figure 2: Résultats d’expériences d’agrégation de protéines prion, obtenus dans les mêmes
conditions expérimentales et avec la même condition initiale. Les données de ces expé-
riences sont tirées de [54].

délisation probabiliste semble donc adéquate pour prendre en compte cette variabilité,
et tenter d’expliquer les phénomènes sous-jacents. Notre contribution dans l’étude d’un
modèle d’agrégation-fragmentation de protéines va dans ce sens (Chapitre 2).

2 Modélisation Mathématique

C’est dans ce contexte de découverte de mécanismes aléatoires en biologie que s’ins-
crivent mes travaux de thèse. La modélisation mathématique en biologie est un domaine
relativement récent, qui a d’abord concerné surtout la dynamique des populations. Que
ce soit en dynamique des populations, ou dans les modèles de réactions biochimiques, la
modélisation mathématique apporte une approche qualitative et quantitative. Dans les
modèles de réactions biochimiques, la loi d’action de masse permet de représenter la dy-
namique d’un ensemble d’entités biochimiques, interagissant via des réactions cinétiques,
sous forme d’un système d’équations différentielles ordinaires. Une étude qualitative de ces
équations (comportement en temps long, états d’équilibre, bifurcations...) permet alors de
comprendre le comportement global du système, et de valider ou non le modèle en fonction
des observations expérimentales. L’approche quantitative consiste à estimer les valeurs de
certains paramètres, ou de variables non observables, soit grâce à une résolution explicite
des équations, soit à l’aide de simulations numériques. Dans le contexte des modèles d’ex-
pression des gènes, le travail de Goodwin [34], rendu rigoureux mathématiquement peu
après [36, 37, 65, 76, 84], est un exemple important. Cette série de travaux a montré que
le niveau d’expression d’un gène pouvait présenter un caractère monostable, bistable ou
oscillant suivant les hypothèses de régulation. Dans le contexte des modèles d’agrégation
de protéines, plus particulièrement le modèle de Becker-Döring [11], les travaux de [4]
illustrent également l’approche quantitative, en montrant les propriétés asymptotiques du
modèle (convergence vers un état d’équilibre, ou explosion, en fonction de la condition ini-
tiale et des paramètres). Pour une revue récente des techniques utilisées pour les modèles
déterministes de réactions chimiques, voir Othmer and Lee [64].

Dès 1940, le biophysicien Max Delbrück a démontré que le faible nombre de molécules
enzymatiques dans une cellule pouvait donner lieu à de grandes fluctuations d’entités bio-
chimiques à l’intérieur d’une cellule, et avoir des impacts importants sur la physiologie des
cellules. Ces idées ont été largement utilisées pour étudier des modèles de réactions chi-
miques et caractériser les fluctuations possibles [77]. Bartholomay [9] a établi une analogie
entre ces modèles et les modèles de naissance et de mort en théorie des probabilités. Mc-
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Quarrie [56] a résumé les résultats analytiques connus, pour les réactions uni-moléculaires
principalement (voir aussi les récentes contributions de [32],[3]). L’approche classique tra-
duit l’évolution temporelle des entités chimiques en un système d’équations sur la proba-
bilité de trouver tel état du système au temps t (équation mâıtresse). Ces équations étant
généralement compliquées, on cherche en général uniquement à résoudre les deux pre-
miers moments (moyenne et variance) pour quantifier les fluctuations. Une autre approche
concerne les processus stochastiques qui décrivent l’évolution temporelle du nombre de
molécules. Dans les modèles biochimiques, les processus stochastiques sont des processus
de saut. Les équations stochastiques peuvent ainsi s’écrire à l’aide de processus de Poisson
standards. À chaque réaction chimique du type

α1A1 � α2A2 � � � � � αnAn é β1A1 � β2A2 � � � � � βnAn,

on associe un processus de saut d’intensité λ�pXA1
,XA2

, � � � ,XAnq et de saut XAi
ÞÑ

XAi
� pβi � αiq pour la réaction directe, et d’intensité λ�pXA1

,XA2
, � � � ,XAnq et de saut

XAi
ÞÑ XAi

� pβi � αiq pour la réaction inverse, où XAi
est le nombre de molécules de

type Ai. Un choix usuel pour l’intensité des réactions est donné par la loi d’action de
masse. L’intensité dépend alors du nombre de rencontres de molécules, donc du nombre de
αi-uplets que l’on peut former avec XAi

molécules. Pour la réaction directe, par exemple,
on aurait

λ�pXA1
,XA2

, � � � ,XAnq � k

n¹
i�1

f pαi,XAi
q,

où, pour α � 0, f pα,Xq � 1, et pour tout α P N�,
f pα,Xq � XpX � 1q � � � pX � α� 1q

α!
,

et k représente la constante de vitesse de réaction (qui peut dépendre du volume, de la
température, etc.).

Exemple 1. Donnons un exemple simple, constitué des réactions

A�A
k�
1ÝÝáâÝÝ
k�
1

B

A ÝÑ
k2

H.

La première réaction est une transformation de deux molécules A pour donner une molé-
cule B. La deuxième réaction est une réaction de dégradation. L’évolution du nombre de
molécules pXA,XBq est donnée d’après la loi d’action de masse par le système d’équations
différentielles stochastiques suivant :$''''''&''''''% XAptq � XAp0q � 2Y1

� » t

0

k�1
2
XApsqpXApsq � 1qds	� 2Y2

� » t

0
k�1 XBpsqds	� Y3

� » t

0
k2XApsqds	,

XBptq � XBp0q � 2Y1

� » t

0

k�1
2
XApsqpXApsq � 1qds	� 2Y2

� » t

0
k�1 XBpsqds	,

où les Yi, i � 1, 2, 3, sont des processus de Poisson standards indépendants associés à
chaque réaction.
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Revenons au cas général. Si on note X le vecteur des quantités de molécules dans le
système, λipXq l’intensité de la réaction i, et αi, βi les vecteurs de stœchiométrie associés
à la réaction i, l’évolution du système se décrit par :

Xptq � Xp0q �
i̧

pβi �αiqYi

� » t

0
λipXpsqqds	.

Remarque 1. Les hypothèses physiques sous-jacentes d’une telle approche sont :
– une diffusion rapide,
– un système bien mélangé,
– l’absence de corrélation entre les positions des molécules ou entre les réactions.

Nous utiliserons au cours de cette thèse ce formalisme pour décrire nos modèles (voir
section 3). Notre but sera alors d’obtenir une caractérisation qualitative et quantitative des
modèles. En particulier, on s’intéressera aux comportements en temps long (convergence
vers un état d’équilibre), et à la recherche de solutions analytiques, exactes ou approchées.
Cette approche nous permettra en retour de pouvoir exploiter des données expérimentales.

Dans la suite de cette introduction, on présente plus précisément les travaux de cette
thèse (section 3), et les perspectives (section 4). Dans la dernière partie, on introduit les
différents outils mathématiques sur les processus Markoviens que l’on a utilisés, principa-
lement des résultats de stabilité (section 6) et des théorèmes limites (section 7), utilisant
des formalismes de semi-groupes et de martingales.

3 Résultats de Cette Thèse

Au cours de cette thèse, nous étudions deux modèles probabilistes appliqués à la biolo-
gie moléculaire. Bien que faisant partie du même domaine d’application, ces deux modèles
sont assez distincts, et seront donc présentés séparément. Le premier modèle est un modèle
d’expression des gènes, et a été principalement étudié lors de mes séjours (deux fois six
mois) à l’Université McGill, à Montréal (Qc, Canada), sous la direction de Michael C.
Mackey. Le deuxième modèle est un modèle d’agrégation de protéines, et a été principale-
ment étudié à l’Université Lyon 1, sous la direction de Laurent Pujo-Menjouet. Les deux
études font cependant intervenir des outils communs d’analyse mathématique de modèles
probabilistes (voir sections 6 et 7).

Dans le Chapitre I, nous étudions le modèle standard d’expression des gènes, à trois
étapes : ADN, ARN messager et protéines. L’ADN peut être dans deux états, respective-
ment « ON » et « OFF ». La transcription (production d’ARN messager) peut avoir lieu
uniquement lorsque l’ADN est dans l’état « ON ». La traduction (production de protéine)
est proportionnelle à la quantité d’ARN messager. Enfin la quantité de protéines peut régu-
ler de manière non linéaire les taux de production précédent. La version « deterministe »,
sous forme de système d’équations différentielles ordinaires, modélisant les concentrations
des espèces biochimiques, a été étudiée dans les années 60. On connait maintenant pré-
cisément les comportements en temps long en fonction des paramètres du modèle. En
particulier, on sait que si la régulation est positive, et suffisamment non linéaire, il y a
une bifurcation fourche. Le système peut avoir deux états d’équilibres stables. Lorsque
la régulation est négative, et suffisamment non linéaire, il y a une bifurcation de Hopf.
Le système peut avoir des oscillations stables. Nous avons étudié une version « stochas-
tique » de ce modèle, sous forme d’une châıne de Markov en temps continu. La difficulté
de ce modèle est due au fait que certains taux de saut de la châıne de Markov sont non
linéaires, ce qui rend l’analyse mathématique plus délicate. Tout d’abord, nous dérivons
les cinétiques de Michaelis-Menten et de Hill, dans le formalisme des processus de saut,
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en utilisant des techniques de moyennisation. Ensuite nous donnons des conditions « rai-
sonnables » pour que la châıne de Markov soit exponentiellement ergodique, en utilisant
les critères de stabilité usuels. Pour étudier quantitativement le modèle, nous utilisons une
version réduite du modèle, en dimension 1, et avec une production intermittente (bursting,
ce phénomène a été bien caractérisé expérimentalement). Ce modèle peut-être vu comme
un modèle Markovien déterministe par morceaux. Nous donnons ici des conditions pré-
cises pour la convergence asymptotique vers un état stationnaire que l’on peut calculer
explicitement dans certains cas. Cette résolution explicite nous permet d’abord d’étudier
les P-bifurcations (nombre de modes (maxima) de la densité stationnaire) et de comparer
ainsi les diagrammes de bifurcations du modèle stochastique avec celui du modèle déter-
ministe. Nous mettons notamment en évidence des phénomènes relativement généraux, de
bifurcation avancée et élargie pour l’apparition de deux modes sur la densité stationnaire.
Cette étude du comportement en temps long nous permet également de nous intéresser
au problème inverse : à partir d’une densité de probabilité mesurée expérimentalement,
retrouver la fonction de régulation tout entière (et pas seulement la valeur d’un para-
mètre). Le traitement de données existantes et adaptées à notre modèle est en cours de
réalisation. Enfin, pour compléter l’étude de ce modèle, nous montrons rigoureusement,
par des techniques de convergence de processus stochastiques, le passage du modèle initial
au modèle réduit. En effectuant une mise à l’échelle, réaliste du point de vue biologique,
nous obtenons ainsi une convergence en loi vers le modèle limite, ce qui donne les condi-
tions sur les paramètres pour observer le phénomène de production intermittente d’ARN
messagers ou de protéines.

Dans le Chapitre II, nous étudions une version stochastique du modèle d’agrégation-
fragmentation de polymères. Dans un premier temps, nous regardons le modèle sans frag-
mentation, de Becker-Döring, pour modéliser le phénomène de nucléation dans le processus
d’agrégation des protéines prion. La nucléation est le passage d’un état défavorable (ther-
modynamiquement) pour l’agrégation à un état favorable. La caractérisation quantitative
de cette étape est donc essentielle pour comprendre la dynamique d’agrégation des pro-
téines. La version stochastique du modèle de Becker-Döring permet une définition de la
nucléation en accord avec les modèles biologistes pour les maladies à prion : le temps d’ap-
parition du premier agrégat de taille suffisante. Ces protéines ont une conformation telle
que, en-dessous d’une certaine taille, les agrégats ne sont pas stables, alors qu’au-dessus
d’une certaine taille, ils deviennent stables. La taille critique correspond à la taille du
noyau. Nous caractérisons alors la distribution des temps de nucléation dans les modèles
d’agrégation de protéines, en utilisant la théorie des temps de passage pour les châınes de
Markov. La difficulté de ce modèle réside dans la grande taille de l’espace des états de la
châıne de Markov. Nous avons alors mis en évidence plusieurs approximations analytiques,
valables dans différentes régions de paramètres. Nous avons validé ces approximations à
l’aide de simulations numériques de la châıne de Markov. Le comportement du temps de
nucléation a alors des propriétés à priori contre-intuitives. D’une part, il dépend de ma-
nière non-monotone avec les paramètres cinétiques d’agrégation du modèle. D’autre part,
dans une certaine région de paramètre, il dépend très faiblement de la quantité initiale de
protéines. Le phénomène de nucléation étant un phénomène très répandu en biophysique,
ces résultats peuvent avoir un impact important (la dérivation de lois d’échelles permet
d’éviter un grand nombre de simulations, et une analyse plus rapide et plus simple de
modèles liés). Pour le modèle particulier de l’agrégation des protéines prion, il permet une
étude quantitative des observations expérimentales (qui reste à faire).
Dans un deuxième temps, nous étudions un modèle de polymérisation-fragmentation, en
présence de grands polymères déjà formés (plus grands que la taille du noyau). Cependant,
sous sa forme discrète, au vu du grand nombre de protéines et des différences d’échelles de
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temps entre la polymérisation et la fragmentation, il n’est pas très adapté à une approche
quantitative. Nous effectuons alors une mise à l’échelle, pour obtenir un modèle limite où
la polymérisation est déterministe (donné par une dérive), et la fragmentation est repré-
sentée par un processus de saut. Dans ce modèle limite, les protéines non agrégées sont
représentées par une variable continue, et le nombre de polymères est discret. Ce modèle
permet de prendre en compte la variabilité de la vitesse de polymérisation observée ex-
périmentalement. Sous une forme simple, ce modèle est un processus de branchement. En
général, c’est un modèle individu-centré avec une compétition indirecte entre les individus.
Enfin, lorsque les deux régimes sont mis bout à bout, la nucléation puis la polymérisation-
fragmentation, ce modèle « hybride» peut facilement incorporer un phénomène récemment
observé expérimentalement : la possibilité d’apparition de différentes structures de poly-
mères. L’hypothèse biologique sous-jacente est que la protéine prion peut se présenter sous
différentes conformations spatiales, et mène ainsi à des agrégats de structure spatiale dif-
férente. Ces différents polymères ont des dynamiques de polymérisation et fragmentation
propres à leur structure. Notre approche quantitative peut alors aider à l’identification
des différents paramètres de polymérisation et fragmentation, et confirmer (ou donner un
poids supplémentaire à) l’hypothèse biologique.

4 Perspectives

Du point de vue de la modélisation en biologie, les études des deux modèles que j’ai me-
nées permettent une approche quantitative des données expérimentales. Le traitement des
données et l’application de mes résultats par confrontation avec des données expérimen-
tales est encore à finaliser. Pour le modèle d’expression des gènes, la possibilité de trouver
la fonction de régulation à partir de la densité stationnaire (et de la mesure d’autres para-
mètres) devrait intéresser des biologistes expérimentaux. Cela permet en effet d’étudier les
interactions précises entre les protéines et les molécules d’activation du gène, qui peuvent
notamment être modifiées expérimentalement par des modifications chimiques. Le traite-
ment de données existantes est en cours. Pour le modèle d’agrégation des protéines prion,
la possibilité de prendre en compte la variabilité et l’émergence de différentes structures de
polymères dans un même modèle permet de réinterpréter un certain nombre de résultats
expérimentaux.

Au cours de ce travail, j’ai démontré des théorèmes de convergence pour certains mo-
dèles Markoviens, en utilisant les techniques classiques de martingales. Les théorèmes
limites obtenus au chapitre I et au chapitre II sont inhabituels dans le sens où le modèle
limite est un processus hybride, mêlant un comportement déterministe et un comporte-
ment stochastique. Les approximations de second ordre pour ces limites sont intéressantes
à regarder. Pour le modèle d’expression des gènes en particulier, la caractérisation des
fluctuations autour du modèle limite permettrait une meilleure approximation du modèle
initial.

Une première extension, pour le modèle d’expression des gènes, serait d’étudier le mo-
dèle avec switch (ON-OFF) et avec production intermittente (bursting). Ces phénomènes
ont été bien étudiés séparément, mais jamais (à ma connaissance) ensemble. Une étude
qualitative et quantitative présenterait un intérêt non négligeable. En particulier, dans ce
modèle, les temps entre production ne sont pas exponentiels (lors que le système est dans
l’état OFF, il faut au moins deux étapes pour obtenir un événement de production). Ceci
peut en faire un modèle plus réaliste, au vu des récentes mesures expérimentales [79] des
temps entre événements de production.

Pour le modèle d’expression des gènes toujours, la bifurcation que l’on a obtenue sur le
modèle réduit, de dimension un, est analogue à la bifurcation fourche du modèle détermi-
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niste. En revanche, le modèle en dimension un ne présente pas de bifurcation de Hopf. Une
étude quantitative du modèle en dimension deux, ou à l’aide de simulations numériques,
devrait pouvoir caractériser la bifurcation de Hopf dans le modèle stochastique. Ceci reste
un problème délicat (voir par exemple dans le cas de modèles Browniens [10, 74, 14, 85])

Concernant le modèle de polymérisation-fragmentation, le modèle limite hybride que
l’on a obtenu est intéressant pour plusieurs raisons : d’abord, il peut donner des schémas
efficaces de simulation numérique ; ensuite, il peut apporter des résultats quantitatifs sur
la vitesse de polymérisation, qui est facilement mesurable expérimentalement. D’un point
de vue plus théorique, ce modèle n’a pas (à ma connaissance) été étudié. En particulier,
le comportement en temps long, les phénomènes de gélation (perte de masse par création
d’une molécule géante) et de poussière (perte de masse par création d’une infinité de
particules microscopiques) seraient intéressants à regarder et pourraient être comparés avec
les modèles déterministes (type EDO ou EDP) et stochastiques (type châıne de Markov)
[62, 40].

Enfin, dans l’étude que nous avons mené sur le premier temps d’apparition d’un noyau,
dans le modèle de Becker-Döring, il reste encore des comportements asymptotiques inté-
ressants à regarder. Nous avons caractérisé le temps de nucléation pour un nombre fini de
molécules dans les deux asymptotiques de taux de détachement très faible et très grand.
Nous avons aussi montré que le caractère discret de ce problème donne des comportements
non monotones en fonction des paramètres d’agrégation. Ces comportements apparaissent
surtout lorsque le nombre total de molécules M est comparable avec la taille du noyau
N . Une limite naturelle à regarder serait ainsi M Ñ 8 et N Ñ 8 avec M{N   8.
Les modèles limites de type champ-moyen pour les modèles d’agrégation-fragmentation
sont connus [1], et sont des variantes de l’équation de Smoluchowski. En revanche, à ma
connaissance, le problème de la nucléation n’a pas été étudié sur ces modèles. Par ailleurs,
pour l’ensemble des approximations du temps de nucléation que nous avons trouvées, et
validées numériquement, il reste le problème de la quantification de l’erreur, qui est un
problème intéressant tant au point de vue pratique que théorique.

5 Notations

Nous rappelons ici des notations usuelles et des résultats de théorie des semi-groupes.
Les semi-groupes que l’on regardera agiront sur les espaces de fonctions bornées (ou des
sous-espaces) ou sur les espaces de fonctions intégrables (ou des sous-espaces).

Soit pL, } � }q un espace de Banach. On note DpAq le domaine de l’opérateur linéaire
A. On dit que A � B, ou que B est une extension de A, si DpAq � DpBq, Bu � Au pour u P DpAq.
On identifie un opérateur A et son graphetpf,Af q : f P DpAqu.
En particulier, un opérateur A est fermé si son graphe est fermé dans L�L. Un opérateur
A est dit fermable s’il a une extension fermée. Si A est fermable, alors la fermeture A de A
est la plus petite extension fermée de A, c’est-à-dire l’opérateur fermé qui a pour graphe
la fermeture dans L�L du graphe de A. Si A est tel que DpAq est dense dans L, alors A
est fermable.
Si pA,DpAqq est un opérateur linéaire fermé, alors un sous-espace D de DpAq est appelé
un core pour A si la fermeture de la restriction de A à D est égale à A, c’est-à-dire

A|D � A.
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Un opérateur A est dissipatif si}λu�Au} ¥ λ}u}, pour tout u P DpAq et λ ¡ 0.

On note l’image d’un opérateur ImpAq :� ApDpAqq. Si A est dissipatif et ImpAq � A,
alors A est fermable, et A est encore dissipatif.
Pour tout σ ¡ 0, on définit la résolvante de A par

Rpσ,Aq � pσ �Aq�1.
Une famille tT ptq : t ¥ 0u d’opérateurs linéaires bornés sur L est un semi-groupe si T p0q � I , T pt� sq � T psqT ptq, pour tout t, s ¥ 0.
Un semi-groupe tT ptqu est fortement continu si lim

tÑ0
T ptqf � f pour tout f P L. Un

semi-groupe tT ptqu est un semi-groupe de contraction si }T ptq} ¤ 1 pour tout t ¥ 0. Le
générateur infinitésimal d’un semi-groupe tT ptqu est l’opérateur linéaire A défini par :

Af � lim
tÑ0

1

t
rT ptqf � f s.

Le domaine DpAq du générateur infinitésimal A est l’ensemble des f P L tel que cette
limite existe. Pour la théorie des semi-groupes, on se réfère à Engel and Nagel [29].

Dans la suite, pΩ,F,Pq est un espace de probabilité, et E
��� est l’intégrale sur Ω suivant

P.

6 Étude Théorique de Modèles Stochastiques

Nous allons passer en revue dans cette section les résultats classiques mais fondamen-
taux sur les modèles Markoviens. Nous regarderons en particulier les problèmes d’existence,
d’unicité et de comportement en temps long de ces modèles. Nous nous intéresserons uni-
quement aux modèles homogènes en temps. Nous voulons présenter dans cette partie les
différents types de formalisme utilisés au cours de cette thèse. Nous citerons alors des
résultats importants dans l’étude du comportement de ces différents modèles, que nous
utiliserons dans les chapitres de cette thèse. Nous mettrons aussi en avant les liens entre
les approches probabilistes et analytiques que l’on a utilisées. En aucun cas cette partie
ne cherche à être exhaustive concernant l’ensemble des résultats de la littérature !

6.1 Châıne de Markov à temps discret

Nous suivons dans un premier temps une référence classique pour les châınes de Markov,
le livre de Brémaud [15] ainsi que des notes de cours de Bérard [12]. En temps discret,
une châıne de Markov (homogène) est une généralisation au cas aléatoire d’équations aux
différences du type xn�1 � f pxnq. Pour une châıne de Markov à temps discret et à valeurs
dans un espace fini ou dénombrable, la définition est plus facile car il n’est pas nécessaire
de prendre en compte les questions de mesurabilité. Une châıne de Markov peut alors être
définie simplement par la propriété de Markov et par une matrice (ou plus généralement
un noyau) de transition. Dans toute cette partie, E est un espace dénombrable.

Définition 1. [Châıne de Markov homogène à temps discret et espace d’états dénombrable]
Une suite de variables aléatoires pXnq définies sur un espace de probabilité pΩ,F,Pq, à
valeurs dans E espace d’états dénombrable, est une châıne de Markov homogène si pour
tout entier n ¥ 0 et tous états i0, i1, � � � , in�1, i, j,

P
 
Xn�1 � j | Xn � i,Xn�1 � in�1, � � � ,X0 � i0

( � P
 
Xn�1 � j | Xn � i

(
,
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et si le noyau de transition (indépendant de n) défini par pij � P
 
Xn�1 � j | Xn � i

(
vérifie les propriétés suivantes

pij ¥ 0,
ķPE pik � 1.

Une telle châıne de Markov est alors entièrement caractérisée par la donnée de sa loi
initiale et de son noyau de transition. Soit ν0 la loi initiale de la châıne de Markov, c’est
à dire ν0piq � P

 
X0 � i

(
pour tout i P E. Il vient directement de la propriété de Markov

que la loi νn de Xn vérifie la relation de récurrence

νn�1pjq �
ķPE νnpkqpkj � νTnPpjq, j P E,n P N,

où P � ppijqi,jPE, νn � pνnpiqqiPE . et νT est la transposée de ν. On a alors immédiatement

νTn � νT0 P
n,

et plus généralement que la loi du k-uplet pX0,X1, � � �Xk�1q vérifie
P
 
X0 � i0,X1 � i1, � � � ,Xk�1 � ik�1

( � ν0pi0qpi0i1 � � � pik�2ik�1
.

Bien qu’élémentaire, la notion de châıne de Markov est fondamentale dans toute la théorie
des processus de Markov. Elle est également largement utilisée dans de nombreux modèles,
notamment en biologie, avec le processus de Galton-Watson par exemple dans les modèles
de dynamique des populations (voir à ce sujet Kimmel and Axelrod [45])

Pour étudier le comportement en temps long d’une châıne de Markov, il est naturel de
regarder les distributions (ou lois) stationnaires (en temps).

Définition 2. [Distribution stationnaire] Une loi de probabilité π sur E est dite station-
naire pour la châıne de Markov de noyau de transition P, si

πT � πTP. (1)

De manière plus générale, une mesure invariante est une mesure positive (non néces-
sairement finie) qui vérifie la relation (1). Si une châıne de Markov pXnq, de noyau de
transition P, est telle que X0 a pour loi π, stationnaire pour P, alors Xn est de loi π
pour tout temps n. Il est alors naturel de se demander ce qu’il en est si la loi initiale
est quelconque. Pour cela nous avons besoin de quelques définitions supplémentaires, qui
sont utiles pour enlever certaines « pathologies ». Premièrement, la châıne de Markov peut
visiter différents sous-ensembles de l’espace d’états suivant sa condition initiale. Pour cela,
on définit la notion d’irréductibilité.

Définition 3. [Irréductibilité] Une châıne de Markov est irréductible sur E si tous les
états i, j P E communiquent, c’est à dire s’il existe un chemin fini i, i1, � � � , ik, j tel que

pii1pi1i2 � � � pik�1ikpikj ¡ 0.

Deuxièmement, si tous les états de E ont une chance d’être visités, une châıne de
Markov peut avoir un comportement périodique, « trop régulier » pour avoir de la densité.
Pour mesurer le comportement périodique, on définit la notion de période.

Définition 4. [Période] La période di d’un état i P E est par définition

di � p.g.c.dtn ¥ 1, piipnq ¡ 0u,
où piipnq est la somme des probabilités des chemins de taille n reliant i à i, et di � 8 si
piipnq � 0.
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Pour une châıne de Markov irréductible, tous les états sont de même période. Si d � 1,
on dit alors que la châıne est apériodique.

Avec les notions d’irréductibilité et d’apériodicité, on est assuré que la châıne visite
tout l’espace, de façon « non dégénérée ». De manière informelle, on a alors la dichotomie
suivante pour le comportement en temps long. Soit la châıne « reste » essentiellement dans
un compact, soit elle « part » à l’infini. On définit pour cela les notions de récurrence et
transience, à l’aide des temps de premier retour

Ti � inftn ¥ 1,Xn � i | X0 � iu.
Définition 5. [Récurrence et Transience] Un état i P E est récurrent si

P
 
Ti   8( � 1,

et transient sinon. Un état récurrent est positivement récurrent si

E
�
Ti

�   8.

À nouveau, pour une châıne de Markov irréductible, si un état i P E est récurrent (respecti-
vement positivement récurrent), alors tous les états j P E sont récurrents (respectivement
positivement récurrents). On parle alors de châıne de Markov récurrente (respectivement
positivement récurrente). On a une relation forte entre la notion de récurrence et de mesure
invariante, donnée par la propriété de régénération suivante :

Proposition 1. [15, thm 2.1 p101] Soit pXnq une châıne de Markov irréductible récur-
rente, et j P E un état quelconque. Alors

νpiq � E
�
ņ¥1

1tXn�iu1tn¤Tju | X0 � j
�
, i P E,

est une mesure invariante pour pXnq.
On peut alors montrer que pour une châıne de Markov irréductible récurrente, une

mesure invariante est toujours unique, à facteur multiplicatif près. L’existence est donnée
par le critère suivant, très utile dans la pratique :

Proposition 2. [15, thm 3.1 p104] Une châıne de Markov irréductible est positivement
récurrente si et seulement s’il existe une distribution stationnaire. De plus, si elle existe,
la distribution stationnaire est unique et strictement positive sur E.

Finalement, le principal théorème de convergence asymptotique pour les châınes de
Markov (homogènes) à temps discret sur un espace d’états dénombrable s’énonce ainsi :

Théorème 2. [15, thm 2.1 p130] Soit pXnq une châıne de Markov irréductible, positi-
vement récurrente et apériodique, de noyau P. Alors, pour tous µ et ν probabilités de
distribution sur E, on a

lim
nÑ8dpµTPn, νTPnq � 0,

où dpµ, νq �
i̧PE | µpiq � νpiq |.

Ce théorème donne donc une convergence en variation totale. Cette convergence im-
plique bien sûr une convergence en loi. La convergence en variation totale ne fait intervenir
que les distributions marginales du processus. L’idée de la preuve est alors la suivante. On
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utilise des modifications X 1
n et X2

n deXn pour montrer la convergence ci-dessus. La conver-
gence en temps long revient à trouver deux modifications de Xn tel que X 1

n � X2
n après

un temps aléatoire τ . On a alors en effet,

dpX 1
n,X

2
nq ¤ P

 
τ ¡ n

(
. (2)

En considérant la châıne produit pX 1
n,X

2
nq, on montre qu’elle est irréductible (on utilise

ici l’apériodicité), et possède une distribution stationnaire (donnée par le produit des deux
distributions stationnaires). Par la proposition 2, on a P

 
τ   8( � 1, et on conclut d’après

l’éq. (2).
Cette méthode s’appelle la méthode de couplage. Elle peut être étendue pour trouver la
vitesse de convergence vers l’état stationnaire [15].

Pour la généralisation à un espace d’états quelconque, nous suivons Durrett [25]. SoitpS,Sq un espace mesurable, et un espace de probabilité pΩ,F,Pq muni d’une suite de
filtrations Fn (que l’on peut penser comme les filtrations générées par pX0,X1, � � � ,Xnq).
On définit maintenant une châıne de Markov à espace d’états quelconque.

Définition 6. pXnq est une châıne de Markov par rapport à la filtration Fn si Xn P Fn et
satisfait la propriété de Markov

P
 
Xn�1 P B | Fn

( � ppXn, Bq,
où p : S � S Ñ R est tel que : pour tout x P S, A ÞÑ ppx,Aq est une mesure de probabilité sur pS,Sq, pour tout A P S, x ÞÑ ppx,Aq est une fonction mesurable.

Les lois de Xn sont déterminées par la propriété de Markov, comme dans le cas d’un
espace dénombrable. L’existence des châınes de Markov pXnq est alors donnée par le théo-
rème d’extension de Kolmogorov (voir par exemple [25, thm 7.1 p 474]).

Pour une châıne de Markov à espace d’états quelconque, la notion d’irréductibilité est
remplacée par la notion de châıne de Harris.

Définition 7. [Châıne de Harris] Une châıne de Markov pXnq est une châıne de Harris
si on peut trouver deux ensembles A,B P S, une fonction q et une mesure de probabilité ρ

sur B tels que : qpx, yq ¥ ε ¡ 0 pour tous x P A, y P B ; si TA � inftn ¥ 0 : Xn P Au, alors P
 
TA   8 | X0 � z

( ¡ 0 pour tout z P S ; si x P A et C � B, alors ppx,Cq ¥ ³
C
qpx, yqρpdyq.

L’avantage de cette notion est qu’on peut toujours supposer (quitte à modifier l’espace
S et la châıne Xn) qu’une châıne de Harris possède un point α qu’elle visite avec proba-
bilité 1. Les notions de périodicité, récurrence et transience peuvent alors s’étendre aux
châınes de Harris en considérant ce point α. Nous donnerons simplement le théorème de
convergence analogue au théorème 2 (légèrement moins fort) :

Théorème 3. [25, thm 6.8 p 332] Soit pXnq une châıne de Harris apériodique récurrente.
Si pXnq a une distribution stationnaire π, et si α est tel que

P
 
Tα   8 | X0 � x

( � 1,

alors
lim
nÑ8dvpδTx Pn, πq � 0.
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6.2 Châıne de Markov à temps continu

Nous allons commencer par rappeler la définition d’un processus ponctuel de Pois-
son (sur R

�), puis introduire les châınes de Markov à temps continu, via l’approche des
semi-groupes de transition. Cette approche a l’avantage de se généraliser « facilement »
aux processus de Markov par morceaux (et à bien d’autres objets), que nous introduirons
ensuite. Tout comme les châınes de Markov en temps discret sont une variante aléatoire
des équations aux différences, les châınes de Markov à temps continu peuvent être vues
comme une généralisation des équations différentielles ordinaires. Le « second membre» de
l’équation différentielle ordinaire (autonome) dx

dt
� f pxq se traduit par le générateur infini-

tésimal de la châıne de Markov (homogène). Nous suivons à nouveau le livre de Brémaud
[15]. Nous présentons d’abord les châınes de Markov à espace d’états dénombrables, pour
lesquelles une condition naturelle sur le générateur peut être donnée pour que le processus
soit de saut pur (voir plus bas). Nous passerons enfin aux châınes de Markov à espace
d’états général (on parle plus généralement de processus de Markov), et présenterons les
techniques de martingales et de fonction de Lyapounov pour leur stabilité.

Définition 8. [Châıne de Markov homogène à temps continu et espace d’états dénom-
brable] Une collection de variables aléatoires pXtqt¥0, indexée par R�, définie sur un es-
pace de probabilité pΩ,F,Pq, à valeurs dans E espace d’états dénombrable est une châıne de
Markov homogène si pour tout entier n ¥ 0, tous états i1, � � � , in, i, j, et pour tous temps
t, s ¥ 0, 0 ¤ s1, � � � , sn ¤ s

P
 
Xt�s � j | Xs � i,Xsn � in, � � � ,Xs1 � i1

( � P
 
Xt�s � j | Xs � i

(
,

dès que les deux membres sont bien définis, et cette quantité ne dépend pas de s.

Soit Pptq � tpijptqui,jPE où pijptq � P
 
Xt�s � j | Xs � i

(
. Alors Pptq est un semi-

groupe de transition, c’est-à-dire : Pptq est une matrice stochastique (
j̧

pijptq � 1), Pp0q � I, Ppt� sq � PptqPpsq.
Pour un semi-groupe continu, tel que lim

hÑ0
Pphq � Pp0q � I (convergence élément par

élément), les quantités suivantes existent toujours :

Définition 9. [Generateur] Pour tout état i P E, on définit

qi � lim
hÑ0

1� piiphq
h

P r0,8s,
et pour tout i � j P E,

qij � lim
hÑ0

pijphq
h

P r0,8s.
On pose également

qii � �qi,

et la matrice A � tqijui,jPE est appelée générateur infinitésimal du semi-groupe (ou de la
châıne de Markov).

Remarque 4. En notation matricielle, on a

A � lim
hÑ0

Pphq �Pp0q
h

.
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La notion « équivalente » de châıne de Markov à temps discret est la notion de processus
Markovien de saut pur (régulier), que l’on rencontrera plusieurs fois par la suite :

Définition 10 (Processus de saut pur). Un processus stochastique pXtqt¥0 à valeurs dans
E (espace d’état général) est un processus de saut pur si, pour presque tout ω P Ω, et t ¥ 0,
il existe εpt, ωq ¡ 0 tel que

Xpt� s, ωq � Xpt, ωq, pour tout s P rt, t� εpt, ωqq.
Il est régulier si l’ensemble des discontinuités Dpωq de t ÞÑ Xpt, ωq est σ-discret, c’est-à-
dire, pour tout c ¥ 0,

cardpDpωq X r0, csq   8.

Étant donné une matrice A, on peut donner une construction très simple d’un pro-
cessus Markovien de saut pur qui admette A pour générateur, en imposant une condition
supplémentaire sur A. Cette construction est à la base des modèles de réactions chimiques,
des modèles déterministes par morceaux (utilisés notamment dans le chapitre 1), et des
processus ponctuels (utilisés dans le chapitre 2). Nous détaillons donc cette construction
ci-dessous. L’ingrédient élémentaire est le processus de Poisson (homogène). Un processus
de Poisson est un processus de comptage d’événements sur R�, qui ont lieu successivement
et indépendamment les uns des autres suivant une loi exponentielle. Plus précisément, on
peut prendre la définition suivante :

Définition 11. Un processus pNtqt¥0 est un processus de Poisson homogène d’intensité
λ ¡ 0 si N0 � 0, et pour tous temps 0 ¤ t1 ¤ � � � ¤ tk, les variables aléatoires Ntk�1

�Ntk , � � � , Nt2�Nt1

sont indépendantes ; pour tous 0 ¤ a   b, Npbq �Npaq est une variable de Poisson de moyenne λpb� aq.
Avec cette définition, on peut montrer qu’un processus de Poisson admet la représen-

tation équivalente,

Nptq �
ņ¥1

1tp0,T supTnq,
où les temps d’événements Tn sont tels que 0 � T0   T1   T2   � � � et les variables Sn �
Tn�Tn�1 sont indépendantes et identiquement distribuées suivant une loi exponentielle de
paramètre λ. On montre également avec cette définition que deux événements se produisent
en même temps avec probabilité nulle (donc le processus de Poisson augmente de 1 en 1)
et qu’il n’y a pas d’explosion, c’est-à-dire

lim
nÑ8Tn � 8, presque sûrement.

Finalement, si on a deux (ou plus généralement une famille dénombrable) processus de
Poisson indépendants, on montre aussi que deux événements ne se produisent pas en
même temps (avec probabilité un) et que la somme des processus est encore un processus
de Poisson, d’intensité donnée par la somme des intensités (si elle est finie dans le cas
dénombrable).
Nous pouvons maintenant donner la construction d’un processus Markovien de saut pur
qui admette A pour générateur. On suppose pour cela :

Hypothèse 1. qi   8, qi �
j̧�i

qij.
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Soit tNi,jui,jPE,i�j une famille de processus de Poisson d’intensités respectivestqi,jui,jPE,i�j, et un état initial Xp0q indépendant de cette famille de processus. On pose
alors

Xptq � Xn, pour t P rTn, Tn�1q,
où les couples pTn,Xnq sont définis récursivement par T0 � 0, X0 � Xp0q,
et, pour tout n ¥ 0, si Tn   8, et Xn � XpTnq � i P E, alors si qi � 0, on pose Xn�m � ∆ (point cimetière) et Tn�m � 8, pour tout m ¥ 1 ; sinon Tn�1 est le premier événement qui a lieu après Tn des processus tNi,juj�iPE ,

et Xn�1 est donné par l’index k � i pour lequel le processus de Poisson Ni,k réalise
ce premier événement.

Cette construction est valide (Tn, Xn sont bien définis donc Xptq également) jusqu’au
temps d’explosion T8 � limnÑ8 Tn. On a alors la proposition suivante :

Proposition 3. [15, thm 1.2 p373] Si les conditions données par l’hypothèse 1 sont va-
lables, et si T8 � 8 presque sûrement, le processus construit ci-dessus est un processus
Markovien de saut pur régulier de générateur infinitésimal A.

La preuve repose sur le calcul de P
 
Xptq � j | Xp0q � i

(
. Si j � i, alors T1   t, et,

par indépendance, il vient

P
 
Xptq � j, T1   t | Xp0q � i

( � p1� e�qitqqij
qi

. (3)

Enfin, on montre que P
 
T2 ¤ t | Xp0q � i

(
est négligeable devant t, d’où

lim
tÑ0

1

t
P
 
Xptq � j | Xp0q � i

( � qij. �
Remarque 5. Cette approche des processus de saut pur est à la base des équations sto-
chastiques dirigées par des processus de Poisson, et plus généralement des systèmes sto-
chastiques dirigés par des processus ponctuels. Cette approche donne aussi directement
une méthode de simulation des trajectoires du processus de saut pur, appelée algorithme
de Gillespie [33] dans le contexte des modèles de réactions biochimiques. La méthode de
construction décrite ci-dessus correspond à l’algorithme de « la prochâıne réaction ». A
chaque événement, on simule uniquement le prochain temps d’événement du processus de
Poisson qui correspond à la transition que l’on vient d’effectuer. En gardant en mémoire
tous les prochains événements possibles (pour lesquels qij � 0, si l’on est dans l’état i), on
avance alors le temps au minimum de tous ces prochains événements possibles, on effectue
la transition correspondante, et ainsi de suite. Cette version a l’avantage d’être largement
généralisable à des processus ponctuels non Markoviens (avec retard, ou distribution de
temps d’événement non exponentielle, voir par exemple [2]). Une autre version de cet
algorithme, appelée « méthode directe », vient de la formule (3) utilisée dans la preuve
ci-dessus. Le prochain temps d’événement est donné par une exponentielle de paramètre
qi � °

j�i qij et la transition effectuée est déterminée par un autre nombre aléatoire qui

vaut j avec probabilité
qij
qj
. Cette méthode ne garde pas de valeurs en mémoire (autres que

l’état dans lequel on est) mais demande de générer deux nombres aléatoires à chaque pas
de temps.

Avant de passer à la description des processus de Markov plus généraux, citons un critère
de convergence en temps long pour les processus Markoviens de saut pur. De la description
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trajectorielle que l’on a donnée, on peut voir qu’un processus Markovien de saut pur est lié
à une châıne de Markov discrète, donnée par les valeurs après les sauts Xn. On étend les
notions d’irréductibilité, de récurrence et de positive récurrence au processus Markovien
de saut pur. La même forme régénératrice (voir proposition 1) est encore valable entre les
mesures invariantes (pour le semi-groupe P ptq) et les temps de premier retour, et on a
alors :

Théorème 6. Un processus Markovien de saut pur régulier de générateur infinitésimal
A, irréductible, est positivement récurrent si et seulement s’il existe une loi de probabilité
π sur E telle que

πTA � 0.

Dans ce cas, on a lim
tÑ8 pijptq � πpjq pour tous i, j P E.

Remarque 7. Notons les différences entre les théorèmes 2 et 6. Dans le cas continu, on
n’a pas besoin de supposer la châıne apériodique. Les temps de passage dans un état sont
suffisamment aléatoires pour éviter le comportement périodique. Notons aussi qu’il n’y a
pas forcément de relation entre la convergence en temps long du processus Markovien de
saut pur et de sa châıne de Markov en temps discret correspondante. En particulier, on
a la relation entre une mesure invariante ν pour le processus Markovien de saut pur et µ
pour la châıne discrète

µpiq � qiνpiq,
qui montre que toutes les possibilités sont ouvertes pour les valeurs respectives de

i̧PE µpiq
et

i̧PE νpiq en fonction du comportement de la suite pqiqiPE.
Pour une théorie équivalente sur les processus Markoviens de saut pur à valeurs dans

un espace quelconque, voir par exemple [22]). Nous passons maintenant au processus de
Markov plus généraux.

6.3 Processus de Markov

Dans toute cette partie, E est un espace polonais (i.e. métrique séparable complet)
muni de sa structure borélienne BpEq. L’ensemble des fonctions mesurables bornées sur E
est noté BpEq, que l’on munit de la norme « infini » usuelle. L’ensemble des fonctions à
valeurs réelles, continues à droite et avec limite finie à gauche (« cad-lag ») sur r0,8q est
noté DEr0,8q. On munit DEr0,8q de la topologie de Skorokhod SE. Nous suivrons dans
un premier temps principalement le livre de Ethier and Kurtz [30]. On utilise la définition
suivante :

Définition 12 (Processus de Markov homogène). Une collection de variables aléatoirespXtqt¥0, indexées par R�, définies sur un espace de probabilité pΩ,F,Pq munie d’une filtra-
tion pFtqt¥0, à valeurs dans E, un espace polonais, est un processus de Markov homogène
par rapport à pFtqt¥0 si pour tous s, t ¥ 0 et B P BpBq,

P
 
Xt�s P B | Ft

( � P
 
Xt�s P B | Xt

( �: P ps,Xptq, Bq,
La fonction P pt, x,Bq, définie sur r0,8q �E �BpBq est appelée fonction de transition et
satisfait : P pt, x, �q est une mesure de probabilité sur E, pour tous pt, xq, P p0, x, �q � δx, pour tout x, P p�, �, Bq est mesurable sur r0,8q �E, pour tout B P BpBq,
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P pt� s, x,Bq � »

P ps, y,BqP pt, x, dyq. (4)

De manière similaire au cas des châınes de Markov, les lois des n-uplets de Xt sont
déterminées par la relation de Chapman-Kolmogorov eq. (4). La topologie sur E (polonais)
permet d’assurer que ces lois (dites de dimensions finies) déterminent de manière unique
un processus de Markov sur E. Comme pour le cas des châınes de Markov, la relation
de Chapman-Kolmogorov définit en un certain sens une structure de semi-groupe sur
les fonctions de transition. Cependant, peu de processus stochastiques ont des formules
connues pour les fonctions de transition (à l’exception du mouvement Brownien, ou de
quelques autres processus comme le Ornstein-Uhlenbeck), et il est plus facile de travailler
avec le semi-groupe sur les fonctions bornées de E, donné par

T ptqf pxq � »
f pyqP pt, x, dyq � E

�
f pXptqq | Xp0q � x

�
.

Il est classique que le semi-groupe tT ptqu sur BpEq (et même sur un sous-ensemble suffi-
samment gros), avec une loi initiale, détermine de manière unique les lois de dimensions
finies de Xptq. Aussi, de par sa définition, T ptq est un semi-groupe de contraction sur
BpEq muni de la norme infini sur E. On cherche dans quel cas le générateur infinitésimal
de T ptq caractérise le semi-groupe, et donc le processus de Markov Xptq. Pour utiliser la
théorie classique des semi-groupes, il faut des semi-groupes fortement continus. On va voir
que cela définit une sous-classe importante, mais restrictive, de processus de Markov. Ce
sont les processus de Feller. Il suffit de regarder le semi-groupe tT ptqu sur l’espace C0pEq
des fonctions continues sur E et de limite nulle à l’infini, muni de la norme « infini »,
sup
xPE | f pxq |. Si tT ptqu est un semi-groupe positif de contraction sur C0pEq, fortement

continu (lim
tÑ0

T ptqf � f), le théorème de Hille-Yosida caractérise alors le générateur de

T ptq et celui-ci détermine de manière unique un processus de Markov. Le résultat précis,
dans le contexte des processus stochastique, est le suivant :

Proposition 4 (Processus de Feller). [30, thm 2.2 p165] Soit E localement compact et
séparable, et A un opérateur linéaire sur C0pEq, qui vérifie le domaine de A, DpAq est dense dans C0pEq, A satisfait le principe du maximum positif :

si f px0q � sup
xPE | f pxq |¥ 0, alors Af px0q ¤ 0. l’image de pλI �Aq est dense dans C0pEq pour un certain λ ¡ 0.

Soit alors T ptq le semi-groupe de contraction positif, fortement continu sur C0pEq généré
par la fermeture de A. Alors il existe pour tout x P E un processus de Markov Xx corres-
pondant à T ptq, de loi initiale δx et de trajectoires dans DEr0,8q si et seulement si A est
conservatif (c’est-à-dire pf, gq � p1, 0q est dans la fermeture de A). Un tel processus est
appelé processus de Feller.

Une autre classe importante de processus pour lesquels le générateur est « facilement »
caractérisable sont les processus de saut pur, que l’on a déjà rencontrés dans le cas d’un
espace d’états dénombrable. Si µpx,Bq est une fonction de transition et λ P BpEq, alors

Af pxq � λpxq » pf pyq � f pxqqµpx, dyq
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est un opérateur borné sur BpEq, et A est le générateur d’un processus de saut pur qui
peut être construit de manière analogue au cas d’un espace d’états dénombrable (voir pro-
position 3). En particulier, on peut lui associer une châıne de Markov Yn à temps discret
sur E, de fonction de transition µpx,Bq et les temps de saut sont déterminés par des lois
exponentielles de paramètres λpYnq.

Finalement, une approche plus générale, largement reconnue et utilisée actuellement
(notamment pour sa commodité avec les théorèmes limites), est celle du problème de
martingale, utilisé notamment par Stroock et Varadhan [78] pour caractériser les diffusions
sur Rd, et Jacod et Shiryaev [39] pour des processus à accroissements indépendants. Elle
repose sur le générateur étendu, défini par :

Définition 13 (Générateur étendu). Soit tT ptqu un semi-groupe de contractions sur BpEq.
Son générateur étendu est défini comme l’opérateur (possiblement multi-valué)

Â � !pf, gq P BpEq �BpEq : T ptqf � f � » t

0
T psqgds).

On a alors la proposition classique mais fondamentale :

Proposition 5. [30, thm 1.7 p162] Soit Xptq un processus de Markov à trajectoires dans
DEr0,8q de fonction de transition P pt, x,Bq. Soient tT ptqu son semi-groupe sur BpEq
associé, et Â son générateur étendu. Alors, si pf, gq P Â,

Mptq � f pXptqq � » t

0
gpXpsqqds,

est une martingale par rapport à la filtration F
X
t canonique associée Xptq.

L’hypothèse sur les trajectoires de Xptq est suffisante pour que l’intégrale définissant
Mptq ait un sens (mais on peut faire mieux). L’idée de la preuve de cette proposition réside
dans un simple calcul :

E
�
Mpt� uq | FX

t

� � E
�
f pXpt� uqq | FX

t

�� » t�u
0

E
�
gpXpsqq | FX

t

�
ds,� E

�
f pXpt� uqq | Xptq� � » t�u

t

E
�
gpXpsqq | Xptq�ds� » t

0
gpXpsqqds,� T puqf pXptqq � » u

0
T psqgpXptqqds � c,� f pXptqq � E

�
gpXpsqq | FX

t

� � Mptq.
La deuxième ligne est donnée par la propriété de Markov (pour les deux premières inté-
grales) et la propriété de l’espérance conditionnelle (pour la troisième intégrale). Le reste
suit par définition du semi-groupe et de son générateur étendu.

Le problème de martingale consiste, étant donné un générateur A et une loi initiale µ

sur E, à trouver une mesure de probabilité P P P
�
DEr0,8q� telle que le processus défini

sur l’espace pDEr0,8q, SE , P q par
Xpt, ωq � wptq, ω P DEr0,8q, t ¥ 0,

vérifie :

f pXptqq � » t

0
gpXpsqqds
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est une martingale par rapport à la filtration F
X
t canonique associé Xptq, pour toutpf, gq P A, et Xp0q a pour loi µ.

Des conditions générales sur le générateur étendu Â pour avoir existence et unicité de
la solution du problème de martingale sont difficiles à obtenir. Ceci est le prix à payer
pour une théorie générale. Dans la pratique, par contre, si l’on se donne a priori la forme
du générateur, il est souvent possible de donner des conditions sur les coefficients du géné-
rateur pour que le problème de martingale associé soit bien posé (voir par exemple le cas
des diffusions traité par Stroock et Varadhan [78], et des semi-martingales — comprenant
les processus ponctuels, les processus à accroissements indépendants, les diffusions avec
sauts— traité par Jacod et Shiryaev [39]).

On peut néanmoins dégager plusieurs principes généralement valables pour le problème
de l’existence et l’unicité de la solution du problème de martingale. L’existence peut être
obtenue par une limite faible de solution d’un problème de martingale approché, donnée
par la proposition suivante :

Proposition 6. [30, prop 5.1 p196] Soit A � CbpEq � CbpEq et An � BpEq � BpEq,
n � 1, 2, � � � . On suppose que pour tout couple pf, gq P A, il existe pfn, gnq P An tel que

lim
nÑ8 }fn � f} � 0, lim

nÑ8 }gn � g} � 0.

Soit alors Xn une solution du problème de martingale pour An, avec trajectoires dans
DEr0,8q, si Xn ñ X (convergence en loi), alors X est une solution du problème de
martingale pour A.

Une autre technique souvent utilisée est la localisation. Elle consiste à se ramener
au cas où la solution du problème de martingale est contenue dans un ouvert (que l’on
prendra borné en général) de E par un argument de troncature. Une solution du problème
de martingale arrêtée en un ouvert U est (formellement) une solution du problème de
martingale pour tout temps plus petit que le temps de sortie de U .

Proposition 7. [30, thm 6.3 p219] Soit A � CbpEq � BpEq. Soit U1 � U2 � � � � ouvert
de E. Soit ν P PpEq une loi initiale, telle que pour tout k il existe une unique solution Xk

au problème de martingale pA, νq arrêtée en Uk, avec trajectoires dans DEr0,8q. On pose

τk � inftt : Xkptq R Uk ou Xkpt�q R Uku.
Si pour tout t ¡ 0,

lim
kÑ8Ppτk ¤ tq � 0,

alors il existe une unique solution au problème de martingale pA, νq avec trajectoires dans
DEr0,8q.

Finalement, donnons un procédé qui sera utilisé dans le chapitre 2 pour obtenir l’unicité
de la solution du problème de martingale. Supposons que le générateur A soit le générateur
infinitésimal d’un semi-groupe fortement continu. Alors de manière classique l’opérateur
A est fermé, et la résolvante pλ � Aq�1 est définie pour tout λ ¡ 0. Supposons que pour
tout x P E, il existe une solution au problème de martingale pA, δxq (ce qui sera donné si
on sait qu’il existe un processus de Markov associé au semi-groupe fortement continu). Un
simple calcul montre que, pour tous pf, gq P A, λ ¡ 0,

e�λtf pXxptqq � » t

0
e�λspλf pXxpsqq � gpXxpsqqqds (5)
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est une martingale. Il vient alors que

f pxq � E
� » 8

0
e�λspλf pXxpsqq � gpXxpsqqqds�.

On en déduit alors λ}f} ¤ }λf � g}. On a donc la proposition :

Proposition 8. [30, prop 3.5 p178] Soit A opérateur linéaire, A � BpEq � BpEq. S’il
existe une solution au problème de martingale pA, δxq pour tout x P E, alors A est dissipatif
(voir section 5).

Cette proposition permet de montrer de manière simple qu’un opérateur est dissipatif.
On peut alors conclure à l’unicité de la solution du problème de martingale en identifiant
une classe de fonctions séparatrice, comme dans le théorème suivant :

Théorème 8. [30, corollaire 4.4 p187] Soit E séparable et A � BpEq � BpEq linéaire et
dissipatif. On suppose que pour un (et donc tous) λ ¡ 0, Impλ�Aq � DpAq, et qu’il existe
M � BpEq séparatrice, M � Impλ�Aq pour tout λ ¡ 0. Alors pour toute loi initiale µ,
deux solutions du problème de martingale pour pA,µq à trajectoires dans DEr0,8q, ont
même loi sur DEr0,8q.

L’ingrédient clé de cette preuve repose toujours sur l’identification de la martingale
donnée par l’éq. (5). En particulier, pour tout h P M , si X et Y sont solutions du même
problème de martingale,

E
� » 8

0
e�λthpXptqqdt� � » pλ�Aq�1hdµ � E

� » 8
0

e�λthpY ptqqdt�,
ce qui suffit, par propriété de la transformée de Laplace et de l’hypothèse sur M , pour
identifier les lois de X et Y .

On termine cette section en discutant de la convergence en temps long pour les pro-
cessus de Markov. L’approche la plus générale et utile dans la pratique est donnée par les
fonctions de Lyapounov pour le générateur étendu. Voir les travaux de Meyn et Tweedie
dans une série de trois papiers [58, 59, 60]. Pour des modèles particuliers, les approches par
couplage peuvent s’avérer également très puissantes, et donner des taux de convergence
explicites très satisfaisants (voir par exemple Bardet et al. [8]). Les idées des méthodes de
fonctions de Lyapounov s’appuient sur des conditions de dérive du générateur pour des
fonctions bien choisies, qui transmettent des propriétés au processus grâce à la formule
de Dynkin. Comme pour les châınes de Markov à temps discret et à espace d’états quel-
conque, il faudra supposer une certaine forme de régénération supplémentaire, similaire à
la propriété des châınes de Harris énoncée dans la définition 7. La puissance des théorèmes
de Meyn et Tweedie réside dans l’utilisation d’une châıne discrète obtenue à partir d’un
échantillonnage (quelconque) du processus de Markov. Ceci rend leurs résultats largement
utilisables dans beaucoup de cas.

Dans tout ce qui suit, on suppose que E est un espace polonais localement compact,
muni de sa structure borélienne BpEq. On suppose que Xptq est un processus de Markov
à trajectoires dans DEr0,8q. On redéfinit les concepts d’explosion, d’irréductibilité, de
récurrence, de récurrence de Harris et de récurrence de Harris positive. On note On une
famille d’ouverts pré-compacts de E tel que On Ñ E quand n Ñ 8, et τn les premiers
temps d’entrée de Xt dans O

c
n. On dit alors que Xptq est non explosif (ou régulier) si

P
 
lim
nÑ8 τn � 8 | Xp0q � x

( � 1, �x P E.
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On note tXt Ñ 8u si Xt P Cc pour tout compact C P BpEq et t suffisamment grand. On
dit alors que Xptq est non évanescent si

P
 tXt Ñ8u | Xp0q � x

( � 0, �x P E.

Pour un ensemble mesurable A, on définit

TA � inftt ¥ 0 : Xt P Au, nA � » 8
0

1tXtPAudt.
Xptq est φ-irréductible si pour une mesure σ-finie φ,

φpBq ¡ 0 ùñ E
�
TB | Xp0q � x

�   8,�x P E.

Xptq est Harris récurrent si pour une mesure σ-finie φ,

φpBq ¡ 0 ùñ P
 
nB � 8 | Xp0q � x

( � 1,�x P E.

Une mesure invariante µ pour un processus de Markov Xptq, de fonction de transition
P pt, x,Bq, est telle que

µpAq � µP pt, �, Aq � »
P pt, x,Aqµpdxq.

Comme pour les châınes de Markov récurrentes, un processus de Markov Harris récurrent
possède, à un facteur multiplicatif près, une unique mesure invariante. Si elle est finie, on
peut alors la normaliser en une distribution de probabilité, et on parle alors de processus
de Markov positivement Harris récurrent.

Un échantillonnage d’un processus de Markov est donné par les valeurs du processus
de Markov à certains temps, déterministes ou aléatoires. L’échantillonnage le plus simple
est celui donné par la résolvante, R : E � BpEq ÞÑ r0, 1s,

Rpx,Aq � » 8
0

P pt, x,Aqe�tdt. (6)

Si ptkq est une suite d’instants générés par des incréments indépendants entre eux (et
de Xt) et distribués suivant une loi exponentielle de paramètre 1, alors pXtk q est une
châıne de Markov à temps discret, de noyau R. Plus généralement, étant donnée une loi
de probabilité a sur R�, on définit

Kapx,Aq � » 8
0

P pt, x,Aqapdtq.
Pour ptkq une suite d’instants d’accroissements indépendants suivant a, Xtk est alors une
châıne de Markov à temps discret, de noyau Ka. Meyn et Tweedie [59, 60, 58] ont prouvé
de nombreux liens entre le processus de Markov et les Ka-échantillons.

Une classe importante de processus de Markov pour lesquels des résultats de stabilité
existent sont les T -processus :

Définition 14. Un processus de Markov est un T -processus s’il existe une mesure de
probabilité a sur R� et une fonction non triviale T : E � BpEq ÞÑ R� (T px,Eq ¡ 0) tels
que : pour tout B P BpEq, T p�, Bq est semi-continu inférieurement ; pour tous x P E, B P BpEq, Kapx,Bq ¥ T px,Bq.
En lien avec cette notion, nous avons également la notion d’ensemble petit :
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Définition 15. Un ensemble non vide C P BpEq est dit ν-petit si ν est une mesure non
triviale sur BpEq, et s’il existe a une mesure de probabilité sur R� tel que Kapx, �q ¥ νp�q
pour tout x P C. On dit simplement que C est petit si la donnée de ν n’est pas importante.

La relation entre ces deux notions est donnée par la proposition suivante :

Proposition 9. [59, prop 4.1] Supposons P
 tXt Ñ 8u | Xp0q � x

(   1 pour un x P E.
Alors tout ensemble compact est petit si et seulement si Xt est irréductible et est un T -
processus.

Nous donnons maintenant les critères de stabilité pour un processus de Markov basé
sur des fonctions de Lyapounov et sur les notions rappelées ci-dessus. On note On une
famille d’ouverts pré-compacts de E tel que On Ñ E quand n Ñ 8, et on note Xn le
processus stochastique Xptq arrêté en On, et An son générateur. Dans toute la suite, V
est une fonction de Lyapounov E Ñ R�, si elle est mesurable, strictement positive et telle
que V pxq Ñ 8 quand xÑ8. Un critère de non explosion s’énonce ainsi :

Proposition 10. [60, thm 2.1] S’il existe une fonction V de Lyapounov, et c ¡ 0, d ¥ 0
tels que

AnV pxq ¤ cV pxq � d, x P On, n ¥ 1,

alors Xptq est non explosif ; il existe une variable aléatoire D finie presque sûrement tel que V pXtq ¤ Dect ; la variable aléatoire D satisfait la borne P
 
D ¥ a | Xp0q � x

( ¤ V pxq
a

, a ¡ 0, x P E ; E
�
V pXtq | Xp0q � x

� ¤ ectV pxq.
Un critère de non-évanescence est donné par :

Proposition 11. [60, thm 3.1] S’il existe une fonction V de Lyapounov, d ¡ 0 et C un
compact tels que

AnV pxq ¤ d1tCupxq, x P On, n ¥ 1,

alors Xptq est non évanescent.

Un critère de récurrence est donnée par :

Proposition 12. [60, thm 4.1] S’il existe une fonction V de Lyapounov, d ¡ 0 et C un
compact tels que

AnV pxq ¤ d1tCupxq, x P On, n ¥ 1,

et tels que tous les ensembles compacts sont petit, alors Xptq est Harris récurrent.

Un critère de récurrence positive est donnée par :

Proposition 13. [60, thm 4.2] S’il existe c, d ¡ 0, C un ensemble petit fermé, f ¥ 1 et
V ¥ 0 borné sur C tels que

AnV pxq ¤ �cf pxq � d1tCupxq, x P On, n ¥ 1,

alors, si Xptq est non explosif, Xptq est positivement Harris récurrent et sa mesure inva-
riante est finie.

On termine par un critère d’ergodicité exponentielle :
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Proposition 14. [60, thm 6.1] S’il existe une fonction V de Lyapounov, c, d ¡ 0, tels que

AnV pxq ¤ �cf pxq � d, x P On, n ¥ 1,

et tels que tous les ensembles compacts sont petit, alors, il existe β   1 et B   8 tels que}P pt, x, �q � π}f ¤ Bf pxqβt, x P E, t ¥ 0,

avec f � V � 1 et où }µ}f � sup|g|¤f | µpgq |.
En revenant aux châınes de Markov à temps continu et à valeurs dans un espace dénom-
brable, cette dernière proposition 14 donne immédiatement le critère suivant :

Proposition 15. [60, thm 7.1] S’il existe une fonction V de Lyapounov, c, d ¡ 0, tels
que,

j̧

qijV pjq ¤ �cV piq � d, i P E,

et si Xptq est irréductible alors il existe π une distribution de probabilité invariante pour
Xptq, β   1 et B   8 tels que}P pt, i, �q � π}f ¤ Bf piqβt, x P E, t ¥ 0,

avec f � V � 1.

Nous utiliserons les propositions 14 et 15 au Chapitre 1 de cette thèse, pour donner des
conditions sur nos modèles Markoviens d’expression des gènes pour qu’ils soient asympto-
tiquement stables.

6.4 Processus de Markov déterministes par morceaux

Les processus de Markov déterministes par morceaux (PDMP — piecewise determinis-
tic Markov processes) ont été formalisés rigoureusement par Davis [23], qui a notamment
montré qu’une construction explicite d’un processus déterministe par morceaux définit une
solution d’un certain problème de martingale. Ainsi, Davis a identifié très précisément le
générateur étendu d’un PDMP et son domaine. Dans la pratique, comme on a pu le voir
dans les propriétés énoncées dans la partie précédente, la connaissance d’un sous-ensemble
de fonctions séparatrices inclus dans le domaine est cependant généralement suffisant.
Nous donnons la construction d’un PDMP sans bord, c’est à dire que le flot déterministe
reste toujours inclus dans l’espace d’états. Nous supposerons aussi par la suite que le flot
déterministe a toujours la propriété d’existence et d’unicité globale.

Un PDMP (sans bord) est donné en tous temps t ¥ 0 par un couple piptq, xptqq où
iptq P J est une variable discrète, J � N et xptq P R

d (on pourrait considérer des espaces
plus généraux sans difficulté). Un PDMP est décrit par trois caractéristiques locales : un champ de vecteur Hipxq, pour tout i P J ; une intensité de saut λipxq, pour tout i P J ; une mesure de transition Q telle que pour tout pi, xq, Qp�, pi, xqq est une loi de

probabilité sur J � R
d.

La construction d’un PDMP suit celle d’un processus de saut pur, sauf que la variable x

n’est pas constante entre deux sauts, mais suit une équation différentielle déterministe.

On pose alors pin, xnq � pipTnq, xpTnqq où pTn, in, xnq sont définis récursivement par : T0 � 0, i0 � ip0q, x0 � xp0q (conditions initiales données) ;
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ginpxn, t � Tnq où ginpx, tq est donnée par la solution de l’équation différentielle
ordinaire #

dy

dt
� Hinpyq, t ¥ 0,

yp0q � x.

La variable discrète t ÞÑ iptq est constante égale in, et Tn�1 � Tn � τn où τn est
déterminé par

P
 
τn ¡ t

( � E
�
exp

�� » t

0
λinpginpxn, sqqds	�.

Si τn � 8, on pose xn�m � ∆ (point cimetière) et Tn�m � 8, pour tout m ¥ 1. Si-
non τn   8, et pin�1, xn�1q est donné par la probabilité de transitionQp�, pin, xpT�n�1qq.

Comme dans les processus de saut pur, cette construction est valable jusqu’au temps
d’explosion T8 � limnÑ8 Tn. Les conditions générales pour assurer que l’explosion n’a
pas lieu en temps fini sont difficiles à obtenir du fait de nombreuses possibilités entre les
évolutions déterministes et les transitions possibles. On peut cependant montrer facilement
que si :

Hypothèse 2. Les intensités de saut λipxq sont uniformément bornées sur Rd,

alors T8 � 8 presque sûrement. Cette hypothèse est bien trop forte dans la pratique, et
par la suite on supposera donc seulement que :

Hypothèse 3.
E
�
Nt

�   8, �t ¥ 0,

où Nt �
ņ

1tt¥Tnu est le nombre de sauts entre r0, ts.
Pour utiliser les résultats suivants, dans la pratique, il faudra donc montrer que cette
hypothèse 3 est vérifiée.

Hypothèse 4. On suppose que les champs de vecteurs Hi sont C
1 et tels que pour tout x P R

d, ils définissent un
unique flot global φipt, xq ; les intensités de saut sont telles que pour tout couple pi, xq, λipφipt, xqq est localement
intégrable en 0, c’est-à-dire qu’il existe εpi, xq ¡ 0 tel que» εpi,xq

0
λipφips, xqqds   8.

Ces deux conditions impliquent que la construction donnée ci-dessus a un sens. Le flot
est toujours défini et on peut choisir un temps de prochain saut strictement positif. Avec
les hypothèses 3 et 4, Davis a montré que le processus de Markov pit, xtq sur J �R

d ainsi
construit est solution du problème de martingale associé au générateur A, qui s’exprime,
pour toute fonction bornée de classe C1 de x (et de dérivée bornée),

Af pi, xq � Hipxq∇xf � λipxq » rf pj, yq � f pi, xqsQpdj � dy, pi, xqq. (7)

L’opérateur adjoint donne (formellement) l’équation d’évolution sur les probabilités de
densité ppi, x, tq du processusBppi, x, tqBt � �∇pHipxqppi, x, tqq � λipxqppi, x, tq � »

λjpyqppj, y, tqQppi, xq, dj � dyq. (8)
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L’existence de solution au problème de martingale est donc donné par la construction
explicite d’un processus stochastique. D’après la proposition 8 et le théorème 8, si l’on
montre que le semi-groupe engendré par ce processus stochastique est fortement continu
(ce qui est le cas si les intensités λi sont bornées par exemple), on peut obtenir l’unicité de
la solution du problème de martingale. Les techniques de localisation peuvent aussi être
utilisées dans la pratique. Crudu et al. [21] ont montré ainsi, avec des hypothèses fortes
(mais qui peuvent être surmontées par des techniques de localisation), le résultat suivant :

Théorème 9. [21, thm 2.5] Supposons les hypothèses 3 et 4 ainsi que

Hypothèse 5. Les fonctions x ÞÑ Hipxq, x ÞÑ λipxq et x ÞÑ λipxq ³ f pj, yqQpdj�dy, pi, xqq
pour f P C1

b , sont C
1
b sur R

d.

Alors, le PDMP déterminé par pHi, λi, Qq est l’unique solution du problème de mar-
tingale associé à A défini à l’éq. (7).

Toujours pour le caractère bien posé du problème de martingale, citons un résultat de
perturbation qui peut s’appliquer dans la pratique. L’idée est de découper le générateur
donné à l’éq. (7) en deux parties. De manière naturelle (par rapport à la construction
explicite du processus) on peut séparer la partie dérive, donnée par l’évolution déterministe,
de la partie saut. Notons A1 la partie dérive, et A2 la partie saut. Supposons que les
intensités de saut λi sont bornées. Alors l’opérateur A2 est un opérateur borné. Si l’on
s’assure que A1 est dissipatif, que pour un σ ¡ 0, BpEq � Impσ �A1q, alors BpEq �
Impσ � pA1 �A2qq. Le théorème 8 donné ci-dessus permet donc de conclure que l’unicité
a lieu pour A1 �A2. Pour l’existence, on peut utiliser le résultat suivant :

Proposition 16. [30, prop 10.2 p 256] Supposons que pour toute loi initiale ν sur J�R
d,

il existe une solution au problème de martingale pour pA1, νq à trajectoires dans DEr0,8q,
alors il existe également une solution au problème de martingale pour pA1 � A2, νq à
trajectoires dans DEr0,8q (où A2 est l’opérateur de saut, avec intensités bornées).

L’idée de la preuve suit la construction explicite du PDMP. On se ramène d’abord au cas
λ constant, puis on construit successivement une solution sur tout rTk, Tk�1q, avec la loi
de Tk�1 � Tk donnée par une loi exponentielle indépendante du processus, et la condition
initiale donnée par la loi du saut Q en la condition finale de l’étape précédente, etc.

6.5 Équation d’évolution d’un PDMP

Nous donnons maintenant une stratégie similaire, mais en regardant le semi-groupe
sur L1, associé à l’équation d’évolution éq. (8). Cette stratégie sera largement utilisée au
chapitre 1, sur un modèle PDMP en dimension un, lorsqu’il y a uniquement des sauts
dans la variable continue, et un seul champ de vecteurs (il n’y a pas de variable discrète).
Supposons donc pour simplifier qu’on est dans un cas où le champ de vecteurs ne change
pas et qu’il n’y a pas de dynamique sur la variable discrète. Le générateur donné dans
l’éq. (8) est défini par un opérateur de dérive et un opérateur de saut sur la variable
continue.

Rappelons quelques notions spécifiques aux semi-groupes sur L1. Soit pE, E ,mq un
espace mesuré σ-fini et L1 � L1pE, E ,mq de norme} � }1. Un opérateur linéaire P sur
L1 est dit sous-stochastique (respectivement stochastique) si Pu ¥ 0 et }Pu}1 ¤ }u}1
(respectivement }Pu}1 � }u}1) pour tout u ¥ 0, u P L1. On note D l’ensemble des
densités de probabilité sur E :

D � tu P L1 : u ¥ 0, }u}1 � 1u.
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Ainsi un opérateur stochastique transforme une densité en une densité. Soit P : E � E Ñr0, 1s un noyau de transition stochastique, c’est-à-dire que Ppx, �q est une mesure de pro-
babilité pour tout x P E et la fonction x ÞÑ Ppx,Bq est mesurable pour tout B P E . Soit
P un opérateur stochastique sur L1. Si»

E

Ppx,Bqupxqmpdxq � »
B

Pupyqmpdyq pour tous B P E , u P D,

alors P est l’opérateur de transition associé à P. Un opérateur stochastique P sur L1 est
dit partiellement intégral s’il existe une fonction mesurable p : E �E Ñ r0,8q telle que»

E

»
E

ppx, yqmpdyqmpdxq ¡ 0 et Pupyq ¥ »
E

upxqppx, yqmpdxq,
pour toute densité u. De plus, si,»

E

ppx, yqmpdyq � 1, x P E,

alors P correspond au noyau stochastique

Ppx,Bq � »
B

ppx, yqmpdyq, x P E,B P E ,

et on dit que P est à noyau p. Dans le cas particulier d’un ensemble dénombrable E avec
E la famille de tous les sous-ensembles de E et m la mesure de comptage, l’espace L1 sera
noté ℓ1 et les densités de probabilité sont des suites. Tout opérateur stochastique sur ℓ1 a
un noyau rppx, yqsx,yPE qui est donné par une matrice (stochastique).

Un semi-groupe tP ptqut¥0 d’opérateurs linéaires sur L1 est dit sous-stochastique (res-
pectivement stochastique) s’il est fortement continu et pour tout t ¡ 0 l’opérateur P ptq
est sous-stochastique (respectivement stochastique). Une densité u� est invariante ou sta-
tionnaire pour tP ptqut¥0 si u� est un point fixe de chaque opérateur P ptq, P ptqu� � u�
pour tout t ¥ 0. Un semi-groupe stochastique tP ptqut¥0 est dit asymptotiquement stable
s’il existe une densité stationnaire u� telle que

lim
tÑ8 }P ptqu� u�}1 � 0 pour u P D,

et il est partiellement intégral si, pour un t0 ¡ 0, l’opérateur P pt0q est partiellement
intégral.

Théorème 10 ([67, Thm 2]). Soit tP ptqut¥0 un semi-groupe stochastique partiellement
intégral. Si le semi-groupe tP ptqut¥0 a une unique densité invariante u� et u� ¡ 0 presque
partout, alors

lim
tÑ8 }P ptqu� u�}1 � 0 pour tout u P D.

Dans notre étude sur un modèle donné par un PDMP, il ne sera pas trop difficile de voir
que le semi-groupe est partiellement intégral. Les conditions pour obtenir un semi-groupe
stochastique (autre que le cas trivial d’intensités de saut bornées) sont plus délicates.
Enfin, l’existence d’une densité invariante (c’est-à-dire une fonction mesurable invariante et
intégrable, qui peut donc être renormalisée) sera donnée par des calculs sur une résolvante
et une châıne de Markov échantillonnée, que l’on présente plus bas.

Pour s’assurer que le semi-groupe donné par le générateur de l’éq. (8) est stochastique,
on utilisera un résultat de perturbation. Ce résultat permet d’abord de construire un semi-
groupe sous-stochastique, généré par une extension du générateur associé à l’éq. (8). De
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plus, il caractérise la résolvante de ce semi-groupe, ce qui permet de déduire des critères
suffisants pour le rendre stochastique.

On note A0 l’opérateur de transport associé au terme de dérive, et J l’opérateur sto-
chastique sur L1 associé au noyau Q. L’équation d’évolution sur la densité peut se réécrire

du

dt
� A0u� λu� Jpλuq.

A0 étant un opérateur de transport, il est raisonnable de penser qu’il est le générateur
infinitésimal d’un semi-groupe stochastique fortement continu (du moins on peut trouver
dans la pratique des conditions pour qu’il le soit). Alors, même si λ est non bornée,
A1u � A0u�λu est le générateur d’un semi-groupe sous-stochastique. Le domaine DpA1q
est inclus dans

L1
λ � tu P L1 :

»
E

λpxq | upxq | mpdxq   8u.
Soit A2 � Jpλuq. L’opérateur J est positif et stochastique, }Jpλuq}1 � }λu}1, et donc

DpA1q � DpA2q.
De plus, on a clairement »

E

pA1u�A2uqdm � 0.

On peut alors utiliser le résultat de perturbation suivant :

Théorème 11 ([43, 86, 5]). Supposons que deux opérateurs linéaires pA1,DpA1qq etpA2,DpA2qq sur L1 vérifient les hypothèses suivantes : pA1,DpA1qq génère un semi-groupe sous-stochastique tS1ptqut¥0 ; DpA1q � DpA2q et A2u ¥ 0 pour tout u P DpA1q� ; pour tout u P DpA1q�, »
E

pA1u�A2uqdm � 0.

Alors il existe un semi-groupe sous-stochastique tP ptqut¥0 sur L1 généré par une extension
C de pA1 �A2,DpA1qq. Le générateur est caractérisé par

Rpσ,Cqu � lim
NÑ8Rpσ,A1q Ņ

n�0pA2Rpσ,A1qqnu, u P L1, σ ¡ 0.

De plus, tP ptqut¥0 est le plus petit semi-groupe sous-stochastique dont le générateur est
une extension de pA1 �A2,DpA1qq. Enfin, les conditions suivantes sont équivalentes : tP ptqut¥0 est un semi-groupe stochastique, le générateur C est la fermeture de pA1 �A2,DpA1qq, pour un σ ¡ 0,

lim
nÑ8 }pA2Rpσ,A1qqnu} � 0, �u P L1.

Tyran-Kamińska [83] a montré qu’une condition suffisante pour que tP ptqut¥0 soit
stochastique est que l’opérateur K défini par

Ku � lim
σÑ0

A2Rpσ,A1qu � lim
σÑ0

JpλRpσ,A1quq, (9)

soit ergodique en moyenne, c’est-à-dire lim
nÑ8 1

n

N�1̧
n�0 Knu existe. Cette proposition vient

simplement de la monotonie des résolvantes Rpσ,A1q d’un opérateur sous-stochastique et
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du fait que l’ergodicité en moyenne s’hérite par domination. En pratique, on pourra donc
chercher à montrer que K possède une unique densité invariante, transférer cette propriété
à l’opérateur tP ptqut¥0 et utiliser le théorème 10 pour conclure. Pour finir, notons les
liens entre l’approche probabiliste et analytique sur les PDMP donnés par la proposition
suivante

Proposition 17. Tyran-Kamińska [83, thm 5.2] Soient Xptq le PDMP de caractéristique
locale pH,λ,Qq, tP ptqut¥0 son semi-groupe sur L1 associé, J l’opérateur stochastique sur
L1 associé au noyau Q, et φtpxq le flot global associé à H. On note pTnq la suite de temps
de sauts de Xptq, avec T8 � limnÑ8 Tn le temps d’explosion pour Xptq. Alors : pour tous σ ¡ 0,

lim
nÑ8pJpλRpσ,A1quqq�n1tEupxq � E

�
e�σT8 | Xp0q � x

�
p.p. x. pour tous B P BpEq, u P DpAq� et t ¡ 0»

B

P ptqupxqmpdxq � »
E

P
 
Xptq P B, t   T8 | Xp0q � x

(
upxqmpdxq, l’opérateur K défini à l’éq. (9) est l’opérateur de transition associé à la châıne de

Markov en temps discret pXpTnqqn¥0 de noyau

Kpx,Bq � » 8
0

QpB;φtpxqqλpφtpxqqe� ³t
0
λpφrpxqqdrdt, x P E,B P BpEq.

On conclut avec une série de remarques

Remarque 12. Cet ensemble de résultats montre que l’on peut ramener l’étude de l’équa-
tion d’évolution sur les densités du PDMP (en supposant que la loi initiale a une densité)
à l’étude des densités d’un opérateur associé à une châıne de Markov en temps discret.
On verra dans le chapitre 1 que pour un modèle simple, on peut calculer explicitement la
résolvante de A1, l’opérateur K, trouver un unique candidat pour la densité invariante, et
ainsi donner des conditions assez fines (sur les caractéristiques locales du PDMP) pour la
stabilité asymptotique du semi-groupe associé au PDMP. Les résultats de Tyran-Kamińska
[83] contiennent d’autres caractérisations importantes, notamment des conditions pour que
le semi-groupe soit fortement stable (perte de masse) qui ont été appliquées à différents
modèles de fragmentations (voir aussi [55]).

Remarque 13. L’étude d’un processus de Markov par une châıne de Markov en temps
discret est à la base des idées de Meyn et Tweedie présentées dans la sous-section 6.3.
Notons également que ces idées ont été appliquées sur les PDMP par Costa and Dufour
[20]. L’importance en pratique de ces résultats est de donner des opérateurs explicite-
ment calculables, contrairement aux résolvantes (en général). Comme on l’a vu à la sous-
section 6.3, l’échantillonnage donné par des temps aléatoires exponentiels de paramètre
1 correspond exactement à la résolvante (éq. (6)). Cependant, celui-ci est difficilement
calculable dans la pratique. L’approche de Marta Tyran-Kamińska donne des conditions
équivalentes (voir théorème 11) pour les propriétés du semi-groupe tP ptqut¥0 sur L1 et
l’opérateur A2Rpσ,A1q. Ensuite, l’opérateur K � limσÑ0 A2Rpσ,A1q, qui correspond à
un échantillonnage aux temps de saut du PDMP, donne des conditions suffisantes pour
les propriétés de stabilité du semi-groupe tP ptqut¥0. L’échantillonnage utilisé par Costa et
Dufour (dans un cadre un peu plus général, avec bord, et avec une approche probabiliste,
en regardant le semi-groupe sur les fonctions bornées) correspond à des temps aléatoires
donnés par le minimum du temps de prochain saut et d’une exponentielle de paramètre 1.
Les auteurs obtiennent alors des conditions d’équivalence entre les propriétés de stabilité
de la châıne échantillonée et du PDMP.
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Remarque 14. Enfin, ces approches de type « semi-groupe » pour étudier les propriétés
de stabilité d’un modèle donnent en général de mauvaises estimations sur les taux de
convergence vers l’état d’équilibre. Pour obtenir de « bons » taux de convergence explicites,
on utilise généralement des techniques dites de couplage. On renvoie à de récentes études
sur des PDMP dans les articles [8],[19] par exemple. On verra au chapitre 1 que cette
approche permet de trouver un taux de convergence explicite pour notre modèle.

7 Théorèmes Limites

Les idées des théorèmes limites en probabilités reposent sur les deux théorèmes fonda-
mentaux que sont la loi des grands nombres (LGN) et le théorème de la limite centrale
(TCL). La LGN nous dit que si on somme un grand nombre n de variables indépendantes
et identiquement distribuées, intégrables, et que l’on divise par ce nombre n, alors la limite
est déterministe, égale à la moyenne de la loi commune des variables aléatoires. Le TCL
(pour des variables L2) caractérise les fluctuations autour de la limite de la LGN, qui sont
alors gaussiennes, centrées en la moyenne, de variance qui tend vers 0 en n�1{2.

Ces théorèmes ont d’innombrables applications et généralisations, en particulier aux
processus stochastiques. Pour le processus stochastique qui nous intéressera le plus, le
processus de Poisson, ces théorèmes se traduisent par la proposition suivante :

Proposition 18. Soit Y un processus de Poisson standard (d’intensité 1). Alors, pour
tout t0 ¡ 0,

lim
nÑ8 sup

t¤t0

| Y pntq
n

� t |� 0, presque sûrement.

De plus,

lim
nÑ8P

 Y pntq � nt?
n

¤ x
( � » x�8 1?

2π
e�y2{p2tqdy � P

 
W ptq ¤ x

(
,

où W est un mouvement Brownien standard (de moyenne nulle et de variance t).

Pour ce qui nous intéresse, les conséquences et généralisations des ces théorèmes aux
processus stochastiques ont principalement pour intérêt de trouver et justifier des modèles
réduits et plus abordables analytiquement. On présente ci-après deux approches de réduc-
tion de modèles, l’une basée sur la séparation d’échelles de temps, et l’autre basée sur des
passages en grandes populations (champ moyen, limite fluide, limite thermodynamique...).
Ces deux approches ne sont pas forcément disjointes.

Mais tout d’abord expliquons les outils principaux utilisés. L’approche la plus lar-
gement répandue pour prouver des théorèmes limites sur des processus stochastiques,
satisfaisant une certaine équation différentielle stochastique, repose sur des arguments
topologiques, et notamment de compacité. Si une suite est relativement compacte, et pos-
sède une unique valeur d’adhérence, alors cette suite est convergente, vers l’unique valeur
d’adhérence. Notons que les convergences obtenues sur les processus stochastiques seront
des convergences en loi. Les processus stochastiques (sur DEr0,8q en général) sont vus
comme des variables aléatoires d’un plus grand espace, que l’on notera temporairement S,
muni d’une certaine topologie. Notons CbpSq l’ensemble des fonctions continues bornées
de S. Notons PpSq l’ensemble des mesures de probabilités sur S. Une suite Pn P PpSq de
mesures de probabilités sur S converge faiblement vers P si

lim
nÑ8 »

fdPn � »
fdP, �f P CbpSq.
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De manière équivalente, une suite de variables aléatoires Xn sur S converge en loi (ou en
distribution) vers X si

lim
nÑ8E

�
f pXnq� � E

�
f pXq�, �f P CbpSq.

Cette convergence n’est pas spécifique aux processus stochastiques. Un autre type de
convergence, beaucoup plus maniable, et spécifique aux processus stochastiques, est la
convergence en distribution de dimension finie. Cette convergence est la convergence en
loi de tout vecteur fini de variables aléatoires données par les évaluations du processus
stochastique en des temps finis. La convergence de dimension finie peut être une manière
d’identifier une unique limite via le résultat de Prokhorov :

Proposition 19. Xn converge en loi vers X si et seulement si Xn converge en distribution
de dimension finie et Xn est relativement compact.

La preuve du sens direct de cette proposition utilise le théorème de représentation de
Skorokhod, qui nous dit que si on a convergence en loi, alors on peut toujours trouver
(représenter) des variables aléatoires qui ont ces lois et qui convergent presque sûrement.
La preuve du sens réciproque utilise le fait que les distributions de dimension finie carac-
térisent un processus stochastique.

Une deuxième méthode pour caractériser de manière unique la loi du processus limite,
largement répandue, est celle du problème de martingale. Si l’on montre que toute limite
de la suite de processus stochastiques doit vérifier un certain problème de martingale, et
qu’on a unicité (en loi) de la solution du problème de martingale, alors la loi limite est
caractérisée de manière unique. On comprend alors que le caractère bien posé (en fait
l’unicité) d’un problème de martingale est crucial pour cette approche.

On verra enfin au Chapitre 1 que l’on peut utiliser dans certains cas une généralisation
du théorème de Lévy, le théorème de Bochner-Minlos, qui montre que sous de bonnes
conditions, la fonctionnelle caractéristique d’un processus stochastique caractérise sa loi.

Après avoir caractérisé la loi limite, la deuxième étape consiste à montrer la relative
compacité du processus stochastique (dans l’espace dans lequel il vit). Cette propriété
dépend fortement de la topologie que l’on considère. Une notion proche de la compacité
pour les lois de probabilité, et très maniable en pratique, est la tension.

Définition 16 (tension). Une suite de variables aléatoires Xn à valeurs dans S un espace
topologique est tendue si pour tout ε ¡ 0, il existe un compact K P S, tel que

lim inf
nÑ8 P

 
Xn P K

( ¥ 1� ε.

Le fameux théorème de Prohorov caractérise la relative compacité par des critères de
tension uniformes. En particulier, on peut montrer que si S est un espace métrique comp-
let séparable, une suite est tendue si et seulement si elle est relativement compacte (voir
par exemple [30, thm 2.2]). Si Xn est une suite de processus stochastiques à valeurs dans
DEr0,8q, on cherche donc si cet espace est un métrique complet séparable. Si E est mé-
trique complet séparable, alors on peut munir DEr0,8q d’une métrique (appelé métrique
de Skorohod) qui rende DEr0,8q complet séparable. De plus, pour cette topologie, notée
SE, on a le critère de tension suivant trouvé par Aldous (voir par exemple [39, thm 4.5 p
356]) :

Proposition 20. Une suite Xn est tendue dans pDEr0,8q, SEq si :
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�, ε ¡ 0, il existe n0 P N

� et K ¡ 0 tels quepn ¥ n0q ñ P
 
sup
t¤N | Xn

t |¡ K
( ¤ ε. pour tous N P N

�, ε ¡ 0, on a

lim
θÑ0

lim sup
n

sup
S¤T¤S�θP | Xn

T �Xn
S |¥ ε

( � 0,

où le supremum est parmi tous les temps d’arrêts adaptés à la filtration canonique
associée à Xn, bornés par N .

Citons également, toujours pour la topologie de Skorohod, le critère de Rebolledo pour
les semi-martingales de dimension finie

Proposition 21. [41, Cor 2.3.3 p 41] Si Xn est à valeurs dans un espace de dimension
finie, et Xn � An�Mn, avec An un processus à variation finie, Mn une martingale locale
L2, et si les suites pAnq et p  Mn ¡q (processus de variation quadratique) vérifient le
critère d’Aldous, alors Xn est tendue.

Il arrive que la suite de processus ne puisse être tendue dans pDEr0,8q, SEq, notam-
ment lorsque le processus limite « a plus de discontinuités » que la suite de processus. Il
faut alors utiliser d’autres topologies, en s’assurant que le théorème de Prohorov reste vrai
(ainsi que le théorème de représentation de Skorokhod), pour pouvoir utiliser les mêmes
arguments de compacité. C’est le cas pour la topologie de Jakubowski J sur DRr0, 1s, pour
laquelle on a le critère de tension suivant :

Proposition 22. Une suite Xn est tendue dans pDRr0, 1s, Jq si pour tout ε ¡ 0, il existe n0 P N
� et K ¡ 0 tels quepn ¥ n0q ñ P

 
sup
t¤1 | Xn

t |¡ K
( ¤ ε, pour tous a   b, il existe C ¡ 0 tel que

sup
n

Na,bpXnq ¤ Cn,

où Na,b est le nombre de croisements de niveau a   b.

Un critère similaire est valable pour l’espace Lpr0, 1s, 1 ¤ p   8 :

Proposition 23. Une suite Xn est tendue dans Lpr0, 1s si pour tous N P N
�, ε ¡ 0, il existe n0 P N

� et K ¡ 0 tels quepn ¥ n0q ñ P
 
sup
t¤1 | Xn

t |¡ K
( ¤ ε, pour tout ε ¡ 0, il existe n0 P N

� et K ¡ 0 tels quepn ¥ n0q ñ P
 }Xn

t }BV ¥ K
( ¤ ε,

où }x}BV � }x}1 � supt°i | f pti�1q � f ptiq |, ti subdivision de r0, 1su.
Enfin, si M r0,8q est l’espace des fonctions réelles mesurables sur r0,8q, muni de la

métrique

dpx, yq � » 8
O

e�tmaxp1, | xptq � yptq |qdt,
alors pM r0,8q, dq est un espace métrique séparable, et on a le critère de tension suivant :
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Proposition 24. [52, thm 4.1] Une suite Xn est tendue dans pM r0,8q, dq si : pour tous T, ε ¡ 0, il existe K ¡ 0 tel que

sup
n

» T

0
1t|xptq|¡Ku ¤ ε, Pour tout T ¡ 0

lim
hÑ0

sup
n

» T

0
maxp1, | xpt� hq � xptq |qdt � 0.

7.1 Réduction de modèles par séparation d’échelles de temps

Les théorèmes limites sont très importants dans le contexte des modèles de réactions
biochimiques. En effet, il est courant que dans ces modèles certaines variables ou certaines
réactions évoluent à une vitesse beaucoup plus rapide que les autres. Dans ces cas là,
on peut soit « simplifier » la réaction (elle peut devenir déterministe, ou provoquer des
grands sauts) ou « éliminer » la variable rapide par des techniques de moyennisation. On
renvoie à deux récentes publications utilisant ce genre de techniques pour simplifier des
processus de saut pur [21],[42], ainsi qu’aux résultats du chapitre 1 sur la simplification du
modèle d’expression des gènes. Les techniques de moyennisation remontent à Kash’minski
et Kurtz (voir par exemple [50]). De manière heuristique, elles sont basées sur l’hypothèse
que la variable rapide est ergodique, et donc converge rapidement vers son état d’équilibre.
La variable lente, si elle dépend de la valeur de la variable rapide, ne dépendra alors à la
limite que des moments asymptotiques de la variable rapide.

On utilisera ces techniques de réduction dans les deux chapitres de cette thèse, soit pour
prouver rigoureusement des liens entre certains modèles, soit pour réduire la dimension
d’un modèle et le rendre plus facile à analyser.

Des techniques de réduction similaires peuvent être effectuées directement sur l’équa-
tion d’évolution de la densité des variables (Équation mâıtresse ou Fokker-Planck) en
« intégrant » sur la variable rapide, et par une hypothèse d’ergodicité similaire. Voir pour
cette approche [38] ou plus récemment [73].

7.2 Réduction par passage en grande population

Lorsqu’on a un modèle discret, qui évolue par “de petits sauts”, si l’on suppose que le
nombre d’individus à l’état initial devient grand, alors par une renormalisation appropriée,
on peut décrire le nombre d’individus par une variable continue qui vérifiera un modèle
limite.

Cette idée remonte à Prokhorov [68] et Kurtz [51]. Pour une châıne de Markov Xn

en temps continu à valeurs dans N, dont l’évolution est décrite par des intensités de saut
λnpxq et une loi de répartition de saut µnpx, �q, le résultat classique de Kurtz [51] nous
dit que si on accélère les intensités de saut par λnpxq � nλpxq, et que l’on ne change pas
la loi de répartition de saut µnpx, �q � µpx, �q, alors le processus stochastique renormalisé
Yn � Xn

n
converge vers la solution de l’équation différentielle ordinaire (sous réserve qu’elle

soit bien posée) dirigée par

F pxq � λpxq »
R

| z � x | µpx, dzq.
Ces techniques ont été étendues à de nombreux modèles de population en biologie.

La stratégie est de décrire un modèle de population discrète en utilisant des processus
ponctuels (la mesure empirique), et de prouver qu’ils convergent, avec une mise à l’échelle
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adéquate et de bonnes hypothèses sur les coefficients, vers une mesure qui résout un certain
problème limite. La convergence obtenue est une convergence en loi, et les preuves utilisent
généralement les techniques de martingales (on montre d’abord la compacité, et ensuite
que toute limite est uniquement déterminée, grâce au problème de martingale). Ces idées
remontent à Prokhorov [68], et ont été considérablement améliorées par de nombreux
auteurs [51, 63, 41, 81, 71, 53, 24]. Les intérêts de cette approche sont : premièrement, théorique. Cette approche peut être utilisée pour prouver l’existence

d’une solution au problème limite. Si on est capable de trouver un modèle discret
particulier, qui possède une suite de solutions qui converge, et dont la limite résout
nécessairement le problème limite, alors on a prouvé l’existence d’une solution du
modèle limite ( voir par exemple [40, 62] dans le contexte de modèle d’agrégation-
fragmentation) ; deuxièmement, numérique. Cette approche a été largement utilisée pour obtenir
des algorithmes rapides et efficaces d’un modèle continu non linéaire, comme les
nombreuses variantes des équations de Poisson-McKean-Vlasov [82]. Pour une telle
approche, le taux de convergence du modèle stochastique vers le modèle limite est
important pour s’assurer de la tolérance de l’approximation réalisée [16, 61] ; troisièmement, pour la modélisation. Dans un contexte physique ou biologique,
cette approche permet de justifier rigoureusement les bases et les hypothèses phy-
siques d’un modèle particulier. En effet, dans les modèles de population discrets,
on peut spécifier précisément chaque réaction ou les règles d’évolution de la popu-
lation. Ensuite, avec des hypothèses sur les coefficients décrivant cette évolution, et
une mise à l’échelle particulière (explicite, en général grande population, ou taux
de réactions rapides, etc...), on obtient un modèle limite ou un autre. Ainsi, les hy-
pothèses (parfois) implicites d’un modèle continu sont rendues plus explicites. On
peut aussi unifier certains modèles en les reliant entre eux avec des mises à l’échelle
particulières [44] ; enfin, du point de vue pratique. Cette approche peut être utilisé pour simplifier des
modèles, en particulier quand les effets discrets rendent l’analyse du modèle délicate.
On peut obtenir une bonne idée du comportement d’un modèle initial en étudiant
plusieurs comportements limites.

Récemment, les approches de type « théorèmes limites » appliquées aux modèles de
population en biologie mathématique ont été nombreuses, donnant un changement de
point de vue à la modélisation en biologie, d’une approche macroscopique à une approche
microscopique. On peut donner des exemples concrets : dans les modèles de population cellulaire. Bansaye et Tran [6] ont considéré

une population de cellules infectées par des parasites (le nombre de parasites donne
une variable de structure pour les cellules) et ont regardé la limite quand il y a un
grand nombre de parasites et une taille finie de population de cellules. On peut faire
des analogies entre ce modèle et le modèle de polymérisation-fragmentation que l’on
étudiera au chapitre 2. On peut considérer en effet les polymères comme des cellules,
et les monomères comme des parasites. On utilisera ainsi les résultats de ce papier,
et on considérera aussi la limite quand le nombre de petites particules (monomères,
parasites) devient grand tandis que le nombre de grandes particules (polymères,
cellules) reste fini, et évolue suivant une fragmentation (ou division) aléatoire. Pour
d’autres études similaires de modèles hôtes-parasites, voir [7, 57]. dans les modèles d’évolution. Champagnat et Méléard [17] ont étendu les mo-
dèles d’évolutions (où la population est structurée par un « trait » génotypique, qui
subit des mutations) avec interaction (voir [31, 18]) en rajoutant une structure d’es-
pace, typiquement une diffusion réfléchie sur un domaine borné. Les auteurs ont ainsi
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obtenu, dans la limite de grandes populations, une équation aux dérivées partielles
non- linéaire de type réaction-diffusion, avec condition au bord de Neumann. Leurs
hypothèses impliquent que les taux de naissance et mort, et les coefficients de dérive
et de diffusion soient bornés et Lipschitziens, pour s’assurer du caractère bien posé
du modèle limite. Nous utiliserons aussi cet article dans le chapitre 2, pour modéliser
le système d’agrégation-fragmentation de polymères avec mouvement spatial.

Enfin, mentionnons juste que les approches de ce type sur l’équation d’évolution de
la densité, très utilisées par les physiciens, portent souvent le nom d’expansion de Van
Kampen, ou de Kramers-Moyal (voir par exemple [72]).
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50 Hybrid Models to Explain Gene Expression Variability

1 Introduction

In neurobiology, when it became clear that some of the fluctuations seen in whole
nerve recording, and later in single cell recordings, were not simply measurement noise but
actual fluctuations in the system being studied, researchers very quickly started wondering
to what extent these fluctuations actually played a role in the operation of the nervous
system.

Much the same pattern of development has occurred in cellular and molecular biology
as experimental techniques have allowed investigators to probe temporal behavior at ever
finer levels, even to the level of individual molecules [110, 147]. Experimentalists and
theoreticians alike who are interested in the regulation of gene networks are increasingly
focused on trying to access the role of various types of fluctuations on the operation and
fidelity of both simple and complex gene regulatory systems. Recent reviews [74, 109] give
an interesting perspective on some of the issues confronting both experimentalists and
modelers.

Among the increasing number of paper that demonstrate stochasticity in gene expres-
sion, at the single cell level, we can quote the work of Elowitz et al. [34], who have used an
elegant experimental technique to prove inherent as well as environmental stochasticity.
In their work, they measure at a single cell level two different gene reporters that has equal
probability to be expressed. They quantify the difference between cells and through time
of the total amount of expression of both genes, as well as the difference of proportion
of expression of one gene among the two. Their results clearly demonstrate variability
coming from the environment as well as coming from intrinsic stochastic event inside cells.

In this chapter, we deal with a model of a single gene, that is able to self-regulate
its own expression. We model the dynamics of the level of expression of this gene in a
single cell, without taking into account cell division. This model has been extensively
used and studied in the last decades with different representations and approximations
(see section 7 for a review). The aim of this “minimal model” is to study stochasticity
in gene expression together with non-linear effect. Its advantage relies in the ability to
obtain analytic results and quantitative prediction (see section 8). Recent improvements
in molecular biology allow to identify and to measure precisely the level of gene expression
in very small gene network, including single gene network (see the next subsection 2.1).
For more complex (in the sense of large) gene network, such approach can be used as a
building block to understand nonlinearity and stochasticity in higher network. Even in
model of a single gene, the number of steps can vary considerably depending on the level
of description chosen. We consider here a model that includes 4 steps, namely the state of
the gene, the transcription, the translation and effector production. Again, improvements
of molecular biology tend to identify more and more elementary steps and some model
intend to take into account a more precise level of description, up to the nucleotide (see
subsection 7.9). Finally, the model we consider is a purely dynamical model, and we
don’t consider any spatial or delay effect (even though, it is clear now that intracellular
environment is not well-mixed, and that some processes inside cells take an incompressible
time to proceed).

Our choice of level of description allows us to include the pioneer work of Goodwin
[48] together with the important recently discovered switching and bursting effect in gene
expression (these terms will be made clearer in the following). The Goodwin [48] model
focuses on describing the time evolution of the concentration of gene product (mRNA,
protein), based on the molecular basics found earlier. For describing the time evolution of
a continuous variable, It is usually used an ordinary differential equation approach. When
it becomes clear that the evolution of concentration of gene product in single cells could
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not be described by deterministic laws, one then starts to consider stochastic description.
In order to take into account stochasticity, it can be used a Langevin equation (addi-
tive noise) or more generally stochastic differential equation (multiplicative noise) with
either Gaussian white noise (no time correlation) or Gaussian colored noise (with positive
time correlations, see Shahrezaei et al. [131]). However, in this latter representation, the
variable still evolves continuously. Whereas it has been well documented experimentally
[22, 47, 111, 150] that in some organisms the mRNA and/or protein production is inter-
mittent, and intense during relatively short periods of time. This phenomenon is called
bursting in molecular biology. The accuracy of experiments permits to characterize the
time interval between these production events, and permits to quantify the amount of
molecules produced in a single burst event. In particular, in the work referred above,
it has been found that in some organisms the bursting production is characterized by
an exponential waiting time between production events, and the burst size is exponen-
tially distributed as well. To reproduce such characteristics, it has recently been proposed
(Friedman et al. [39], Mackey et al. [91]) to use a stochastic differential equation driven
by a compound Poisson white noise, to model explicitly the discontinuous and stochas-
tic production. Such a process can also be viewed as a piecewise-deterministic Markov
process.

The mathematical foundation of piecewise-deterministic Markov processes (PDMP)
was given by Davis [27]. This class of stochastic process unifies deterministic processes
described by ordinary differential equation, and pure jump Markov processes, described
by a Markov chain. Such a class of model has found recently an important echo in mathe-
matical biology, since it allows to take into account different dynamics into a single model
(Hespanha [60]). The work of Davis [27] shows how we can use the martingale machinery
to study such stochastic processes. All the tools available to study convergence of stochas-
tic processes (Ethier and Kurtz [36]) can then be used to study limiting behavior of PDMP.
Two recent papers of Crudu et al. [25] and Kang and Kurtz [75] illustrate this approach,
and explore various limiting cases using time-scale separation in the context of molecular
reaction network. On another approach, PDMP brings new evolution equations on den-
sities, which are typically of integro-differential types (as opposed to second-order partial
differential equations associated to diffusion processes). Here, we will make use extensively
of the semigroup approach to study long-time behavior of such equation, following the work
of Lasota and Mackey [83], Mackey and Tyran-Kamińska [90], and Tyran-Kamińska [145].
In such approach, existence and stability of an invariant density is given by the existence
and uniqueness of a solution to a fixed point problem (which presents itself as a system of
algebraic equations or differential equations in our examples), associated to a discrete-time
Markov chain. We can compare this approach to more traditional results in stochastic pro-
cess given by Meyn and Tweedie [97], and recent contributions on convergence results of
PDMP by Costa and Dufour [23].

On the other hand, the molecular basis for stochasticity in gene expression is also
often attributed to low copy numbers of gene products. It is then needed to use discrete
variable models rather than continuous one, and to model molecular number rather than
concentration. Such ideas are widely used in biochemistry since the work of Gillespie
[45]. The recent contribution of Anderson and Kurtz [3] summarizes the foundation and
mathematical formulation of such models, as continuous-time Markov processes.

All the different models considered here use different mathematical formulations, namely
pure jump Markov process in a discrete state space, continuous state space ordinary dif-
ferential equation and hybrid models. We will attach an important part to prove these
different formulations relate to each other through rigorous limit theorem (see sections 9).
In particular, it’s quite remarkable that the so-called “ central dogma”of molecular biology
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(as a chemical reaction network) can explain much of the different experimental observed
behaviors, in different parameter space regions.

But first, it is important to emphasize the biochemical reaction network that is be-
hind all these different mathematical formulations, and give some background material in
molecular biology (see sections 2, 3 and 4). Once this is set up, we describe our model
through a pure jump Markov process in a discrete state space and studie its qualitative
behavior (section 5). Then we present its continuous deterministic version, namely the
Goodwin model (section 6) and recall how we can precisely study its long time behavior.
A review of (many) other linked or intermediate model is provided in section 7.

Then we present an analogous study of the Goodwin model, on a stochastic reduced
model (section 8), where we only keep one variable. We consider in detail the probability
distribution of the molecular number (with a discrete variable) or concentrations (hence,
with a continuous state variable) in generic bacterial operons in the presence of ‘burst-
ing’ using an analytical approach. As stated above, our work is motivated by the well
documented production of mRNA and/or protein in stochastic bursts in both prokary-
otes and eukaryotes [22, 47, 111, 150], and follows other contributions by, for example,
[104, 77, 39, 13, 129]. All the above mentioned work share common goal, that is to find
analytic characterization of a particular stochastic gene expression model, to be able to
deduce kinetic parameters from experimental observations and/or to explain qualitatively
and quantitatively the amount of variability measured experimentally. It is important
to also recognize the pioneering investigation of Berg [9] who first studied the statisti-
cal fluctuations of protein numbers in bacterial population (with division) through the
master equation approach, and introduced the concept of what is now called bursting.
The analytical solution of the steady state density of the molecular distributions in the
presence of bursting was first derived by Friedman et al. [39]. Our work extends these
results to show the global stability of the limiting densities and examine their bifurcation
structure to give a rather complete understanding of the effect of bursting on molecular
distributions. The originality of this work is then to give a bifurcation diagram for the
stochastic model of gene expression, in complete analogy with the deterministic Goodwin
model. As molecular distributions can now be estimated experimentally in single cells,
such theoretical framework may also be of importance in practice. We show in section 8.6
how one can estimate the regulation function (rather than a single parameter) using an
inverse problem approach ([29]). Such estimate may be of importance to understand de-
tail molecular interactions that determines the regulation function (see section 3). It has
been the subject of a published work (Mackey et al. [91]). Finally, our framework can be
extended to a discrete variable model (see subsection 8.1), and we also investigated the
fluid limit (subsection 9.4), which will be the subject of a further publication (Mackey
et al. [93]).

The fact that this one-dimensional “ bursting”model relies on fundamental molecular
basis of previously known mechanism in molecular biology is an important feature of
this model, and has been noticed by many authors (see for instance [102] for review).
Following recent theoretical contributions on reduction of stochastic hybrid system [25, 75]
we rigorously prove that one limiting behavior of the (now) standard model of molecular
biology gives a bursting model (see subsection 9.1 and 9.2) In our work, we can prove
slight generalization of such reduction, in order to understand the key feature associated
with such behavior. We also prove an adiabatic reduction for this bursting model (see
subsection 9.3), which will be the subject of a further publication (Mackey et al. [92]).
This work justifies the use of a reduce one-dimensional model when some variables are
evolving with a fast time scale, in a context of a continuous state hybrid model. The
originality of our work is to provide alternative proofs, using either partial differential
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equation techniques or probabilistic techniques. Up to our knowledge, adiabatic reduction
for stochastic differential equation with jumps hasn’t been investigated before.

2 Standard Model

2.1 Background in molecular biology

The so-called “central dogma” of molecular biology, based on the Nobel Prize winning
work of Jacob et al. [69] in which they introduced the concept of the operon (see subsec-
tion 2.2), is simple to state in principle, but complicated in its detail. Namely through
the process of transcription of DNA, messenger RNA (mRNA) is produced and, in turn,
through the process of translation of the mRNA, proteins ( or intermediates) are pro-
duced. There is often feedback in the sense that molecules (enzymes) whose production is
controlled by these proteins can modulate the translation and/or transcription processes.
In what follows we will refer to these molecules as effectors (see figure 1.1). Rather as-
tonishingly, within a few short years of the publication of the ground breaking work of
Jacob et al. [69] the dynamics of this simple feedback system was studied mathematically
by [48]. His formulation of the operon concept is now known as the Goodwin model.

We now consider both the transcription and translation processes in detail. We first
present these two processes in prokaryotes, and then explain the main differences with
eukaryotes. In the transcription process an amino acid sequence in the DNA is copied
by an enzyme called RNA polymerase (RNAP) to produce a complementary copy of the
DNA segment encoded in the resulting RNA. Thus this is the first step in the transfer of
the information encoded in the DNA. The process by which this occurs is as follows.

When the DNA is in a double stranded configuration, the RNAP is able to recognize
and bind to the promoter region of the DNA. (The RNAP/double stranded DNA complex
is known as the closed complex.) Through the action of the RNAP, the DNA is unwound
in the vicinity of the RNAP/DNA promoter site, and becomes single stranded. The
RNAP/single stranded DNA is called the open complex. Once in the single stranded
configuration, the transcription of the DNA into mRNA commences. A lot of interactions
between proteins can promote or block the closed complex formation and its binding to
the promoter region of the DNA. These proteins that interact with the RNAP are called
transcription factor (TF). There are many different known interactions between TF and
DNA and RNAP. Some TF can stabilize or block the binding of RNA polymerase to DNA.
They can also recruit coactivator or corepressor proteins to the DNA complex, in order
to increase or decrease the rate of gene transcription. In eukaryotes, TF can make the
DNA more or less accessible to RNA polymerase by modifying physically its configuration.
Obviously, when these TF interact with the DNA that controls its production, then they
coincide with the molecules we called above effectors. The interaction between effectors
and the DNA and RNAP polymerase then dictates the feedback mechanism (see section 3)
and are responsible for what is called the transcriptional regulation or the gene expression
regulation. All these interactions are supposedly sequence-specific meaning that specific
proteins will be able to bind to specific sequence of DNA, or to specific other proteins.
These concepts are however unreliable [80].

In prokaryotes, translation of the newly formed mRNA starts with the binding of a
ribosome to the mRNA. The function of the ribosome is to ‘read’ the mRNA in triplets
of nucleotide sequences (codons). Then through a complex sequence of events, initiation
and elongation factors bring transfer RNA (tRNA) into contact with the ribosome-mRNA
complex to match the codon in the mRNA to the anti-codon in the tRNA. The elon-
gating peptide chain consists of these linked amino acids, and it starts folding into its
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final conformation. This folding continues until the process is complete and the polypep-
tide chain that results is the mature protein. Although there are also many interactions
between proteins at the step of translation, there are much less studies reporting for post-
transcriptional regulation (see [72] that consider mRNA degradation regulation mechanism
and post-transcriptional regulator binding).

The situation in eukaryotes differs from 2 main things.
Firstly, the DNA is found in a structure that is called chromatin. The exact structure

of the chromatin is much out of the scope here, and we can keep in mind that the chromatin
‘packs’ the DNA in a smaller volume. Also, the chromatin prevents the DNA to be easily
accessible. Sequence of DNA can be more or less packed, depending on the gene. The
state of the chromatin (more or less packed) may also varies during time, leading to a very
complex dynamics. This dynamic modification of chromatin (called chromatin remodeling)
may be the result of interactions with enzymes and transcription factors (but would not
be considered here).

Secondly, mRNA molecules are synthesized inside the nucleus, whereas the ribosomes
are located outside the nucleus. Then proteins will be synthesized outside the nucleus,
and will have to enter the nucleus to interact with the DNA. These facts usually lead
to consider higher delays in the transcription/translation process modeling in eukaryotes
than in prokaryotes.

Our framework was conceived for gene expression model in bacteria (prokaryotes).
However, a growing number of people argue that similar models can be used for both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, in different parameter space regions (see subsection 2.4).

(a) “Central Dogma” (b) “New Central Dogma”

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the so-called “central dogma”of molecular biology. (a)
Messenger RNA (mRNA) are produced through the transcription of DNA, and proteins
are produced through the translation of mRNA. There is a feedback directly by proteins
(or effectors) that can control the transcription of DNA. (b) Similar of the left panel,
except that the DNA can enter in an “OFF”state for which transcription is not possible.

2.2 The operon concept

An operon is a piece of DNA containing a cluster of genes under the control of a
single promoter. The genes are transcribed together into mRNA. These mRNA are either
translated together or separately in the cytoplasm. In most cases, genes contained in
the operon are then either expressed together or not at all. Several genes must be both
co-transcribed and co-regulated to define an operon. Operons were first discovered in
prokaryotes but also exist in eukaryotes. From the experimental and modeling point of
view, operons that contain a regulatory gene (repressor or activator) are very key concepts
because they provide a very small regulatory gene network. Most famous operon are

– The lactose (lac) operon ([135]) in bacteria is the paradigmatic example of this con-
cept and this much studied system consists of three structural genes named lacZ,
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lacY, and lacA. These three genes contain the code for the ultimate production,
through the translation of mRNA, of the intermediates β-galactosidase, lac perme-
ase, and thiogalactoside transacetylase respectively. The enzyme β-galactosidase is
active in the conversion of lactose into allolactose and then the conversion of allo-
lactose into glucose. The lac permease is a membrane protein responsible for the
transport of extracellular lactose to the interior of the cell. (Only the transacetylase
plays no apparent role in the regulation of this system.) The regulatory gene lacI,
which is part of a different operon, codes for the lac repressor. The latter is trans-
formed to an inactive form when it binds with allolactose. Hence, in this system,
allolactose acts as the effector molecule. See figure 1.2.

– The tryptophan (trp) operon was also extensively studied ([58],[123],[89]). Trypto-
phan is an amino acid that is incorporated into proteins that are essential to bacterial
growth. When tryptophan is present in the growth media, it forms a complex with
the tryptophan repressor and the complex binds to the promoter of the trp operon,
effectively switching off production of tryptophan biosynthetic enzymes. In the ab-
sence of tryptophan, the repressor cannot bind to the promoter and the essential
tryptophan biosynthetic enzymes are produced. See figure 1.4.

– The bacteriophage λ system was reviewed recently ([96],[57], [58]). It is a small
piece of viral DNA that encode for two proteins (cI and cro) that are mutually
antagonist. When a virus infects a bacteria like E. Coli, experiments show that the
system exhibits bistability. The system can be in two distinct states. Each state
implies a different behavior for the cell. In one state (called lysogenic), the virus
lies dormant, and is replicated only with the bacteria. In the other state, the virus
expresses proteins that are able to replicate the virus itself, then lyse (kill) the host
cell and release its progeny.

2.3 Synthetic network

The ability of design synthetic constructed gene network, reviewed by Hasty et al. [58],
provides also an excellent tool for modeling and experimental purposes. Approaches with
coupled modeling/experiments were indeed used to design specific small circuits with the
desired properties (bistability, oscillations etc...). Amongst the most popular synthetic
networks, one can find:

– the genetic toggle switch, such as the λ-switch (Gardner et al. [43]). It consists of
two genes that encode for proteins that are co-repressive. It has been experimentally
demonstrated that this system displays bistability.

– the Repressilator. It consists of a loop of three genes. Each one inhibits successively
the next gene ([33]). It has been experimentally demonstrated that this system can
display oscillations.

– Synthetic positive autoregulatory gene ( tet-R system, [8], or λ-phage system [67]).
It has been experimentally shown that this system displays bistability.

Obviously, it has also some interest on its own (cellular control, biotechnology, genetically
engineered microorganisms and so on).

2.4 Prokaryotes vs Eukaryotes models

Although the quite important differences between prokaryotes and eukaryotes, it has
been argued several times in the past that the standard stochastic model of gene expression
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is a priori suitable for both ([95, 115, 46]). The rate constants and the meaning of the
stochastic transition can be different though.

In particular, the On/Off switching rate of the gene state (see figure 1.1b) on prokary-
otes will usually reflect binding and unbinding events of molecule on the promoter or even
pausing of RNA polymerase, while the On/Off switching rate on eukaryotes will reflect
opening-closing of chromatin. Indeed, we saw that the presence of nucleosomes and the
packing of DNA-nucleosome complexes into chromatin generally make promoters inac-
cessible to the transcriptional machinery. Transition between open and closed chromatin
structures then correspond to active and inactive (repressed) promoter states, and can be
fairly slow ([74],[109],[115]) compared to the dynamics of binding and unbinding event of
molecules at the promoter region in prokaryotes. We refer to table 1.2 for some parameter
values taken from literature.

3 The Rate Functions

From what we presented above, it should be clear now that the transcription rate
(and the translation rate) is function of many cellular components, and specially protein
numbers/concentrations. Some modeling approaches take into account many details and
many variables in order to reflect faithfully the transcription process (see subsection 7.9 for
a brief review). However, these approaches increase drastically the number of parameters
and the dimension of the model. With some kinetic assumptions, it is possible to reduce
the complexity. The justification of it is an important stage of modeling. We detail here
some classical derivation of the transcriptional regulation in the deterministic context,
and (non-so) classical derivation in the stochastic context. There have been very different
mechanisms (for a review in prokaryotes see [154], in yeast [53] and in higher eukaryotes
[118]) proposed for the molecular basis of the regulation of the transcription rate by effector
molecules. These mechanisms also depends a lot of the system considered. We focus on one
particular system (feedback through complex formation) for simplicity. Depending on the
model in consideration (eukaryotes or prokaryotes in particular), the feedback mechanism
can be involved at different stages (activation/inactivation of the gene, or initiation of the
transcription).

During transcription initiation, the reversible binding of an RNAP to the promoter
region and subsequent formation of an open complex achieve rapid equilibrium: initia-
tion from the final open complex is the rate-limiting step ([142]). Transcription initiation
is therefore assumed to be a pseudo-first-order reaction with rate linearly proportional
to the amount of RNAP. In this section we examine the molecular dynamics of both
the classical inducible and repressible operon [148] to derive expressions for the depen-
dence of the transcription rate on effector levels. In this view, the effectors first interact
with other molecules (repressors) to form a molecular complex. These interactions will
modify the binding/unbinding event of repressors on the DNA, and then modify the bind-
ing/unbinding event of RNAP to the promoter region of the DNA. The effector molecules
can also act by binding directly on to the promoter region and shielding it from RNAP.
In all cases, the reactions with effector are considered to be in equilibrium and simply
change the fraction of RNAP bound as a closed complex, thereby changing the effective
transcriptional rate. See [120] and [148] for experimental evidence that such approach
reproduces accurately the rate function.
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3.1 Transcriptional rate in inducible regulation

For a typical inducible regulatory situation (such as the lac operon), in the presence
of the effector molecule the repressor is inactive (is unable to bind to the operator region
preceding the structural genes), and thus DNA transcription can proceed (see figure 1.2).
Let R denote the repressor, E the effector molecule, and O the operator. We assume that
the effector binds with the active form R of the repressor to form a complex REn. This
reaction is of the form

R� nE
k�cÝÝáâÝÝ
k�c REn, (3.1)

where n is the effective number of molecules of effector required to inactivate the repressor
R. Furthermore, the operator O and repressor R are assumed to interact according to

O �R
k�
bÝÝáâÝÝ
k�
b

OR. (3.2)

Finally, the transcription takes place when RNAP binds the free operator O, thereby
leading to the reaction

O �RNAP
kMÝÝÑ O �RNAP �M, (3.3)

where M denotes the mRNA. The goal of this section is to derive the effective rate of
production of M in function of the effector molecules as the binding dynamics between ef-
fectors, repressors and operators quickly reach equilibrium. We first present the standard
way to derive this rate, using ordinary differential equation, and then using stochastic
differential equation. for simplicity, we do not include at his point the fact that effector
molecules are constantly degraded and produced. Hence its total level will change over
time. However, these variations will occur on a slower time scale than operator fluctua-
tions, so that it won’t change the reduction performed here.

Figure 1.2: Figure taken from Wikipedia. Schematic illustration of the lac operon, an
inducible operon. Top: Repressed , Bottom: Active. 1: RNA Polymerase, 2: Repressor,
3: Promoter, 4: Operator, 5: Lactose, 6: lacZ, 7: lacY, 8: lacA. In presence of lactose, the
repressor is unable to bind to the bind to the operator, and RNA polymerase can proceed.
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3.1.1 Deterministic description

The set of chemical reactions (3.1)-(3.2)-(3.3) can be described by the following system
of ODE (using standard chemical kinetics argument)$''''''''&''''''''%

9xR � �k�c xRxnE � k�c xREn � k�b xOxR � k�b xOR,9xE � �nk�c xRxnE � nk�c xREn ,9xREn � k�c xRxnE � k�c xREn ,9xO � �k�b xOxR � k�b xOR,9xOR � k�b xOxR � k�b xOR,9xM � kMxOxRNAP ,

(3.4)

where xentities denotes the concentration of the given biochemical entities. Note that the
three following quantities are conserved through time:

– the total amount of operator Otot:

xOtot � xO � xOR.

– the total amount of repressor Rtot:

xRtot � xR � xREn � xOR.

– the total amount of effector Etot:

xEtot � xE � nxREn .

We define the equilibrium rate constants Kb � k�
b

k�
b

and Kc � k�c
k�c . We now make specific

assumptions on reaction rates to prove the following

Proposition 15. Assume the kinetic reaction rate constants satisfies

Hypothesis 1. kM ! k�c , k�c , k�b , k�b ,
and the total quantity of repressors and effectors are such that

Hypothesis 2. KcxRtotx
n�1
Etot

! 1.

Then, the effective mRNA production rate is a function of xEtot, given by kMk1pxEtotq,
where if xRtot " 1,

k1pxEtotq � xRNAPxOtot

1�Kcx
n
Etot

KbxRtot

, (3.5)

while if
xRtot

xOtot
" 1,

k1pxEtotq � xRNAPxOtot

1�Kcx
n
Etot

1�KbxRtot �Kcx
n
Etot

. (3.6)

Proof. By hypothesis 1, the reaction (3.3) occurs at a much slower rate than reactions (3.1)-
(3.2). We then modify the last equation of eq. (3.4) on xM by9xM � εkMxOxRNAP ,
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where ε ! 1. On the slow time scale τ � εt, it is a standard result [143, 38] that the
fast dynamics approaches its equilibrium value as εÑ 0. The slow manifold associated is
given by the system of algebraic equations$'''&'''%xR

�
1�Kcx

n
E �KbxO

	 � xRtot ,

xO
�
1�KbxR

	 � xOtot,

xE � nKcxRx
n
E � xEtot.

Now hypothesis 2 makes this system tractable, because the last equation becomes xE �
xEtot and the above system reduced to$&%xR

�
1�Kcx

n
Etot

�KbxO

	 � xRtot ,

xO
�
1�KbxR

	 � xOtot.
(3.7)

It is easy to show that this system of equations has a unique strictly positive solution
(it can be transformed to a second order polynomial equation), and that this solution is
globally stable for the fast dynamics. Although this solution is rather complicated (as a
function of the parameters), it has two important asymptotic expressions. When xRtot " 1,
the expression of xO has the following leading term

xO � xOtot

1�Kcx
n
Etot

KbxRtot

,

while when
xRtot

xOtot
" 1, the expression of xO reads

xO � xOtot

1�Kcx
n
Etot

1�KbxRtot �Kcx
n
Etot

.

Considering that xRNAP is constant, the effective mRNA production rate is then, on the
slow time scale, kMk1pxEtotq, where in the first case,

k1pxEtotq � xRNAPxOtot

1�Kcx
n
Etot

KbxRtot

,

while in the second case,

k1pxEtotq � xRNAPxOtot

1�Kcx
n
Etot

1�KbxRtot �Kcx
n
Etot

.

In both cases, there will be maximal repression when E � 0 but even then there will
still be a basal level of mRNA production (which we call the fractional leakage). In the
first case, the production rate of mRNA is unbounded with the level of effector, while it
is bounded in the second case. For biological motivation, the second expression eq. (3.6)
is rather used. However equation 3.5 is sometimes used with n � 1 (linear regulation).
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3.1.2 Stochastic description

We can also describe the set of chemical reactions (3.1)-(3.2)-(3.3) by the following
system of SDE (using standard chemical kinetics argument)$''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''%

XRptq � XRp0q � Y �1 � » t

0
k�c XRpsq�XEpsq

n



ds
	� Y �1 � » t

0
k�c XREnpsqds	�Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XOpsqXRpsqds	� Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XORpsqds	,

XEptq � XEp0q � nY �1 � » t

0
k�c XRpsq�XEpsq

n



ds
	� nY �1 � » t

0
k�c XREnpsqds	,

XREnptq � XREnp0q � Y �1 � » t

0
k�c XRpsq�XEpsq

n



ds
	� Y �1 � » t

0
k�c XREnpsqds	,

XOptq � XOp0q � Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XOpsqXRpsqds	� Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XORpsqds	,

XORptq � XORp0q � Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XOpsqXRpsqds	� Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XORpsqds	,

XM ptq � XM p0q � Y3

� » t

0
kMXOpsqXRNAP psqds	,

(3.8)
where Xentities denotes the number of the given biochemical entities, and�

XEpsq
n


 � XEpsqpXEpsq � 1q � � � pXEpsq � n� 1q
n!

.

In eq. (3.8), Y �i , i � 1, 2, 3 refers to independent unit Poisson processes, that are associated
to reactions (3.1)-(3.2)-(3.3). For instance, Y �1 (respectively Y �1 ) gives the successive
instant the forward (respectively the backward) reaction (3.1) fires. Note that the three
following quantities are again conserved through time:

– the total amount of operator Otot:

XOtot � XO �XOR,

– the total amount of repressor Rtot:

XRtot � XR �XREn �XOR,

– the total amount of effector Etot:

XEtot � XE � nXREn .

We now make specific assumptions on reaction rates to prove the following

Proposition 16. Assume the kinetic reaction rate constants satisfies hypothesis 1 and
that the following scaling holds as N Ñ 8,

Hypothesis 3.

XN
E p0q � Nα,

k�c � Nnα,

for some α ¡ 0. We assume furthermore that ZN
E p0q � XN

E
p0q

Nα is such that it exists
ZEtot ¡ 0,

lim
NÑ8ZN

E p0q � ZEtot .
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Then, as N Ñ 8,the solution XN
M ptq of eq. (3.8) converges to the solution of

XM ptq � XM p0q � Y3

� » t

0
kME

�
XO

�psqXRNAP psqds	,
where E

�
XO

�psq is the asymptotic first moment of XO on the fast dynamics given by
reactions (3.1)-(3.2), and is given by

E
�
XO

� � XOtot

1�KcZ
n
Etot

1�KbXRtot �KcZ
n
Etot

. (3.9)

Proof. By hypothesis 1, the reaction (3.3) occurs at a much slower rate than reactions (3.1)-
(3.2). We then modify the last equation of eq. (3.4) on XM by

XM ptq � XM p0q � Y3

� » t

0
εkMXOpsqXRNAP psqds	,

where ε ! 1. The fast dynamics consist of a closed system on a finite state space (due
to mass conservation constraint) and its associated Markov chain is irreducible, so that it
has a unique stationary distribution. By the averaging theorem (see [75, thm 5.1]), on the
slow time scale, the dynamics can then be reduced to

XM ptq � XM p0q � Y3

� » t

0
kME

�
XO

�psqXRNAP psqds	,
where E

�
XO

�psq is the asymptotic first moment of XO on the fast dynamics, and is a
function of Kb,Kc,XRtotpsq,XEtotpsq and XOtotpsq. Its exact expression is out of reach,
but we can derive analogous result as in the deterministic case. With hypothesis 3, we

define ZN
E � XN

E

Nα and rewrite the fast system as (with a slight abuse of notation)$''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

XN
R ptq � XRp0q � Y �1 � » t

0
Nnαk�c XN

R psqZN
E p1�Op 1

Nα
qqds	�Y �1 � » t

0
Nnαk�c XN

REn
psqds	�Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XN

O psqXN
R psqds	� Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XN

ORpsqds	,
ZN
E ptq � ZN

E p0q � nN�αY �1 � » t

0
Nnαk�c XRpsqZN

E p1�Op 1

Nα
qqds	�nN�αY �1 � » t

0
Nnαk�c XN

REn
psqds	,

XN
REn

ptq � XREnp0q � Y �1 � » t

0
Nnαk�c XN

R psqZN
E p1�Op 1

Nα
qqds	�Y �1 � » t

0
Nnαk�c XN

REn
psqds	,

XN
O ptq � XOp0q � Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XN

O psqXN
R psqds	� Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XN

ORpsqds	,
XN

ORptq � XORp0q � Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XN

O psqXN
R psqds	� Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XN

ORpsqds	.
With this scaling, the variable XN

R , ZN
E and XREn then evolve at a faster time scale than

XN
O and XN

OR, so that the averaging theorem again tells us that, at the limit N Ñ8,

XOptq � XOp0q � Y �2 � » t

0
k�b XOpsqE�XR

�
ds
	� Y �2 � » t

0
k�b pXOtot �XOpsqqds	,
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so that immediately

E
�
XO

�ptÑ8q � XOtot

1�KbE
�
XR

� .
To find the latter quantity E

�
XR

�
we look at the time scale tN�pn�1qα. Let then γ ��pn�1qα. We define ZN,γ

E ptq � ZN
E ptNγq and similarly X

N,γ
R and X

N,γ
REn

. The fast system
defined by reaction (3.1) becomes$'''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''%

X
N,γ
R ptq � XRp0q � Y �

1

� ³t
0 N

αk�c XN,γ
R psqZN,γ

E p1�Op 1
Nα qqds	�Y �

1

� » t

0
Nαk�c XN,γ

REn
psqds	,

Z
N,γ
E ptq � ZN

E p0q � nN�αY �
1

� ³t
0 N

αk�c XN,γ
R psqZN,γ

E p1�Op 1
Nα qqds	�nN�αY �

1

� » t

0
Nαk�c XN,γ

REn
psqds	,

X
N,γ
REn

ptq � XREnp0q � Y �
1

� ³t
0N

αk�c XN,γ
R psqZN,γ

E p1�Op 1
Nα qqds	�Y �

1

� » t

0
Nαk�c XN,γ

REn
psqds	.

Define now Z
N,γ
REn

� N�αX
N,γ
REn

that satisfies the equation

Z
N,γ
REn

ptq � ZN
REn

p0q �N�αY �
1

� » t

0
Nαk�c XN,γ

R psqZN,γ
E p1�Op 1

Nα
qqds	�N�αY �

1

� » t

0
N2αk�c ZN,γ

REn
psqds	,

so that
0 � lim

NÑ8Z
N,γ
REn

ptq,� lim
NÑ8N�αX

N,γ
REn

,� lim
NÑ8 » t

0
k�c XN,γ

R psqZN,γ
E psqds� » t

0
k�c XN,γ

REn
psqds.

Assuming that limNÑ8 ZN
E p0q � ZEtot, we obtain finally

lim
NÑ8Z

N,γ
E ptq � ZEtot.

so that at this time scale, ZN,γ
E is constant and contains the whole quantity of effector

molecules. Still at this time scale, XN,γ
REn

andX
N,γ
R are fast varying variable, whose behavior

is best captured by the occupancy measure

V
N,γ
R pC � r0, tqq � » t

0
1tCupXN,γ

R psqqds.
For any bounded function f , the following quantity is a Martingale

f pXN,γ
R ptqq � f pXN,γ

R p0qq �Nα

»
N

» t

0
C
Z

N,γ
E

f pxRqV N,γ
R pdxR � dsq,

where

C
Z

N,γ
E

f pxRq � k�c xRZN,γ
E pf pxR � 1q � f pxRqq � k�c pXRtot � xrqpf pxR � 1q � f pxRqq.
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Dividing by Nα, we see that its limiting measure must be solution of

0 � »
N

» t

0
CZEtot

f pxRqVRpdxR � dsq.
then VR has a binomial law of parameter pXRtot ,

1
1�KcZ

n
Etot

q. Taken all together,

E
�
XO

�ptÑ8q � XOtot

1�KcZ
n
Etot

1�KbXRtot �KcZ
n
Etot

,

which is then the analog result of the deterministic description.

Remark 17. Note that with the scaling we have assumed,

KcXRtotX
n�1
Etot

� N�α ! 1.

The scaling we chose also implies that complex formation reaction occurs at a faster time
scale than Repressor-Operator binding reaction. These arguments can then be used to
derive operator switching rate function as a function of the effector level. We illustrate
our results on figure 1.3, by calculating with a standard stochastic algorithm the statistical
asymptotic mean values of X0 for the subsystem of reaction (3.1)-(3.2). As the scaling
parameter N increases, the average values of XO, as a function of ZEtot, become closer
and closer of the eq. (3.9). We also show the similar behavior of the deterministic solution
of the non-linear system eq. (3.7).

Remark 18. Other scalings can of course yield similar result, for instance

XE � Nα,

k�c � N�nα,
would produce another tractable limiting behavior.
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Figure 1.3: Numerical values of the first moment of the free operator variable XO, as a
function of the effector level ZEtot. In both figures, the black lines are given by the Hill
function, eq. (3.9), the dotted red lines are the numerical solution of the eq. (3.7), and
the red points are the numerical mean value of X0 given by the system of reaction (3.1)-
(3.2). Parameters are: (a) n � α � 1, k�c � k�b � 1,k�b � 100, XOtot � 1, XRtot � 100,
k�c � Nnα, XEtot � Nα, and from down to top, N � 1, 10, 100. (b) n � 2, α � 1,
k�c � k�b � 1,k�b � 100, XOtot � 1, XRtot � 100, k�c � Nnα, XEtot � Nα, and from down
to top, N � 1, 5, 10.
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3.2 Transcriptional rate in repressible regulation

In the classic example of a repressible system (such as the trp operon), in the presence
of effector molecules the repressor is active (able to bind to the operator region), and thus
block DNA transcription (see figure 1.4). We use the same notation as before, but now
note that the effector binds with the inactive form R of the repressor so it becomes active.
We assume that this reaction is of the same form as in eq. (3.1). The difference now is
that the operator O and repressor R are assumed to interact according to

Figure 1.4: Figure taken from [123]. Schematic illustration of the Tryptophan operon,
a repressible operon. In presence of Trp, the repressor is active and able to bind to the
operator, which prevents RNA polymerase to bind.

O �R � En
k�
bÝÝáâÝÝ
k�
b

OREn.

Similar argument as above yields the following transcription rate function. We only state
the deterministic result for simplicity.

Proposition 19. Assume the kinetic reaction rate constants satisfies hypothesis 1 and
that

Hypothesis 4. KcxRtotx
n�1
Etot

p1�Kbx0q ! 1.

Then, the effective mRNA production rate is a function of xEtot, given by kMk1pxEtotq,
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parameter inducible repressible

Λ 1�KbxRtot 1

∆ 1 1�KbxRtot

λ1 kMxRNAPxOtot

Table 1.1: Definition of the parameters Λ, ∆, used in eq. (3.12), as a general case of
eq. (3.6) (see subsection 3.1) and eq. (3.11) (see subsection 3.2).

where if xRtot " 1,

k1pxEtotq � xRNAP
xOtot

xRtot

p1�Kcx
n
Etot

q
KbKcx

n
Etot

, (3.10)

while if
xRtot

xOtot
" 1,

k1pxEtotq � xRNAPxOtot

1�Kcx
n
Etot

1� p1�KbxRtotqKcx
n
Etot

. (3.11)

3.3 Summary

The two bounded (above and below) functions given at eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.11) are
most commonly used and are special cases (up to a proportional constant) of the function

k1pxEtotq � 1�Kcx
n
Etot

Λ�∆Kcx
n
Etot

(3.12)

where Λ,∆ ¥ 0 are given in table 1.1. We will lump all constants of proportionality
that appeared previously in the derivation of the transcriptional rate function into a single
parameter, that we name λ1. The two unbounded functions given at eq. (3.5) and eq. (3.10)
lead to ill-posed model, except eq. (3.5) for n � 1 which has been used in the past.

It is also important to bear in mind that such rate functions are very model-specific and
various different form appeared in the literature, depending on the molecular dynamics
considered (for a review in prokaryotes see [154], in yeast [53] and in higher eukaryotes
[118]). We provide in table 1.2 some classical parameters found on the literature relevant
for such models. This table is not meant to be exhaustive, but to give intuition of the order
of magnitude of the relevant process we look at, as well as the variation of the parameters
rate one can found on different organism. Hence, the derivation of the Hill kinetics we
provide might not always be justified (which explain partially the success of the ’on-off’
model which consider fluctuations at the level of the operator). In particular, we can see
that for the lac operon [135] or the tryptophan operon [89] the association equilibrium
constant is extremely small, making the derivation above safe, while it is not so the case
for the phage λ system [67] or the TetR system [30]. Also, in the lac operon or the
tryptophan operon, complex constant are scarce, but binds efficaciously the promoter. We
also give some examples of number of molecules for the molecule in consideration (binding
sites, RNA polymerase, ribosomes, repressor molecules) to show that in some cases, a
probabilistic modeling is natural as the number of molecules is relatively small. We also
highlight the fact that new experimental techniques are now used to follow individual
molecules, and to characterize for example the search time of transcription factor for its
binding sites!
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Table 1.2: Parameters involved in the determination of the rate function. See subsec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2) for details. Note that we give all parameter values in molecule numbers,
as they are required for stochastic modeling. For typical cells like E. Coli, 1 molecule per
cell corresponds roughly ([142]) to a concentration of 1 nanomolar (nM)

Parameters References and comments

Complex formation binding constant Large variation of order of magnitude of
these rates relies on the fact that many
different complexes can be involved in the
interaction with promoter

Association Dissociation Equilibrium

k�c k�c Kc � k�c
k�c

(min�1) (min�1)
12� 10�7 12 10�7 [135] LacI dimer (repressor) binding to Ef-

fector molecule in the lac operon. (Fast
dimerization of repressors is assumed).

3-9 1-5� 10�3 103-104 [30] aTc binding with TetR to prevent
TetR repression

0.05 [67] Dimer formation (λ repressor protein)
in the phage λ system. Value taken from
literature.

0.5 2� 104 2.5 � 10�5 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Values
inferred from literature.

Complex/Promoter binding constant Again large variation of order of mag-
nitude reflects the diversity of the sys-
tem considered. Experimentalist may also
have the possibility to control affinity rate
on promoter.

Association Dissociation Equilibrium

k�b k�b Kb � k�
b

k�
b

(min�1) (min�1)
2000 2.4 833 [135] LacI dimer repression by binding to

the operator, in the lac operon. Taken
from experimental data available on liter-
ature.
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1-10 6� 10�4-103 105-10�3 [30] Direct repressor protein TetR binding
to operator and other complex binding.

0.03-0.6 [67] Dimer (λ repressor protein) binding
to the operator, in the phage λ system.
Value taken from Literature.

n
?
10�2-

n
?
10�3 [142]λ repressor protein binding to the op-

erator, in the phage λ system, for a coop-
erativity constant of n. Value taken from
literature.

0.03-0.003 [144] tetA protein binding to tetO pro-
moter, in the tet-Off system in S. cere-
visiae. The response curve is measured
experimentally and fitted to obtain kinetic
parameter.

n
?
10�2 [120] phage λ system in E. Coli. The rate

of transcription is directly measured with
the concentration of effector. The kinetic
parameters are deduced by fitting.

1 10�2 102 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Values
inferred from literature.

Complex affinity (Hill coefficient)

n

1� 30 [142] Typical biological values taken from
literature.

1 [144] tetA protein binding to tetO pro-
moter, in the tet-Off system in S. cere-
visiae. The response curve is measured
experimentally and fitted to obtain kinetic
parameter.

1.4-2.7 [120] phage λ system in E. Coli. The rate
of transcription is directly measured with
the concentration of effector. The kinetic
parameters are deduced by fitting.

1.2 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Values
taken from literature

Number of binding sites

2-6 [144] tet-Off system in S. cerevisiae

Number of RNA polymerase

35� 3.5 [78] Bacteria
1250 [89] E. Coli
3600 [30] E. Coli
30000 [113] Mammalian macrophage

RNA polymerase binding constant Note that many authors consider this re-
action to be responsible of the switching
behavior of the gene state.
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Association Dissociation Equilibrium

λa λi
λa

λi

(min�1) (min�1)
60-600 1 60-600 [30] The promoter strength can be var-

ied experimentally, and influence the RNA
polymerase association constant

10 600 10�2 [78] LacZ gene in in the Lac Operon. Val-
ues taken from literature

10�2 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Values
inferred from literature.

Number of ribosomes

350 � 35 [78] Bacteria
1400 [89] E.Coli

6� 106 [113] Mammalian macrophage

Ribosome binding constant

Association Dissociation Equilibrium
(min�1) (min�1)
10 120 10�1 [78] Association rate given by diffusion-

limited aggregation, and dissociation to
reproduce translation rate faithfully

10�2 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Values
inferred from Literature.

Number of Repressor molecules

500 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli.
10 [135] Repressors dimer in Lac Operon in

E. Coli.

Effective Diffusion constant

(µm2.min�1)
24 [32] Single Transcription factor detection

in single cells, E Coli.

Search time

(min)
1� 6 [32] Single Transcription factor detection

in single cells, E Coli.

Cell Volume

(L)
10�15-10�16 [89],[135] E. Coli
5� 10�12 [113] Mammalian macrophage

3.4 Other rate functions

In the standard model, only the steps before (and including) the transcription usually
consider nonlinear effect. In prokaryotes, ribosomes can begin binding the newly synthe-
sized ribosome-binding site (on the mRNA) almost immediately as transcription begins
(whereas in eukaryotes, a delay between translation and transcription may be relevant).
Analogous to transcript initiation, translation initiation of a single mRNA molecule is
assumed to proceed with a first-order rate λ2. We assumed that initiation and elongation
rates are such that ribosome queuing does not occur (Thattai and van Oudenaarden [142]).
We therefore take each transcription and translation initiation reaction to be independent,
and the translation rate would be proportional to the amount of mRNA molecules. Simi-
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larly, we assume effector production rate to be proportional to the amount of intermediate
protein molecules (with coefficient λ3). Finally, we assume that all molecules degrade lin-
early with rates γi, i � 1, 2, 3 for mRNA, proteins and effector respectively. A decay rate
γ gives a half-life of lnp2q{γ. If growth in cell volume is exponential, the resulting dilution
of species concentrations can be incorporated by increasing γ for all species (other than
the DNA, which is replicated at a rate exactly matching cell growth). The mRNA decay
rate depends on the ribosome-binding rate, because actively translating ribosomes shield
the mRNA molecules from the action of nuclease (Thattai and van Oudenaarden [142]).

4 Parameters and Time Scales

We summarize in table 1.3 the parameters used in our model, and the various range of
magnitude that have been measured or fitted from experiments. Again, this table does not
intend to be exhaustive, but rather to give intuitions. It is also clear that many parameters
are not independent within each other, and their values then depend on the model chosen.
For instance, an observation of the instantaneous rate of production of an mRNA, as a
first step process, or combined with an observation of the gene state kinetics, would not
lead to the same transcriptional rate. The mean number of molecules, and burst statistics
given at the end of this table, are also obviously function of other parameters. They can
however be measured directly. For instance, as individual molecules can be measured, the
authors in [20, 47, 150, 111] were able to “count” the number of molecules produced in
each burst production event, and to deduce statistics of the burst size event.

As a general trend, it can be noticed that synthesis rate of protein are usually higher
than synthesis rate of mRNA, while degradation rate of protein are several order of mag-
nitude lower. Switching rate of the gene state are highly variable, but may be quite slow.
Finally, the number of mRNA molecules may be of only dozens, while there may have
thousands or more proteins.
Table 1.3: Parameters involved in the standard model of molecular biology. Note that
we give all parameter values in molecule numbers, as they are required for stochastic
models. For typical cells like E. Coli, 1 molecule per cell corresponds roughly [142] to a
concentration of 1 nanomolar (nM)

Parameters References and comments

Gene state

Activation
rate

Inactivation
rate

These values depend a lot on modeling
choice. As we saw, transcription is a
multi-step process. Activation of the gene
may mean that an mRNA Polymerase is
bound to DNA, and then (almost) ready
to start transcription. We may also con-
sider that activation requires a (rare) tran-
scription factor to bound. Or in eukary-
otes it may requires chromatin opening.
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λa λi

(min�1) (min�1)
60-600 1 [30] TetR system in E. Coli. The promoter

strength can be varied experimentally, and
influence the RNA polymerase association
constant

0.2-1 1-2 [144] tet-Off system in S. cerevisiae.
0.1-1 500 [78] Lac operon in Bacteria
0.7�5�10�3 2.5� 10�4 [94] Interleukin protein in Lymphocytes.

These rates represent opening/closing of
chromatin, and were derived by fitting a
stochastic model to experimental data.

0.07� 0.3 0.68 � 5.3 [152]. Parameters inferred from experi-
mental data using single mRNA detection
technique in yeast (S. Cerevisiae)

0.02 0.1 [47] Real-time monitoring of lac/ara pro-
moter kinetics in E. Coli

2� 10�4 10�3 [111] statistical kinetics inferred from sin-
gle mRNA counting in mammalian cells.

mRNA

Synthesis
rate

Degradation
rate

Transcriptional
efficiency

λ1 γ1
λ1

λi

(min�1) (min�1)
2.4 0.3 2.4 [30] TetR system in E. Coli.
0.4-1 0.4 [135] Lac operon in E. Coli. Taken from

experimental data available on Literature
10 0.61 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Values

inferres from literature.
10 0.04 5-10 [144] tet-Off system in S. cerevisiae.
12 1-6� 10�3 [113] Mammalian Macrophage
50 18 0.1 [78] Lac operon in Bacteria
40 0.01 2� 105 [94] Interleukin protein in Lymphocytes.

Experimentally deduced.
1.3-11 0.2-20 [152]. Parameters inferred from experi-

mental data using single mRNA detection
technique in yeast (S. Cerevisiae)

10�3-1 2 � 10�4-2 �
10�3 [127] global gene quantification in mam-

malian cells (mouse fibroblast)
0.23 2� 10�3 230 [111] Single mRNA counting in mam-

malian cells.

Protein

Synthesis
rate

Degradation
rate

Transcriptional
efficiency
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λ2 γ2
λ2

γ1

(min�1) (min�1)
6 0.01 18 [30] TetR system in E. Coli. Protein

degradation rate equal the dilution rate.
15-30 0.2 30-60 [135] Lac operon in E. Coli.
20 0.01 30 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Pro-

tein degradation rate equal the dilution
rate.

23.1 0.007 500 [144] tet-Off system in S. cerevisiae.
11.3 4 � 10�4-1 �

10�2 103-104 [113] Mammalian Macrophage

0.5-10 0.003 0.02-0.5 [78] Lac operon in Bacteria
4 0.02 400 [94] Interleukin protein in Lymphocytes.

Experimentally deduced.
10�2-10 5 � 10�5-1 �

10�3 10-105 [127] global gene quantification in mam-
malian cells (mouse fibroblast)

Effector

Synthesis
rate

Degradation
rate

λ3 γ3
(min�1) (min�1)
120 10�2 [89] Tryptophan Operon in E. Coli. Ef-

fector degradation rate equal the dilution
rate

Mean Number

mRNA Protein  X1 ¡   X2 ¡
1-30 100-300 [135] Lac operon in E. Coli
20-100 4� 105 [113] Mammalian Macrophage
1000 5� 105 [94] Interleukin protein in Lymphocytes.

Experimentally deduced.
2-15 [152]. Parameters inferred from experi-

mental data using single mRNA detection
technique in yeast (S. Cerevisiae)

1-1000 100-106 [127] global gene quantification in mam-
malian cells (mouse fibroblast)

Mean Burst size

mRNA Protein
8-20 [20] Real-time monitoring of β-

galactosidase in E. Coli. Their di-
rect measurement also coincide with
distribution fitting of a bursting model.
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4 [47] Real-time monitoring of lac/ara pro-
moter kinetics in E. Coli

4.2 [150] TsT -Venus protein controlled by the
lac promoter in E. Coli.

10-300 [111] Single mRNA counting in mam-
malian cells.

Mean Burst frequency

mRNA Protein
(min�1) (min�1)

10�3 [20] Real-time monitoring of β-
galactosidase in E. Coli. Their di-
rect measurement also coincide with
distribution fitting of a bursting model.

2� 10�2 [150] TsT -Venus protein controlled by the
lac promoter in E. Coli.

0.2 [22] Real-time monitoring of a develop-
mental gene in a small eukaryotes.

5 Discrete Version

Based on the description above (section 2), we select 4 biochemical species involved in
different chemical reactions, namely DNA, mRNA, proteins and effectors. The simplest
discrete stochastic description of this system is a continuous time Markov chain, with the
state space being the number of each molecules of each species (or the state ”ON/OFF”
for the DNA — we assume that there is a single DNA molecule), and with state transition
given by the biochemical reactions (the stoichiometry of the reaction gives the state space
jump, and its reaction rate gives the intensity of the jump). There are several equivalent
representations of a continuous time Markov chain with discrete state space (see Intro-
duction, part 0). We present below the transition function of this Markov chain, and its
generator. Then we deduce immediate consequences for the long-term behavior of this
model.

5.1 Representation of the discrete model

We now write for convenience X � pX0,X1,X2,X3q for the state of the Markov chain,
with X0 being the state of the DNA, and X1,X2,X3 respectively the numbers of mRNA,
proteins and effectors. Then the state space of the chain is t0, 1u � N

3. The one-step
transitions are summarized in table 1.4.

Note that some reactions are catalytic reactions, that is they do not consume any
species. Transition rates (or propensities) associated to first order reactions (degradation
and catalytic) are derived according to the Action-Mass law and are then linear with
respect to one variable. The other transition rates (k1,ki,ka) were derived in the previous
section 3 and can be non-linear functions of the variable X3. More detailed assumption
on these rate functions will be given in the following.

Let us introduce the following notation to simplify the writing.

Notation 1. For any function f pxq with x � px0, x1, x2, x3q, we define the following
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Table 1.4: Transitions and Parameters used for the pure jump Markov process X �pX0,X1,X2,X3q
Biochemical Reaction State-space change vector Propensity

Gene activation p1, 0, 0, 0q λa1tX0�0ukapX3q
Gene inactivation p�1, 0, 0, 0q λi1tX0�1ukipX3q
Transcription p0, 1, 0, 0q λ11tX0�1uk1pX3q
mRNA degradation p0,�1, 0, 0q γ1X1

Translation p0, 0, 1, 0q λ2X1

Protein degradation p0, 0,�1, 0q γ2X2

Effector production p0, 0, 0, 1q λ3X2

Effector degradation p0, 0, 0,�1q γ3X3

operators:

E0
0f pxq � f p0, x1, x2, x3q inactive state,

E1
0f pxq � f p1, x1, x2, x3q active state,

E�
1 f pxq � f px0, x1 � 1, x2, x3q mRNA production,

E�
1 f pxq � f px0, x1 � 1, x2, x3q mRNA degradation,

E�
2 f pxq � f px0, x1, x2 � 1, x3q protein production,

E�
2 f pxq � f px0, x1, x2 � 1, x3q protein degradation,

E�
3 f pxq � f px0, x1, x2, x3 � 1q effector production,

E�
3 f pxq � f px0, x1, x2, x3 � 1q effector degradation.

The generator associated to the Markov chain is then given by

Af pxq � λakapx3qpE1
0f � f qpxq � λikipx3qpE0

0f � f qpxq�λ11tx0�1uk1px3qpE�
1 f � f qpxq � γ1x1pE�

1 f � f qpxq�λ2x1pE�
2 f � f qpxq � γ2x2pE�

2 f � f qpxq�λ3x2pE�
3 f � f qpxq � γ3x3pE�

3 f � f qpxq.
5.2 Long time behavior

Denote by τi the ith jump times of the chain X. Firstly, we are going to show that,
under reasonable assumptions, the jump times do not accumulate, that is τ8 � 8. This
ensures that the model is well defined for all t ¥ 0.

Hypothesis 5. The function k1 is linearly bounded, and specifically, there exists c ¡ 0
such that, for any x3 P N

k1px3q ¤ x3 � c.

Now by a simple consequence of the Meyn and Tweedie [97, thm 2.1] criterion (see
also part 0 subsection 6.3, proposition 10), we obtain

Proposition 20. The Markov chain defined in subsection 5.1 is non-explosive.

Proof. Choose the test function f pxq � x1 � x2 � x3, which is a norm-like function, it
comes directly that

Af pxq ¤ maxpλ1, λ2, λ3qf pxq � c.
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Secondly, we can show the irreductibility. All states communicate with each other as
soon as

Hypothesis 6. The function ka, and k1 are strictly positive for x3 � 0, and all rate
constants λa, λi, λk and γk, k � 1, 2, 3, are positive.

Then it is classical that the Markov chain is irreductible.
Finally, for discrete state-space Markov process, a simple criterion for exponential

ergodicity is provided by [97, Theorem 7.1] (see also part 0 subsection 6.3, proposition
15). Assuming

Hypothesis 7. min γi ¡ maxλi,

we then have, with the test function f pxq � x1 � x2 � x3, for all x,

Af pxq ¤ pmax λi �min γiqf pxq � λ1c.

So the Markov process is exponentially ergodic. There exists an invariant probability
measure p�, B   8 and β   1 such that the following convergence in distribution holds

‖ P tpx, �q � p� ‖f¤ Bf pxqβt,

where P tpx, �q denotes the semigroup

P tpx, gq � Ex

�
gpXt

�
,

and
‖ µ ‖f� sup|g|¤f

| µpgq | .
Despite we know the long-term behavior of this Markov chain, it’s hard to deduce any

quantitative information. To be able to concrete parameters values, one approach is to
consider constant or linear reaction rate, thus preventing any non-linearity. Thus, analytic
methods through the moment generating function can be used. With such tool, it can be
computed moment equations, and stationary probability density function (or at least, its
moment generating function). However, this techniques seems strictly limited to constant
and linear rate functions. See [104] for a typical example. We sketch some of these results
in section 7.

We will see on the next section that for the continuous deterministic version of this
model, namely the Goodwin model, the picture is much more complete, and can deal with
non-linear rate functions. In particular, bifurcation parameter analysis can provide infor-
mation on the bistability or oscillatory behavior of the model. To get analog information
on the stochastic model, we will have to reduce its dimension. Hence we will study a
one-dimensional stochastic model in section 8, and rigorously prove how to perform such
reduction in section 9.1.

6 Continuous Version - Deterministic Operon Dynamics

A continuous deterministic version of this model ignores the fluctuation in the DNA
state and considers that the three other chemical species (mRNA,proteins and effectors)
are present in very large number. We will recall in section 9 standard results to show
that the stochastic discrete model converges to the continuous deterministic model, under
assumption of fast DNA switching and large molecule number. Note in particular that
this model does not represent a statistical mean behavior over a large population of cells,
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unless all rates are assumed linear. We refer to [107, 98] for an interesting survey of
techniques applicable to this deterministic approach, with in particular models that differs
from Ordinary Differential Equation.

We consider in this section the standard Goodwin [48] model. These results are not
new but included here for convenience and to illustrate its analogy with our results on
the stochastic model. Let px1, x2, x3q denote mRNA, intermediate protein, and effector
concentrations respectively. Then for a generic operon with a maximal level of transcrip-
tion λ1 (in concentration over time units), we have dynamics described by the system
[48, 51, 52, 100, 128] $'''''&'''''% dx1

dt
� λ1k1px3q � γ1x1,

dx2

dt
� λ2x1 � γ2x2,

dx3

dt
� λ3x2 � γ3x3.

(6.1)

Here we assume that the rate of mRNA production is proportional to the fraction of time
the operator region is active, and that the rates of intermediate and enzyme production
are simply proportional to the amount of mRNA and intermediate respectively. All three
of the components px1, x2, x3q are subject to linear degradation. The function k1 was
calculated in the previous section 3 and then taken in this section in the form

k1px3q � 1�Kcx
n
3

Λ�∆Kcx
n
3

,

so that it’s a smooth bounded function, positive everywhere. Hence global existence and
uniqueness of this system is not a problem, and the solution lies in pR��q3 for all time.

It will greatly simplify matters to rewrite eq. (6.1) by defining dimensionless concen-
trations. To this end we define the dimensionless variable

y1 � λ3λ2

γ3γ2

n
a

Kcx1,

y2 � λ3

γ3

n
a

Kcx2,

y3 � n
a

Kcx3,

and the system eq. 6.1 then becomes$'''''&'''''% dy1

dt
� γ1rκdf py3q � y1s,

dy2

dt
� γ2py1 � y2q,

dy3

dt
� γ3py2 � y3q. (6.2)

where

κd � λ3λ2λ1
n
?
Kc

γ3γ2γ1
.

is a dimensionless constant, and the function f is given by

f py3q � 1� yn3
Λ�∆yn3

. (6.3)

In each equation, γi for i � 1, 2, 3 denotes a net loss rate (units of inverse time), and thus
eq. 6.2 are not in dimensionless form.
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The dynamics of this classic operon model can be fully analyzed. Let Y � py1, y2, y3q
and denote by StpY q the flow generated by the system eq. (6.2). For both inducible and
repressible operons, for all initial conditions Y 0 � py01 , y02, y03q P R

�
3 the flow StpY 0q P R

�
3

for t ¡ 0.
Steady states of the system eq. (6.2) are in a one to one correspondence with solutions

of the equation
y

κd
� f pyq, (6.4)

and for each solution y� of eq. (6.4) there is a steady state Y � � py�1 , y�2 , y�3 q of eq. (6.2)
given by

y�1 � y�2 � y�3 � y�.
Whether there is a single steady state y� or there are multiple steady states will depend
on whether we are considering a repressible or inducible operon. The detail derivation of
the steady-state and their stability is standard ([48, 146, 51, 52, 100, 133]) and is given
for an interesting comparison with the stochastic model discussed in section 8.

6.1 No control (single attractive steady-state)

In this case, f pyq � 1, and there is a single steady state y� � κd that is globally
asymptotically stable.

6.2 Inducible regulation (single versus multiple steady states)

For an inducible operon with f given by eq. (6.3) with ∆ � 1 and Λ ¡ 1, there may
be one (Y �1 or Y �3 ), two (Y �1 , Y �2 � Y �3 or Y �1 � Y �2 , Y �3 ), or three (Y �1 , Y �2 , Y �3 ) steady
states, with the ordering 0   Y �1 ¤ Y �2 ¤ Y �3 , corresponding to the possible solutions
of eq. (6.4) (cf. figure 1.5). The smaller steady state pY �1 q is typically referred to as an
uninduced state, while the largest steady state pY �3 q is called the induced state. The steady
state values of y are easily obtained from eq. (6.4) for given parameter values, and the
dependence on κd for n � 4 and a variety of values of Λ is shown in figure 1.5. Figure 1.6
shows a graph of the steady states y� versus κd for various values of the leakage parameter
Λ.

Analytic conditions for the existence of one or more steady states can be obtained by
using eq. (6.4) in conjunction with the observation that the delineation points are marked
by the values of κd at which y{κd is tangent to f pyq (see figure 1.5). Simple differentiation
of eq. (6.4) yields the second condition

1

κdnpΛ� 1q � yn�1pΛ� ynq2 . (6.5)

From eq. (6.4) and eq. (6.5) we obtain the values of y at which tangency will occur:

y� � n

gffeΛ� 1

2

#�
n� Λ� 1

Λ� 1

��n2 � 2n
Λ� 1

Λ� 1
� 1

+
. (6.6)

The two corresponding values of κd at which a tangency occurs are given by

κd� � y	Λ� yn	
1� yn	 . (6.7)

(Note the deliberate use of y	 as opposed to y�.)
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the possibility of one, two or three solutions of eq. (6.4)
for varying values of κd with inducible regulation. The monotone increasing graph is the
function f of eq. (6.3), and the straight lines correspond to x{κd for (in a clockwise
direction) κd P r0, κd�q, κd � κd�,κd P pκd�, κd�q, κd � κd�, and κd�   κd. This figure
was constructed with n � 4 and Λ � 10 for which κd� � 3.01 and κd� � 5.91 as computed
from eq. (6.7). See the text for further details.
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Figure 1.6: Full logarithmic plot of the steady state values of y� versus κd for an inducible
system, obtained from eq. (6.4), for n � 4 and Λ � 2, 5, 10, and 15 (left to right) illustrating
the dependence of the occurrence of bistability on Λ. See the text for details.

A necessary condition for the existence of two or more steady states is obtained by
requiring that the square root in in eq. (6.6) be non-negative, or

Λ ¥ �n� 1

n� 1


2

. (6.8)

From this a second necessary condition follows, namely

κd ¥ n� 1

n� 1
n


n� 1

n� 1
. (6.9)

Further, from eq. (6.4) and (6.5) we can delineate the boundaries in pΛ, κdq space in which
there are one or three locally stable steady states as shown in figure 1.7. There, we have
given a parametric plot (y is the parameter) of κd versus Λ, using

Λpyq � ynryn � pn� 1qspn� 1qyn � 1
and κdpyq � rΛpyq � yns2

nyn�1rΛpyq � 1s ,
for n � 4 obtained from eq. (6.4) and (6.5). As is clear from the figure, when leakage is
appreciable (small Λ, e.g for n � 4, Λ   p5{3q2) then the possibility of bistable behavior
is lost.

Remark 21. Some general observations on the influence of n, Λ, and κd on the appearance
of bistability in the deterministic case are in order.

1. The degree of cooperativity pnq in the binding of effector to the repressor plays a
significant role. Indeed, n ¡ 1 is a necessary condition for bistability.

2. If n ¡ 1 then a second necessary condition for bistability is that Λ satisfies eq. (6.8)
so the fractional leakage pΛ�1q is sufficiently small.

3. Furthermore, κd must satisfy eq. (6.9) which is quite instructive. Namely for nÑ8
the limiting lower limit is κd ¡ 1 while for n Ñ 1 the minimal value of κd becomes
fairly large. This simply tells us that the ratio of the product of the production rates
to the product of the degradation rates must always be greater than 1 for bistability
to occur, and the lower the degree of cooperativity pnq the larger the ratio must be.
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Figure 1.7: In this figure we present a parametric plot (for n � 4) of the bifurcation
diagram in pΛ, κdq parameter space delineating one from three steady states in a deter-
ministic inducible operon as obtained from eq. (6.4) and (6.5). The upper (lower) branch
corresponds to κd� (κd�), and for all values of pΛ, κdq in the interior of the cone there are
two locally stable steady states Y �1 , Y �

3 , while outside there is only one. The tip of the cone
occurs at pΛ, κdq � pp5{3q2, p5{3q 4

a
5{3q as given by eq. (6.8) and (6.9). For Λ P r0, p5{3q2q

there is but a single steady state.
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4. If n, Λ and κd satisfy these necessary conditions then bistability is only possible if
κd P rκd�, κd�s (c.f. figure 1.7).

5. The locations of the minimal py�q and maximal py�q values of y bounding the bistable
region are independent of κd.

6. Finally

(a) py� � y�q is a decreasing function of increasing n for constant κd,Λ

(b) py� � y�q is an increasing function of increasing Λ for constant n, κd.

Local and global stability. The local stability of a steady state y� is determined by the
solutions of the eigenvalue equation [149]pλ� γ1qpλ� γ2qpλ� γ3q � γ1γ2γ3κdf

1� � 0, f 1� � f 1py�q. (6.10)

Set

a1 � 3̧

i�1

γi, a2 � 3̧

i�j�1

γiγj , a3 � p1� κdf
1�q 3¹

i�1

γi,

so eq. (6.10) can be written as

λ3 � a1λ
2 � a2λ� a3 � 0. (6.11)

By Descartes’s rule of signs, eq. (6.11) will have either no positive roots for f 1� P r0, κ�1
d q or

one positive root otherwise. With this information and using the notation SN to denote a
locally stable node, HS a half or neutrally stable steady state, and US an unstable steady
state (saddle point), then there will be:

– A single steady state Y �
1 (SN), for κd P r0, κd�q

– Two coexisting steady states Y �
1 (SN) and Y �

2 � Y �
3 (HS, born through a saddle

node bifurcation) for κd � κd�
– Three coexisting steady states Y �

1 pSNq, Y �
2 pUSq, Y �

3 (SN) for κd P pκd�, κd�q
– Two coexisting steady states Y �

1 � Y �
2 (HS at a saddle node bifurcation), and Y �

3

(SN) for κd � κd�
– One steady state Y �

3 (SN) for κd�   κd.

For the inducible operon, other work extends these local stability considerations and
we have the following result characterizing the global behavior:

Theorem 22. Othmer [100], Smith [133, Proposition 2.1, Chapter 4] For an inducible
operon with f given by eq. (6.3), define IΛ � r1{Λ, 1s. There is an attracting box BΛ � R

�
3

defined by

BΛ � tpy1, y2, y3q : xi P IΛ, i � 1, 2, 3u
such that the flow St is directed inward everywhere on the surface of BΛ. Furthermore, all
y� P BΛ and

1. If there is a single steady state, i.e. Y �
1 for κd P r0, κd�q, or Y �

3 for κd�   κd, then
it is globally stable.

2. If there are two locally stable nodes, i.e. Y �
1 and Y �

3 for κd P pκd�, κd�q, then all
flows SpY 0q are attracted to one of them. (See [128] for a delineation of the basin
of attraction of Y �

1 and Y �
3 .)
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Figure 1.8: Schematic illustration that there is only a single solution of eq. (6.4) for
all values of κd with repressible regulation. The monotone decreasing graph is f for a
repressible operon, while the straight lines are x{κd. This figure was constructed with
n � 4 and ∆ � 10. See the text for further details.
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6.3 Repressible regulation (single steady-state versus oscillations)

We now consider a repressible operon with f given by eq. (6.3) with ∆ ¡ 1 and Λ � 1.
As illustrated in figure 1.8, the repressible operon has a single steady state corresponding
to the unique solution y� of eq. (6.4). To determine its local stability we apply the Routh-
Hurwitz criterion to the eigenvalue eq. (6.11). The steady state corresponding to y� will
be locally stable (i.e. have eigenvalues with negative real parts) if and only if a1 ¡ 0
(always the case) and

a1a2 � a3 ¡ 0. (6.12)

The well known relation between the arithmetic and geometric means

1

n

ņ

i�1

γi ¥ � n¹
i�1

γi

�1{n
,

when applied to both a1 and a2 gives, in conjunction with eq. (6.12),

a1a2 � a3 ¥ p8� κdf
1�q 3¹

i�1

γi ¡ 0.

Thus as long as f 1� ¡ �8{κd, the steady state corresponding to y� will be locally stable.
Once condition eq. (6.12) is violated, stability of y� is lost via a supercritical Hopf bifur-
cation and a limit cycle is born. One may even compute the Hopf period of this limit
cycle by assuming that λ � jωH (j � ?�1) in eq. (6.11) where ωH is the Hopf angular
frequency. Equating real and imaginary parts of the resultant yields ωH �aa3{a1 or

TH � 2π

ωH
� 2π �d °3

i�1 γip1� κdf 1�q±3
i�1 γi

.

These local stability results tell us nothing about the global behavior when stability is
lost, but it is possible to characterize the global behavior of a repressible operon with the
following

Theorem 23. [133, Theorem 4.1 & Theorem 4.2, Chapter 3] For a repressible operon with
ϕ given by eq. (3.11), define I∆ � r1{∆, 1s. There is a globally attracting box B∆ � R

�
3

defined by

B∆ � tpy1, y2, y3q : xi P I∆, i � 1, 2, 3u
such that the flow S is directed inward everywhere on the surface of B∆. Furthermore
there is a single steady state y� P B∆. If y� is locally stable it is globally stable, but if
y� is unstable then a generalization of the Poincare-Bendixson theorem [133, Chapter 3]
implies the existence of a globally stable limit cycle in B∆.

Remark 24. There is no necessary connection between the Hopf period computed from
the local stability analysis and the period of the globally stable limit cycle.

7 Bursting and Hybrid Models, a Review of Linked Models

We summarize here different models that appeared in the literature and review the
analytic results available on these models. For most of these models, these results concern
constant or linear reaction rates. All these models are linked with the standard model we
present in section 5. We also introduce our labeling for these models, that will be useful
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for naming them in section 9. Hence, capital letters D (respectively C) refers for a discrete
(respectively continuous) state-space model; capital letters S (respectively B) stands for a
model that includes gene switching (respectively bursting). The number (1, 2, 3) refers to
the number of variables included in the model among mRNA, protein or effector molecules.
All variables and parameters are defined through table 1.4. Below, the stochastic models
are stated using a stochastic equation formalism. All Yi are assumed to be independent
unit Poisson processes, and are related to the number of times a given reaction fires (see
part 0, subsection 6.2, remark 5). When we refer to the case in the absence of regulation,
we mean that the three rate functions ka, ki and k1 are taken constant equal to 1.

7.1 Discrete models with switch

This model is considered in section 5, and takes into account the four steps described
in section 2, namely gene state (X0), mRNA (X1), protein (X2) and effector molecules
(X3).

SD3$''''''''''&''''''''''%
X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapX3psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipX3psqqds	,

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ11tX0psq�1uk1pX3psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	,

X2ptq � X2p0q � Y5

� » t

0
λ2X1psqds	� Y6

� » t

0
γ2X2psqds	,

X3ptq � X3p0q � Y7

� » t

0
λ3X2psqds	� Y8

� » t

0
γ3X3psqds	.

Up to our knowledge, no one considered this model!

SD2 This model is more widely used, and consider three steps, namely gene state (X0),
mRNA (X1), protein (X2) (which coincide here with effector molecules).$''''''&''''''% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapX2psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipX2psqqds	,

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ11tX0psq�1uk1pX2psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	,

X2ptq � X2p0q � Y5

� » t

0
λ2X1psqds	� Y6

� » t

0
γ2X2psqds	.

For a review of the behavior of this model without regulation, see [74],[130],[110]. In [102]
the author derived asymptotic expression of the moments (and of the measure of noise)
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and used it to interpret various model behavior in different kinetic parameter range  X0 ¡ � P
 
X0 � 1

( � PON � λa

λa � λi  X1 ¡ � PON
λ1

γ1  X2 ¡ � λ2

γ2

σ2
0  X0 ¡2

� 1� PON

PON

σ2
1  X1 ¡2

� 1  X1 ¡ � σ2
0  X0 ¡2

γ1

γ1 � λa � λi

σ2
2  X2 ¡2

� 1  X2 ¡ � 1  X1 ¡ γ2

γ1 � γ2
� σ2

0  X0 ¡2

γ2

γ1 � γ2

γ2

γ2 � λa � λi

� γ1

γ1 � λa � λi
� γ1

γ2

�
In particular, it can be seen from the expressions above, that such model typically present
higher fluctuations than a single Poissonian model. Each successive steps brings a contri-
bution in the amount of noise (measured typically as variance over mean squared) of the
protein variable for instance.

SD1 This model consider a single variable among the gene products, to be either mRNA
or protein. It has the great advantage to be analytically solvable in the absence of non-
linearity.$''&''% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapX1psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipX1psqqds	,

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ11tX0psq�1uk1pX1psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	.

The authors in [104] computed the analytical steady-state distribution in the case without
regulation (k1, ka, ki constant) and time-dependent moment dynamics, assuming there’s
no gene product at time 0;  X1 ¡ ptq � λa

λa � λi

λ1

γ1
� λaλ1pλa � λiqpλa � λi � γ1qe�pλa�λiqt � λaλ1

γ1pλa � λi � γ1qe�γ1t,

lim
tÑ8σ2

1ptq � λa

λa � λi

λ1

γ1
� λaλ1pλa � λiq2 λ2

1

γ1pλa � λi � γ1q ,
gpzq � 1F1pc, a, bpz � 1qq,
p�x1

� bx1
e�b

x1!

x1̧

i�0

�
x1

i


p�1qi pa� cqipaqi 1F1pa� c� i, a� i, bq,
E
�
X1pX1 � 1q � � � pX1 � n� 1q� � bn

cpc � 1q � � � pc� pn� 1qq
apa� 1q � � � pa� n� 1q .

where gpzq denotes the asymptotic moment generating function of X1, p
�
x1

its asymptotic
distribution and

a � λi � λa

γ1

b � λ1

γ1

c � λa

γ1
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Still in the case without regulation, the authors in [68] derived the time-dependent prob-
ability distribution (starting with zero mRNA)

gpz, tq � f1ptq1F1pc, a, bpz � 1qq � f2ptq1F1p1� c� a, 2� a, bpz � 1qq
where

f1ptq � 1F1p�c, 1� a,�be
� t

γ1
pz�1qq

f2ptq � bcp1 � zq
ap1 � aq e�a t

γ1 1F1pa� c, 1� a,�be
� t

γ1
pz�1qq

The authors in [63] and [112] extended the result for linear regulation (k1, ka constant
and kipX1q � x1). All studies put in evidence that this model contains two main time
scales, namely the gene switching and the gene product birth-and-death process, and that
the distribution of gene product can be seen as a superposition of Poisson distribution.
Roughly, when the two time scales are comparable, the probability distribution exhibits a
bimodal behavior.

The authors in [126] present numerical simulations of the model with non-linear neg-
ative regulation.

7.2 Continuous models with switch

SC3 This model is the continuous analog of SD3.$''''&''''% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapx3psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipx3psqqds	,9x1ptq � 1tX0ptq�1uλ1k1px3q � γ1x1,9x2 � λ2x1 � γ2x2,9x3 � λ3x2 � γ3x3.

Here again, up to our knowledge, no-one considered this model!

SC2 This model is the continuous analog of SD2.$''&''% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapx2psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipx2psqqds	,9x1ptq � 1tX0ptq�1uλ1k1px2q � γ1x1,9x2 � λ2x1 � γ2x2.

The authors in [13] considered this model and proved asymptotic stability of the related
semi-group on L1, for continuous function ka and ki, and constant function k1. They used
a method based on the “Foguel Alternative”. The authors in [87] considered numerical
simulation of this model with linear regulation (ka, k1 constant and kipx2q � x2)

SC1 This model is the continuous analog of SD1.$&% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapx1psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipx1psqqds	,9x1ptq � 1tX0ptq�1uλ1k1px1q � γ1x1.

The authors in [87] computed the steady-state distribution of this model with linear reg-
ulation (ka, k1 constant and kipx1q � x1)

px1
� Ae

λi
λ1

x1x
λa
γ1

�1

1 pλ1

γ1
� x1q λi

γ1
�1
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where A is a normalizing constant. The authors in [144] computed the steady-state dis-
tribution of this model with non-linear regulation (ki, k1 constant and kapx1q � ε� x1

x1�K )

px1
� Ax

λa
γ1

ε�1
1 pλ1

γ1
� x1q λi

γ1
�1p1� x1

K
qλaγ1

while with (ka, k1 constant and kipx1q � ε� K
x1�K )

px1
� Ax

λa
γ1
�1

1 pλ1

γ1
� x1qλipKp1�εq�εq

γ1p1�Kq �1p1� x1

K
q� λiK

γ1p1�Kq
where A is a normalizing constant. Each expression above can be used to determine which
are the conditions for the steady-state distribution to exhibit bimodality.

7.3 Discrete models without switch

In these models, the gene is now assumed to stay active for all times.

D3 $''''''&''''''% X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ1k1pX3psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	,

X2ptq � X2p0q � Y5

� » t

0
λ2X1psqds	� Y6

� » t

0
γ2X2psqds	,

X3ptq � X3p0q � Y7

� » t

0
λ3X2psqds	� Y8

� » t

0
γ3X3psqds	.

Note that in the absence of regulation, X1 is independent of X2,X3 and follows a one-
dimensional Markov-process, known as the immigration and death process. Its asymptotic
distribution is Poissonian. For the whole system, up to our knowledge, no study reported
its asymptotic distribution (see the case for 2 variables below). However, being an open
first-order reaction network, with both conversion and catalytic reaction, the study of
Gadgil et al. [40] allows to derive time-dependent first and second moment.

D2 $''&''% X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ1k1pX2psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	,

X2ptq � X2p0q � Y5

� » t

0
λ2X1psqds	� Y6

� » t

0
γ2X2psqds	.

In the absence of regulation, asymptotic moments are given by [142].  X1 ¡ � λ1

γ1  X2 ¡ � λ1λ2

γ1γ2

V arpX1q � λ1

γ1

V arpX2q � λ1λ2

γ1γ2

�
1� λ2

γ1 � γ2

	
CovpX1,X2 � λ1λ2

γ1pγ1 � γ2q
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A complete study of the asymptotic distribution is provided in [14], whose moment gen-
erating function is given by

ϕpx, yq � exp
�
αβ

» y

1
Mp1, 1 � γ, βps � 1qqds � αpx� 1qMp1, 1 � γ, βpy � 1q	

where

γ � γ1

γ2

α � λ1

γ1

β � λ2

γ2

From this expression, the authors in [14] derived asymptotic different behavior of the
marginal protein distribution, including Poisson, Neymann, negative Binomial, Gaussian
and Gamma distribution.

For the non-linear regulation case, the authors in [142, 139, 140] used the linear noise
expansion and simulation to study the asymptotic and transient moment behavior with
respect to the regulation function. Their study show that negative regulation can increase
or decrease noise strength.

D1

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ1k1pX1psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	

The authors in [132] derived approximation of the time-dependent first moments using
moment closure approximation, and successfully compared it with experimental data of
the λ-repressor system. As a one-dimensional discrete Markov-chain, its asymptotic dis-
tribution can also be derived.

7.4 Continuous models without switch

These models were the first one introduced to model gene self-regulation.

C3 $&% 9x1 � λ1k1px3q � γ1x1,9x2 � λ2x1 � γ2x2,9x3 � λ3x2 � γ3x3.

This model was originally introduced by [48]. See subsection 6 for a complete study of the
asymptotic behavior of this model.

C2 " 9x1 � λ1k1px2q � γ1x1,9x2 � λ2x1 � γ2x2.

In absence of regulation, the above system can be analytically solved

x1ptq � λ1

γ1
� �x1p0q � λ1

γ1

	
e�γ1t

x2ptq � λ1λ2

γ1γ2
� �x2p0q � λ1λ2

γ1γ2

	
e�γ2t � λ2

�
x1p0q � λ1

γ1

	
F ptq
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where

F ptq � # e�γ1t�e�γ2t

γ2�γ1
if γ1 � γ2,

te�γ2t if γ1 � γ2.

In the presence of positive regulation, this model has essentially similar asymptotic behav-
ior as the previous model C3. In the presence of negative regulation, however, oscillations
are not present any more when k1 is a standard Hill function as in eq. (3.12).

C1 9x1 � λ1k1px1q � γ1x1.

In the presence of positive regulation, this model has essentially similar asymptotic behav-
ior as the previous model C3. In the presence of negative regulation, however, oscillations
are not present any more when k1 is a standard Hill function as in eq. (3.12).

7.5 Discrete models with Bursting

We now turn to Bursting model. Below R0 is the counting process associated to the
number of times a bursting event happens. It is regulated by the effector or protein
molecules.

BD2 This model can be obtained from SD2 or D3, upon a particular scaling (see sec-
tion 9).$'''''''&'''''''% R0ptq � Y

� » t

0
λ1k1pX2psqqds	,

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y0

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	�

i̧¥1

iYi

� » t

0
1tpqi�1,qisupξR0ps�qqdR0psq,

X2ptq � X2p0q � Z1

� » t

0
λ2X1psqds	� Z2

� » t

0
γ2X2psqds	.

BD1$'''&'''% R0ptq � Y
� » t

0
λ1k1pX1psqqds	,

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y0

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	�

i̧¥0

iYi

� » t

0
1tpqi�1,qisupξR0ps�qqdR0psq.

The authors in [129] presented stationary and time-dependent probability distribution
when k1 is constant and the jump size a geometric random variable, of mean parameter b.

gpz, tq � �1� bp1� zqe�t{γ1
1� bp1� zq �a

px1
ptq � Γpa� nq

Γpn� 1qΓpaq� b

1� b

	n�1� be�t{γ1
1� b

	a
2F1

�� n,�a, 1� a� n,
1� b

b� e�t{γ1 	  X1 ¡ ptq � abp1� e�t{γ1q
σ2
1ptq �  X1 ¡ ptqp1 � b� be�t{γ1q

where a � λ1

γ1
The authors in [4] computed the analytical stationary distribution for general

nonlinear regulation k1

px1
� p0

x1
a

x1�1¹
i�1

�
a
k1piq
i

� b� 1

b

�
.
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7.6 Continuous models with Bursting

In continuous bursting model below, Npds, dz, drq stands for a Poisson random mea-
sure, of intensity dshpzqdzdr where h is a probability density that gives the size of the
burst.

BC2 This model can be obtained from SC2 or BD2, upon a particular scaling (see
section 9). We will consider its adiabatic reduction in subsection 9.3.$''&''% x1ptq � x1p0q � » t

0
γ1x1ps�qds � » t

0

» 8
0

» 8
0

z1tr¤λ1k1px2ps�qquNpds, dz, drq,
x2ptq � x2p0q � » t

0
λ2x1ps�qds � » t

0
γ2x2ps�qds.

BC1

x1ptq � x1p0q � » t

0
γ1x1ps�qds� » t

0

» 8
0

» 8
0

z1tr¤λ1k1px1ps�qquNpds, dz, drq.
The authors in [20] used this model without regulation to successfully fit data from the
β-galactosidase protein in E.Coli. The asymptotic distribution is the Gamma distribution

px1
� 1

baΓpaqxa�1e�x{b
where a � λ1

γ1
The authors in [39] computed the analytical expression of the steady-state

distributions for non-linear regulation rate k1, and exponential bursting size of mean b.

px1
� Ax�1e�x{bea ³ k1pzq

z dz

where A is a normalizing constant.

7.7 Models with both switching and Bursting

These models can be obtained from SD2.

SBD1$'''''''&'''''''% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapX1psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipX1psqqds	,

R0ptq � Y
� » t

0
λ11tX0psq�1uk1pX1psqqds	,

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y0

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	�

i̧¥1

iYi

� » t

0
1tpqi�1,qisupξR0ps�qqdR0psq.

The authors in [129] presented stationary probability distribution when ka, ki, k1 are con-
stant, and the burst size is a geometric random variable of mean b.

px1
� Γpα� nqΓpβ � nqΓpdq

Γpn� 1qΓpαqΓpβqΓpd � nq� � b

1� b

	n�
1� b

1� b

	α� 2F1

�
α� n, d� β, d � n,

b

1� b
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where

a � λ1

γ1

c � λa

γ1

d � λi � λa

γ1

α � 1

2
pa� d� φq

β � 1

2
pa� d� φq

φ2 � pa� dq2 � 4ac

SBC1$''&''% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapx1psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipx1psqqds	,

x1ptq � x1p0q � » t

0
γ1x1ps�qds� » t

0

» 8
0

» 8
0

z1tr¤λ11tX0psq�1uk1px1ps�qquNpds, dz, drq.
7.8 Hybrid discrete and continuous models

D1C1 #
X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� ³t
0 λ1k1px2psqqds	� Y4

� ³t
0 γ1X1psqds	,9x2 � λ2X1 � γ2x2.

In the absence of regulation, the asymptotic characteristic function of the protein variable
x2 has been found to be ([14])

ωpsq � exp
�
α

» sβ

0
Mp1, 1 � γ, zqdz	

where

γ � γ1

γ2

α � λ1

γ1

β � λ2

γ2

This asymptotic expression include both the Gamma and Poisson distribution as limiting
behavior.

SD1C1$''''&''''% X0ptq � X0p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λa1tX0psq�0ukapx1psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
λi1tX0psq�1ukipx2psqqds	,

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ11tX0psq�1uk1px2psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ1X1psqds	,9x2 � λ2X1 � γ2x2.

The author in [101] considered this model as an approximation of the SD2 model, and
present moment calculation and numerical simulation of this model.
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Obviously, different model can again be built with similar features, and the list above
is not exhaustive. Although not directly related to our work, we present in the next
paragraph different approach of modeling. Such modeling review is intend to show the
variety of possible choices of modeling.

7.9 More detailed models and other approaches

We first review more detailed models of single gene, then models that take into account
other source of noise, and finally models with interaction between genes.

In its Ph.D. thesis work, Jia [71] makes the review of the standard model of gene expres-
sion and its different limiting behavior, in particular condition for occurrence of bursting.
Then he generalizes the model to consider non-exponential waiting time between burst
events, as well as non-geometric burst size distributions (see also Pedraza and Paulsson
[105]). He gives a specific example of model of post-transcriptional regulation with small
mRNA (a different from but related molecule to mRNA) that yields non-geometric burst
size distribution. For other models taking into account post-transcriptional regulation by
small mRNA, see Bose and Ghosh [15], Gorban et al. [49] and for a review of biological
mechanisms of post-transcriptional regulation, see Storz and Waters [136].

For models with more than two states of the promoter, see the pioneering work of
Tapaswi et al. [141]. Also, Blake et al. [11] used a model with four promoter states to
reproduce faithfully the GAL system in prokaryotes. In agreement with data, the main
finding is that the level of noise in gene expression is non-monotonic with respect to the
level of transcription efficiency. Coulon et al. [24] also considered a model with more than
two states for the promoter, and extensively studied the effect of promoter transition on
noise strength on protein level.

For models at a much finer scale, that explicitly take into account dynamics of mRNA
polymerase and complex formation, see Dublanche et al. [30], while for mRNA polymerase
and ribosome dynamics see Kierzek et al. [78], Gorban et al. [49]. A model that goes up to
the single-nucleotide level was proposed by Ribeiro [116]. For spatially extended model,
see Sagués et al. [122].

In the standard model we consider here, we implicitly assume that there is only one
“intrinsic” source of randomness. Indeed, the stochasticity in the model comes from the
random occurrences of the discrete events that constitute the reaction network directly
linked to the single gene model (or its product) we study. There are obviously many other
sources of randomness that can influence the stochasticity in the gene expression. Firstly,
the partitioning event at division is an evident source of randomness when we consider dis-
crete number of molecules. Daughter cells may have different sizes, and each molecule then
has to “choose” between the two daughter cells. Common model that include randomness
at partition consider a binomial partition law (see pioneering work of Berg [9], and more
recently Huh and Paulsson [65]), which has been supported experimentally [120, 47]. Sec-
ondly, a lot of experimental and modeling approaches have focused on “extrinsic” sources
of noise, in particular since the experimental paper of Elowitz et al. [34]. There, the
authors used two reporter genes (one with a red fluorescence, one with a green fluores-
cence), localized at very similar place in the genome, with the same promoter sequence,
and measured the fluorescence level of these two genes in single cells. If there were only
extrinsic noise, all cells should have the same proportion of red and green fluorescence, at
different global intensities. The observed fluctuations in these proportions from cell to cell
is attributed to the intrinsic noise. Lei [86] made a review of the different mathematical
formulations of extrinsic noise. Usually, the modeling of extrinsic noise includes fluctua-
tions of kinetic parameter, especially of the gene regulation function (see Rosenfeld et al.
[120] for experimental evidence), as a Gaussian colored noise [138, 85] (with a Langevin
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formalism). Noise due to randomness in the repressor molecule numbers can also be seen
as an extrinsic noise. Ochab-marcinek and Tabaka [99] consider this source of noise and
show that it can be responsible for bistability (using similar geometric construction-based
proof as in our case, in section 8). See also [30] for an experimental evidence that extrinsic
noise can have qualitative impact on the gene expression behavior.

For model with two genes in interaction see for instance the pioneering work of Kepler
and Elston [77], followed by instance by [87]. In such study, bifurcation characterization
is of importance. Indeed, interaction of two genes has been widely used to explain cell
differentiation fate, where each gene codes for a protein that is responsible of a particular
cell lineage. In case of bistability, each stable state then represent a stable cell fate. See
for example [79, 117, 137] for recent models applied to individuals cell data. For larger
network, experiments and modeling has mostly focused on the quantification on the noise
strength of the gene expression level (also called variability), as an output of the model,
and as a function of the parameters and rate function or functional motif, (see Çagatay
et al. [21]). Besides from extensive numerical simulations, the diffusion approximation of
the discrete model has been widely used, see for instance [16].

Finally El-Samad and Khammash [31], Karlebach and Shamir [76] review other ap-
proaches of modeling of gene regulatory network, including boolean, probabilistic boolean,
petri nets, discrete, continuous and hybrid models, See also the review of [1] for piecewise
linear ordinary differential equation and delayed differentiation equation approach. For
stochastic and delayed models, see Ribeiro [116], Galla [41]

8 Specific Study of the One-Dimensional Bursting Model

We detail here the study of the one-dimensional bursting model, either in a discrete
formalism (which is then a pure jump Markov process, subsection 8.1) and in a continuous
formalism (which is a piecewise deterministic Markov process, subsection 8.2). For both
formalism, we will recall the construction of the stochastic process (and then its existence),
and study its long time behavior, using a semigroup formalism (see part 0 subsection 6.5).
Once asymptotic convergence has been proved, we study the qualitative property of the in-
variant probability distribution. The advantage of the one-dimensional model is to possess
a probability distribution on the Gibb’s form. By analogy to the deterministic modeling,
we will speak of a bifurcation when the number of modes of the probability distribution
change (called P-bifurcation in the literature). This analogy allows a direct comparison
between bifurcation diagrams, and then to deduce the influence of the bursting produc-
tion on the qualitative dynamics of gene expression. Note that such stochastic bifurcation
concept has been applied to empirical measurement data by [134], where the authors ob-
tained an experimental bifurcation diagram by controlling experimentally a parameter
and estimating the probability distribution for each parameter value. Up to now, our an-
alytic treatment is restricted to the case of exponential (or geometric in the discrete case)
jump distribution. This case is probably the most interesting however, as it is (up to our
knowledge) the only case measured experimentally (see [22, 47, 111, 150]).

Finally, we show how can compute an explicit convergence rate towards the steady-state
measure in subsection 8.5, and as a corollary of our study of the asymptotic behavior of the
bursting model, we present in subsection 8.6 the inverse problem to recover the regulation
function from the invariant density. This latter part is an ongoing project, where we try to
collect experimental data to apply our theoretical study of the model. The inverse problem
may be very interesting in the sense that it permits to deduce molecular interactions that
governs the regulation function (see for instance section 3), which are not easily observable
experimentally.
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Reaction Propensity State change vector

Degradation γn �1
Burst Production r hrλn �r

Table 1.5: Definitions of the reactions, propensities and state change vector from the n

state in the discrete model. See text for more details.

The first subsection will be the object of a future publication ([93]), and the second
one was published in 2011 ([91]).

8.1 Discrete variable model with bursting BD1

In this section we model the number of gene products in a cell as a pure-jump Markov
process X � tXtut¥0 in the state space E � t0, 1, 2, . . .u. Thus a Chapman–Kolmogorov
governs the probabilities dynamics. A general one-dimensional bursting gene expression
model [129] (BD1, see subsection 7.5) may be constructed as follows: let n be the number of
gene products and Pnptq � PrpXt � nq denote the probability for finding n gene products
inside the cell at a given time instant t. We shall include a loss (n Ñ n � 1) and gain
(nÑ n�k) of functionality processes in terms of the general rates γn and λn, respectively.
The step size assume the values k � 1, 2, 3, . . . and is a random variable (independent of
the actual number of gene product) with probability mass function h, so that

°�8
k�1 hk � 1.

Therefore, the Chapman–Kolmogorov equation (or master equation) describing the time
evolution of the probabilities Pn to have n gene products in a cell is an infinite set of
differential equations

dPn

dt
� γn�1Pn�1 � γnPn � ņ

k�1hkλn�kPn�k � λnPn, n � 0, 1, . . . , (8.1)

where we use the convention that
°0

k�1 � 0. We supplement eq. (8.1) with the initial
condition Pnp0q � vn, n � 0, 1, . . ., where v � pvnqn¥0 P ℓ1 is a probability mass function
of the initial amountX0 of the gene product. We give existence and uniqueness of solutions
of eq. (8.1) together with convergence to a stationary distribution.

We assume that

λ0 ¡ 0, γ0 � 0, γn ¡ 0, λn, hn ¥ 0, n � 1, 2, . . . ,
�8̧
n�1hn � 1. (8.2)

The process X is the minimal pure jump Markov process with the jump rate function
ϕpnq � λn � γn, n ¥ 0, and the jump transition kernel K given by

Kpn, tn � juq � $&% qn, if j � �1, n ¥ 1,p1� qnqhj , if j ¥ 1, n ¥ 0,
0, otherwise.

qn � γn

λn � γn
, (8.3)

Firstly, we recall the construction of X. Let tξkuk¥0, be a discrete time Markov chain in
the state space E � Z� � t0, 1, . . .u with transition kernel K and let tεkuk¥1 be a sequence
of independent random variables exponentially distributed with mean 1. Set T0 � 0 and
define recursively the times of jumps of X as

Tk � Tk�1 � εk

ϕpξk�1q , k � 1, 2, . . . .
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Starting from X0 � ξ0 we have

Xt � ξk, Tk ¤ t   Tk�1, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

so that the process is uniquely determined for all t   T8, where
T8 � lim

kÑ8Tk,

is called the explosion time. If the explosion time is finite, we can add the point �1 to the
state space and we can set Xt � �1 for t ¥ T8. The process X is called nonexplosive if
PipT8 � 8q � 1 for all i P E, where Pi is the law of the process starting from X0 � i.

We now rewrite eq. (8.1) as an abstract Cauchy problem in the space ℓ1. We make
use of the results from [145]. Let K be the transition operator on ℓ1 corresponding to K
defined as in eq. (8.3). For v � pvnqn¥0 P ℓ1 we have pKvq0 � q1v1 andpKvqn � qn�1vn�1 � ņ

k�1hkp1� qn�kqvn�k, n � 1, 2, . . . .

Let us define the operator

Gu � �ϕu�Kpϕuq for u P ℓ1ϕ � tu P ℓ1 :
8̧

n�0ϕn|un|   8u.
There is a substochastic semigroup tP ptqut¥0 on ℓ1 such that for each initial probability
mass function v P ℓ1ϕ the equation

du

dt
� Gpuq, t ¡ 0, up0q � v, (8.4)

has a nonnegative solution uptq which is given by uptq � P ptqv for t ¥ 0 andpP ptqvqn � 8̧
j�0PjpXt � n, t   T8qvj , n � 0, 1, . . . .

The process X is nonexplosive if and only if the semigroup tP ptqut¥0 is stochastic. Equiv-
alently, the generator of the semigroup tP ptqut¥0 is the closure of pG, ℓ1ϕq. In that case
the solution uptq of eq. (8.4) is unique and it is a probability mass function for each t,
if v is such. In particular, if the operator K has a strictly positive fixed point, then the
semigroup tP ptqut¥0 is stochastic. Thus, we now look for fixed points of K.

The equation for the steady state p� � pp�nqn¥0 of eq. (8.1) is of the form

γn�1p�n�1 � γnp
�
n � ņ

k�1hkλn�kp�n�k � λnp
�
n � 0, n � 0, 1, . . . . (8.5)

Observe that γ1p
�
1 � λ0p

�
0 and we can rewrite eq. (8.5) as

γn�1p�n�1 � γnp
�
n � λnp

�
n � n�1̧

k�0 hn�kλkp
�
k, n � 1, 2 . . . .

Summing both sides and changing the order of summation, we obtain

p�n�1 � 1

γn�1 ņ

k�0�� 8̧
j�n�k�1hj�λkp

�
k, n � 0, 1, . . . , (8.6)
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Thus given p�0 eq. (8.6) uniquely determines p�. Consequently, there is one, and up to a
multiplicative constant only one, solution of eq. (8.5), and if p�0 ¡ 0 then p�n ¡ 0 for all
n ¥ 1. Now, if 8̧

n�0 p�n � 1 and
8̧

n�0pλn � γnqp�n   8, (8.7)

then p� P ℓ1ϕ, Gpp�q � 0, and Kpϕp�q � ϕp�, which implies the semigroup tpptqut¥0 is
stochastic. Thus, we have proved the following result.

Theorem 25. Assume condition eq. (8.2) and suppose that p� � pp�nqn¥0 given by eq. (8.6)
satisfies eq. (8.7). Then for each initial probability mass function v � pvnqn¥0 P ℓ1ϕ eq. (8.1)
has a unique solution which is a probability mass function for each t ¡ 0 and satisfies

lim
tÑ8 8̧

n�0 |pP ptqvqn � p�n| � 0.

Next, we give sufficient conditions for eq. (8.7) in the case when h is geometric

hk � p1� bqbk�1, k � 1, 2, . . . , (8.8)

with b P p0, 1q. Since 8̧
j�n�k�1hj � bn�k,

we obtain the following equation for p� � pp�nqn¥0
p�n�1
p�n � λn � bγn

γn�1 , n � 0, 1 . . . . (8.9)

Corollary 26. Suppose that h is geometric as in eq. (8.8). Then p� � pp�nqn¥0 is given by

p�n � p�0 n¹
k�1 λk�1 � bγk�1

γk
, n � 1, 2, . . . . (8.10)

In particular, if

lim
nÑ8 λn

γn
  1� b and lim

nÑ8� γn

γn�1 � 1,

then the conclusions of theorem 25 hold.

Remark 27. [Bifurcation] The relation eq. (8.9) can be used to derive bifurcation property
in terms of number of modes of the steady-state distribution as a function of parameters.
The number of modes are indeed linked to the number of sign change of

n ÞÑ λn � bγn � γn�1.
Remark 28. Usually one would consider the functionality loss γn as a degradation rate
with linear dependence on n and the bursting rate λn to characterize the regulation the sys-
tem is submitted to: external for independence on n, positive (or negative) self interaction
for monotonically increasing (or decreasing) dependence with n. The functional shape of
auto regulation is usually taken as a non-linear Hill function, resulting on a quasi steady
state assumption of effectors and/or repressors molecules (see section 3 )

In the following examples we assume that h is geometric with parameter b and γn � γn,
n ¥ 0, with γ ¡ 0. In all examples, the conditions of corollary 26 are satisfied. The
following examples are meant to show that analytical formula may be found for a variety
of different jump rate function, all restricted to a geometric jump size distribution, however.
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Example 1 (Negative binomial). Suppose that λn � λ0�λn with λ0 ¡ 0, λ ¥ 0. We have
λn ¥ 0 for each n. Plugging γk and λk into eq. (8.10) gives

p�n � p�0
n!

n�1¹
k�0

�
λ0

bγ � λ
� k


�
λ� bγ

γ


n

, n � 0, 1, . . . .

Thus p� P ℓ1 if and only if
λ� bγ   γ.

In that case we obtain the negative binomial distribution

p�n � paqn
n!

pnp1� pqa, n � 0, 1, . . . ,

where

p � λ� bγ

γ
, a � λ0

bγ � λ
,

and paqn is the Pochhammer symbol defined bypaqn � Γpa� nq
Γpaq � apa� 1qpa� 2q . . . pa� n� 1q, paq0 � 1.

This was previously obtained in [129].

Example 2 (Mixture of logarithmic distribution). Suppose that λ0 ¡ 0 and λn � 0 for
n ¥ 1. Then

p�n � p�0 λ0

γ

bn�1

n
, n � 1, 2, . . . ,

which can be rewritten as

p�n � � bn

n lnp1� bqp1� p�0q, n � 1, 2, . . . , p�0 � bγ

bγ � λ0 lnp1� bq .
The distribution

p̃0 � 0, p̃n � � bn

n lnp1� bq , n � 1, 2, . . . ,

is called a logarithmic distribution.
If we assume that λn � 0 for n ¡ m, then we obtain the following distribution

p�n � p�0 bnn! n�1¹
k�0

�
λk

bγ
� k



, n � 0, . . . ,m,

and

p�n � p1� m̧

j�0

p�j q bncn, n ¡ m,

where c and p�0 are such that

c � 8̧
j�m�1

bj

j
and

m̧

j�0

p�j � p�mmc

bm
� 1.

In particular, this type of distribution will be obtained if we take λ0 ¡ 0, λ   0, and

λn � " λ0 � λn, if n ¤ �λ0{λ,
0, otherwise.
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Example 3. We now look at

λn � λ
1�K1n

K0 �K1n
, n � 0, 1, . . . ,

where λ ¡ 0,K1 ¡ 0,K0 ¥ 1. We find that, for each n,

λn � bγn

γ
� bpn� a1qpn� a2q

n� b1
,

where

b1 � K0

K1
, a1 � 1

2
pα� βq , a2 � 1

2
pα� βq ,

and

α � K0

K1
� λ

bγ
, β2 � α2 � 4λ

K1bγ
.

Since K0 ¥ 1, we can find a nonnegative β, thus a2 ¥ a1 ¡ 0. Consequently, the stationary
distribution is of the form

p�n � 1

2F1pa1, a2; b1; bq pa1qnpa2qnpb1qn bn

n!
, n � 0, 1, . . . ,

where 2F1 is the Gauss’s hypergeometric function

2F1pa1, a2; b1;xq � 8̧
n�0 pa1qnpa2qnpb1qn xn

n!
.

Example 4 (Generalized hypergeometric distributions). The generalized hypergeometric
function pFq is defined to be the real analytical function on R given by the series expansion

pFqpa1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bq;xq � 8̧
n�0 pa1qn . . . papqnpb1qn . . . pbqqn xn

n!
.

The negative binomial distribution in example 1 for the case of λ � 0 has the probability
generating function s ÞÑ 1F0pa1; bsq{1F0pa1; bq with a1 � λ0{bγ. The distribution obtained
in example 3 has the probability generating function s ÞÑ 2F1pa1, a2; b1; bsq{2F1pa1, a2; b1; bq.
Extending both of these examples we suppose that λn ¥ 0 is a rational function of n sat-
isfying

λn � bγn

γ
� pn� a1q . . . pn� aq�1qbpn � b1q . . . pn� bqq , n � 0, 1, 2, . . . .

Then p� � pp�nqn¥0 has the probability generating function of the form

q�1Fqpa1, . . . , aq�1; b1, . . . , bq; bsq
q�1Fqpa1, . . . , aq�1; b1, . . . , bq; bq .

Example 5. Consider λn as a Hill function of the form

λn � λ
1�K1n

N

K0 �K1nN
,

where K1,K0, λ ¡ 0 and N ¥ 1. If h is geometric and

lim
nÑ8γn � 8, lim

nÑ8 γn

γn�1 � 1,

then irrespective of b there always exists p� � pp�nqn¥0 satisfying eq. (8.6).
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8.2 Continuous variable model with bursting BC1

In this section we consider a continuous state space version of the model presented in
section 8.1 (BC1, see subsection 7.6), which is a piecewise deterministic Markov process
Y � tYtut¥0 with values in E � p0,8q where Yt denotes the amount of the gene product
in a cell at time t, t ¥ 0. We assume that protein molecules undergo the process of
degradation with rate γ that is interrupted at random times

t1   t2   . . .

occurring with intensity λ and both λ and γ depend on the current amount of molecules.
At tk a random amount of protein molecules is produced, independently of the current
number of proteins, so that the process changes from Ytk� to Ytk � Ytk�� ek, k � 1, 2, . . .,
where tekuk¥1 is a sequence of positive independent random variables with probability
density function h, which are also independent of Y0. The time-dependent probability
density function upt, xq is described by the continuous analog of the master equationBupt, xqBt � Bpγpxqupt, xqqBx � λpxqupt, xq � » x

0
λpx� yqupt, x� yqhpyqdy (8.11)

with the initial probability density up0, xq � vpxq, x ¡ 0.

We assume that γ is a continuous function and that λ is a nonnegative measurable
function with λ{γ being locally integrable on p0,8q and

γpxq ¡ 0 for x ¡ 0,

» δ

0

dx

γpxq � �8,

» δ

0

λpxq
γpxqdx � �8, (8.12)

for some δ ¡ 0. From eq. (8.12) it follows that the differential equation

x1ptq � �γpxptqq, xp0q � x ¡ 0,

has a unique solution which we denote by πtx, t ¥ 0, x ¡ 0. For each x ¡ 0 we have
πtxÑ 0 as tÑ8 and» t

0
λpπsxqds � » x

πtx

λpyq
γpyqdy Ñ8, as tÑ8.

We now recall the construction of the minimal piecewise deterministic Markov process Y .
Let tεkuk¥1 be a sequence of independent random variables exponentially distributed with
mean 1, which is also independent of tekuk¥1. Set t0 � 0. For each k � 1, 2, . . . and given
Ytk�1

the process evolves as

Yt � "
πt�tk�1

Ytk�1
, tk�1 ¤ t   tk,

Ytk� � ek, t � tk,
(8.13)

where tk � tk�1 �∆tk and ∆tk is a random variable such that

Prp∆tk ¤ t|Ytk�1
� xq � 1� e� ³t

0
λpπsxqds, t, x ¡ 0.

The random variable ∆tk can be defined with the help of the exponentially distributed
random variable εk trough the equality in distribution

εk � » ∆tk

0
λpπsYtk�1

qds,
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which can be rewritten as

εk � Qpπ∆tkYtk�1
q �QpYtk�1

q,
where the nonincreasing function Q is given by

Qpxq � » x̄

x

λpyq
γpyqdy, (8.14)

and x̄ � �8, when the integral is finite or any x̄ ¡ 0 otherwise. Since Ytk� � π∆tkYtk�1
,

we obtain the following stochastic recurrence equation for tYtkuk¥0

Ytk � Q�1pQpYtk�1
q � εkq � ek, k � 1, 2, . . . ,

where Q�1 is the generalized inverse of Q, Q�1prq � suptx : Qpxq ¥ ru. Consequently,
Yt is defined by eq. (8.13) for all t   t8, where t8 � limkÑ8 tk is the explosion time. As
in the discrete state space we can extend the state space E by adding the point �1 and
define Yt � �1 for t ¥ t8. Let Px be the law of the process Y starting at Y0 � x and
denote by Ex the expectation with respect to Px.

Remark 29. Note that if Qp0q � 8 then the amount of the gene product tYtkuk¥0 at the
jump times is a discrete time Markov process with transition probability function given by

Kpx,Bq � »
B

kpx, yqdy, B P Bpp0,8qq,
where

kpx, yq � eQpxq » x

0
1p0,yqpzqhpy � zqλpzq

γpzq e�Qpzqdz, x, y ¡ 0. (8.15)

We rewrite eq. (8.11) as an abstract Cauchy problem in L1

du

dt
� Cu, up0q � v, (8.16)

where the operator

Cupxq � dpγpxqupxqq
dx

� λpxqupxq � » x

0
λpx� yqupx� yqhpyqdy

is defined on the domain

D � tu P L1 : γu P AC, pγuq1 P L1, lim
xÒ8pγpxqupxqq � 0, λu P L1u,

and γu P AC means that the function x ÞÑ γpxqupxq is absolutely continuous. From [90,
145] it follows that there is a substochastic semigroup tP ptqut¥0 on L1 such that for
each initial density v P D eq. (8.16) has a nonnegative solution uptq which is given by
uptq � P ptqv for t ¥ 0 and» 8

0
PxpYt P B, t   t8qvpxqdx � »

B

P ptqvpxqdx
for all Borel subsets B of p0,8q. The semigroup tP ptqut¥0 is stochastic if the transition
operator K on L1 with kernel k as in eq. (8.15) has a strictly positive fixed point. Let us
consider the case of the exponential bursting size

hpyq � 1

b
e�y{b, y ¡ 0, (8.17)

where b ¡ 0.
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Theorem 30. Assume that condition eq. (8.12) holds and that h is exponential as in
eq. (8.17) with b ¡ 0. Suppose that

c :� » 8
0

1

γpxqe�x{b�Qpxqdx   8,

» 8
0

e�x{b�Qpxqdx   8. (8.18)

Then the semigroup tP ptqut¥0 is stochastic and for each initial density v we have

lim
tÑ8 }P ptqv � u�}1 � 0,

where

u�pxq � 1

cγpxqe�x{b�Qpxq (8.19)

is the unique stationary density of tP ptqut¥0.

Proof. Let k be as in eq. (8.15) and let v�pxq � e�x{b�Qpxq, x ¡ 0. The function v� satisfies

v�pyq � » 8
0

v�pxqkpx, yqdx, y ¡ 0,

since for each y ¡ 0 we have» 8
y

v�pxqkpx, yqdx � » y

0
hpy � zqλpzq

γpzq e�Qpzqdz » 8
y

e�x{bdx
and » y

0
v�pxqkpx, yqdx � » y

0
e�x{b » x

0
hpy � zqλpzq

γpzqe�Qpzqdzdx,
which, by making use of the form of h and changing the order of integration, can be
transformed to» y

0
v�pxqkpx, yqdx � e�y{b » y

0
p1� bhpy � zqqλpzq

γpzq e�Qpzqdz� e�y{be�Qpyq � be�y{b » y

0
hpy � zqλpzq

γpzqe�Qpzqdz.
By eq. (8.18) the function

R0v
�pxq :� 1

γpxq » 8x eQpyq�Qpxqv�pyqdy � b
1

γpxqe�x{b�Qpxq
is integrable, which implies that u� P D and Cpu�q � 0. The rest of the proof is as
in [90].

Remark 31. Note that if Qp0q � 8 and

lim
xÑ8 λpxq

γpxq   1

b
,

then the function x ÞÑ e�x{b�Qpxq is integrable on p0,8q. If, additionally,

lim sup
xÑ8 γpxq ¡ 0, lim

xÑ0

e�Qpxq
γpxqr   8, and

» δ

0
γpxqr�1dx   8

for some δ, r ¡ 0, then condition eq. (8.18) holds.
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Remark 32. [Bifurcation] The relation given at eq. (8.19) can be used to derive bifurcation
property in terms of number of modes of the steady-state distribution as a function of
parameters. The number of extrema are indeed linked to the number of solution of (if this
expression has a sense)

λpxq
γpxq � 1

b
� γ1pxq

γpxq
The following examples are meant to show that analytical formula may be found for a

variety of different jump rate function, all restricted to an exponential jump size distribu-
tion, however.

Example 6. Consider the case of linear regulation with the function λ of the form

λpxq � λ0 � λx,

where λ0, λ are nonnegative constants, and γpxq � γx. If

1

b
¡ λ

γ
and λ0 ¡ 0,

then u� is integrable and is the gamma distribution

u�pxq � 1

Γpλ0{γq �1

b
� λ

γ


λ0{γ
x

λ0
γ
�1

e
�p 1

b
�λ

γ
qx
,

which is a continuous approximation of the negative binomial distribution previously ob-
tained, as in [129].

Example 7. Let γpxq � γxβ with γ ¡ 0 and β ¤ 1. Suppose that λpxq � λxα with λ ¡ 0.
Then Qp0q � 8 if and only if α ¤ β � 1. For α   β � 1 we have

Qpxq � λ

γpβ � 1� αqxα�β�1.

Let γpxq � γx with γ ¡ 0

Theorem 33. [90, Theorem 7]. The unique stationary density of eq. (8.11), with λ a
measurable bounded function above and under and h an exponential distribution given by
eq. (8.17), is

u�pxq � C

x
e�x{b exp � 1

γ

» x λpyq
y

dy

�
,

where C is a normalizing constant such that
³8
0 u�pxqdx � 1. Further, upt, xq is asymptot-

ically stable.

Remark 34. Note also that we can also represent u� as

u�pxq � C exp

» x
�
λpyq
γy

� 1

b
� 1

y



dy,

where C is a normalizing constant.

Example 8. . Consider the function λ of the form

λpxq � λ

1�K1xN

where λ,K1 ¡ 0. Then

Qpxq � λ

γN
logpx�N �K1q

and
u�pxq � pcγq�1e�x{bxλ{γ�1p1�K1x

N q�λ{pγNq.
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Example 9. Consider the function λ of the form [91]

λpxq � λ
1� xN

Λ�∆xN
� λ

∆
� λ

�
1� Λ

∆



1

Λ�∆xN
,

where λ,Λ,∆ are positive constants and N is a positive integer. Let γpxq � γx with γ ¡ 0.
The stationary density is given by

u�pxq � c�1e�x{bxκbpΛq�1�1pΛ�∆xN qθ, (8.20)

where c is a normalizing constant and

κb � λ

γ

θ � κb

N∆

�
1� ∆

Λ



.

The solution on the last example has been extensively studied in terms of numbers of
modes (P-bifurcation) in [91], which we reproduce below. We will constantly make the
analogy with the deterministic bifurcation study in section 6.

The first two terms of eq. (8.20) are simply proportional to the density of the gamma
distribution. For 0   κbΛ

�1   1 we have u�p0q � 8 while for κbΛ
�1 ¡ 1, u�p0q � 0 and

there is at least one mode at a value of x ¡ 0. We have u�pxq ¡ 0 for all x ¡ 0 and from
remark 34 it follows that

u1�pxq � u�pxq�κbλpxq
x

� 1

b
� 1

x



, x ¡ 0. (8.21)

Observe that if κb ¤ 1 then u� is a monotone decreasing function of x, since κbf pxq ¤ 1
for all x ¡ 0. Thus we assume in what follows that κb ¡ 1.

Since the analysis of the qualitative nature of the stationary density leads to different
conclusions for the uncontrolled, inducible or repressible operon cases, we consider each in
turn.

8.2.0.1 Protein distribution in the absence of control When ∆ � Λ � 1, the
density u� is that of a gamma distribution, as obtained in [39].

u�pxq � 1

bκbΓpκbqxκb�1e�x{b,
where Γp�q denotes the gamma function and κb � λ

γ
. For κb P p0, 1q, u�p0q � 8 and u� is

decreasing while for κb ¡ 1, u�p0q � 0 and there is a mode at x � bpκb � 1q.
8.2.0.2 Bursting in the inducible operon When ∆ � 1 and Λ ¡ 1, we have θ ¡ 0
and the third term of eq. (8.20) is a monotone increasing function of x and, consequently,
there is the possibility that u� may have more than one mode, indicative of the existence
of bistable behavior. From eq. (8.21) it follows that we have u1�pxq � 0 for x ¡ 0 if and
only if

1

κb

�x
b
� 1

	 � 1� xn

Λ� xn
. (8.22)

Again, graphical arguments (see figure 1.9) show that there may be up to three roots of
eq. (8.22). For illustrative values of n, Λ, and b, figure 1.10 shows the graph of the values
of x at which u1�pxq � 0 as a function of κb. When there are three roots of eq. 8.22, we
label them as x̃1   x̃2   x̃3.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic illustration of the possibility of one, two or three solutions of
eq. (8.22) for varying values of κb with bursting inducible regulation. The straight lines
correspond (in a clockwise direction) to κb P p0, κb�q, κb � κb�, κb P pκb�, κb�q (and re-
spectively κb   Λ, κb � Λ, Λ   κb), κb � κb�, and κb�   κb. This figure was constructed
with n � 4, Λ � 10 and b � 1 for which κb� � 4.29 and κb� � 14.35 as computed from
eq. (8.25). See the text for further details
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Generally we cannot determine when there are three roots. However, we can determine
when there are only two roots x̃1   x̃3 from the argument of subsection 6.2. At x̃1 and x̃3
we will not only have eq. (8.22) satisfied but the graph of the right hand side of eq. (8.22)
will be tangent to the graph of the left hand side at one of them so the slopes will be
equal. Differentiation of eq. (8.22) yields the second condition

n
xn�1pΛ� xnq2 � 1

κbbpΛ� 1q (8.23)

We first show that there is an open set of parameters pb,Λ, κbq for which the stationary
density u� is bimodal. From eq. (8.22) and (8.23) it follows that the value of x� at which
tangency will occur is given by

x� � bpκb � 1qz�
and z� are positive solutions of equation

z

n
� 1� z � βp1 � zq2, where β � Λpκb � 1qpΛ� 1qκb .

We explicitly have

z� � 1

2βn

�
2βn � pn� 1q �bpn� 1q2 � 4βn



provided that pn� 1q2

4n
¥ β � Λpκb � 1qpΛ� 1qκb . (8.24)

The eq. (8.24) is always satisfied when κb   Λ or when κb ¡ Λ and Λ is as in the
deterministic case, eq. (6.8). Observe also that we have z� ¡ 0 ¡ z� for κb   Λ and
z� ¡ z� ¡ 0 for κb ¡ Λ. The two corresponding values of b at which a tangency occurs
are given by

b� � 1pκb � 1qz� n

d
Λ

βp1� z�q � Λ and z� ¡ 0.

If κb   Λ then u�p0q � 8 and u� is decreasing for b ¤ b�, while for b ¡ b� there is a
local maximum at x ¡ 0. If κb ¡ Λ then u�p0q � 0 and u� has one or two local maxima.
As a consequence, for n ¡ 1 we have a bimodal steady state density u� if and only if the
parameters κb and Λ satisfy eq. (8.24), κb ¡ Λ, and b P pb�, b�q.

We now want to find the analogy between the bistable behavior in the deterministic
system and the existence of bimodal stationary density u�. To this end we fix the param-
eters b ¡ 0 and Λ ¡ 1 and vary κb as in figure 1.9. The eq. (8.22) and (8.23) can also be
combined to give an implicit equation for the value of x� at which tangency will occur

x2n � pΛ� 1q �n� Λ� 1

Λ� 1

�
xn � nbpΛ� 1qxn�1 � Λ � 0

and the corresponding values of κb� are given by

κb� � �x	 � b

b


�
Λ� xn	
1� xn	 
 . (8.25)

There are two cases to distinguish.
Case 1. 0   κb   Λ. In this case, u�p0q � 8. Further, the same graphical considerations
as in the deterministic case show that there can be none, one, or two positive solutions
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Figure 1.10: Full logarithmic plot of the values of x at which u1�pxq � 0 versus the param-
eter κb, obtained from eq. (8.22), for n � 4, Λ � 10, and (left to right) b � 5, 1 and b � 1

10 .
Though somewhat obscured by the logarithmic scale for x, the graphs always intersect the
κb axis at κb � Λ. Additionally, it is important to note that u1�p0q � 0 for Λ   κb, and
that there is always a maximum at 0 for 0   κb   Λ. See the text for further details.
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to eq. (8.22). If κb   κb�, there are no positive solutions, u� is a monotone decreasing
function of x. If κb ¡ κb�, there are two positive solutions (x̃2 and x̃3 in our previous
notation, x̃1 has become negative and not of importance) and there will be a mode in u�
at x̃3 with a minimum in u� at x̃2.

Case 2. 0   Λ   κb. Now, u�p0q � 0 and there may be one, two, or three positive
roots of eq. (8.22). We are interested in knowing when there are three which we label as
x̃1   x̃2   x̃3 as x̃1, x̃3 will correspond to the location of mode in u� while x̃2 will be the
location of the minimum between them and the condition for the existence of three roots
is κb�   κb   κb�.

We see then that the different possibilities depend on the respective values of Λ, κb�,
κb�, and κb. To summarize, we may characterize the stationary density u� for an inducible
operon in the following way:

1. Unimodal type 1: u�p0q � 8 and u� is decreasing for 0   κb   κb� and 0   κb   Λ

2. Unimodal type 2: u�p0q � 0 and u� has a single mode at

(a) x̃1 ¡ 0 for Λ   κb   κb� or

(b) at x̃3 ¡ 0 for κb�   κb and Λ   κb

3. Bimodal type 1: u�p0q � 8 and u� has a single mode at x̃3 ¡ 0 for κb�   κb   Λ

4. Bimodal type 2: u�p0q � 0 and u� has two modes at x̃1, x̃3, 0   x̃1   x̃3 for
κb�   κb   κb� and Λ   κb

Remark 35. Two comments are in order.

1. Remember that the case n � 1 cannot display bistability in the deterministic case.
However, in the case of bursting in the inducible system when n � 1, if Λ

b
�1   κb   Λ

and b ¡ Λ
Λ�1 , then u�p0q � 8 and u� also has a mode at x̃3 ¡ 0. Thus in this case

one can have a bimodal type 1 stationary density.

2. Lipshtat et al. [88], in a numerical study of a mutually inhibitory gene arrangement
(which is dynamically equivalent to an inducible operon), provided numerical evi-
dence that bistability was possible without cooperative binding (i.e. n � 1). The
demonstration here of bistability gives analytic support to their conclusion.

We now choose to see how the average burst size b affects bistability in the density u�
by looking at the parametric plot of κbpxq versus Λpxq. Define

F px, bq � xn � 1

nxn�1px� bq . (8.26)

Then

Λpx, bq � 1� xnF px, bq
1� F px, bq and κbpx, bq � rΛpx, bq � xns x� b

bpxn � 1q . (8.27)

The bifurcation diagram obtained from a parametric plot of Λ versus κb (with x as the
parameter) is illustrated in figure 1.11 for n � 4 and two values of b. Note that it is
necessary for 0   Λ   κb in order to obtain Bimodal type 2 behavior.

For bursting behavior in an inducible situation, there are two different bifurcation
patterns that are possible. The two different cases are delineated by the respective values
of Λ and κb, as shown in figure 1.10 and figure 1.11. Both bifurcation scenarios share the
property that while increasing the bifurcation parameter κb from 0 to 8, the stationary
density u� passes from a unimodal density with a peak at a low value (either 0 or x̃1) to
a bimodal density and then back to a unimodal density with a peak at a high value (x̃3).
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Figure 1.11: In this figure we present two bifurcation diagrams (for n � 4) in pΛ, κbq
parameter space delineating unimodal from bimodal stationary densities u� in an inducible
operon with bursting as obtained from eq. (8.27) and (8.26). The upper cone-shaped plot
is for b � 1

10 while the bottom one is for b � 1. In both cone shaped regions, for any
situation in which the lower branch is above the line κb � Λ (lower straight line) then
bimodal behavior in the stationary solution u�pxq will be observed with modes in u� at
positive values of x, x̃1 and x̃3.
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Figure 1.12: This figure presents an enlarged portion of figure 1.11 for b � 1. The various
horizontal lines mark specific values of κb referred to in figures 1.13 and 1.14.
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Figure 1.13: In this figure we illustrate Bifurcation type 1 when intrinsic bursting is
present. For a variety of values of the bifurcation parameter κb (between 3 and 6 from
top to down), the stationary density u� is plotted versus x between 0 and 8. The values
of the parameters used in this figure are b � 1, Λ � 4, and n � 4. For κb À 3.5, u� has a
single mode at x � 0. For 3.5 À κb   4, u� has two local maxima at x � 0 and x̃3 ¡ 1.
For 4   κb À 5.9, u� has two local maxima at 0   x̃1   x̃3. Finally, for κb Á 5.9, u� has a
single mode at x̃3 ¡ 1. Note that for each plot of the density, the scale of the ordinate is
arbitrary to improve the visualization.

In what will be referred as Bifurcation type 1, the maximum at x � 0 disappears
when there is a second peak at x � x̃3. The sequence of densities encountered for increasing
values of κb is then: Unimodal type 1 to a Bimodal type 1 to a Bimodal type 2 and finally
to a Unimodal type 2 density.

In the Bifurcation type 2 situation, the sequence of density types for increasing
values of κb is: Unimodal type 1 to a Unimodal type 2 and then a Bimodal type 2 ending
in a Unimodal type 2 density.

The two different kinds of bifurcation that can occur are easily illustrated for b � 1 as
the parameter κb is increased. An enlarged diagram in the region of interest is shown in
figure 1.12. In figure 1.13 we illustrate Bifurcation type 1, when Λ � 4, and κb increases
from low to high values. As κb increases, we pass from a Unimodal type 1 density, to a
Bimodal type 1 density. Further increases in κb lead to a Bimodal type 2 density and
finally to a Unimodal type 2 density. This bifurcation cannot occur, for example, when
b � 1

10 and Λ ¤ 15 (see figure 1.11).

In figure 1.14 we show a Bifurcation type 2, when Λ � 3. As κb increases, we pass
from a Unimodal type 1 density, to a Unimodal type 2 density. Then with further increases
in κb, we pass to a Bimodal type 2 density and finally back to a Unimodal type 2 density.

Remark 36. There are several qualitative conclusions to be drawn from the analysis of
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Figure 1.14: An illustration of Bifurcation type 2 for intrinsic bursting. For several
values of the bifurcation parameter κb (between 2.8 and 5 from top to down), the stationary
density u� is plotted versus x between 0 and 8. The parameters used are b � 1, Λ � 3,
and n � 4. For κb   3, u� has a single mode at x � 0, and for 3   κb À 3.3, u� has a
single mode at x̃1 ¡ 0. For 3.3 À κb À 4.45, u� has two local maxima at 0   x̃1   x̃3,
and finally for κb Á 4.45 u� has a single mode at x̃3 ¡ 0. Note that for each plot of the
density, the scale of the ordinate is arbitrary to improve the visualization.

this section.

1. The presence of bursting can drastically alter the regions of parameter space in which
bistability can occur relative to the deterministic case. In figure 1.15 we present the
regions of bistability in the presence of bursting in the pΛ, b � κbq parameter space,
which should be compared to the region of bistability in the deterministic case in thepΛ, κdq parameter space (bκb is the mean number of proteins produced per unit of
time, as is κd).

2. When 0   κb   Λ, at a fixed value of κb, increasing the average burst size b can lead
to a bifurcation from Unimodal type 1 to Bimodal type 1.

3. When 0   Λ   κb, at a fixed value of κb, increasing b can lead to a bifurcation from
Unimodal type 2 to Bimodal type 2 and then back to Unimodal type 2.

8.2.0.3 Bursting in the repressible operon The possible behaviors in the station-
ary density u� for the repressible operon are easy to delineate based on the analysis of the
previous section, with eq. (8.22) replaced by

1

κb

�x
b
� 1

	 � 1� xn

1�∆xn
. (8.28)

Again graphical arguments (see figure 1.16) show that eq. (8.28) may have either none or
one solution. Namely,

1. For 0   κb   1, u�p0q � 8 and u� is decreasing. Eq. 8.28 does not have any solution
(Unimodal type 1).

2. For 1   κb, u�p0q � 0 and u� has a single mode at a value of x ¡ 0 determined by
the single positive solution of eq. (8.28) (Unimodal type 2).
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Figure 1.15: The presence of bursting can drastically alter regions of bimodal behavior
as shown in this parametric plot (for n � 4) of the boundary in pK, b � κbq parameter
space delineating unimodal from bimodal stationary densities u� in an inducible operon
with bursting and in pK,κdq parameter space delineating one from three steady states
in the deterministic inducible operon. From top to bottom, the regions are for b � 10,
b � 1, b � 0.1 and b � 0.01. The lowest (heavy dashed line) is for the deterministic case.
Note that for b � 0.01, the two regions of bistability and bimodality coincide and are
indistinguishable from one another.

8.2.0.4 Recovering the deterministic case We can recover the deterministic be-
havior from the bursting dynamics with a suitable scaling of the parameters and limiting
procedure. With bursting production there are two important parameters (the frequency
κb and the amplitude b), while with deterministic production there is only κd. The natural
limit to consider is when

bÑ 0, κb Ñ8 with bκb � κd.

In this limit, the implicit equations which define the maximum points of the steady state
density, become the implicit eq. (6.4) and (6.5) which define the stable steady states in
the deterministic case.

The bifurcations will also take place at the same points, because we recover eq. (6.7)
in the limit. However, Bimodality type 1 as well as the Unimodal type 1 behaviors will
no longer be present, as in the deterministic case, because for κb Ñ 8 we have κb ¡ Λ.
Finally, from the analytical expression for the steady-state density, eq. (8.20), u� will
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Figure 1.16: Schematic illustration that there can be one or no solution of
eq. (8.28),depending on the value of κb, with repressible regulation. The straight lines
correspond (in a clockwise direction) to κb � 2 and κb � 0.8. This figure was constructed
with n � 4, ∆ � 10 and b � 1. See the text for further details.

became more sharply peaked as b Ñ 0. Due to the normalization constant (which depends
on b and κb), the mass will be more concentrated around the larger maximum of u�.
8.3 Fluctuations in the degradation rate only

We now look at a model analog to the one studied in section 8.2, but where the noise
is included in the degradation rate rather than in the production rate. Such model can be
justified in some sense by a limiting procedure. We then look at the stochastic differential
equation in the form

dx � γrκdλpxq � xsdt� σ
?
xdw.

Within the Ito interpretation of stochastic integration, this equation has a corresponding
Fokker Planck equation for the evolution of the ensemble density upt, xq given by [84]BuBt � �B rpγκdλpxq � γxqusBx � σ2

2

B2pxuqBx2 . (8.29)

As by hypothesis λp0q ¡ 0, it is natural to consider the boundary at x � 0 reflecting and
the stationary solution of eq. (8.29) is then given by

u�pxq � C

x
e�2γx{σ2

exp

�
2γκd
σ2

» x λpyq
y

dy

�
.
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Set κe � 2γκd{σ2, and take

λpxq � λ
1� xN

Λ�∆xN

Then the steady state solution is given explicitly by

u�pxq � Ce�2γx{σ2

xκeΛ�1�1rΛ�∆xnsθ, (8.30)

where Λ,∆ ¥ 0 and θ are given in table 1.1. Note that this density has the same expression
as eq. (8.20)

Remark 37. Two comments are in order.

1. Because the form of the solutions for the situation with bursting and Gaussian white
noise are identical, all of the results of the previous section can be carried over here
with the proviso that one replaces the average burst amplitude b with bÑ σ2{2γ � bw
and κb Ñ κe � 2γκd{σ2 � κd{bw.

2. We can look for the regions of bimodality in the pK,κdq-plane, for a fixed value of
bw. We have the implicit equation for x�

x2n � pK � 1q �n� K � 1

K � 1

�
xn � nbwpK � 1qxn�1 �K � 0

and the corresponding values of κd are given by

κd� � px	 � bwq�K � xn	
1� xn	 


.

Then the bimodality region in the pK,κdq-plane with noise in the degradation rate is
the same as the bimodality region for bursting in the pK, bκbq-plane.

We have also the following result.

Theorem 38. [106, Theorem 2]. The unique stationary density of eq. (8.29) is given by
eq. (8.30). Further upt, xq is asymptotically stable.

8.4 Discussion

In trying to understand experimentally observed distributions of intracellular compo-
nents from a modeling perspective, the norm in computational and systems biology is
often to use algorithms developed initially by Gillespie [45] to solve the chemical master
equation for specific situations. See [87] for a typical example. However these investiga-
tions demand long computer runs, are computationally expensive, and further offer little
insight into the possible diversity of behaviors that different gene regulatory networks are
capable of.

There have been notable exceptions in which the problem has been treated from an
analytical point of view, c.f. [77], [39], [13], and [129]. The advantage of an analytic
development is that one can determine how different elements of the dynamics shape
temporal and steady state results for the densities upt, xq and u�pxq respectively.

Here we have extended this analytic treatment to simple situations in which there is
bursting transcription and/or translation (building on and expanding the original work of
[39]), (for the fluctuations in degradation rates case, see subsection 8.3), as an alternative
to the Gillespie [45] algorithm approach. The advantage of the analytic approach that we
have taken is that it is possible, in some circumstances, to give precise conditions on the
statistical stability of various dynamics. Even when analytic solutions are not available
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for the partial integro-differential equations governing the density evolution, the numerical
solution of these equations may be computationally more tractable than using the Gillespie
[45] approach.

The results we have reported here in section 8.2 concern convergence towards a sta-
tionary density for a continuous model in the presence of bursting noise. The source noise
considered is then in the production term, and was modeled as a compound Poisson pro-
cess. We have focused on qualitative properties of the stationary density, in particular
the number of modes. In subsection 8.3, we have studied a continuous stochastic model
where the source noise is in the degradation term, and has been modeled as multiplicative
Gaussian white noise. We have focused on convergence towards steady-state, as well as
qualitative properties of the stationary density. A surprising result of the work reported
here is that the stationary densities in the presence of bursting noise are analytically indis-
tinguishable from those in the presence of degradation noise. We had expected that there
would be clear differences that would offer some guidance for the interpretation of exper-
imental data to determine whether one or the other source of noise was of predominant
importance. Of course, the next obvious step is to examine the problem in the presence
of both noise sources simultaneously.

In terms of the issue of when bistability, or a unimodal versus bimodal stationary
density is to be expected, we have pointed out the analogy between the bistable behavior in
the deterministic system and the existence of bimodal stationary densities in the stochastic
systems. Our analysis makes clear the critical role of the dimensionless parameters n, κ
(be it κd, κb), b, and the fractional leakage Λ�1. The relations between these defining the
various possible behaviors are subtle, and we have given these in the relevant sections of
our analysis.

The appearance of both unimodal and bimodal distributions of molecular constituents
as well as what we have termed Bifurcation Type 1 and Bifurcation Type 2 have been
extensively discussed in the applied mathematics literature (c.f. [64], [37] and others)
and the bare foundations of a stochastic bifurcation theory have been laid down by [5].
Significantly, these are also well documented in the experimental literature as has been
shown by many authors [43, 2, 39, 59, 151, 94, 134] for both prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
If the biochemical details of a particular system are sufficiently well characterized from a
quantitative point of view so that relevant parameters can be estimated, it may be possi-
ble to discriminate between whether these behaviors are due to the presence of bursting
transcription/translation or extrinsic noise.

8.5 Ergodicity and explicit convergence rate

In this subsection, we want to obtain an explicit convergent rate towards the asymptotic
distribution. Such rate may be used experimentally to determine if the observations are
at steady-state or not. We will use here probabilistic arguments. We will first present a
result that shows exponential ergodicity using a classical Lyapounov criterion argument.
Then, we give an explicit lower bound for the convergent rate using a coupling strategy.

Here we use the semigroup defined on bounded continuous function. The semigroup
associated to the BC1 model (see subsection 8.2) has for strong generator

Af pxq � �γxf 1pxq � λpxq » 8
x

pf pyq � f pxqqhpy � xqdy, (8.31)

where we have assumed, for simplicity, that γpxq � γx is a linear function. Using Lya-
pounov criteria for stability of Markov processes (for an introduction of this field, see
subsection 6.3), it is easy to see that under reasonable assumption such process is expo-
nentially ergodic. Specifically, we have the
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Proposition 39. Suppose x ÞÑ λpxq is continuous on r0,8q, λp0q ¡ 0, γpxq � γx,³b
a
hpdyq ¡ 0 for all a   b and that

lim
xÑ8 λpxqE�h�

γx
  1, (8.32)

then it exists β   1, B   8 and π (invariant measure) such that}P pt, x, �q � π}V ¤ BV pxqβt, x P E, t ¡ 0,

where }µ}f � sup|g|¤f | µpgq | and V pxq � x� 1.}P pt, x, �q � π}V ¤ BV pxqβt, x P E, t ¡ 0,

où }µ}f � sup|g|¤f | µpgq |.
Proof. We are going to use the criterion given by [97, thm 6.1] (see part 0, subsection 6.3,
proposition 14). We first show that every compacts set are petite, and then exhibits a
Lyapounov function that satisfy the drift condition. To show that all compact sets are
petite, we show that the stochastic process is a T-process, and use [97, prop 4.1] (see
part 0, subsection 6.3, proposition 9).

We first show that the bursting process pXtqt¥0 is a T-process. Starting at x ¡ 0 at
time t � 0, the transition function satisfies, at time t � 1, for any set B P BpRq,

P p1, x,Bq ¥ P
 
X1 P B,T1 ¡ 1

(
(8.33)

where T1 is the first instant time. Now, conditioning by the fact that T1 ¡ 1, we have

λpXtq ¤ max
yPrxe�γ ,xsλpyq. (8.34)

Hence, we deduce

P p1, x,Bq ¥ e�λxδxe�γ pBq �: T px,Bq (8.35)

where λx � maxyPrxe�γ ,xs λpyq. By definition, X is then a T-process (with a � δ1).
Finally, let us exhibits a Lyapounov function that satisfy the drift condition. Take

V pxq � x� 1 in (8.31), we have

AV pxq � �γx� λpxqE�h� ¤ �γ
�
1� λpxqE�h�

γV pxq 	
V pxq � γ,

so that due to condition (8.32), V is a Lyapounov function.

The above criterion states that the stochastic process generated by eq. (8.31) is expo-
nentially ergodic, with more general condition in h (but with γpxq � γx linear) than in
subsection 8.2. However the convergent rate is still not explicit. For that, we are going
to use a coupling technique and get an explicit convergence rate in Wasserstein distance.
Let us remark that if we take f pxq � xp in eq. (8.31), we get

Axp � �γpxp � λpxq� » 8
0
px� yqphpyqdy � xp

�
Then if λpxq ¤ λ0 � λ1x, we have, for p � 1,

Ax ¤ λ0Erhs � pγ � λ1Erhsqx
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so that the first moment is exponentially convergent with speed pγ � λ1Erhsq as soon as
γ ¡ λ1Erhs. All p-moment are similarly exponentially convergent if h has finite p-moment.
Now if λ0 � 0, the first moment is exponentially convergent towards 0. This suggest that
the difference between two stochastic processes generated by eq. (8.31), with a well-chosen
coupling, goes to 0 exponentially fast with an explicit speed. The p-Wasserstein distance
is defined by

Wppµ1, µ2q � infpX,Y qPMargpµ1,µ2qEp| X � Y |pq1{p,
We can then prove the

Theorem 40. Suppose λ is globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant Λ. If Λ
γ
  E

�
h
�
,

then for any µ, ν, we have

W1pµPt, νPtq ¤ e�pγ�ΛE
�
h
�qtW1pµ, νq.

Proof. We follow similar ideas as [7]. For any x,y, we define Xx
t and Y

y
t the stochastic

processes that starts at x and y and whose coupling generator is defined by

Lf px, yq � p�γxBxf px, yq � γyByf px, yqq�minpλpxq, λpyqq� » 8
0
pf px� z, y � zq � f px, yqqhpzqdz	� | λpxq � λpyq | � ³8

0 pf px� z, yq1tλpxq¡λpyqu � f px, y � zq1tλpyq¡λpxquqhpzqdz � f px, yq�,
(8.36)

that is, Xx
t and Y

y
t jump together as most as they can, and the one that has a higher jump

rate jumps alone occasionally. With f px, yq �| x� y |�: u, the drift part of the generator
gives (first line of eq. 8.36) �γu.

The second line vanishes, and, by the triangle inequality and hypothesis on λ, the third
one is dominated by

Λu
� » 8

0
gpu � zqhpzqdz � gpuq�.

Hence,

Lu ¤ �γu� Λu
� » 8

0
pu� zqhpzqdz � u

�
,

and the calculus on moment bounds above show that

E
� | Xx

t �X
y
t | � ¤ e�pγ�ΛE

�
h
�qt | x� y |

which achieves the proof, by the definition of the Wasserstein distance.

Remark 41. This coupling strategy can be adapted to get an explicit convergence rate in
total variation distance (see [7]).

Remark 42. The same demonstration holds for the discrete model as well.

8.6 Inverse problem

In subsection 8.2, we have shown that for any set of parameters function γpxq, λpxq, h
that satisfies particular assumption, then there exists a unique invariant density for the
evolution equation, eq. (8.11). Let us summarize our condition,
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Proposition 43. Assume h is an exponential distribution of mean parameter b, γ is a
positive continuous function on p0,8q, λ a non-negative measurable function on p0,8q
such that λ

γ
is locally integrable. Denote

Qpxq � » x̄

x

λpyq
γpyqdy,

and, suppose that for some δ, r ¡ 0, » δ

0

1

γpxqdx � 8,

lim sup
xÑ8 γpxq ¡ 0,» δ

0
γpxqr�1dx   8,» δ

0

λpxq
γpxqdx � 8,

lim
xÑ0

e�Qpxq
γpxqr   8,

lim
xÑ8 λpxq

γpxq   1

b
,

then there exists a unique globally attractive invariant density for eq. (8.11) given by

u�pxq � 1

cγpxqe�x{b�Qpxq
We can invert these property to obtain

Proposition 44. Assume h is an exponential distribution of mean parameter b, γ is a
positive continuous function on p0,8q, and u is an integrable positive function such that
for some δ, r ¡ 0, » δ

0

1

γpxqdx � 8,

lim sup
xÑ8 γpxq ¡ 0,» δ

0
γpxqr�1dx   8,» δ

0

u1pxq
upxq � γ1pxq

γpxq dx � 8,

lim
xÑ0

upxq
γpxqr�1

  8,

lim
xÑ8 u1pxq

upxq � γ1pxq
γpxq   0,

then the function λ defined by

λpxq � 1

b
γpxq � pγpxqupxqq1

upxq , (8.37)

is such that the function u is the invariant density for eq. (8.11) associated with h, γ, λ.
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Proof. We need to invert the operator given by

dp�γpxqupxqq
dx

� �λpxqupxq � » x

0
λpx� yqupx� yqhpyqdy.

Taking Laplace transform, and noting that by assumption limxÑ0 γpxqupxq � 0, we obtain

LpλuqpsqLph� δ0qpsq � �sLpγuqpsq,
so that

Lpλuqpsq � ps� 1

b
qLpγuqpsq.

By inverting the Laplace transform, we get eq. (8.37). That such λ satisfies all the prop-
erties of proposition 43 follows then by the assumption and the formula eq. (8.37).

A series of remark follows.

Remark 45. The assumption on admissible density u of the last proposition 44 are simply
integrability condition in 0 and exponential decay at 8, that can be seen from the analytical
expression eq. (8.19). The result given below could have been more easily obtained by the
derivation of pγpxquq thanks to analytical expression eq. (8.19). However, the demonstra-
tion given here show that such inversion of the operator is not restricted to exponential
jump distribution, as long as we know its Laplace transform. Hence, to be applicable for
more general jump distribution, characterization of the stationary state and convergence
condition of the direct problem needs to be investigated for general jump distribution.

Remark 46. In practice, the formula eq. (8.37) has been shown to be tractable by using
for example statistical kernel estimator of the density. The difficulty relies in estimating
properly the derivatives of such function. The authors in [28] have shown statistical esti-
mator bounds in a similar problem (for the aggregation-fragmentation problem). Estimates
of the jump rate function will then be accurate in domain where the density is not near 0.

Remark 47. Such inverse formula may have a great interest to analyze experimental data.
Indeed, from the jump rate function, it is possible to guess the mechanism involved in the
regulation (see for instance section 3), which is not necessarily observable experimentally.
From the result in proposition 44, it can be deduced the jump rate function λpxq if we
have experimental observations in steady-state and if the other parameters γpxq and b are
known. As the steady-state is invariant by a time scale change, we cannot deduce all
parameters from steady-state observations. The degradation function is however usually
well caracterized experimentally using knock-out experiments. In the absence of regulation,
the result in paragraph 8.2.0.1 shows that, at steady-state,

b � V arpXq  X ¡ .

Such relation between asymptotic moments were previously used to deduce parameter fitting
in different models of gene regulation (see [104, 102]). In the presence of regulation there’s
no simple formula to find back the mean burst size parameter b. However, if λpxq is
assumed to be bounded, the mean burst size parameter can be found using the tail of the
asymptotic probability distribution. Indeed, from the analytical expression eq. (8.19), we
see that

b � � lim
xÑ8x{ logpu�pxqq
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9 From One Model to Another

In this section, we are going to prove how all the models presented in section 7 are
linked within each other. Briefly, the switching dynamic can lead either to an averaging
behavior (if both activation and inactivation rate goes to infinity within the same order,
see paragraph 9.1.1) or to a bursting behavior (large jumps appear) (if the inactivation rate
and the synthesis rate go to infinity within the same order, see paragraph 9.1.2). However,
the switching dynamic is not the only possible scenario to lead to bursting behavior. In
the discrete state space model, the adiabatic reduction of mRNA can lead to a bursting
production of protein, in a similar manner than the switching model actually (see subsec-
tion 9.2). Finally, this bursting behavior can be averaged through the different variables
or transmitted (when the degradation rate of a variable go to infinity, see subsection 9.3).
We will make extensively use of the notation of section 7 for naming each model and its
parameter.

These limiting behavior are well known of modelers and experimentalists. The review
paper of Kaern et al. [74] details assumptions for the ODE C2 to be a good approxima-
tion of SC2 (macrocscopic limit and fast switching kinetics), and the kinetics assumption
that lead from SC2 to transcriptional bursting BD2 and translational bursting SBD1.
The authors in [77] show how to take advantage of specific limiting behavior of the SD1
model (fast operator fluctuation, and large quantity of molecules) to rigorously study its
qualitative behavior (bifurcation, escape time), and extend their method to the mutual
repressor system. The authors in [87] considered similar techniques and validate these
approximations by numerical simulations. Importantly, the authors in [115] reported that
different genes in eukaryotes can have different kinetics, so that each limiting model can
be applicable to different gene kinetics.

On a more theoretical side, the author in [12] used a semi-group theoretical proof to
show the averaging reduction of model SC2 to C2, and the adiabatic reduction from SC2 to
SC1. The authors in [25, 75] give clues to derive rigorously limiting model in the context of
stochastic hybrid model. We recall the available reduction results of the switching model in
the first subsection 9.1 and rely on them to extend it to the 2-dimensional variable model,
in the discrete state space model in subsection 9.2 and in the continuous state space model
in subsection 9.3. In this last case, we derived alternative proofs, based either on partial
differential equation and on probabilistic techniques. These have been the subject of a
preprint [92]. It is important to mention that the theoretical and rigorous justification
of the reduction of a given model towards a bursting limit model actually follows natural
ideas that are used by many authors to obtain a simplified model. For instance, the authors
in [66] show that different extensions of the standard model of gene expression (without
regulation) all leads to bursting model with geometric jump size distribution, basically
reasoning by how many proteins can be produced before mRNA is degraded. Firsly, this
reasoning suggests that such reduction is a general framework of catalytic reaction, where
the reactant is needed for the reaction to occur, but is not consumed by the reaction
(so that a new reaction may happen directly). The identification of the limit martingale
problem we performed in subsections 9.2 and 9.3 uses a test function that exactly matches
with the heuristic above. The idea is to follow the catalytic reaction up to the time the
reactant is consumed. See also [129] where the authors used a reduction technique based on
the characteristic method associated to the evolution equation of the moment generating
equation. Again, in such models, the characteristic method exactly follows the production
of the second variable up to the time the first variable vanishes.

Finally, we show in subsection 9.4 how the links between the discrete and the continuous
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bursting model, using well known fluid limit techniques ([36]).

9.1 Limiting behavior of the switching model

9.1.1 Averaging results

In the context of model of gene expression, the author in [12] used a result on de-
generate convergence of semigroup to show the averaging reduction of model SC2 to C2.
The degeneracy means here that the limiting semigroup act on a proper subspace of the
starting space. The author considered the special (but biologically natural) case where
the transcriptional rate function k1 is a constant function. In such case, the deterministic
part of the model can be solved exactly. But its main advantage is in fact that in such
case the dynamics is constrained in a compact subset. Hence, this result could easily be
extended to the case where k1 is a smooth bounded function. With ki and ka continuous
function, which are then bounded on compact set, the semigroup acting on continuous
function of the full model can be constructed by the Philipps perturbation theorem (see
[35]) from the deterministic semigroup. The obtained semigroup is a Feller semigroup. We
rewrite the limiting theorem with our notation (section 7) below, for the reduction from
SC1 (see paragraph. 7.2) to C1 (see paragraph 7.4) (which has obvious extension to 2 and
3 variables).

Theorem 48. Bobrowski [12, Theorem 2 p. 356] Assume k1 is a continuous Lipschitz on
R
� and bounded. Then there exists a compact subset K � R

� such that x1ptq P K for all
t ¡ 0 as soon as x1p0q P K. Assume ka and ki are continuous Lipschitz functions, positive
such that one of them is strictly positive. Let λn

a and λn
i sequences of positive numbers

such that

lim
nÑ8λn

a � lim
nÑ8λn

i � 8
lim
nÑ8 λn

a

λn
i

� c ¡ 0.

For any continuous function f, g on K, i P t0, 1u, x P K, and t ¡ 0, let

T nptqpf, gqpi, xq :� Epi,xq�f px1ptqq1tX0ptq�0u � gpx1ptqq1tX0ptq�1u�
the semigroup acting on continuous function associated to any solution of SC1 (see para-
graph. 7.2), starting at pi, xq, with parameters λn

a and λn
i . Similarly, write T ptqpf qpxq the

semigroup defined by C1 (see paragraph 7.4), with k1 being replaced by

λ1
ckapx1q

ckapx1q � kipx1qk1px1q
Then, using norm of uniform convergence,

– For any continuous function f on K,

lim
nÑ8T nptqpf, f q � T ptqpf q

uniformly on time on all compact interval of r0,8q.
– For any continuous function f, g on K,

lim
nÑ8T nptqpf, gq � T ptqpQpf, gqq

uniformly on time on all compact interval of r0,8q, where
Qpf, gq � ki

cka � ki
f � cka

cka � ki
g
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The analog result given in [25] requires only that k1 is such that C1 defines a global
flow, not necessarily restrict to evolve in a compact. However, their result requires that the
fast motion given by the switch defines an ergodic semigroup, exponentially mixing, and
uniformly with respect to the slow variable x1. Here, it is easy to see that this semigroup is
ergodic, with unique invariant law given by a Bernoulli law of parameter λakapx1q

λakapx1q�λikipx1q .
Its convergent rate is exponential with rate λakapx1q � λikipx1q. Hence, it is needed to
suppose additionally that these rates are bounded with respect to x1. As before, we rewrite
the limiting theorem given in [25] with our notation (section 7) below, for the reduction
from SC1 to C1 (which has obvious extension to 2 and 3 variable).

Theorem 49. Crudu et al. [25, Theorem 5.1 p. 13] Assume k1 P C1pR�q and such that
the model in paragraph 7.4 defines a global flow. Assume ka and ki are C1 on R

� and
bounded, positive such that one of them is strictly positive. Let λn

a � nλa and λn
i � nλi with

n Ñ 8. Let pXn
Optq, xn1 ptqqt¥0 the stochastic process defined by SC1 (see paragraph 7.2),

and px1ptqqt¥0 the solution of C1 (see paragraph 7.4) with k1 being replaced by

λ1
λakapx1q

λakapx1q � λikipx1qk1px1q
Assume xn1 p0q converges in distribution to x1p0q in R

�, then pXn
Optq, xn1 ptqqt¥0 converges

in distribution to px1ptqqt¥0 in DpR�;R�q.
The restriction of bounded rate ka and ki in [25] is essentially to ensure that the fast

dynamics stay in a compact in some sense. Here, because the fast dynamics is on a compact
state space, this assumption can be released easily. The only remaining restrictions are
then that the limiting model posses a unique global solution. These results have very
analog counterpart in discrete models SD1 and D1. See also [75] for general results on
averaging methods.

9.1.2 Bursting

The limit from a switching (SB1,SC1) model to a continuous bursting model (BC1)
was treated explicitly in [25] (together with a fluid limit). Now we let λn

i � nλi and
λn
1 � nλ1. Intuitively, the switching variable Xn

0 will then spend most of its time in state
0. However, transition from Xn

0 � 0 to Xn
0 � 1 will still be possible (and will not vanish

as nÑ8). Convergence of Xn
0 to 0 will hold in L1p0, tq for any finite finite time t. When

Xn
0 � 1, production of x1 is suddenly very high, but for a brief time. Although x1 follows a

deterministic trajectory, the timing of its trajectory is stochastic. At the limit, this drastic
production episode becomes a discontinuous jump, of a random size. All happen as the
two successive jumps of X0 (from 0 to 1 and back to 0) coalesce into a single one, and
create a discontinuity in x1. In such case, convergence cannot hold in the cad-lag space
DpR�;R�q with the Skorohod topology. The authors in [25] were able to prove tightness
in Lppr0, T s,R�q, 1 ¤ p   8. Their result requires the additional assumption that all
rates k1,ki and ka are linearly bounded, and either ka or ki is bounded with respect to x1.
This is needed to get a bound on x1 in L8pr0, T s,R�q. The limiting theorem reads

Theorem 50. Crudu et al. [25, Theorem 6.1 p. 17] Assume k1 P C1pR�q and let λn
i � nλi

and λn
1 � nλ1 with n Ñ 8. Let pXn

Optq, xn1 ptqqt¥0 the stochastic process defined by SC1
(see paragraph 7.2). Assume xn1 p0q converges in distribution to x1p0q in R

�, and Xn
Op0q

converges in distribution to 0. The reaction rates k1,ki and ka are such that

– there exists α ¡ 0 such that kipx1q ¥ α for all x1 ;
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– there exists M1 ¡ 0 such that

k1px1q ¤ M1px1 � 1q,
kapx1q ¤ M1px1 � 1q,
kipx1q ¤ M1px1 � 1q;

– In addition either ka or k1 is bounded with respect to x1 .
Then pXn

0 ptqqt¥0 converges in distribution to 0 in L1pr0, T s, t0, 1uq and pxn1 ptqqt¥0 converges
in distribution to the stochastic process whose generator is given by

Aϕpx1q � �γ1x1
BϕBx1� λakapx1q » 8

0

�
ϕpφ1pt, x1qq � ϕpx1q	λikipφ1pt, x1qqe� ³t

0
λikipφ1ps,x1qqdsdt, (9.1)

for every ϕ P C1
b pR�q and where φ1pt, x1q is the flow associated to9x � λ1k1pxq,

xp0q � x1.

Analogous result on the SD1 model holds as well. The fact that this limiting model is
indeed related to BC1 is now detailed in the three following examples.

Example 10. Consider the special case where both regulation rates k1 and ki are constant,
with k1px1q � kipx1q � 1, for all x1 ¡ 0. Then the flow φ1 is easily calculated and we have

φ1pt, x1q � x1 � λ1t, t ¥ 0,» t

0
λikipφ1ps, x1qqds � λit,

and the generator eq. (9.1) becomes

Aϕpx1q � �γ1x1
BϕBx1 � λakapx1q » 8

0

�
ϕpx1 � zq � ϕpx1q	 λi

λ1
e
� λi

λ1
z
dz,

which is the BC1 model, with an exponential jump size distribution of mean parameter λ1

λi
.

Such rate has an easy interpretation, being the number of molecules created during an ON
period of the gene.

Other choice of regulation rate leads to different model, as illustrated in the next two
examples.

Example 11. Let k1 � 1 and λikipx1q � λix1 � k0 (linear negative regulation), so that

φ1pt, x1q � x1 � λ1t, t ¥ 0,» t

0
λikipφ1ps, x1qqds � pλix1 � k0qt� λ1λi

2
t2,

and the generator eq. (9.1) becomes

Aϕpx1q � �γ1x1
BϕBx1 � λakapx1q » 8

x1

�
ϕpzq � ϕpx1q	λiz � k0

λ1
e
� z�x1

λ1

�
λi

z�x1
2

�k0

�
dz.

The limiting model is then a bursting model where the jump distribution is a function of
the jump position, and has a Gaussian tail.
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Example 12. Let k1px1q � x1 and kipx1q � 1 (positive linear regulation), so that

φ1pt, x1q � x1e
λ1t, t ¥ 0,» t

0
λikipφ1ps, x1qqds � λit,

and the generator eq. (9.1) becomes

Aϕpx1q � �γ1x1 BϕBx1 � λakapx1q » 8
x1

�
ϕpzq � ϕpx1q	 λi

λ1
x

λi
λ1 z

�1� λi
λ1 dz.

This time, the limiting model is a bursting model where the jump distribution is a function
of the jump position with a power-law tail.

9.2 A bursting model from a two-dimensional discrete model

The fact that bursting models arise as a reduction procedure of a higher dimensional
model was already observed in [129]-[25]. In [129], the authors show that, within an
appropriate scaling, the time-dependent distribution of a 2-dimensional model converge
to the time-dependent distribution of a 1-dimensional bursting model. The authors used
analytics methods through the transport equation on the generating function. Their result
seems to be restricted to first-order kinetics. The first variable is a fast variable that induces
infrequent kicks to the second one. In [25], the authors show that, within an appropriate
scaling, a fairly general discrete state space model with a binary variable converge to a
bursting model with continuous state space. The authors obtained a convergence in law
of the solution through martingale techniques. The binary variable is a fast variable that
induces kicks to the other variable.

We present below analogous result of [25] when the fast variable is similar to the one
of [129]. These results are more precise than the one of [129], and more general (some
kinetics rates can be non-linear). We used martingales techniques, with a proof that is
similar to [25] and also inspired by results from [75].

We consider the following 2d stochastic kinetic chemical reaction model, that general-
izes the D2 model (see paragraph 7.3)H λ1k1pX1,X2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ X1, Production of X1 at rate λ1k1pX1,X2q (9.2)

X1
γ1pX1,X2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H, Destruction of X1 at rate γ1pX1,X2q (9.3)H λ2k2pX1,X2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ X2, Production of X2 at rate λ2k2pX1,X2q (9.4)

X2
γ2pX1,X2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H, Destruction of X2 at rate γ2pX1,X2q (9.5)

with γ1p0,X2q � γ2pX1, 0q � 0 to ensure positivity. This model can be represented by a
continuous time Markov chain in N

2, and is then a general random walk in N
2. It can be

described by the following set of stochastic differential equations

X1ptq � X1p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λ1k1pX1psq,X2psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
γ1pX1psq,X2psqqds	,

X2ptq � X2p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ2k2pX1psq,X2psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ2pX1psq,X2psqqds	,

where Yi, for i � 1...4 are independent standard Poisson processes. The generator of this
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process has the form

Bf pX1,X2q �λ1k1pX1,X2q�f pX1 � 1,X2q � f pX1,X2q�� γ1pX1,X2q�f pX1 � 1,X2q � f pX1,X2q�� λ2k2pX1,X2q�f pX1,X2 � 1q � f pX1,X2q�� γ2pX1,X2q�f pX1,X2 � 1q � f pX1,X2q�, (9.6)

for every bounded function f on N
2.

Example 13. We obviously have in mind the mRNA-Protein system given by the D2
model defined in paragraph 7.3, where γipX1,X2q � γiXi, k2pX1,X2q � X1 and k1pX1,X2q �
k1pX2q.

We suppose the following scaling holds

γN1 pX1,X2q � Nγ1pX1,X2q,
λN
2 � Nλ2,

where N Ñ 8 that is reactions eq. (9.3)- (9.4) occur at a faster time scale than the two
other reactions. Then X1 is degraded very fast, and induces also as a very fast production
of X2. The rescaled model is given by

XN
1 ptq � XN

1 p0q � Y1

� » t

0
λ1k1pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds	� Y2

� » t

0
Nγ1pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds	,

XN
2 ptq � XN

2 p0q � Y3

� » t

0
Nλ2k2pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds	� Y4

� » t

0
γ2pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds	,

(9.7)
and the generator of this process has the form

BNf pX1,X2q �λ1k1pX1,X2q�f pX1 � 1,X2q � f pX1,X2q��Nγ1pX1,X2q�f pX1 � 1,X2q � f pX1,X2q��Nλ2k2pX1,X2q�f pX1,X2 � 1q � f pX1,X2q�� γ2pX1,X2q�f pX1,X2 � 1q � f pX1,X2q�. (9.8)

We can prove the following reduction holds:

Theorem 51. We assume that

1. The degradation function on X2 satisfies γ2pX1, 0q � 0.

2. The degradation function on X1 satisfies γ1p0,X2q � 0, and

inf
X1¥1,X2¥0 γ1pX1,X2q � γ ¡ 0.

3. The production rate of X2 satisfies k2p0,X2q � 0.

4. The production rate function k1 and k2 are linearly bounded by X1 �X2.

5. Either k1 or k2 is bounded.
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et pXN
1 ,XN

2 q the stochastic process whose generator is BN (defined in eq. (9.8)). Assume
that the initial vector pXN

1 p0q,XN
2 p0qq converge in distribution to p0,Xp0qq, as N Ñ 8.

Then, for all T ¡ 0, pXN
1 ptq,XN

2 ptqqt¥0 converge in L1p0, T q (and in Lp, 1 ¤ p   8) top0,Xptqq where Xptq is the stochastic process whose generator is given by

B8ϕpXq � λ1k1p0,Xq� » 8
0

Ptpγ1p1, .qϕp.qqpXqdt � ϕpXq	 � γ2p0,Xq�ϕpX � 1q � ϕpXq�,
(9.9)

where
PtgpXq � E

�
gpY pt,Xqe� ³t

0
γ1p1,Y ps,Xqqds�,

and Y pt,Xq is the stochastic process starting at X at t � 0 whose generator is given by

AgpY q � λ2k2p1, Y q�gpY � 1q � gpY q�.
Remark 52. The first three hypotheses of theorem 51 are the main characteristics of the
mRNA-protein system (see paragraph 7.3). Basically, they impose that quantities remains
non-negative, that the first variable has always the possibility to decrease to 0 (no matter
the value of the second variable), and that the second variable cannot increase when the
first variable is 0. Hence these three hypotheses will guarantee that (with our particular
scaling) the first variable converge to 0, and will lead to an intermittent production of
the second variable. The last two hypotheses are more technical, and guarantee that the
Markov chain is not explosive, and hence well defined for all t ¥ 0, and that the limiting
model is well defined too.

We divide the proof in several steps.

step 1: moment estimates Because production rates are linearly bounded, it is
straightforward that with f pX1,X2q � X1 � X2 in eq. (9.8), there is a constant CN

(that depends on N and other parameters) such that

BNf pX1,X2q ¤ CN pX1 �X2q.
Then E

�
XN

1 ptq �XN
2 ptq� is bounded on any time interval r0, T s and

f pXN
1 ptq,XN

2 ptqq � f pXN
1 p0q,XN

2 p0qq � » t

0
BNf pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds

is a L1-martingale.

step 2: tightness Clearly, from the stochastic differential equation on XN
1 , we must

have XN
1 ptq Ñ 0. We can show in fact that the Lebesgue measure of the set tt ¤ T :

XN
1 ptq ¡ 0u converge to 0. Indeed, taking f pX1,X2q � X1 in eq. (9.8), we have

XN
1 ptq �XN

1 p0q � » t

0
pλ1k1pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqq �Nγ1pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqqds (9.10)

is a martingale. Thanks to the lower bound assumption on γ1, we have

γE
� » t

0
1tXN

1
psq¥1uds� ¤ E

» t

0
γ1pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds.

Then, by the martingale property, we deduce

γNE
� » t

0
1tXN

1
psq¥1uds� ¤ E

�
XN

1 p0q� � λ1

» t

0
E
�
k1pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqq�ds. (9.11)
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And for XN
2 we obtain from the the eq. (9.7),

XN
2 ptq ¤ XN

2 p0q � Y3

� » t

0
λ2N1tXN

1
psq¥1uk2pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds	.

Let us now distinguish between the two cases.
– If k2 is bounded (say by 1), we have

E
�
XN

2 ptq� ¤ E
�
XN

2 p0q�� λ2NE
� » t

0
1tXN

1
psq¥1uds�.

As k1 is linearly bounded (say by 1) by XN
1 � XN

2 , the upper bound eq. (9.11)
becomes

γNE
� » t

0
1tXN

1
psq¥1uds� ¤ E

�
XN

1 p0q� � λ1

» t

0

�
E
�
XN

1 psq�� E
�
XN

2 psq�	ds.
Finally, with eq. (9.10), it is clear that

E
�
XN

1 ptq� ¤ E
�
XN

1 p0q�� λ1

» t

0

�
E
�
XN

1 psq�� E
�
XN

2 psq�	ds.
Hence, with the three last inequalities, we can conclude by the Grönwall lemma that
E
�
XN

2 ptq� is bounded on r0, T s, uniformly in N . Then

NE
� » T

0
1tXN

1
psq¥1uds�

is bounded and XN
1 Ñ 0 in L1pr0, T s,Nq. By the law of large number, 1

N
Y3pNq is

almost surely convergent, and hence almost surely bounded. We deduce then there
exists a random variable C such that

XN
2 ptq ¤ XN

2 p0q �NC

» t

0
1tXN

1
psq¥1uds,

almost everywhere. By Grönwall lemma and Markov inequality

P
 

sup
tPr0,T sXN

2 ptq ¥ K
(Ñ 0

as K Ñ8, uniformly in N .
– Now if k1 is bounded (say 1). By the martingale eq. (9.10) (and the same lower

bound hypothesis on γ1, it is clear that

NE
� » T

0
1tXN

1
psq¥1uds�

is bounded and XN
1 Ñ 0 in L1pr0, T s,Nq. Now, let us denote UN ptq � 1

N
XN

1 ptq,
V N � 1

N
XN

2 ptq and WN � N1tXN
1
ptq¥1u (which is then bounded in L1pr0, T rq).

From eq. (9.7), and from the linear bound on k2 (say by 1)

V N ptq ¤ V N p0q � 1

N
Y3

� » t

0
λ2NWNpUN psq � V N psqqds	.

Then, still by the law of the large number there exists a random variable C such
that

V N ptq ¤ V N p0q � C

» t

0
WN pUN psq � V N psqqds	,
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and hence

XN
2 ptq ¤ XN

2 p0q � C

» t

0
WN pXN

1 psq �XN
2 psqqds	.

By Grönwall lemma,

supr0,T sXN
2 ptq ¤ pXN

1 p0q �XN
2 p0qq exp �C » t

0
WN psqds	,

which is then bounded, uniformly in N .
For any subdivision of r0, T s, 0 � t0   t1   � � �   tn � T ,

n�1̧

i�0

| XN
2 pti�1q �XN

2 ptiq | ¤ n�1̧

i�0

Y3

� » ti�1

ti

λ2N1tXN
1
psq¥1uk2pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds	¤ Y3

� » T

0
λ2N1tXN

1
psq¥1uk2pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds	

so by a similar argument as above, we also get the tightness of the BV norm (see propo-
sition 23 part 0)

P
 }XN

2 }r0,T s ¥ K
(Ñ 0

as K Ñ 0, independently in N . Then XN
2 is tight in Lppr0, T sq, for any 1 ¤ p   8.

step 3: identification of the limit We choose an adherence value p0,X2ptqq of the
sequence pXN

1 ptq,XN
2 ptqq in L1pr0, T sq � Lppr0, T sq. Then a subsequence (again denoted

by) pXN
1 ptq,XN

2 ptqq converge to p0,X2ptqq, almost surely and for almost t P r0, T s. We are
looking for test-functions such that

f pXN
1 ptq,XN

2 ptqq � f pXN
1 p0q,XN

2 p0q � » t

0
BNf p0,XN

2 psqq1XN
1
psq�0ds� » t

0
BNf pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqq1XN

1
psq¥1ds

is a martingale and BNf pXN
1 psq,XN

2 psqq is bounded independently of N when X1 ¥ 1.
The following choice is inspired by [25]. We introduce the stochastic process Y x,y

t , starting
at y and whose generator is

Axgpyq � λ2k2px, yq�gpy � 1q � gpyq�,
for any x ¥ 1. and we introduce the semigroup P x

t defined on BbpR�q, for any x ¥ 1, by

P x
t gpyq � E

�
gpY x,y

t qe� ³t
0
γ1px,Y x,y

s qds�. (9.12)

Then the semigroup P x
t satisfies the equation

dP x
t gpyq
dt

� AxP x
t gpyq � γ1px, yqP x

t gpyq.
Now for any bounded function g, define recursively

f p0, yq � gpyq,
f px, yq � » 8

0
P x
t pγ1px, .qf px� 1, .qqpyqdt.
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Such a test function is well defined by the assumption on γ1. We then verify that

BNf p0, yq � λ1k1p0, yq� » 8
0

P 1
t pγ1p1, .qgp.qqpyqdt � gpyq	� γ2p0, yq�gpy � 1q � gpyq�,

BNf px, yq � λ1k1px, yq�f px� 1, yq � f px, yq�� γ2px, yq�f px, y � 1q � f px, yq�.
Indeed, for any x ¥ 1,

Axf px, yq � γ1px, yqf px, yq� » 8
0

AxP x
t pγ1px, .qf px� 1, .qqpyq � γ1px, yqP x

t pγ1px, .qf px� 1, .qqpyqdt,� » 8
0

d

dt
P x
t pγ1px, .qf px� 1, .qqpyqdt,� lim

tÑ8P x
t pγ1px, .qf px, .qqpyq � γ1px, yqf px� 1, yq,� �γ1px, yqf px� 1, yq.

Then
λ2k2px, yq�f px, y � 1q � f px, yq�� γ1px, yq�f px� 1, yq � f px, yq� � 0.

Hence BNf px, yq is independent of N, and, taking the limit N Ñ8 in

f pXN
1 ptq,XN

2 ptqq � f pXN
1 p0q,XN

2 p0qq � » t

0
BNf pXN

1 psq,XN
2 psqqds,

we deduce

gpX2ptqq � gpX2p0qq � » t

0
B8gpX2q

is a martingale where

B8gpyq � λ1k1p0, yq� » 8
0

Ptpγ1p1, .qgp.qqpyqdt � gpyq	 � γ2p0, yq�gpy � 1q � gpyq�.
Uniqueness Due to assumption on k1 and k2, the limiting generator defines a pure-jump
Markov process in N which is not explosive. Uniqueness of the martingale then follows
classically.

Remark 53. The above expression eq. (9.9) is a generator of a bursting model for a
“general bursting size distribution“. For instance, for constant function γ1, and k2 � 1,
we have

Ptpγ1p.qϕp.qqppq � γ1Ptpϕqppq,� γ1E
�
ϕpY y

t qe�γ1t�,� γ1e
�γ1t

z̧¥yϕpzqP Y y
t � z

(
,� γ1e

�γ1t
z̧¥yϕpzqpλ2tqz�ye�λ2tpz � yq! .

It follows by integration integration by parts that» 8
0

Ptpγ1p.qϕp.qqpyqdt � γ1

γ1 � λ2 z̧¥0ϕpz � yq� λ2

λ2 � γ1

	z

,

which gives then an additive geometric burst size distribution of parameter p � λ2

λ2�γ1 , as
expected.
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9.3 Adiabatic reduction in a bursting model

In continuous dynamical systems, considerable simplifications and insights into the
behavior can be obtained by identifying fast and slow variables. This technique is especially
useful when one is initially interested in the approach to a steady state. In this context
a fast variable is one that relaxes much more rapidly to a conditional equilibrium than a
slow variable [54]. In many systems, including chemical and biochemical ones, this is often
a consequence of differences in degradation rates, with the fastest variable the one that
has the largest degradation rate. We employ this strategy here to obtain approximations
to the two-dimensional bursting model BC2 as a one-dimensional bursting model BC1.

The adiabatic reduction technique gives results that justifies to reduce the dimension of
a system and to use an effective set of reduced equations in lieu of dealing with a full, higher
dimensional model. This techniques essentially requires that different time scales occur in
the system. Adiabatic reduction results for deterministic systems of ordinary differential
equations have been available since the very precise results of [143] and [38]. The simplest
results, in the hyperbolic case, give an effective construction of an uniformly asymptotically
stable slow manifold (and hence a reduced equation) and prove the existence of an invariant
manifold near the slow manifold, with (theoretically) any order of approximation of this
invariant manifold. Such precise and geometric results have been generalized to random
systems of stochastic differential equation with Gaussian white noise ([10], see also [42] for
previous work on the Fokker-Planck equation). However, to the best of our knowledge,
analogous results for stochastic differential equations with a jump process have not been
obtained. We recall how this strategy works in ordinary differential equation, and specially
in the model we consider. It is often the case that the degradation rate of mRNA is much
greater than the corresponding degradation rates for both the intermediate protein and
the effector pγ1 " γ2, γ3q so in this case the mRNA dynamics are fast and we have from
eq. (6.2) the relationship

0 � κdf py3q � y1.

It is easy to see that such relation defines a uniformly asymptotically stable slow manifold
(with eigenvalue �1). Consequently the three variables system describing the generic
operon reduces to a two variables one involving the slower intermediate and effector:

dy2

dt
� γ2rκdf py3q � y2s, (9.13)

dy3

dt
� γ3py2 � y3q. (9.14)

In our considerations of specific single operon dynamics below we will also have occasion
to examine two further sub-cases, namely
Case 1. Intermediate (protein) dominated dynamics. If it should happen that
γ1 " γ3 " γ2 (as for the lac operon), then the effector also qualifies as a fast variable so

0 � y2 � y3,

and thus from eq.(9.13) and (9.14) we recover the one dimensional equation for the slowest
variable, the intermediate:

dy2

dt
� γ2rκdf py2q � y2s.

Case 2. Effector (enzyme) dominated dynamics. Alternately, if γ1 " γ2 " γ3 then
the intermediate is a fast variable relative to the effector and we have

0 � κdf py3q � y2,
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so our two variable system eq. (9.13) and (9.14)) reduces to a one dimensional system

dy3

dt
� γ3rκdf py3q � y3s.

for the relatively slow effector dynamic.
The present section gives a theoretical justification of an adiabatic reduction of a par-

ticular piecewise deterministic Markov process (and has been the subject of a preprint
[92]). The results we obtain do not give a bound on the error of the reduced system,
but they do allow us to justify the use of a reduced system in the case of a piecewise
deterministic Markov process. In that sense, the results are close to the recent ones by
[25] and [75], where general convergence results for discrete models of stochastic reaction
networks are given. In particular, these papers give alternative scaling of the traditional
ordinary differential equation and the diffusion approximation depending on the different
scaling chosen (see [6] for some examples in a reaction network model). After the scal-
ing, the limiting models can be deterministic (ordinary differential equation), stochastic
(jump Markov process), or hybrid (piecewise deterministic process). For illustrative and
motivating examples given by a simulation algorithm, see [55, 114, 50].

Our particular model is meant to describe stochastic gene expression with explicit
bursting [39]. The variables evolve under the action of a continuous deterministic dynami-
cal system interrupted by positive jumps of random sizes that model the burst production.
In that sense, the convergence theorems we obtain in this paper can be seen as an example
in which there is a reaction with size between 0 and 8, and give complementary results
to those of [25] and [75]. We hope that the results here are generalizable to give insight
into adiabatic reduction methods in more general stochastic hybrid systems [60, 18]. We
note also that more geometrical approaches have been proposed to reduce the dimension
of such systems in [17].

9.3.1 Continuous-state bursting model

Themodels referred to above have explicitly assumed the production of several molecules
instantaneously, through a jump Markov process, in agreement with experimental obser-
vations. In line with experimental observations, it is standard to assume a Markovian
hypothesis (an exponential waiting time between production jumps) and that the jump
sizes are exponentially distributed (geometrically in the discrete case) as well. The inten-
sity of the jumps can be a linearly bounded function, to allow for self-regulation.

Let x1 and x2 denote the concentrations of mRNA and protein respectively. A simple
model of single gene expression with bursting in transcription is given by (SC2 model)

dx1

dt
� �γ1x1 � N̊ph, λ1k1px2qq, (9.15)

dx2

dt
� �γ2x2 � λ2x1. (9.16)

Here γ1 and γ2 are the degradation rates for the mRNA and protein respectively, λ2 is the
mRNA translation rate, and N̊ph, λ1k1px2qq describes the transcription that is assumed
to be a compound Poisson white noise occurring at a rate λ1k1px2q with a non-negative
jump size ∆x1 distributed with density h.

The eq. (9.15) and (9.16) are a short hand notation for

x1ptq � x01 � » t

0
γ1x1ps�qds� » t

0

» 8
0

» 8
0

1tr¤λ1k1px2ps�qquzNpds, dz, drq, (9.17)

x2ptq � x02 � » t

0
γ2x2ps�qds� » t

0
λ2x1ps�qds. (9.18)
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where Xs� � limtÑs�Xptq, and Npds, dz, drq is a Poisson random measure on p0,8q �r0,8q2 with intensity dshpzqdzdr, where s denotes the times of the jumps, r is the state-
dependency in an acceptance/rejection fashion, and z the jump size. Note that px1ptqq is
a stochastic process with almost surely finite variation on any bounded interval p0, T q, so
that the last integral is well defined as a Stieltjes-integral.

Hypothesis 8. The following discussion is valid for general rate functions k1 and density
functions hp�q that satisfy

– k1 P C1, k1 is globally Lipschitz and linearly bounded with

0 ¤ k1pxq ¤ c� k1x.

– h P C0 and
³8
0 xhpxqdx   8.

For a general density function h, we denote the average burst size by

b � » 8
0

xhpxqdx. (9.19)

If k1 � 1 is independent of the state x2, the average transcription rate is bλ1, and the
asymptotic average mRNA and protein concentrations are

x
eq
1 :� E

�
x1pt Ñ8q� � bλ1

γ1
,

x
eq
2 :� E

�
x2pt Ñ8q� � λ2

γ2
x
eq
1 � bλ1λ2

γ1γ2
.

(9.20)

9.3.2 Statement of the results

In the following discussion, we consider the situation when mRNA degradation is a
fast process, i.e. γ1 is “large enough” , but the average protein concentration x

eq
2 remains

unchanged. In what follows, we denote by γn1 , λ
n
1 , λ

n
2 sequences of parameters, and hn

sequence of density function that will replace γ1, λ1, λ2, h in eq. (9.17)- (9.18). We then
denote pxn1 , xn2 q its associated solution. We will always assume one of the following three
scaling relations:

(S1) Frequent production rate of mRNA, namely γn1 � nγ1, λn
1 � nλ1, and λn

2 � λ2

hn � h are independent of n;

(S2) Large burst of mRNA, namely γn1 � nγ1, h
npzq � 1

n
hp z

n
q and λn

1 � λ1,λ
n
2 � λ2

remain unchanged;

(S3) Large production rate of protein, namely γn1 � nγ1, λ
n
2 � nλ2, and λn

1 � λ1 hn � h

are independent of n;

In this section we determine an effective reduced equation for eq. (9.16) for each of
the three scaling conditions (S1)-(S3). In particular, we show that under assumption (S1),
eq. (9.16) can be approximated by the deterministic ordinary differential equation

dx2

dt
� �γ2x2 � λ2kpx2q, (9.21)

where
kpx2q � bλ1k1px2q{γ1.

We further show that under the scaling relations (S2) or (S3), eq. (9.16) can be reduced
to the stochastic differential equation

dx2

dt
� �γ2x2 � N̊ph̄, λ1k1px2qq. (9.22)
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where h̄ is a suitable density function in the jump size ∆x2 (to be detailed below).
We first explain, using some heuristic arguments, the differences between the three

scaling relations and the associated results. When n Ñ 8, γn1 Ñ 8 and applying a
standard quasi-equilibrium assumption we have

dxn1
dt

� 0,

which yields

xn1 ptq � 1

γn1
N̊phnp.q, λn

1k1pxn2 qq � N̊pγn1 hnpγn1 �q, λn
1k1pxn2 qq,

and therefore the second eq. (9.16) becomes

dxn2
dt

� �γ2x
n
2 � λn

2

γn1
N̊phnp.q, λn

1k1pxn2 qq,� �γ2x
n
2 � N̊

�
γn1
λn
2

hnpγn1
λn
2

q, λn
1k1pxn2 q
 .

Hence in eq. (9.22), h̄px2q � pλ2{γ1q�1hppλ2{γ1q�1x2q under the scaling (S2) and (S3).
Furthermore, we note that the scaling (S2) also implies nhnpn�q � hp�q, while in (S1),
nhnpn�q � nhpn�q so that the jumps become more frequent and smaller.

We denote pDr0,8q, Sq the cad-lag function space of function defined on r0,8q at
values in R

� with the usual Skorohod topology. Similarly pDr0, T s, Jq is the cad-lag
function space on r0, T s, with the Jakubowski topology. Also, Lpr0, T q the space of Lp

integrable function on r0, T q, with T ¡ 0, which we endowed with total variation norm,
and Mp0,8q is the space of real measurable function on r0,8q with the metric

dpx, yq � » 8
O

e�tmax 1, | xptq � yptq |dt.
Our main results can be stated as follows

Theorem 54. Consider the eq. (9.17)-(9.18) and assume hypothesis 8. If the scaling (S1)
is satisfied, i.e., λn

1 � nλ1, and if xn2 p0q Ñ x02, then when nÑ8,

1. The stochastic process xn1 ptq does not converge in any functional sense;

2. The stochastic process xn2 ptq converges in law in pDr0,8q, Sq towards the determin-
istic solution of the ordinary differential equation

dx2

dt
� �γ2x2 � λ2kpx2q, x2p0q � x02, (9.23)

where
kpx2q � bλ1k1px2q{γ1.

Theorem 55. Consider the eq. (9.17)-(9.18) and assume hypothesis 8. If the scaling (S2)
is satisfied, i.e., hnpzq � 1

n
hp z

n
q, and if xn2 p0q Ñ x02, then when nÑ8,

1. The stochastic process
xn
1
ptq
n

converges in law in Lp, 1 ¤ p   8 and in pDr0, T s, Jq
to the (deterministic) fixed value 0;

2. The stochastic process xn2 ptq converges in law in Lp, 1 ¤ p   8 and in pDr0, T s, Jq
to the stochastic process defined by the solution of the stochastic differential equation

dx2

dt
� �γ2x2 � N̊ph̄, λ1k1q, x2p0q � x02 ¥ 0, (9.24)

where h̄px2q � pλ2{γ1q�1hppλ2{γ1q�1x2q.
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Moreover, in the constant case k1 � 1, the stochastic process xn1 ptq converges in law in
Mp0,8q to the compound Poisson white noise N̊ph, λ1q;
Theorem 56. Consider the eq. (9.17)-(9.18). and assume hypothesis 8. If the scaling
(S3) is satisfied, i.e., λn

2 � nλ2, and if xn2 p0q Ñ x02, then when n Ñ8,

1. The stochastic process xn1 ptq converges in law in Lp, 1 ¤ p   8 and in pDr0, T s, Jq
to the (deterministic) fixed value 0;

2. The stochastic process xn2 ptq converges in law in Lp, 1 ¤ p   8 and in pDr0, T s, Jq to
the stochastic process determined by the solution of the stochastic differential equation

dx2

dt
� �γ2x2 � N̊ph̄, ϕq, x2p0q � x02 ¥ 0,

where h̄px2q � pλ2{γ1q�1hppλ2{γ1q�1x2q.
Remark 57. Note that scalings (S2) and (S3) give similar results for the equation gov-
erning the protein variable x2ptq but very different results for the asymptotic stochastic
process related to the mRNA. In particular, in theorem 55, very large bursts of mRNA are
transmitted to the protein, where in theorem 56, very rarely is mRNA present but when
present it is efficiently synthesized into a burst of protein.

In this section, we provide three different proofs of the results mentioned above. In
particular, we prove the results using a master equation approach (the Kolmogorov forward
equation) as well as starting from the stochastic differential equation. Note that both
techniques have been used in the past, in particular within the context of discrete models
of stochastic reaction networks. For the master equation approach, see [56, 153, 124] while
for the stochastic differential equation approach, we refer to [25, 75].

In paragraph 9.3.4 we first show the tightness result for all three theorems. We then
identify the limit using martingale approach in paragraph 9.3.5. In the others section,
we provide alternative proof to identify the limit. In paragraph 9.3.6, we consider the
situation without auto-regulation so the rate k1 is independent of protein concentration x2.
In this case the two eq. (9.15)-(9.16) form a set of linear stochastic differential equations.
We use then the method of characteristic functionals to identify the limit. Finally in
paragraph 9.3.7 we give a similar result on the evolution equation on densities .

9.3.3 General properties and moment estimates

We first summarize the important background results on the stochastic processes used
in the next.

9.3.3.1 One dimensional equation For the one-dimensional stochastic differential
equation (9.22) perturbed by a compound Poisson white noise, of (bounded) intensity kpx2q
and jump size distribution h, the extended generator of the stochastic process px2ptqqt¥0
is, for any f P DpAq, (see [27, Theorem 5.5])

A1f pxq � �γ2x
df

dx
� kpxq� » 8

x

hpz � xqf pzqdz � f pxq	
DpA1q � tf PMp0,8q : t ÞÑ f pxe�γ2tq is absolutely

continuous for t P R� and

E

Ţi¤t |f px2pTiqq � f px2pT�i qq|   8 for all t ¥ 0u
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where Mp0,8q denotes a Borel-measurable function of p0,8q and the times Ti are the
instants of the jump of x2. It is an extended domain containing all functions that are
sufficiently smooth along the deterministic trajectories between the jumps, and with a
bounded total variation induced by the jumps.

The operator A1 is the adjoint of the operator acting on densities vpt, xq given by [90]Bvpt, xqBt � BBx rγ2xvpt, xqs � » x

0
kpzqvpt, zqhpx� zqdz � kpxqvpt, xq.

For any f P DpA1q, we have

d

dt
Ef px2ptqq � EA1pf px2ptqqq.

9.3.3.2 Two dimensional equation Consideration of the two-dimensional stochastic
differential equation (9.15)-(9.16) perturbed by a compound Poisson white noise, of inten-
sity λ1k1px2q and jump size distribution h follows along similar lines. Its infinitesimal
generator and extended domain are

A2gpx1, x2q � �γ1x1
BgBx1 � pλ2x1 � γ2x2q BgBx2� λ1k1px2q�» 8

x1

hpz � x1qgpz, x2qdz � gpx1, x2q�, (9.25)

DpA2q � tg P Mpp0,8q2q : t ÞÑ gpφtpx1, x2qq is absolutely (9.26)

continuous for t P R� and

E

Ţi¤t |gpx1pTiq, x2pTiqq � gpx1pT�i q, x2pT�i qq|   8 for all t ¥ 0u
where φt is the deterministic flow given by eq. (9.15) and (9.16).

The evolution equation for densities upt, x1, x2q isBupt, x1, x2qBt � BBx1 rγ1x1upt, x1, x2qs � BBx2 rpλ2x1 � γ2x2qupt, x1, x2qs� » x1

0
λ1k1px2qupt, z, x2qhpx1 � zqdz � λ1k1px2qupt, x1, x2q.

For any f P DpA2q, we have

d

dt
Ef px1ptq, x2ptqq � EA2pf px1ptq, x2ptqqq. (9.27)

Using stochastic differential equations (9.17) - (9.18), we can deduce moment esti-
mates, needed to be able to use unbounded test function (namely f px1, x2q � x1 and
f px1, x2q � x2) in the martingale formulation. By taking the mean into eq. (9.17) - (9.18)
and neglecting negatives values,

0 ¤ E
�
x1ptq� ¤ » t

0
λ1bE

�
k1px2psqq�ds ¤ » t

0
λ1bpc� k1E

�
x2psq�qds

0 ¤ E
�
x2ptq� ¤ » t

0
λ2E

�
x1psq�ds
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where we note b � E
�
h
� � ³8

0 zhpzqdz. By Grönwall inequalities, there exist a constant C
such that

E
�

sup
tPr0,T s x1ptq� ¤ CpE�x1p0q� � eCT q

E
�

sup
tPr0,T s x2ptq� ¤ CpE�x2p0q� � eCT q (9.28)

Then we claim that f px1, x2q � x1 is in the domain of the generator A2. We only have to
verify (see eq. (9.26))

E

Ţi¤t

|x1pTiq � x1pT�
i q|   8 for all t ¥ 0.

By eq. (9.17)

E

Ţi¤t

|x1pTiq � x1pT�
i q| � E

» t

0

» 8
0

» 8
0

1tr¤λ1k1px2ps�qquzNpds, dz, drq,¤ bλ1E
� » t

0
c� k1x2psqds�.

which is finite according to the previous estimates.

9.3.4 Tightness

S1 We first show the tightness property for the scaling (S1) corresponding to theorem 54.
In such case xn1 does no converge in any functional sense because it fluctuates very fast, as
more and more jumps appears of size that stay of order 1 (given by h). However, E

�
xn1 ptq�

remains bounded,
xn
1

n
goes to 0, and by eq. (9.18),| xn2 ptq |¤| xn2 p0q | � » t

0
λ2 | xn1 psq | ds.

For any n, let Nn be a compound Poisson process associated to eq. (9.17), with tTn,iu8i�1

the jump times which occur at a rate nλ1k1pxn2 psqq, and tZn,iu8i�1 the jump sizes that are
iid random variables with density h (with the convention Tn,0 � 0 and Zn,0 � X0). Then

xn1 ptq � ¸
Tn,i¤t

Zn,ie
�nγ1pt�Tn,iq 1tt¥Tn,iu.

By integration, » t

0
xn1 psqds � ¸

Tn,i¤t

Zn,i
1

nγ1
p1� e�γ1pt�Tn,iqq1tt¥Tn,iu.

Then,

xn2 ptq ¤ xn2 p0q � » t

0
λ2x

n
1 psqds ¤ Y0 � λ2

nγ1

¸
Tn,i¤t

Zn,i.

Finally we deduce, by definition of the compound Poisson process,

xn2 ptq ¤ xn2 p0q � λ2

nγ1
Nnptq.

Now, by a time change, there exists a process Y such that Nnptq � Y
� ³t

0 nλ1k1pxn2 psqqds�
with Y an unit rate compound Poisson process of jump size iid (with density h). As
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E
�
h
�   8, by the law of large number, 1

n
Y pntq is almost surely convergent (to E

�
h
�
t).

Then 1
n
Y pntq is almost surely bounded, on a compact time interval r0, T s. We deduce

then that there exists a random variable C such that

xn2 ptq ¤ xn2 p0q � λ2

γ1
C

» t

0
λ1k1pxn2 psqqds.

By Grönwall lemma and Markov inequality

P
 

sup
tPr0,T s xN2 ptq ¥ K

(Ñ 0.

Similarly, for any t1, t2 P r0, T s,| xn2 pt2q � xn2 pt1q |¤ λ2

nγ1
| Nnpt2q �Nnpt1q | .

Again, Nnpt2q �Nnpt1q � Y
� » t2

t1

nλ1k1pxn2 psqqds� and, still by the law of large number| xn2 pt2q � xn2 pt1q |¤ λ2

γ1
C

» t2

t1

λ1k1pxn2 psqqds,
so that , for any ε ¡ 0

lim
θÑ0

lim sup
n

sup
S1¤S2¤S1�θ

P
 | xn2 pS2q � xn2 pS1q |¥ ε

( � 0,

where the supremum is over stopping times bounded by T . Then by Aldous’ tightness
criterion ([70, thm 4.5 p 356]), xn2 is tight in pDr0,8q, Sq.
S3 Now we show the tightness property for the scaling (S3) corresponding to theorem 56,
with λn

2 � nλ2. In such case xn1 converges to 0 in L1, and we get a control over n
³t
0 x

n
1 psqds.

Indeed using gpx1, x2q � x1 in eq. (9.25), we get

xn1 ptq � xn1 p0q � » t

0
p�nγ1xn1 psq � λ1k1pxn2 psqqbdsq,

is a martingale so that due to hypothesis 8, there is a constant C such that

γ1E
�
n

» t

0
xn1 psqds� ¤ E

�
xn1 p0q� � λ1pct� k1

» t

0
E
�
xn2 psq�dsq

By eq. (9.18),

xn2 ptq ¤ E
�
xn2 p0q�� λ2n

» t

0
xn1 psqds.

then

sup
tPr0,T s xn2 ptq ¤ E

�
xn2 p0q� � λ2n

» T

0
xn1 psqds.

Reporting into the estimates for xn1 yields

γ1E
�
n

» t

0
xn1 psqds� ¤ E

�
xn1 p0q� � λ1pct� k1pE�xn2 p0q� � tλ2n

» t

0
E
�
xn1 psq�dsqq,¤ C1

T � C2
TE

�
n

» t

0
xn1 psqds�,
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for two constants C1
T , C

2
T that depends solely on T . By Grönwall inequality, E

�
n
³t
0 x

n
1 psqds�

is bounded uniformly in n so that xn1 converges to 0 in L1 and

P
 

sup
tPr0,T s xN2 ptq ¥ K

(Ñ 0.

Now for any subdivision of r0, T s, 0 � t0   t1   � � �   tn � T ,

n�1̧

i�0

| xn2 pti�1q � xn2 ptiq | ¤ E
�
xn2 p0q� � λ2n

» t

0
xn1 psqds,

so that we also get the tightness of the BV norm,

P
 }xn2 }r0,T s ¥ K

(Ñ 0,

as K Ñ 0, independently in n. Then xn2 is tight in Lppr0, T sq, for any 1 ¤ p   8.

S2 Now we show the tightness property for the scaling (S2) corresponding to theorem 55,

with hn � 1
n
hp 1

n
q. Remark that on such case, denoting zn � xn

1

n
, the variables pzn, xn2 q

satisfies eq. (9.17) - (9.18) with the (S3) scaling, so we already know that xn2 is tight in
Lppr0, T sq, for any 1 ¤ p   8.

For xn1 , note that each jumps gives a contribution for
³
xn1 of b

γ1
so there’s no hope for

a convergence to 0 in L1. However, we still have

xn1 ptq � ¸
Tn,i¤t

Zn,ie
�nγ1pt�Tn,iq 1t¥Tn,i

.

where Tn,i appears with rate λ1k1pxn2 psqq, and tZn,iu8i�1 are iid random variables with
density hn. Then

xn1 ptq ¤ ¸
Tn,i¤t

Zn,i

�
1trTn,i,Tn,i� 1?

n
ru � e

�nγ1
1?
n 1t¥Tn,i

	
.

But for K ¡ 0

P
 
Zn,ie

�?nγ1 ¡ K
( ¤ nb

Ke
?
nγ1

¤ ε,

for any ε and n sufficiently large. Then, conditioning by the jump times,» t

0
P
 
xn1 psq ¡ K | Tn,i

( ¤ ¸
Tn,i¤t

1?
n
1tt¥Tn,iu � ¸

Tn,i¤t

εpt� Tn,iq1tt¥Tn,iu ¤ ε.

for n large. Because
³t
0 x

n
2 psqds has been shown to be bounded independently of n, we can

drop the conditioning, and
³t
0 P

 
xn1 psq ¡ K

(
is arbitrary small. We show also similarly

that

lim
hÑ0

sup
n

» T

0
maxp1, | xn1 pt� hq � xn1 ptq |qdt � 0,

so that xn1 is tight in Mp0,8q ([82, thm 4.1]).
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9.3.5 Identification with the martingale problem

The three theorems below can be proved using martingale techniques, with similar
spirit. For each scaling, the generator An

2 can be decomposed into a fast component, or
order n, and a slow component, of order 1. In each case, one need to find particular
condition to ensure that the fast component vanishes. For the scaling pS1q, the fast
component acts only in the first variable, so ergodicity of this component will ensure that
it vanishes. For the other two, the fast component acts on both variables, and we will
have to find the particular relation between both variable that ensures this component
vanishes.

9.3.5.1 Proof of theorem 54 For any B P BpR�q, t ¡ 0, we define the occupation
measure

V n
1 pB � r0, tsq � » t

0
1tBupxn1 psqqds,

and we identify V n
1 as a stochastic process with value in the space of finite measure on

R
�. Because E

�
xn1 ptq� remains bounded uniformly in n on any r0, T s, it is stochastically

bounded and V1 then satisfies Aldous criterion of tightness. Now take a test function f

that depends only on x1, so that

An
2f px1q � nCx2

f px1q,
with

Cx2
f px1q � �γ1x1f 1px1q � λ1k1px2q�» 8

x1

hpz � x1qf pzqdz � f px1q�.

Then

Mn
t � f pxn1 ptqq � f pxn1 p0qq � n

»
R� » t

0
Cxn

2
psqf px1qV n

1 pdx1 � dsq
is a martingale. Dividing by n, for any limiting point pV1, x2q, we must have, for any
f P CbpR�q,

E
� »

R� » t

0
Cx2psqf px1qV1pdx1 � dsq� � 0.

Because for any x2, the generator Cx2
is (exponentially) ergodic (see paragraph 8.5) V1

is uniquely determined by the invariant measure associated to Cx2
. In particular, for any

t ¡ 0 »
R� » t

0
x1V

n
1 pdx1 � dsq Ñ » t

0

bλ1

γ1
k1px2psqqds.

Then for f that depends only on x2,

f pxn2 ptqq � f pxn2 p0qq � »
R� » t

0
pλ2x1 � γ2x

n
2 psqqf 1pxn2 psqqV n

1 pdx1 � dsq
converges to

f px2ptqq � f px2p0qq � » t

0
pbλ1λ2

γ1
k1px2psqq � γ2x2psqqf 1px2psqqds

Due to the assumption on k1, there exists a unique solution associated to the (determin-
istic) eq. (9.21) so x2 is uniquely determined.
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9.3.5.2 Proof of theorem 56 We already seen that xn1 converge to 0 in L1pr0, T sq
and xn2 is tight in Lppr0, T sq. Doing similarly as in subsection 9.2, we take a subsequencepxn1 ptq, xn2 ptqq that converge to p0, x2ptqq, almost surely and for almost t P r0, T s. Then we
consider the fast component of the generator An

2 , given in this case by�γ1x1
BfBx1 � λ2x1

BfBx2 .
This defines a transport equation. Starting at px1, x2q at time 0, the asymptotic value of
the flow associated to the transport equation is p0, yq where

y � x2 � » 8
0

λ2x1psqds � x2 � » x1

0

λ2z

γ1z
dz � x2 � λ2

γ1
x1

We then consider

f px1, x2q � g
�
x2 � λ2

γ1
x1

	
,

that satisfies, for any x1, x2, �γ1x1
BfBx1 � λ2x1

BfBx2 � 0.

Now taking the limit n Ñ8 into

f pxn1 ptq, xn2 ptqq � f pxn1 p0q, xn2 p0qq � » t

0
An

2f pxn1 psq, xn2 psqqds,
yields

gpx2ptqq�gpx2p0qq�» t

0
�γ2x2g

1px2psqq�λ1k1px2psqq�» 8
0

h̄pzqgpx2psq�zqdz�gpx2psqq�ds,

where h̄px2q � pλ2{γ1q�1hppλ2{γ1q�1x2q. Hence the limiting process x2 must satisfy the
martingale problem associated with the generator

A8gpxq � �γ2x
dg

dx
� λ1k1pxq� » 8

x

h̄pz � xqf pzqdz � f pxq	,
for which uniqueness holds for bounded k1 (see [25, thm 2.5] or theorem 9 in Chapter 0).
A truncation argument allows then to conclude.

9.3.5.3 Proof of theorem 55 As noticed before, pzn, xn2 q with znptq � xn
1
ptq
n

satisfies
the scaling (S3) so similar conclusion holds for xn2 . The last conclusion on xn1 is differed
to the next subsection.

9.3.6 The case without auto-regulation

In this subsection, we give an alternative proof of the identification of the limit, using
the characteristic functional of the stochastic process. This can works when there’s no non-
linearity, and eq. (9.15) - (9.16) can actually be seen as generalized Langevin equation.
We consider the equations

dx1

dt
� �γ1x1 � N̊ph, λ1q, x1p0q � x01 ¥ 0, (9.29)

dx2

dt
� �γ2x2 � λ2x1, x2p0q � x02 ¥ 0, (9.30)
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where N̊ph, λ1q is a compound Poisson white noise. The solutions x1ptq and x2ptq of
eq. (9.29) - (9.30) are stochastic processes uniquely determined by the equation parameters
and the stochastic process N̊ .

For a stochastic process ξt (t ¥ 0), the characteristic functional Cξ : Σ Ñ R is defined
as

Cξrf s � E

�
e
³8
0

ifptqξtdt� ,
for any function f in a suitable function space Σ so that the integral³8
0 if ptqξtdt is well defined. Before continuing, we need to introduce some topological
background as well as properties of the Fourier transform in nuclear spaces (see [44])

9.3.6.1 Stochastic process as a distribution We are going to recall here the contin-
uous correspondence between a stochastic process and a distribution. We define DpR�q,
the space of smooth functions with compact support, with the inductive limit topology
given by the family of semi-norms (k � 0, 1, 2...) pkpf q � sup |f pkq| on every Dpr0, nsq,
n P N (c.f. [125, Example 2, page 57]). Let f P DpR�q, and define x̃ in the dual space
D1pR�q such that

x̃pf q � » 8
0

xptqf ptqdt (9.31)

for any x in Dr0,8q, and analogous definition for x P Lpr0, T s or Mp0,8q.
Lemma 58. The map pDr0,8q, Sq Ñ D1pR�qpxtqt¥0 ÞÑ x̃,

where x̃ is defined by eq. (9.31), is continuous.

Proof. It is a classical result that x P D has at most a countable number of discontinuity
points so that x is locally integrable, the integral in eq. (9.31) is well defined for all
f P DpR�q, x̃ P D1pR�q and| x̃pf q |¤ � » T

0
| xpsq | ds	 ‖ f ‖8,

for any f with support in r0, T s [121, Section 6.11, page 142]. We conclude by noticing
that | x̃pf q |¤ sup

s¤T

| xpsq |‖ f ‖8 T,

and x ÞÑ sups¤T | xpsq | is continuous for the Skorohod topology [70, Proposition 2.4, page
339] for all T such that T is not a discontinuity point.

Similar continuity property holds respectively in D
�p0,8q, J	, Lpr0, T s, M r0,8s.

9.3.6.2 Bochner-Minlos theorem for a nuclear space Let E be a nuclear space.
We state a key result that will allow us to uniquely identify a measure on the dual E1 of
E.

Bochner-Minlos Theorem. [44, Theorem 2, page 146] For a continuous functional C
on a nuclear space E that satisfies Cp0q � 1, and for any complex zj and elements xj P A,
j, k � 1, ..., n,

ņ

j�1

ņ

k�1

zj z̄kCpxj � xkq ¥ 0,
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there is a unique probability measure µ on the dual space E1, given by

Cpyq � »
E1 eixx,yydµpxq.

Note that the space DpR�q is a nuclear space [125, Example 2, page 107].

9.3.6.3 The characteristic functional of a Poisson white noise The use of the
characteristic functional allows us to define a generalized stochastic process that does
not necessarily have a trajectory in the usual sense (like in D for instance). Indeed a
(compound) Poisson white noise is seen as a random measure on the distribution space
D1, associated with the characteristic functional (given in [61], here f P DpR�q)

C
N̊
rf s � exp

�
ϕ

» 8
0

» 8
0

peizfptq � 1qhpzqdzdt� , (9.32)

where ϕ is the Poisson intensity and h the jump size distribution. It is not hard to see that
C
N̊
rf � gs and C

N̊
rg� f s are conjugate to each other, C

N̊
r0s � 1 and C

N̊
r.s is continuous

for h P L1pR�q, so the conditions in the Bochner-Minlos theorem 9.3.6.2 are satisfied and
therefore C

N̊
uniquely defines a measure on D1pR�q.

Remark 59. To see that this measure indeed corresponds to the time derivative of the
compound Poisson process, consider the following

E

�
ei N̊ ,f¡� � lim|∆j |Ñ0

E

�
ei
°

j fptj q∆jN
�
,

where ∆jN � Nptj�1q�Nptjq denotes the increment of a compound Poisson process, andptjq is some subdivision of R� of maximal step size ∆j . Due to the independence of the
increments of the Poisson process, this limit can be re-written as

E

�
ei N̊ ,f¡� � lim|∆j |Ñ0

¹
j

E

�
eifptj q∆jN

�
.

Now, because of the independence of the jump size and the number of jumps, and the fact
that all jumps are independent and identically distributed (with distribution given by h),

E

�
eifptj q∆jN

� �
ņ

E

�
eifptj q∆jN | ∆jN � n

��
ņ

E

�
eifptj qpZ1�����Znq | ∆jN � n

��
ņ

E

�
eifptj qpZ1�����Znq�Pp∆jN � nq�

ņ

�
E

�
eifptj qZ� �nPp∆jN � nq� e�ϕ∆j

ņ

� » 8
0

eifptj qzhpzqdz�n pϕ∆jqn
n!� exp

�
ϕ∆j

� » 8
0

eifptj qzhpzqdz � 1
��

,

so

E

�
ei N̊,f¡� � lim|∆j |Ñ0

exp

�
ϕ

j̧

∆j

� » 8
0

eifptj qzhpzqdz � 1
��� exp

�
ϕ

» 8
0

» 8
0

peizfptq � 1qhpzqdzdt� .
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We refer to [108, 61, 62] for further material on characteristic functionals and general-
ized stochastic processes.

9.3.6.4 Identification of the limit using characteristic functional The proofs
of theorems 54 to 56 are based on the idea of Levy’s continuity theorem. However in
the infinite-dimensional case, the convergence of the Fourier transform does not imply
convergence in law of the random variable, and one needs to impose more restrictions,
namely a compactness condition. We will use the following lemma

Lemma 60. Let Xn be a sequence of stochastic processes in pDr0,8q, Sq. Suppose Xn

is tight in pDr0,8q, Sq (respectively in D
�p0,8q, J	, Lpr0, T s, M r0,8s) and that there

exists a random variable X such that, for all f in DpR�q, as n Ñ8,

CXnrf s Ñ CXrf s.
Then Xn converges in law to X in D

�p0,8q, S	 (respectively in D
�p0,8q, J	, Lpr0, T s,

M r0,8s).
Proof. The convergence of the characteristic functional, the Bochner-Minlos theorem 9.3.6.2
and the continuity lemma 58 ensure that the sequence Xn has at most one limiting law,
which has to be the law of X. The classical Prokhorov Theorem [70, Corollary 3.9, page
348] states that tightness of Xn in pDr0,8q, Sq is equivalent to relative compactness of
the law of Xn in PpDq, the space of probability measures on D (with the topology of
the weak convergence). Then Xn converges in law to X in pDr0,8q, Sq. The continu-

ity lemma and Prokhorov theorem are also valid in D
�p0,8q, J	, Lpr0, T s, M r0,8s (see

part 0 section 7).

Note that the tightness property has already been done in paragraph 9.3.4. Now, we
give the identification property of the limit for theorems 54 through 56. The strategy is
similar for each, and we only present a detailed proof for theorem 54 and sketch the main
differences in the proofs for theorems 55 and 56.

For any f P DpR�q, from eq. (9.29) - (9.30) and noting that the initial conditions x01
and x02 are deterministic, it is not difficult to verify that (see also [19])

Cx1
rf s � eig1x

0

1C
N̊
rf̃1ptqs, Cx2

rf s � eig2x
0

2Cx1
rλ2f̃2ptqs, (9.33)

where

gi � » 8
0

e�γisf psqds, f̃iptq � » 8
t

e�γips�tqf psqds, pi � 1, 2q.
Note that for any function f P DpR�q the functions f̃iptq also belong to DpR�q and there-
fore the characteristic functionals in eq. (9.33) are well-defined. Furthermore, the charac-
teristic functional of the compound Poisson white noise has been derived in eq. (9.32).

Proof of theorem 54.

Recall that λn
1 � nλ1. We omit the dependence in n of function gi and f̃i for simplicity.

Now, we are ready to complete the proof by calculating the characteristic functionals Cxn
1

and Cxn
2
when n Ñ 8 from eq. (9.33) and (9.32). Firstly, we note that gi � f̃ip0q, and

when f P DpR�q and n Ñ8,

f̃1ptq � 1

nγ1
f ptq �Op 1

n2
q. (9.34)
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Furthermore, from eq. (9.33) - (9.34), we have

Cxn
1
rf s � e

ix0

1
p 1

nγ1
fp0q�Op 1

n2
qq
C
N̊

�
1

nγ1
f ptq �Op 1

n2
q�� e

i 1

nγ1
x0

1
fp0q

exp

�
i

» 8
0

» 8
0

λ1

γ1
f ptqxhpxqdxdtq� �Op 1

n
q. (9.35)

Thus, from eq. (9.20), we have

lim
nÑ8Cxn

1
rf s � exp

�
i

» 8
0

f ptqxeq1 dt

�
, �f P D. (9.36)

Therefore, eq. (9.33) yields

lim
nÑ8Cxn

2
rf s � eig2x

0

2 exp

�
iλ2

» 8
0

f̃2ptqxeq1 dt

�� eig2x
0

2 exp

�
i

» 8
0

f psqp1� e�γ2sqxeq2 ds

�
. (9.37)

Now, it is easy to verify that the right hand sides of eq. (9.36) and (9.37) give, respectively,
the characteristic functional of x1ptq � x

eq
1 and x2ptq of the solution of eq. (9.23). Hence

we are done.
Proof of theorem 55. Recall that hnpxq � 1

n
hp x

n
q. The proof is similar to the proof

of theorem 55. Note simply from the scaling (S2) that eq. (9.35) becomes, still from
eq. (9.33) - (9.34)

Cxn
1
rf s � e

i 1

nγ1
x0

1
fp0q�Op 1

n2 exp

�
λ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
pei z

nγ1
fptq�Op 1

n2 � 1qhnpzqdzdt� .
Thus, by a change of variable x � z{pγ1nq, we have

Cxn
1
rf s � e

i 1

nγ1
x0

1
fp0q�Op 1

n2 exp

�
λ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
peixfptq�Op 1

n � 1qh̃pxqdxdt� ,
where h̃pxq � γ1hpγ1xq. Then

lim
nÑ8Cxn

1
rf s � exp

�
iλ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
peifptqx � 1qh̃pxqdxdt�� C

N̊
rf s.

where N̊ is a compound Poisson white noise of intensity λ1 and jump size distributed
according to h̃. Furthermore, from eq. (9.33)

lim
nÑ8Cxn

2
rf s � eig2x

0

2G
N̊
rλ2f̃2ptqs� eig2x

0

2 exp

�
iλ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
peiλ2xf̃2ptq � 1qh̃pxqdxdt�� eig2x

0

2 exp

�
iλ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
peixf̃2ptq � 1qh̄pxqdxdt� , (9.38)

where h̄px2q � pλ2{γ1q�1hppλ2{γ1q�1x2q It is easy to verify that eq. (9.38) is just the
characteristic functional of the stochastic processes given by solutions of eq. (9.24).
Proof of theorem 56 Here, λn

2 � nλ2. we have

lim
nÑ8Cxn

1
rf s � lim

nÑ8 exp

�
λ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
peifptqx{pnγ1q � 1qhpxqdxdt� � 1,
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and

lim
nÑ8Cxn

2
rf s � eig2x

0

2 exp

�
λ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
peipλ2{γ1qxf̃2ptq � 1qhpxqdxdt�� eig2x

0

2 exp

�
λ1

» 8
0

» 8
0
peixf̃2ptq � 1qh̄pxqdxdt� ,

where

h̄pxq � γ1

λ2
hpγ1

λ2
xq. �

9.3.7 Reduction on the evolution equation

We conclude by a third proof for the reduction, working on the partial differential
equation for the evolution equations on densities. Because we work directly on the strong
form, results are weaker. In particular,

Hypothesis 9. In addition of hypothesis 8, we assume that

(H1) The density function h P C8, and for all k ¥ 1,
³8
0 zkhpzqdz   8.

(H2) The rate function k1 P C8, and k1 is bounded above and under,

0   k1 ¤ k1pxq ¤ k1,

Theses assumption are needed to ensure that evolution equation on densities is well
defined (see section 8.2), and allow us to derive scaling laws for arbitrary moments, that are
needed for calculus. Regularity will allow us to derive at any order the density functions,
which is also needed for the calculus. We start by a scaling property of the moments,
which is crucial for the convergence results.

9.3.7.1 Scaling of the marginal moment Using the generator A2 for the two-
dimensional stochastic process defined by eq. (9.25), we can deduce the scaling laws of
the marginal moment of x1ptqn as γn1 Ñ8.

Proposition 61. Let pxn1 ptq, xn2 ptqq be the solutions of eq. (9.15) - (9.16), and µn
kptq �

E
�
xn1 ptqk� and νnk ptq � E

�
xn2 ptqxn1 ptqk�. Suppose µn

kp0q   8 and νnk p0q   8 for all n ¥ 1,
then µn

kptq   8 and νnk ptq   8 for all t, n ¥ 1. Moreover, for fixed t ¡ 0,

1. If the scaling (S1) holds, then both µn
kptq and νnk ptq stay uniformly bounded above

and below as nÑ 8.

2. For the scaling (S2), then, for k ¥ 1,

µn
kptq � nk�1, νnk ptq � nk�1, pnÑ8q

and νn0 ptq is uniformly bounded above and below as nÑ8.

3. If (S3) holds then, for k ¥ 1,

µn
kptq � n�1, νnk ptq � n�1, pnÑ 8q

and νn0 ptq is uniformly bounded above and below as nÑ8.
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Proof. The proposition is proved using the evolution equation for the marginal moment
obtained from the generator An

2 .
Firstly, we claim that functions xk1 and xk1x2 (�k P N

�) are contained in DpAn
2 q, for all

n ¥ 1. To show this, we only need to verify that

E

Ţi¤t

|xn1 pTiqkxn2 pT�
i ql � xn1 pT�

i qkxn2 pT�
i ql|   8, �t ¥ 0, k P N

�, l � 0, 1,

where the Ti are jump times (that also depends on the scaling n). Since xn2 ptq is continuous
and from estimates eq. (9.28), E

�
supr0,T s xn2 ptq� is bounded. Then we only need to verify

the case with l � 0. Now by eq. (9.17),

E

Ţi¤t

|xn1 pTiqk � xn1 pT�
i qk| � E

» t

0

» 8
0

» 8
0

1tr¤λn
1
k1pxn

2
ps�qquzkNnpds, dz, drq,� bnkλ

n
1E
� » t

0
k1pxn2 psqqds�,

where we note bnk � ³8
0 zkhnpzqdz (so bn0 � 1 and bn1 � bn). As k1 is assumed to be linearly

bounded, still by estimates eq. (9.28) we conclude that

E

Ţi¤t

|xn1 pTiqk � xn1 pT�
i qk|   8, �t ¡ 0, �n ¥ 1

Now, An
2x

k
1 and An

2x
k
1x2 are well defined, for all k ¡ 0 and n ¥ 1. A straightforward

calculation yields

An
2x

k
1 � �γn1 kxk1 � λn

1k1px2q�» 8
x1

hnpz � x1qpz � x1 � x1qkdz � xk1

�� �γn1 kxk1 � λn
1k1px2q k�1̧

i�0

�
k

i



xi1

» 8
x1

hnpz � x1qpz � x1qk�idz� �γn1 kxk1 � λn
1k1px2q k�1̧

i�0

�
k

i



xi1b

n
k�i.

Then the kth-marginal moment µn
kptq of the first variable xn1 depends only on the lower

moment µn
i ptq, i   k. We then obtain, with hypothesis eq. (9) and eq. (9.27)�γn1 kµn

kptq � λn
1k1

k�1̧

i�0

�
k

i



µn
i ptqbnk�i ¤ 9µn

kptq,9µn
kptq ¤ �γn1 kµn

kptq � λn
1k1

k�1̧

i�0

�
k

i



µiptqbnk�i. (9.39)

Recall that in all scalings γn1 � nγ1.
Assume scaling (S1), λn

1 � nλ1, and hn,λn
2 are independent of n. Inequalities eq. (9.39)

for k � 1 yields, for all t ¡ 0,

nλ1k1b ¤ 9µn
1 ptq � nγ1µ

n
1 ptq ¤ nλ1k1b.

Multiplying by enγ1t, a direct integration yields

λ1k1b

γ1
penγ1t � 1q ¤ enγ1tµn

1 ptq � µn
1 p0q ¤ λ1k1b

γ1
penγ1t � 1q,
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so finally
λ1k1b

γ1
�Op 1

n
q ¤ µn

1 ptq ¤ λ1k1b

γ1
�Op 1

n
q.

Iteratively, for all t ¡ 0 and k ¡ 1, there is a constant ckptq ¡ 0 independent of γ1 (where
ckptq depends only on the moment of h and lower moments µn

j ptq, j   k ) such that

λ1k1ckptq
γ1

�Op 1
n
q ¤ µn

kptq ¤ λ1k1ckptq
γ1

�Op 1
n
q.

Assume (S2) i.e. bnk � nkbk. The case k � 1 follows directly from the above calcula-
tions, and for all k ¡ 1 and t ¡ 0,

λ1k1n
kbk

knγ1
�Opnk�2q ¤ µn

kptq ¤ λ1k1n
kbk

nγ1
�Opnk�2q.

Finally, assume (S3). The same method shows that for all t ¡ 0 and k ¥ 1, there is a
constant ck independent of γ1 (ck depends of the moment of h and of λ1) such that

ck

nγ1
�Op 1

n2
q ¤ µn

kptq ¤ ck

nγ1
�Op 1

n2
q.

A similar calculation with gpx1, x2q � x2x
k
1 gives analogous scaling. Namely, we have

An
2x

k
1x2 � p�γn1 k � γ2qxk1x2 � λn

2x
k�1
1 � λn

1k1px2q k�1̧
i�0 �ki
xi1bnk�i,

so that, for k ¥ 1,p�γn1 k � γ2qνnk ptq � λn
2µ

n
k�1 � λn

1k1

k�1̧
i�0 �ki
µn

i ptqbnk�i¤ 9νnk ptq ¤ p�γn1 k � γ2qνnk ptq � λn
2µ

n
k�1 � λn

1k1

k�1̧
i�0 �ki
µn

i ptqbnk�i,
while for k � 0, we obtain 9νn0 � �γ2ν0 � λn

2µ
n
1 .

Then νn0 is uniformly bounded for each scaling (S1),(S2), and (S3). Then, using iteratively
the inequalities for 9νnk , the scaling of µn

k�1 and direct integration yields the desired result
for each scaling.

9.3.7.2 Density evolution equations Let unpt, x1, x2q be the density function ofpxn1 ptq, xn2 ptqq at time t obtained from the solutions of eq. (9.15) - (9.16). The evolution of
the density unpt, x1, x2q is governed byBunpt, x1, x2qBt � BBx1 rγn1 x1unpt, x1, x2qs � BBx2 rpλn

2x� γ2x2qunpt, x1, x2qs� » x1

0
λn
1k1px2qunpt, z, x2qhnpx1 � zqdz � λn

1k1px2qunpt, x1, x2q
(9.40)

when pt, x1, x2q P p0,�8q3. In this subsection, we prove that when n Ñ 8 the density
function unpt, x1, x2q approaches the density vpt, x2q for solutions of either the deterministic
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eq. (9.21) or the stochastic differential eq. (9.22) depending on the scaling. Evolution of
the density function for eq. (9.21) is given by [83]Bvpt, x2qBt � � BBx2 r�γ2x2u0 � λ2kpx2qu0s. (9.41)

Here we note that

kpx2q � bλ1k1px2q{γ1.
Evolution of the density for eq. (9.22) is given byBvpt, x2qBt � BBx2 rγ2x2vpt, x2qs � » x2

0
λ1k1pzqvpt, zqh̄px2 � zqdz � λ1k1px2qvpt, x2q (9.42)

when pt, x2q P p0,�8q2. Here h̄ is given by

h̄px2q � γ1

λ2
hpγ1

λ2
x2q. (9.43)

When hypothesis 9 is satisfied, existence of the above densities have been rigorously proved
in [90, 145]. In particular, for a given initial density

up0, x1, x2q � ppx1, x2q, 0   x, y   �8 (9.44)

that satisfies

ppx1, x2q ¥ 0,

» 8
0

» 8
0

ppx1, x2qdx1dx2 � 1,

there is a unique solution upt, x1, x2q (we drop the indices n for now, the following is valid
for any n ¥ 1) of eq. (9.40) that satisfies the initial condition eq. (9.44) and

upt, x1, x2q ¥ 0,

» 8
0

» 8
0

upt, x1, x2qdx1dx2 � 1

Moreover, if the moments of the initial density satisfy

ukpx2q � » 8
0

xk1ppx1, x2qdx1   �8, �x2 ¡ 0, k � 0, 1, � � � , (9.45)

then the marginal moments

ukpt, x2q � » 8
0

xk1upt, x1, x2qdx1,
are well defined for t ¡ 0 and a.e. x2 ¡ 0, since moments stay finite from the discussion
in paragraph 9.3.7.1. Therefore

lim
x1Ñ8xk1upt, x1, x2q � 0, �t, a.e x2. (9.46)

Here, we will show, using semigroup techniques as in [90, 145], that under the hypothesis 9,
the densities are smooth. We will use the following result

Proposition 62. [103, Corollary 5.6, page 124] Let Y be a subspace of a Banach space
X, with pY, ‖ . ‖Y q a Banach space as well. Let T ptq be a strongly continuous semigroup
on X, with infinitesimal generator C. Then Y is an invariant subspace of T ptq if

– For sufficiently large λ, Y is an invariant subspace of Rpλ,Cq
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– There exist constants c1 and c2 such that, for λ ¡ c2,

‖ Rpλ,Cqj ‖Y¤ c1pλ� c2q�j , j � 1, 2...

– For λ ¡ c2, Rpλ,CqY is dense in Y .

Then, we have

Lemma 63. Assume hypothesis 9. If the initial condition vp0, x2q P C8�L1 then the
unique solution of eq. (9.42) (respectively eq. (9.41)) vpt, x2q P C8�L1. Similarly if the ini-
tial condition up0, x1, x2q P pC8q2�L1 then the unique solution of eq. (9.40) upt, x1, x2q PpC8q2�L1.

Proof. Because the dynamical system given by eq. (9.21) is smooth and invertible, the
result for eq. (9.41) is standard [83, Remark 7.6.2 page 187]. We will show that the result
for eq. (9.42), and the result for eq. (9.40) will follow in a similar fashion. We need to
show that the subspace C80 � L1 is invariant under the action of the semigroup defined
by eq. (9.42). According to [90] (and references therein), we know that the semigroup
defined by eq. (9.42) is a strongly continuous semigroup whose infinitesimal generator C

is characterized by the resolvent

Rpλ,Cqv � lim
NÑ8Rpλ,Aq Ņ

j�0

pP pλ1k1Rpλ,Aqqqjv, (9.47)

for all v P L1, λ ¡ 0, where the limit holds in L1 and A and P are the operators given by

Avpx2q � dpγ2x2vq
dx2

� λ1k1px2qvpx2q,
Pvpx2q � » x2

0
vpzqhpx2 � zqdz,

and the resolvent Rpλ,Aq is given by, for all v P L1,

Rpλ,Aqvpx2q � » 8
x2

1

γ2x2
eQλpzq�Qλpx2qvpzqdz,

with Qλpx2q � �λlnpx2q
γ2

� ³x2

1

λ1k1pzq
γ2z

dz. We also know that for

v P DpAq � tv P L1 : px2vq is absolutely continuous and

�
dpx2vq
dx2


 P L1u,
we have

Cv � Av � P pλ1k1vq. (9.48)

We will now use the result from by proposition 62 above to complete the proof. Note
that according to hypothesis 9, Qλ is a C8 decreasing function, so that for v P C80 ,
Rpλ,Aqv P C80 . Moreover, a simple computation yields, for all λ ¡ γ,| Rpλ,Aqvpx2q | ¤ suppx2,8q | vpzq | 1

λ� γ
¤‖ v ‖8 1

λ� γ
.

Then

‖ pP pλ1k1Rpλ,Aqqqv ‖8¤‖ v ‖8 λ1k1

λ� γ
,
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and

‖ pP pλ1k1Rpλ,Aqqqjv ‖8¤‖ v ‖8 � λ1k1

λ� γ

	j
,

so that convergence in eq. (9.47) holds in C8 and C80 is invariant for Rpλ,Cq. The second
condition in proposition 62 follows then by the previous calculations. Finally, because
Rpλ,Cq � pλ� Cq�1, to show that Rpλ,CqC80 is dense in C80 , it is enough to show thatpλ� CqC80 � C80 .

According to eq. (9.48) and hypothesis 9, this is true.

The main result given below shows that when n is large enough,

un0 pt, x2q � » 8
O

unpt, x1, x2qdx1
gives an approximate solution of eq. (9.41) or eq. (9.42).

Theorem 64. Assume hypothesis 9. Let unp0, x1, x2q P pC8q2�L1, for all n ¥ 1. For
any n ¥ 1, let unpt, x1, x2q be the associated solution of eq. (9.40), and define

un0 pt, x2q � » 8
0

unpt, x1, x2qdx1.
(1) Under the scaling (S1), when nÑ8, un0 pt, x2q approaches the solution of eq. (9.41).

(2) Under the scaling (S2) or (S3), when n Ñ 8, un0 pt, x2q approaches the solution of
eq. (9.42) with h̄ defined by eq. (9.43).

In all cases, convergence holds in C80 , uniformly in time on any bounded time interval.

Proof. Throughout the proof, we omit indices n on unpt, x1, x2q and in the marginal density
un0 pt, x2q, and keep in mind that they depend on the parameter n through eq. (9.40) and
the particular scaling considered. The first calculus is independent of the particular scaling
chosen. Let

ukpt, x2q � » �8
0

xk1upt, x1, x2qdx1, k � 0, 1, � � �
which are well defined from the previous discussion. From eq. (9.40) and (9.46), we haveBukBt � �kγn1 uk � λn

2

Buk�1Bx2 � γ2
Bpx2ukqBx2� » 8

0

» x1

0
λn
1k1px2qxk1upt, z, x2qhnpx1 � zqdzdx1 � λn

1k1px2quk.
Since » 8

0

» x1

0
λn
1k1px2qxk1upt, z, x2qhnpx1 � zqdzdx1 � ķ

j�0�kj
λn
1k1px2quk�jbnj ,

where bnk � ³8
0 zkhnpzqdz. We haveBukBt � �kγn1 uk � λn

2

Buk�1Bx2 � γ2
Bpx2ukqBx2 � λn

1k1px2q ķ

j�1�kj
uk�jbnj .
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In particular, when k � 0, Bu0Bt � �λn
2

Bu1Bx2 � γ2
Bpx2u0qBx2 . (9.49)

When k ¥ 1, we have

1

γn1

BukBt � �kuk � λn
2

γn1

Buk�1Bx2 � γ2

γn1

Bpx2ukqBx2 � 1

γn1
λn
1k1px2q ķ

j�1�kj
uk�jbnj . (9.50)

Proposition 61 allows us to identify the leading terms of eq. (9.50) as n Ñ 8 as given
below. (1) When k ¥ 1 and n Ñ 8, note that all the right hand-side terms are bounded,
and we apply the quasi-equilibrium assumption to eq. (9.50) by assuming

1

n

BukBt � 0

when t ¥ t0 ¡ 0, and hence

uk � � λn
2

kγn1

Buk�1Bx2 � γ2

kγn1

Bpx2ukqBx2 � 1

kγn1
λn
1k1px2q ķ

j�1�kj
uk�jbnj �Op 1
n
q, p�k ¥ 1q.

(9.52)
Now, we are ready to prove the results for the three different scalings.

(S1). For the scaling (S1), λn
1 � nλ1 and we have

uk � 1

k

λ1k1px2q
γ1

ķ

j�1�kj
uk�jbj �Op 1
n
q,

so

u1 � bλ1k1px2q
γ1

u0 �Op 1
n
q, (9.53)

Substituting eq. (9.53) into eq. (9.49), we obtainBu0Bt � BBx2 rγ2x2u0 � λ2kpx2qu0s �Op 1
n
q

with kpx2q � bλ1k1px2q{γ1. Finally, note that

u0pT, x2q � » T

0

Bu0pt, x2qBt dt,

so point (1) in theorem 64 follows and convergence holds in C80 , uniformly in time on any
bounded time interval.

1. However, to be more exact, one needs to consider the weak form associated with eq. (9.50) to have
integrals of un, as in proposition 61. The weak form reads, for any smooth function f P C80

1

γn
1

d

dt

» 8
0

ukpx2qfpx2qdx2 � �k

» 8
0

ukpx2qfpx2qdx2 � λn
2

γn
1

» 8
0

uk�1px2qf 1px2qdx2� γ2

γn
1

» 8
0

yukpx2qf 1px2qdx2 � 1

γn
1

k1px2q ķ

j�1

�
k

j

�
b
n
j

» 8
0

uk�jpx2qfpx2qdx2.

(9.51)

Since uk is a smooth function, there is an equivalence between the strong form (9.50) and its weak form
(9.51). Here, as f (and all its derivatives) is bounded, similar estimates as in Proposition 61 can be
performed, which justifies the identification of leading order terms. To keep the equations simple, we then
perform our calculations on the strong form, while keeping in mind that the identification of leading terms
is justified by the weak form and Proposition 61.
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(S2). We assume the scaling (S2) so hnpzq � 1
n
hp z

n
q and bnk � nkbk and the re-scaled kth

moment

bk � n�kbnk

is independent of n. Hence, from eq. (9.52) and proposition 61, we have

n�pk�1quk � � λ2

kγ1

Bpn�kuk�1qBx2 � γ2

knγ1

Bpx2n�pk�1qukqBx2 � λ1

kγ1
k1px2qu0bk� 1

knγ1
λ1k1px2q k�1̧

j�1

�
k

j



n�pk�j�1quk�jbj� λ1bk

kγ1
k1px2qu0 � λ2

kγ1

Bpn�kuk�1qBx2 �Op 1
n
q.

Therefore,

u1 � b1λ1

γ1
k1px2qu0 � λ2

γ1

BBx2 rn�1u2s �Op 1
n
q� b1λ1

γ1
k1px2qu0 � λ2

γ1

BBx2 rλ1b2

2γ1
k1px2qu0 � λ2

2γ1

Bpn�2u3qBx2 s �Op 1
n
q� b1λ1

γ1
k1px2qu0 � b2

λ2

2!γ21

BBx2 pλ1k1px2qu0q� λ2
2

2!γ21

B2Bx22 rλ1b3

3γ1
k1px2qu0 � λ2

3γ1

Bpn�3u4qBx2 s �Op 1
n
q� � � � � � � � � � � �� 8̧

k�0

p�λ2qkpk � 1q!γk�1
1

bk�1
BkBxk2 pλ1k1px2qu0q �Op 1

n
q.

Thus, when n Ñ8, we have, using Taylor development series of u0,�λ2
Bu1Bx2 Ñ 8̧

k�1

p�λ2qk
k!

pγ�k
1 bkq BkBxk2 pλ1k1px2qu0q� 8̧

k�1

1

k!
p�λ2

γ1
qkp» 8

0
xk1hpx1qdx1q BkBxk2 pλ1k1px2qu0q� » 8

0
h̄px1q� 8̧

k�1

1

k!
p�x1qk BkBxk2 pλ1k1px2qu0q� dx1� » 8

0
h̄px1qpλ1k1px2 � x1qu0pt, x2 � x1q � λ1k1px2qu0pt, x2qqdx1� » 8

0
h̄px1qλ1k1px2 � x1qu0pt, x2 � x1qdx1 � λ1k1px2qu0pt, x2q� � » �8
x2

h̄px2 � zqλ1k1pzqu0pt, zqdz � λ1k1px2qu0pt, x2q� » x2

0
h̄px2 � zqλ1k1pzqu0pt, zqdz � λ1k1px2qu0pt, x2q.

(here we note k1pzq � 0 when z   0). Therefore, from eq. (9.49), when γ1 Ñ 0, u0
approaches to the solution of eq. (9.42), and the desired result follows.
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(S3). Now, we consider the case of scaling (S3) so λn
2 � nλ2. From eq. (9.52) and

proposition 61, we have

uk � �1

k

λ2

γ1

Buk�1Bx2 � γ2

knγ1

Bpx2ukqBx2 � 1

knγ1
λ1k1px2qu0bk� 1

knγ1
λ1k1px2q k�1̧

j�1�kj
uk�jbj� 1

knγ1
λ1k1px2qu0bk � 1

k

λ2

γ1

Buk�1Bx2 �Op 1
n2
q.

Therefore,

u1 � 1

nγ1
λ1k1px2qu0b1 � λ2

γ1

BBx2u2 �Op 1
n2
q� 1

nγ1
λ1k1px2qu0b1 � λ2

γ1

BBx2 r 1

2nγ1
λ1k1px2qu0b2 � 1

2

λ2

γ1

BBx2u3s �Op 1
n2
q� 1

nγ 1

λ1k1px2qu0b1 � 1

2!

λ2

nγ21
b2

BBx2 rλ1k1px2qu0s� 1

2!
pλ2

γ1
q2 BBx2 r 1

3nγ1
λ1k1px2qu0b3 � 1

3

λ2

γ1

BBx1u4s �Op 1
n2
q� � � � � � � � �� � 1

nλ2

8̧
k�1 1

k!
p�λ2

γ1
qkbk Bk�1Bxk�12

rλ1k1px2qu0s �Op 1
n2
q.

Thus, when n Ñ8, in a manner similar to the above argument, we have�nλ2
Bu1Bx2 Ñ 8̧

k�1 1

k!
p�λ2

γ1
qkbk BkBxk2 rλ1k1px2qu0s� » y

0
h̄py � zqλ1k1pzqu0pt, zqdz � λ1k1px2qu0pt, x2q,

and the result follows.

9.4 From discrete to continuous bursting model

We show here that the discrete bursting model BD1, converge either to a continuous
deterministic model or to a continuous bursting model, when an appropriate scaling is
used. The precise result is stated in paragraph 9.4.6.

We are going to state here results of convergence of Pure-Jump Markov processes using
standard techniques [36]. We will look from now on the semigroup defined on the space of
bounded measurable function, rather than on L1. While going from the discrete model to
the continuous model, one needs to make the local jumps smaller and smaller so that they
will eventually becomes continuous, whereas the non-local jumps will stay discontinuous.
Appropriate assumptions on the coefficient needs to be made. We give here a rigorous
proof of the validity of the continuous approximation, using a classical generator limit.
We obtain a convergence of the stochastic process, that contains more information than
solely the asymptotic distribution. As said, these techniques are not knew, but seems to
have been rarely used for Piecewise deterministic process with jumps (see for instance the
recent reference [25], where various limiting processes are obtained in a general settings
for a finite number of reaction).
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For the sake of completeness, and to make apparent the specificity on the choices of
scaling of coefficient, we first state a mean-field limit where the pure-jump Markov process
converges to the solution of an Ordinary Differential Equation (theorem 65) and then state
the convergence of the pure-jump Markov process towards the Piecewise deterministic
process with jumps (theorem 66).

9.4.1 Discrete model

We look at the continuous-time Markov Chain Xt on the positive integer space, with
transition kernel given by

Kpx, dyq � γpxqδ�1pdyq � λpxq
ŗ¥1 hrδrpdyq

where δi denotes the Dirac mass in i. Let Ft be the natural Xt-adapted filtration. Then
the following expression holds

Xt � X0 � » t

0

�� γpXsq � λpXsqErhs	ds�Mt

where Mt is a Ft-Martingale, and

Mt �
J̧n¤t∆Xn � » t

0

»
R� yKpXs, dyqds

where Jn are jump times of pXtqt¥0. Then Mt has for quadratic variation  M ¡t� » t

0

�
γpXsq � λpXsqE2rhs	ds

9.4.2 Normalized discrete model

We change the reaction rates γ,λ and jump size probability hr respectively by γN , λN , hNr .
We note the associated solution X̃N and define the process

XN ptq � 1

N
X̃N

Then it is easy to see that XN is a continuous-time Markov chain of transition kernel

KN px, dyq � γN pNxqδ� 1

N
pdyq � λN pNxq

ŗ¥1 hNr δ r
N
pdyq

and

XN
t � XN

0 � » t

0

�� 1

N
γN pNXN

s q � 1

N
λN pNXN

s qErhN s	ds�MN
t (9.54)

where MN
t is an L2-Martingale

MN
t � ¸

JN
n ¤t∆XN

n � » t

0

»
R� yKN pXN

s , dyqds
and MN

t has for quadratic variation  MN ¡t� » t

0

� 1

N2
γN pNXN

s q � 1

N2
λN pNXN

s qE2rhN s	ds
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9.4.3 Limit model 1

We look at the deterministic process defined by

x1t � x0 � » t

0

�� γpx1sq � λpx1sqErhs	ds
9.4.4 Limit model 2

We look at the process defined by

xt � x0 � » t

0

�� γpxsq � λpxsqErhs	ds�Mt (9.55)

where Mt is an L2-Martingale

Mt �
J̧n¤t∆xJn � » t

0

»
R� yKpxs, dyqds

and Kpxs, dyq � λpxsq1y¥xshpy � xsq. Mt has for quadratic variation M ¡t� » t

0
λpxsqE2rhsds

9.4.5 Convergence theorem 1

The first result concern a classical fluid limit (or thermodynamic limit) when the jump
intensity is faster and faster and the jump size smaller and smaller, such that the mean
velocity stays finite. Because we include unbounded jump rate function, we need to restrict
to convergence on compact time interval.

Theorem 65. Let λ and γ be nonnegative locally Lipschitz functions on r0,8q, and h

be a density function on p0,8q with a finite first moment, i.e. Erhs � ³8
0 xhpxqdx   8.

Take any T ¡ 0 such that there is a unique solution to the ordinary differential equation
on r0, T s, starting at x0 ¥ 0,

dx

dt
� λpxqErhs � γpxq.

Now take a closed set D that contains the trajectory up to T , i.e. pxtq0¤t¤T � D. Let S
be a relatively open set of D, S � D. Suppose we have the following scaling laws, for any
N ¡ 0 and x ¥ 0,

γN pxq � Nγpxq
λN pxq � Nλpxq
hN pxq � » x�1

x

hpyqdy
For any sequence N Ñ8, let XN be the associated Pure-Jump Markov Process described
above by eq. (9.54). Let τN be the exit time of S, i.e. τN � inftt ¥ 0,XN

t R Su. Then
limXN p0q � x0 implies that, for every δ ¡ 0,

lim
NÑ8P

�
sup

0¤t¤T |XN
s^τN � xs^τN | ¡ δ

	 � 0
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Proof. This result is contained in many text books (see for instance [81, thm 2.11], or for
the corresponding martingale method [26, thm 2.8]) and is the consequence of the three
followings facts (according to [81, thm 2.11]). For any N , let SN � S

�p 1
N
Nq.

– The time-averaged rate of change is always finite,

sup
N

sup
xPSN

λN pxq »
1

N
N

|y � x|KNpx, dyq¤ sup
N

sup
xPSN

�
γpxq � λpxqErhs�  8

– There exists a positive sequence δN Ñ 0 such that

lim
NÑ8 sup

xPSN

λN pxq »|y�x|¡δN

|y � x|KN px, dyq � 0

Indeed, for any η ¡ 0, consider δN � maxpM, 1q 1
N

and M is such that

sup
xPS λpxq » 8

M

yhpyqdy   η

– The difference between the deterministic dynamical system and the time-averaged
rates of change does to zero

lim
NÑ8 sup

xPSN

|pλpxqErhs � γpxqq � λN pxq »
1

N
N

py � xqKN px, dyq| � 0

9.4.6 Convergence theorem 2

We are now going to show that the re-scaled discrete model converge to the limiting
model 2 as N Ñ8 under the specific assumptions

Hypothesis 10. – γN pNxq � Nγpxq, for all x ¥ 0,
– λN pNxq � λpxq, for all x ¥ 0,

–
°

r¥1 e
r θ
N hNr

NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ ³8
0 eyθhpyqdy.

We also suppose that the rates λ and γ are linearly bounded and γp0q � 0, namely
– 0 ¤ λpxq ¤ λ0 � λ1x

– 0 ¤ γpxq ¤ γ0 � γ1x and γp0q � 0
The second hypothesis guarantee that the process stay non-negative, and the first one gives
non-explosion property. We finally make the additional assumption» 8

0
y2hpyqdy   8,

which will allow us to get a control of the second moment.

We prove now that

Theorem 66. Under hypotheses 10, the process XN
t solution of eq. 9.54 converges in

distribution in Dpr0, T s,R�q towards xt, solution of eq. 9.55, for any T ¡ 0, as N Ñ8.

We will use standard argument and decompose the proof in 3 steps: tightness, identi-
fication of the limit and uniqueness of the limit.
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Step 1: Tightness We start by proving some moment estimates. Using the expression
of the transition kernel KN , it follows that

ErXN
t s ¤ ErXN

0 s � » t

0
ErhN sErλpXN

s qsds
Then, due to the assumption on λ,

ErXN
t s ¤ ErXN

0 s � » t

0
ErhN spλ0 � λ1ErXN

s sqds
Note that due to assumption on hN , ErhN s is convergent, hence bounded. Then, by
Grönwall inequality, for any T ¡ 0, if EXN

0   8, we have

sup
tPr0,T sEXN

t   8
For any p ¥ 2, note that

ŗ¥1

px� r

N
qphNr � xp �

ŗ¥1

� p̧

k�1

�
p

k



xp�k rk

Nk

	
hNr ,� p̧

k�1

�
p

k



xp�k

Nk
ŗ¥1

rkhNr ,� p̧

k�1

�
p

k



xp�k

Nk
E
krhN s.

Then, we deduce

ErpXN
t qps ¤ ErpXN

0 qps � » t

0
pλ0 � λ1ErXN

s sq p̧

k�1

�
p

k



ErpXN

s qp�ksEkrhN s
Nk

ds.

Hence, according to the assumption on hN and Grönwall inequality, we show by recurrence
on p, if ErpXN

0 qps   8, then

sup
tPr0,T sErpXN

t qps   8.

We prove by similar argument that

sup
n

Er sup
tPr0,T sXN

t s   8,

sup
n

Er sup
tPr0,T spXN

t q2s   8.

Now note that XN
t is the semi-Martingale, with finite variation part

V N
t � » t

0
�γpXN

s q � λpXN
s qErhN sN

ds,

and Martingale MN
t of quadratic variation MN ¡t� » t

0

1

N
γpXN

s q � λpXN
s qE2rhN s

N2
ds.
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Then using moment estimates above and assumptions on rates γ and λ, it comes

sup
N

Er sup
tPr0,T s | V N

t |s   8,

sup
N

Er sup
tPr0,T s  MN ¡ts   8.

Similarly, for any δ ¡ 0, for any sequence pSN , TN q of couples of stopping times such that
Sn ¤ Tn ¤ T and Tn ¤ Sn � δ, we can show that

sup
N

Er| V N
TN

� V N
SN

|s   Cδ,

sup
N

Er| MN ¡TN
�  MN ¡SN

|s   Cδ,

where C is a constant that depends only of λ0,λ1,γ0,γ1,h and T .
Then by Aldous-Rebolledo and Roelly’s criteria ([73],[119]), this ensures that XN

t is
tight in DpR�,R�q with the standard Skorokhod topology.

step 2: Identification of the limit Let’s consider an adherence value x of the sequence
XN and denote again XN the subsequence that converges in law to x in Dpr0, T s,R�q.
For any k ¡ 0, let 0 ¤ t1 ¤ . . . ¤ tk   s   t ¤ T and φ1,. . .,φk P CbpR�,Rq. For
y P Dpr0, T s,R�q, we define, for suitable f

Ψpyq � φ1pyt1q . . . φkpytkq�f pytq � f pysq � » t

s

p�γpyuqf 1pyuq� λpyuq » 8
0

hpyqf pyu � yqdy � f pyuqqdu�.
Then | ErΨpxqs |¤ A�B � C where

A � | ErΨpxqs � ErΨpXnqs |,
B � | ErΨpXnqs � Erφ1pXN

t1
q . . . φkpXN

tk
qpMf,N

t �Mf,N
s qs |,

C � | Erφ1pXN
t1
q . . . φkpXN

tk
qpMf,N

t �Mf,N
s qs | .

By the Martingale property, C � 0. The map y P Dpr0, T s,R�q ÞÑ Ψpyq is continuous as
soon pt1, . . . , tk, s, tq does not intersect a denumerable set of points of r0, T s where y is not
continuous. Then the convergence in distribution of XN to x implies that A converges to
0 when N Ñ8. Finally,

B ¤ E

�» t

s

| γpXN
u q |

N
| f2pXN

u � εnu
n
q |� λpXN

u q | �
ŗ¥1

hNr f pXN
u � r

N
q � » 8

0
hpyqf pXN

u � yqdy	 | du�,
with εnu P r0, 1s. Then B Ñ 0 as N Ñ8 according to the assumptions above.

step 3 : Uniqueness In step 2, we have shown that adherence values of Xn has to be
solution of the Martingale problem associated to the generator A,

Af pxq � �γpxq df
dx

� λpxq� » 8
0

f px� yqhpyqdy � f pxq	.
It is known ([27]) that under our assumption we have a strong solution of eq. (9.55), so
uniqueness of the solution of the martingale problem associated to A holds, using [36,
corollaire 4.4 p187] (see part 0 proposition 8).
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9.4.7 Interpretation

Lets consider the master equation eq. (8.1) in the specific example 5. We can see this
master equation as a biochemical master equation ([45]). Then, the degradation reaction
being a first order reaction, the propensity γn is independent of the “size“ of the cell. But
the burst production reaction is a zero-order reaction, and hence is proportional to the
size, that is

λn � λV
1�KnN

Λ�∆KnN

Note that in the last expression, the Hill function occurred as an elimination procedure
of the repressors molecule (see for instance [91]). Parameters Λ and ∆ are dimensionless
parameters, and the parameter K is the reaction rate constant of the binding of N proteins
to a single repressor molecule, and then is the reaction rate constant of an pN � 1q-order
reaction. Then

K � K0V
�N

Now let define the rescaled variable Xε � K
1{N
0

Xt

V
, we get, with ε � K

1{N
0

V
,

P
�
x ÞÑ x� ε|Xε

t � x
� � γ

ε
x

P
�
x ÞÑ x� rε|Xε

t � x
� � λK

1{N
0

ε

1� xN

Λ�∆xN
p1� bqbr�1

The mean burst size of this rescaled variable is then b
1�b

ε. Hence the jumps become smaller
and more frequent as εÑ 0. We recover in the limit a continuous and deterministic pro-
cess, the situation of the theorem 65.

Now suppose the burst production rate does not increase with the size of the cell, but
the burst size does. With the scaling of theorem 66, if h is an exponential distribution
of mean parameter b, then hε is a geometric distribution of parameter 1 � e�b{ε Ñ 1 as
εÑ 0, and then the mean burst size increases inversely proportional to ε.

Remark 67. In practice, if we don’t know a priori the size of the system, we expect the
following ε to be appropriate, depending on the case,

ε � γ

λ0
� Degradation rate

Burst frequence

ε � Kn � pBinding Rate constantqn
ε � 1� b

b
� 1

mean burst size

Much caution must be taken while choosing the ε, because in practice the size of the system
doesn’t go into infinity, so that a too small ε would lead to misunderstanding. For instance,
In [153], one can found the following rates taken from other literatures:

λmRNA � 1, 0min�1

γmRNA � 1, 0min�1

γprotein � 0, 01min�1

Number of protein for one mRNA � 30

so that the continuous approximation with ε � 0.01 would give a degradation rate of order
1min�1, a bursting rate of order 1min�1 and a mean burst size of 0.3.
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This chapter deals with protein aggregation models. These models are dealing with
the dynamics of the formation of polymers (aggregates) formed of proteins, and related to
a number of applications in physics and biology.

In section 1, the biological problem associated to prion diseases is presented, along
with the experimental observations, obtained by the biologists who work with us, and
the interesting questions they raised. We also review the literature on aggregation kinetic
models. The application of our theoretical work (to be described below) to the specific
model of prion diseases, was done in a collaboration with a team of biologists, directed by
Jean-Pierre Liautard (Centre de Recherche sur les Pathogènes et Biologie pour la Santé
(CPBS), Université Montpellier-2). In vitro nucleation-polymerization experiments has
been analyzed quantitatively, and specially their heterogeneity.

In section 2, the formulation of the chosen model is presented, in order to investigate the
questions raised by the experimental observations. This model is composed of a discrete
size Becker-Döring model with finite maximal size, and a discrete size polymerization-
fragmentation model. Then, a time-scale reduction is performed, based on biological
hypotheses, to reduce the complexity of the model. This reduction highlights links between
a conservative form and a non-conservative form of the Becker-Döring model.

In section 3, the first assembly time of a given fixed size aggregate is studied. Both
a conservative and non-conservative form of a Becker-Döring model are used. Our main
findings is that the stochastic and finite particle formulation gives different results from the
deterministic and infinite particle formulation. In particular, we are able to characterize
some discrepancies, to highlight finite system-size effect and to quantify the stochasticity in
the first assembly time. In a stochastic formulation, the first assembly time may never be
reached (and hence has an infinite mean time), and displays surprising non-monotonicity
with respect to aggregation rates. Also, it is found that the mean first assembly time has
very different relationship with respect to the initial quantity of particle, depending on the
parameter region. Indeed, the mean first assembly time may be strongly correlated with
the initial quantity of particle or very weakly. Finally, the distribution of this first assembly
time can have various different forms (Exponential, Weibull, bimodal), and may be far from
a symmetric Gaussian, as a typical mean-field approach would have predicted. Then, such
findings may have significant importance when analyzing aggregation experiments, and
help us to understand the experimental observations on prion experiments. This study
has been the subject of a preprint, with Maria R D’Orsogna and Tom Chou.

In section 4, the large population limit is investigated. Starting from a purely indi-
vidual and stochastic polymerization-fragmentation model (sometimes called the direct
simulation process), a convergence towards a hybrid infinite monomer population / finite
polymer population is shown. This study follows many recent contributions on limit the-
orem from discrete to continuous model. In particular, standard martingale techniques
are used to obtain a convergence in law of the stochastic process. The novelty lies in
the fact that the asymptotic model seems to have never been applied in such field. Its
hybrid structure may be a good balance between fully discrete and fully continuous model,
and may be well adapted to quantify the heterogeneity of the prion proliferation observed
experimentally. This work is an ongoing project with Erwan Hingant (Université Lyon 1).

The aim of our analytical study developed in both sections 3 - 4 is to quantify the
amount of stochasticity, to validate or invalidate kinetic hypotheses, and to deduce pa-
rameter values from experiments. This work is an ongoing project with Teresa Alvarez-
Martinez, Samuel Bernard, Jean-Pierre Liautard and Laurent Pujo-Menjouet.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, mathematical models of protein aggregation kinetics are studied. These
models are conceived to represent faithfully the aggregation dynamics of a particular pro-
tein, the prion protein, and to explain the experimental observations. Thus, we start to
introduce the necessary biological concepts and motivations, before going to the mathe-
matical study. Firstly, the diseases linked to the dynamics of aggregation of this prion
protein are reviewed in section 1.1. Secondly, the main kinetic hypotheses for this protein
aggregation model are introduced in subsections 1.1.0.1 - 1.2. Thirdly, to motivate the
mathematical study of such a model, the different experimental techniques used for prion
modeling are presented in subsection 1.3. The specific in vitro experiments we used on
prion aggregation kinetic are described in subsection 1.4, and the main unusual feature
associated to it is explained. Finally, we end up this introduction by a mini literature
review on coagulation-fragmentation model, in order to give an overall picture of the field.

1.1 Biological background: what is the prion?

Diseases such as Creutzfeldt-Jacob or Kuru for human, and bovine spongiform en-
cephalopathies (BSE), scrapie (in sheep) or chronic-wasting disease for animals are all
spongiform encephalopathies and belong to a larger class of neurodegenerative disorders
([103]). The key features of spongiform encephalopathies are the followings: they are transmissible, and the agent responsible for such transmission is a protein

(rather than a virus, bacteria...), called prion. It is usually referred to the protein-
only hypothesis, and to any disease related to it as a “prion disease”; they are characterized by a long incubation time (up to 50 years in humans). This
phase is followed by a rapid and dramatic clinical phase (some months or a few years),
leading to brain damage and death. Symptoms are convulsions, dementia, ataxia
(balance and coordination dysfunction), and behavioral or personality changes; they affect the structure of the brain or other neural tissue, and amyloid plaques,
formed of protein aggregates, are observed. Such region are spongiform. No immune
response has been detected; No treatments are known, and no diagnostic during the incubation time are known.

From an historical point of view, the biologist Tikvah Alper and mathematician John
Stanley Griffith ([64]) first developed the hypothesis during the 1960s that some transmis-
sible spongiform encephalopathies are caused by an infectious agent consisting solely of
proteins. This hypothesis had lots of impact, in molecular biology, for its potential contra-
diction with the so-called “central dogma” (see chapter 1). It was in 1982 that Stanley B.
Prusiner announced that his team had purified the hypothetical infectious prion, and that
the infectious agent consisted only of a specific protein ([123]). Nowadays, prion diseases
are still a major public health issue. Such diseases are then transmissible, within a same
species or from species to species (including from animals to human), or can also appear
spontaneously. The control of occurrences and transmissions of such diseases is related to
a better understanding of involved mechanism inside organisms. The difficulty is that the
mechanisms involved occur at very different time scale, including large time scale, hardly
captured by experimental observations. Then there have been numerous theoretical mod-
eling approaches to help understanding such mechanisms (see subsection 1.5 for a small
review).

It has generally been accepted that spongiform encephalopathies result from the ag-
gregation of an ubiquitous protein, the so-called prion protein, into amyloids ([29], [39],
[123]). It is also believed that the formation of prion amyloid is due to a change of the
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prion protein conformation ( [97], [38]). The normal (or non-pathological) conformation
of this protein is called PrPC (standing for cellular Prion Protein). This protein can
misfold (change conformation), and the misfolded protein has a tendency to form aggre-
gates. These aggregates are referred as PrPSc (standing for Scrapie Prion Protein). The
aggregation process leads to a decrease of PrPC level by a conversion mechanism. One
difficulty of understanding the cause of the pathology relies on the very different form prion
aggregates can take, and the many different possible kinetic pathways that lead to such
aggregates (see the next paragraph for aggregation kinetics controversy). In particular, to
the best of our knowledge, it is not sure what is the exact cause of the disease. It could
be due either to some specific form of aggregates — it is not known actually which of the
different aggregate forms of the prion could be toxic, and what are the exact pathogenic
mechanisms leading to the disease [74] — or, as said above, it could be due to a PrPC

monomer decay. The protein population decreases is indeed the consequence of protein
polymerization to the PrPSc polymers after a specific conformation change. However,
in any case, the overall dynamic of the process is still relevant to understand the main
features of the disease.

1.1.0.1 Debates on different aggregation kinetics. In the previous decades, the
kinetic of amyloid formations has been the subject to extensive researches and is still
currently under investigation. For a good review on protein aggregation kinetics, see [110]
for instance. One of the particularity of prion protein aggregation is that the different and
many possible pathways leading to the formation of amyloid fibers from single proteins
(monomers) or pre-formed seeds (polymers) are not fully understood and still subject to
controversy [83], [72].

The early process of transconformation of prion protein is also subject to debate. It
is generally accepted that this process does not involve any other molecules although it
could be mediated by another misfolded protein ([94], [123], [5]). Recent studies using
dynamic models tried to explain possible routes of spontaneous protein folding ([20],[41]).

1.2 The Lansbury’s nucleation/polymerization theory

The main stream molecular theory to explain the prion polymer dynamic is the one
introduced by Lansbury et al. in 1995 [29]. In this paper, the authors investigate the
formation of large aggregates of proteins ordered by specific contacts. The model, based
on nucleation-dependent protein polymerization, describes various well-characterized pro-
cesses, including protein crystallization, microtubule assembly, flagellum assembly, sickle-
cell hemoglobin fibril formation, bacteriophage procapsid assembly, actin polymerization
and amyloid polymerization.
Inspiring different groups of biologists and mathematicians who tried later on to improve
this first model, their ideas are based on the following biological assumptions. The normal
PrPC protein does not aggregate by itself. But a misfolded form of it is able to aggregate,
and the aggregates are called PrPSc. Such misfolded form can appear spontaneously from
spatial and chemical modification of PrPC . When PrPSc are present, they start to aggre-
gate the misfolded protein by addition of one by one protein. Firstly, the early aggregation
formation requires a series of association steps that are thermodynamically unfavorable
(with an association constant K ! 1). These aggregation steps are unfavorable up to a
given size (that is not currently known), which is referred to the nucleus size. Secondly,
once a nucleus is formed, further addition of monomer becomes thermodynamically favor-
able (with an association constant K " 1) resulting in rapid polymerization/growth ([49],
[26], [4], [6]). The model is the named nucleation-dependent polymerization model, be-
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cause the overall polymerization dynamic depend strongly on whether a nucleus is present
or not. Starting from a homogeneous pool of monomer, the formation of the first nucleus
(an event called nucleation), leads to a drastic change in the dynamic. The first step,
corresponding to nucleation, is a very unstable process and can be more stochastic than
deterministic, while the second and further steps would be quite straightforward and more
deterministic.

According to this theory, because of its high stochasticity, nucleus formation would be
considered as a kinetic barrier to sporadic prion diseases. But this barrier could be over-
come by infection with a large polymer. The disease would not be spontaneous anymore,
it could be transmitted (on purpose or not) by a PrPSc polymer (called seed) which would
directly lead to the second deterministic step since no formation of the first nucleus would
be required.

Finally, long PrPSc polymers are also subject to fragmentation. They can break to
smaller polymers, which lead to a multiplication of aggregation sites, and then to an
exponential growing phase of the total protein mass contained in polymers [29].

1.3 Experimental observations available

There are mainly four levels on which experimental data on prion diseases can be
collected. A first level is a population level. The number of infected people can be recorded

and followed along time. For humans, due to the difficulty of the diagnostic and
the long incubation time, few significant and robust data exists. The situation
is slightly better for animals, specifically on bovines (mostly in Europe) or deers
(North-America) [143]. A second level is the cellular level. It is possible to follow an in vivo cell population
in animals, or to make a culture of cells, infected by PrPSc aggregate. However,
for both, the great complexity of cell dynamics (extra cellular interactions, different
feedbacks, etc.) make it hard to collect pertinent information on the dynamics of
the event that lead to cell infection. An open question concerned the interaction
between the prion amyloids and the subcellular environment (where the prions are
formed? how does it depends on the cell behaviour? and so on...). See [101] for
some related questions. A third level, which we will be interested in, is the protein level. The progress of
physical methods and techniques has made possible to partially study the structure
of prion protein, for both the PrPC and the PrPSc. Then a variety of different
structures of prion amyloids have been characterized (see [109, 121] for some review
of what is known on the molecular basis). However, due to the highly unstable form
of the misfolded prion monomer, and its small size aggregates, the intermediate
form (between the monomer to large polymer) are not well characterized. Still at
this level, recent techniques allow to perform in vitro conversion of prion protein into
PrPSc polymer, and to follow the dynamic of this conversion through fluorescence
markers. These techniques requires to use a modified form of the PrPC , called the
recombinant PrPC . From a homogeneous pool of recombinant PrPC protein, the
formation of polymer and larger amyloids is observable. The amount of mass (or
rather the intensity of fluorescence, supposedly linearly correlated) that is present in
polymers can be recorded trough time, within a time scale that is conceivable in a
laboratory (typically 24h or a week). The main drawbacks of such method is that the
recombinant PrPC protein has been modified chemically, and may not hence repro-
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duce faithfully the feature of the original prion PrPC protein. It also requires high
protein concentration, to a level that exceeds physiological concentration. Whether
or not the obtained amyloids are able to generate infectiousity is also still unclear
[138]. Finally, let us mention that some techniques also permit to measure the size
of the amyloid obtained experimentally. A fourth level, even smaller, concern the atomic level of the protein. The idea is to
precisely understand the physical and spatial structure of the protein , to characterize
its stability and investigate all possible transconformation [20].

In vitro polymerization experiments of prion protein give some interesting insights of
what could be the different mechanisms involved in the process. Interestingly, a main
dynamical characteristic of the mechanism is used experimentally. Indeed, the PMCA
(Protein Misfolding Cyclic Amplification) consists of successive phase of incubation and
sonication in order to obtain lot of polymer fragments. During incubation, the polymer
are supposed to growth by aggregation, and the sonication breaks large polymers, and
hence speed up the next incubation phase, and so on. Agitating during polymerization
experiments also speed up the polymerization process. We discern between two kinds of
in vitro polymerization experiments: Those started with a homogeneous pool of protein recombinant are called nucleation

experiments. In these experiment, the time required for the polymerization to truly
start can be measured. According to Lansbury’s theory, such time is related to the
waiting time for one nucleus to appear. We refer either to the first assembly time,
to the nucleation time, or to the lag time. A second kind of experiments is the seeding experiment. In such experiments, a pre-
formed seed (a large polymer) is present initially with and a pool of recombinant
prion protein.

In both experiments, as well as in nucleation experiments, we can record through time
the intensity of fluorescence, which relates to the total mass present in polymers. Such
measures allow in particular to look at the speed of the polymerization process. We
present more in detail in the next section the qualitative and quantitative behavior of the
nucleation-polymerization process.

For in vitro polymerization experiments, one of the challenges resides in the low sensi-
tivity to the dynamical properties of the polymerization on initial concentration of prion
protein ([13], [54], [115], [120]), as well as to the high heterogeneity of the outcomes. But
before precisely defining such concept, the result of polymerization experiments are shown
in details.

1.4 Observed Dynamics

We present here the in vitro polymerization experiments performed by the biologists
who work with us. All experiments were previously published [100], [3]. Firstly, we
give details about the experimental set up. Secondly, we present a typical outcome of
a polymerization experiments. Thirdly, we show statistics on the nucleation time and
polymerization speed deduced from the nucleation experiments. Finally, we explain the
qualitative features of the seeding experiments, and the information that can be extracted
from it.

Nucleation-Polymerisation experiments were performed with an initial population of
recombinant Prion protein (rPrP ) from Syrian hamster (Misocricetus auratus) and pro-
duced as described previously([100]). Protein concentrations were determined by spec-
trophotometry (Beckman spectrophometer) using an extinction coefficient of 25 327 M-
1cm-1 at 278 nm and a molecular mass of 16,227 kDa. Samples containing 0.4 to 1.2
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mg/ml of the oxidized form of HaPrP90-231 (recombinant PrPC , rPrP ) were incubated
for 1-5 days with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 1M GdnHCl, 2.44 M urea, 150 mM
NaCl (Buffer B). The rPrP spontaneously converted into the fibrillar isoform upon con-
tinuous shaking at 250 rpm in conical plastic tubes (Eppendorf). The kinetics of amyloid
formation was monitored in SpectraMax Gemini XS (Molecular Devices). Samples con-
taining 0.1 to 1.2 mg/ml of the oxidized form of HaPrP90-231 (rPrP ) were incubated
upon continuous shaking at 1350 rpm in 96-well plates and in the presence of ThT (10
µM). The kinetics was monitored by measuring the fluorescence intensity using 445 nm
excitation and 485 and 500 nm emission. Every set of measurements was performed in
triplicates, and the results were averaged.

In figure 2.1a are presented results of several nucleation experiments performed as de-
scribed above. The ThT fluorescence is used as a measurable quantity, correlated (suppos-
edly linearly) to the total mass of polymers during experiments. A population of monomer
recombinant Prion protein (rPrP ) at a given concentration (from 0.1 to 1.2 mg/mL) is
present initially, together with ThT fluorescent. The rPrP spontaneously converts into
fibrillar isoform (polymer), upon which the ThT binds. Then the polymerization kinetic
is monitored by measuring the fluorescence intensity for 1 � 5 days. From figure 2.1a
the diversity and heterogeneity (to be explained further) of the experimental results can
be immediately observed. However, experiments were performed in same experimental
conditions, with the same recombinant prion protein. The aim of quantitative analysis
of polymerization kinetics is to validate or invalidate kinetic hypotheses and to determine
parameters values. For this, quantitative information has to be determined from experi-
mental results. For this, the experimental curve is fitted with the general equation of a
sigmoid (figure 2.1b).
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Figure 2.1: (a) Time (in hours) evolution of the ThT fluorescence (arbitraty units) in var-
ious spontaneous polymerization. The ThT fluorescence is used as a measurable quantity,
correlated to the total mass of polymers. The experiments were performed in two different
conditions (left and right panel), with an initial population of recombinant prion protein
(PrPc). Each type of symbol corresponds to one experiment, and each symbol corresponds
to a time measurement. For each experiment, the experimental set of measurements was
fitted according to a sigmoid given by eq. (1.1) and shown in solid lines. (b) The solid line
is a sigmoid function given by eq. (1.1). We can see the definition of the key parameters
on this curve: vmax is the maximal slope of the sigmoid, which is achieved at the inflexion
point. The tangent at this point is represented in dotted line. We note 1

τ
the maximal

speed, normalized by the mass that polymerized, which is named by a on the figure. Then
Tlag is the waiting time for the polymerization to start. See the text for more details.
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We first note that the mass of polymer follows an evolution shaped as a sigmoid (fig-
ure 2.1b) given by the general following sigmoid equation,

F � y0 � a

1� e
�pt�Tiq

τ

. (1.1)

This equation is phenomenological but gives a rather good estimate of some parameters
used to compare the models with the experiments. Four quantities appear to be character-
istic of the prion aggregation dynamic. Firstly, Fmax � a� y0 is the maximal fluorescent
value reached asymptotically, at the end of the experiment (while y0 is the initial level
of fluorescence). Secondly, 1

τ
is the (normalized) maximal polymerization rate, which is

achieved at t � Ti, the inflexion point. Finally, the lag time Tlag is the waiting time for
the true start of polymerization. In our stochastic model, the start of the polymerization
is due to a discrete event (the first nucleation). However, this supposedly discrete event
is not observable experimentally, and the continuous and smooth sigmoid curve we used
to fit experimental results cannot give such information. Then, in agreement with the
literature, the lag time is defined as the time required to measure a given fraction of the
maximum value, say 10%. This time can only be measured on the sigmoid curve. This
time is actually very close (1) to the formula given by Lee et al. ([95]), which linked the
lag time to Ti and τ by the equation (see figure 2.1b) as

Tlag � Ti � 2τ.

All these quantities (Fmax, y0, a, τ , Ti, Tlag) can be measured on each experimental curve
as sampled in figure 2.1a. We can see on figure 2.1a that the dynamic of prion amyloid
formation on each experiment is high heterogeneous, even if they were obtained under
the same experimental conditions. Namely, each of the three quantities Tlag, τ and Fmax,
on which we mainly focus, are highly variable from one experiment to another. Let us
first present statistics for each one, how they correlate with the initial concentration of
protein, and finally how they correlated within each other. We will see that such analysis
suggests a stochastic formulation of a nucleation-polymerization model, which gives rise
to a heterogeneity in the dynamics of polymerization, as well as in the obtained structure
of polymers. This analysis is partially described in a recent paper [3].

1.4.1 Nucleation Time Statistics

The initial concentration of protein and the lag time are usually inversely correlated
in protein nucleation experiments ([54], [40], [13]). This feature is common in different
fields of physics and biology (polymer, crystallization). However, in these experiments,
these two quantities are very poorly correlated: we found a correlation coefficient of �0.08
and a p-value of 0.49. (figure 2.2 A). These results show that the lag time and the
initial concentration are not correlated between each other. Such a phenomenon has been
observed previously for prion protein nucleation experiments ([40], [13]).

We look also at the variability of the lag time while repeating experiments in the same
conditions. The coefficient of variability (standard deviation over the mean) is respectively
0.77, 0.72 and 0.55 for m0 � 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 mg{L, over 29, 24 and 19 experiments.

The distributions of lag time in experiments are shown in figure 2.2 B. As the ini-
tial concentration increase, the main peak is sharper and the tail is fatter (the Kurtosis
coefficient varies from �0.07, 4.46 and 0.64). The distribution is very asymmetric for in-
termediate concentration (the skewness varies from 0.91, 2.1 and 1.03). We note however
that the number of experiments is too small to deduce any distribution fitting.

1. *note: the ten percent value is actually given by Ti � lnp9qτ
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Figure 2.2: Analysis of the Tlag in spontaneous polymerization in vitro experi-
ments. A Each triangle represents the Tlag (in hours) found by fitting one experimental
curve with eq. (1.1), as shown in figure 2.1b. Experiments are performed with the same
condition, with respectively initial concentration of 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mg/L of rPrP protein.
The black squares represent the mean and the dashed line is obtained by a linear fit of
these means as a function of the initial concentration. The slope is �0.13 hours�1.mg�1.L.
The correlation coefficient between the lag time and the initial concentration is �0.08, with
a p-value of 0.49. B Histograms of the lag time in spontaneous polymerization experi-
ments. From left to right, the initial concentration of protein is 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mg/L.
The histograms are constructed based on the points on the left figure, with respectively
29, 24 and 19 experiments.

1.4.2 Polymerization Speed Statistics

The (normalized) maximal polymerization rate is also poorly correlated with the initial
concentration of protein (see figure 2.3a). The high heterogeneity of the growth rate (the
coefficient of variability are respectively 0.58, 0.23 and 0.55 for 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mg/L initial
concentration) may explain this weak relationship. We also compute the distributions of
polymerization rate in experiments (figure 2.3b).

1.4.3 Maximal Fluorescence Statistics

For a specific set of experiment, the maximal fluorescence get concentrated in two
distinct regions, whatever the initial concentration protein is (figure 2.4). Indeed, in
independent samples obtained in the same experimental conditions, the histogram of the
final fluorescence value was bimodal, with peaks around 520 or 2280 (arbitrary units). We
showed that segregating experiments with those giving a low Fmax value and those giving
a high Fmax value, increased significantly the correlation coefficient (from 0.42 to 0.7 and
0.6, see figure 2.4A) between Fmax and the initial concentration.

1.4.4 Correlation with each other

The figures and analysis presented here were the subject of a publication [3]. It has
been shown that the maximum value Fmax is not correlated with the remain quantity of
monomers at the end of the experiment, neither with the lag time or the maximum growth
rate (figure 2.5a - 2.5b).

We also note that the lag time and the maximal growth rate are apparently uncorre-
lated (figure 2.5c)
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Figure 2.3: Normalized maximal polymerization rate. (a) Normalized maximal polymer-
ization rate with initial quantity of PrP protein (in log scale). Each triangle represents
the rate 1{τ (in hours�1) found by fitting the experimental curve with eq. (1.1), as ex-
plained in the subsection 1.4. Experiments are performed with the same condition, with
respectively 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mg/L of PrP protein. The black squares represent the
mean of the experimental values, for each concentration. The dashed line is obtained by
a linear fit of these means as a function of the initial concentration. The slope is 0.33
hours�1.mg�1.L . (b) Histograms of the polymerization rate in spontaneous polymeriza-
tion experiments. From left to right, the initial concentration of protein is 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2
mg/L. The histograms are constructed based on respectively 29, 24 and 19 experiments.

1.4.5 Seeding experiments and conclusion

1.4.5.1 Heterogeneity of the structure. Such a difference in the Fmax value, ob-
tained in repeated experiments, cannot be explained by a difference in the polymerized
mass, but only by a difference in the final polymer structure, as argued in [3]. The
electron microscopy analysis gives a clue to interpret this heterogeneity: we can clearly
see that different polymers may appear (figure 2.6a). Actually, it has been shown that
different polymers with different structures have a different binding affinity with the ThT-
fluorescence. Direct measurements of the size of polymers have indeed confirmed that
the relation between the size of polymer with its fluorescence response to ThT highly de-
pends on the structure of the polymer (figure 2.6b). This explains why we observed in
paragraph 1.4.3 two distinct peaks for the final fluorescence value Fmax in polymerization
experiments. Intermediate values within this two ranges of values can be explained either
by an additional structure or the presence of both structures (figure 2.4B).

1.4.5.2 Seeding experiments. We have seen that there is an heterogeneity in the
polymer structure. Further analysis of the experimental results reveals that the different
polymer structures are the result of a heterogeneous process before nucleation takes place.
For this, we need to look at results of seeding experiments.

It has long been suggested that the seeding experiments explain the infectiousity of
the prion disease. Indeed, experiments with increased initial quantity of seed exhibit
subsequent reduction of lag time (figure 2.7a). It is also interesting to note how these
seeding experiments bring some information into the overall polymerization process.

Firstly, it has to be noticed that this lag time does not disappear, suggesting that it
exists a conformational mechanism that could not be suppressed before the polymerization
can take place. Secondly, successive seeding experiments (the polymers obtained at the
end of an experiment is used as seeds for the next seeding experiment) increase the poly-
merization growth rate (figure 2.7b). However, it has been shown that successive seedings
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Figure 2.4: Maximal fluorescent values in spontaneous polymerization. A Each
point represent the experimentally measured final value of fluorescence (arbitrary unit),
as a function of the initial concentration of proteins. All experiments are performed in the
same conditions with initial concentration of proteins respectively 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mg.L�1.
We then segregate arbitrarily the values in two categories: the “highest values”and the
“lowest values”. The higher dashed line shows a linear fit of the mean among the highest
value (as a function of the initial concentration), and the lower solid line shows a linear
fit of the mean among the lowest value (as a function of the initial concentration). The
slopes are respectively 2.5�10�3 and4.4�102 L.mg�1. We also calculated the correlation
coefficient between the final value of fluorescence Fmax and the initial concentration. Before
separating the values, the correlation value is 0.42 (p-value 2.10�2). After separating the
values in two distinct sets, correlation values are 0.72 (p values 5.10�9) for the lowest Fmax

value set, and 0.6 (p value 1.10�3) for the highest Fmax value set. B. Histogram of final
value of fluorescence of the same data set as in the left figure. We then fit this histogram
with the superposition of two Gaussians, centered in the two peaks, namely 520 and 2280.
The fitted variance are respectively 252 and 1362 (arbitrary units).

do not change the structure of the polymers, which suggest that the nucleation formation
is predominant in the choice of structure of prion amyloids. The structure of polymers
depends on the nucleation process more than on the polymerization process.

1.4.5.3 Conclusion: suggested model All these observations suggest that an intrin-
sic conformational change process takes place before the nucleation, and is determinant
for the following kinetic. As different polymers structure may appear, it is reasonable that
different misfolded monomers may be present. Then a possible mechanism is that each
kind of misfolded protein only aggregates with a similar misfolded protein, and lead to
possibly different nucleus structures. The first nucleus formed dictates the dynamic and
probably the polymers structure (figure 2.8). Because the nucleation process is longer
than the polymerization, if there is already a given formed polymer, it grows and leads
(by fragmentation) to multiple growing polymers of the same structure, making more and
more unlikely the formation of a nucleus of a different structure.
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(a) Fmax and T i (b) Fmax and τ (c) Tlag and 1

τ

Figure 2.5: Correlation between Fmax, Tlag and 1
τ
in nucleation experiments. The

figures are taken from [3]. For each experiment, the time data series are fitted according
to eq. (1.1), and the values of Fmax, Tlag and 1

τ
are then deduced as explained in subsec-

tion 1.4. The values of these parameters are plotted in : (a))Fmax (arbitrary unit) as a
function of T i (hours) (b) Fmax (arbitrary unit) as a function of τ (hours) (c) Tlag (hours)
as a function of 1

τ
(hours�1). See [3] for more details.

(a) Electron microscopy analysis (b) Relation between Fluorescence and Polymer size

Figure 2.6: Heterogeneity of the observed structure. The figures are taken from
[3]. (a) Electron microscopy analysis that shows “pictures”of the polymers obtained at
the end of nucleation experiments. (b) Each point corresponds to the measurement of the
fluorescence versus the size of an individual polymer. See [3] for more details.

Thus, the nucleation experiment would lead to a possible coexistence of different strains
in theory while the seeding experiment has small chance to lead to such a phenomenon. A
stochastic formulation of the Lansbury’s nucleation-polymerization model (subsection 1.2)
can easily incorporate the possibility of different structures in competition for the appari-
tion of the first nucleus, and then seems appropriate for the mathematical formulation of
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(a) Increased initial quantity of seed (b) Successive seeding experiment

Figure 2.7: Seeding experiments. The figures are taken from [3]. Each type of symbol
corresponds to a time data series of a seeding experiment. The time data series was fitted
according to eq. (1.1), and the obtained curve is reported here. (a) For down (red line)
to up (green line), the initial amount of polymers used as seeds is increased. (b) From
right (black line) to left (blue line), the polymers used as a seed come from an increasing
number of successive seeding experiments. See [3] for more details.

Figure 2.8: Model suggested by [3]. Figure taken from [3]. Each color corresponds to a
particular misfolded protein or a polymer structure. This figure illustrates that a con-
formational change occurs before the polymerization, and during the nucleation process.
This conformational change is determinant for the kinetic of the polymerization.

the model shown in figure 2.8 and given by Alvarez-Martinez et al. [3].

What kind of different information a stochastic model gives compare to a deterministic
model? Is it more appropriate to describe the dynamic of Prion nucleation? Is it possible
to get coexistence of several strains in a same experiment? Is it possible to reproduce this
with a mathematical model, starting from an homogeneous population of PrPC monomer?
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Answering these question is the purpose of this work. These questions are fundamental
for the next goal: to understand the toxicity of different strains, and to estimate useful
parameters.

Indeed different strains would cause different levels of toxicity for the systems, and their
dynamics could be totally different from one to another. That is why the overall behavior
should be deeply investigated since it may be strongly correlated to the parameters involved
in the process, each set of parameters representing a specific strain.
A primary necessary step to the study of a model with multiple strains structure is the
study of a stochastic model with one single structure.Thus, we start by studying in section 3
a stochastic formulation of a nucleation model, in order to understand the stochasticity in
the nucleation time, as a function of parameters (initial quantity of monomers, aggregation
kinetic rates, nucleus size). We continue by studying the polymerization-fragmentation
model in section 4.

1.5 Literature review

For each of the four levels of experimental observations mentioned in subsection 1.3,
some theoretical mathematical modeling have been used, for which we now briefly give
some references. Then, we spend more time on coagulation-fragmentation model, and
finally review the specific literature on nucleation modeling that is useful for us.

For the smallest scale, the atomic description of protein configuration, people mostly
use molecular dynamic simulations (coarse-grained model, random-coil peptides) for which
we can refer to [16, 117, 112, 66]. These techniques allow to combine precise chemical and
physical properties of the protein conformation and spatial mechanistic rule of the attach-
ment/detachment of proteins within each other. Hence, in such models, both physical
properties and mechanic rule influence the aggregation dynamic.

For the cellular level, models usually take into account the spatial dynamic inside cells,
and the cell characteristics (protein synthesis rate, cellular density, cell cycle, cell death ...)
together with prion strains characteristics (aggregation dynamic, diffusivity,...). See for
instance [116, 131]. If these models usually lead to interesting modeling and mathematical
questions, the lack of experimental data, however, is quite problematic (this may change
quickly).

For the population level, epidemiologist model can be used to represent the propagation
of the disease in an animal population, taking into account possible rules of transmission
between animals, within their environment. For an example on a deer population, see [2].

1.5.1 General Coagulation-Fragmentation model

We now review coagulation-fragmentation models, that are mostly adapted to the pro-
tein level experimental data. In general, in a coagulation-fragmentation model, each par-
ticle is characterized by its size (or mass). It can hence be seen as a structured population
model, where the structure variable is the size (or the mass) of the particle. Popula-
tion model are usually defined in terms of birth and death of particles. In coagulation-
fragmentation model, two particles die simultaneously when they coagulate (attach) with
each other, and a new particle is born also simultaneously. If the two old particles are
of size respectively x and y, such event appears with rate given by a coagulation kernel
Kpx, yq, and the new particle is of size x � y. The fragmentation process is the reverse
process. A particle of size x die and gives birth to two new particles of size y and x� y,
at a rate F px, yq. The mathematical formulation of these mechanistic rule can be deter-
ministic, as a systems of ordinary differential equations or partial differential equations,
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or stochastic, as a finite particle model (given by point process) or a superprocess. For
every formalism, the typical questions that arise in a mathematical study are the condi-
tions for well-posedness of the model (depending on condition on kernel K,F and initial
condition), its long-time behaviour, and particular phenomenon of gelling and dusting so-
lution: while reasonable conditions on the initial condition and on the kernel K,F can be
given to ensure that the solution is mass-conservative for all time (the “sum”of mass of all
particles of the system stays constant over time), some degeneracy cases have been shown
to lead to solutions for which the mass is not conserved during a finite time interval. The
gelling phenomena corresponds to the (physical) situation where a single giant particle is
created, and a phase transition lead to a gel. The dust phenomena corresponds to the
situation where an infinity of particle of mass 0 are created. Apart from deterministic and
stochastic models, the size of particles may be of different nature between models. Namely
in systems of ordinary differential equations, the size is treated as a discrete variable, and
there is one equation for each size of particle. While in partial differential equation model,
the size is treated as a continuous variable (the model is usually refer to the Smoluchowski
model). The same dichotomy holds as well for stochastic model.

For a review of results on deterministic discrete coagulation-fragmentation model, we
refer to Wattis [139]. General results on existence, uniqueness and mass conservation
has been first derived by Ball and Carr [8], while Hendriks et al. [70] considered the
case of purely coagulation and gave condition for gelation. Since then, results have been
improved by Laurençot and Mischler [92], while Cañizo [24], Fournier and Mischler [59]
gave conditions for exponential trend to equilibrium.

The study of stochastic pure-coagulation model was first developed by Hendriks et al.
[71], Lushnikov [98], Marcus [102]. Such models are usually refer to the “stochastic co-
alescent” model or the Marcus-Lushnikov model. For an interesting survey of results on
pure-coagulation model, see the very popular work of [1], which contains a wide variety
of applications, reviews available exact solutions, gelation phenomena, various examples
and types of coagulation kernel, and mean-field limit. This author raises a certain num-
ber of interesting open problems related to these model. In [113], the author derived
the fluid limit of the stochastic coalescent model, namely the Smoluchowski’s coagulation
equation. The author used such approach to derive a general result of existence of the
mean-field Smoluchowski model (Kpx, yq ¤ ϕpxqϕpyq, with sub-linear function ϕ, and
ϕpxq�1ϕpyq�1Kpx, yq Ñ 0 as px, yq Ñ 8). The author also provided a review and new
result of uniqueness of the mean-field Smoluchowski model for similar aggregation kernel,
with an extra assumption on the initial distribution of particle mass. Importantly, he also
gave an example of an aggregation kernel for which uniqueness does not hold, by exhibiting
two conservative solution of the same equation. Finally, in the special case of discrete mass
particle, the author provided a bound of the convergence rate of the stochastic coalescent
to the mean-field Smoluchowski model. See also [56] for other results on well-posedness of
Smoluchowski’s coagulation model, with homogeneous kernel and [30] for a convergence
rate of the Marcus-Lushnikov model towards the Smoluchowski’s coagulation model, in
Wasserstein distance (in 1?

n
).

For pure-fragmentation model we refer to Wagner [136, 137]. The author considers a
general pure fragmentation model (with example including binary fragmentation, homoge-
neous fragmentation). In particular, the author reviews conditions on the fragmentation
kernel so that the discrete stochastic model (and its deterministic counterpart) almost
surely undergoes an explosion in finite time. As in the pure aggregation model, these
conditions involved a lower bound condition, such as the fragmentation kernel explodes
sufficiently rapidly in 0. See also [10] for a review on analytical techniques to characterize
such phenomenon.
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Finally, for the general coagulation-fragmentation model, the first rigorous results
seems to have been obtained by Jeon [78]. This author used the stochastic formula-
tion model to study the gelling phenomena of the mean-field Smoluchowski’s coagulation-
fragmentation equation. In particular, he derived conditions on coagulation kernel Kpx, yq
and fragmentation kernel F px, yq to show the tightness of the stochastic coagulation-
fragmentation model, and hence existence of solution of Smoluchowski’s coagulation-
fragmentation equation. His condition on the kernel involved lim

x�yÑ8Kpx, yq{xy � 0 and

there exists G such that F px, yq ¤ Gpx � yq Ñ 0 with lim
xÑ8Gpxq � 0. Results on gela-

tion phenomena involve a lower bound condition such as the existence of M,ε ¡ 0, and
εij ¤ Kpi, jq ¤ Mij. Fluid limit results in the case where gelation occurs were recently
obtained in [55, 57] where the authors show that different limiting models are possible,
namely the Smoluchowski model and a modified version, named Flory’s model.

1.5.2 Becker-Döring Model

A special case of the coagulation-fragmentation model is the Becker-Döring Model,
which was originally used by [14]. In such model, aggregation and fragmentation occur
only one monomer by one monomer, that is, in a discrete-size description,

Kpx, yq � 0� x � 1, or y � 1

and similarly for the fragmentation kernel. The theoretical foundations of such models
have been laid down by Ball et al. [9], followed by other contributions [7, 28, 127] for the
well posedness of the model and its asymptotic behaviour. Convergence rates towards
equilibrium have been obtained by Jabin and Niethammer [75].

1.5.3 Prion model

According to the Lansbury’s theory, during the nucleation phase, addition of monomer
occurs one-by-one but are unfavorable, so that detachment of monomer are also important.
Then the Becker-Döring Model seems the most adapted to the nucleation phase. For the
polymerization phase, when nuclei are already there, the coagulation still occurs one-by-
one, but detachment is negligible. However fragmentation of large polymer does occur.
Thus, we use a coagulation-fragmentation model, where coagulation occurs only with single
monomer, and fragmentation occurs with a general kernel.

1.5.4 Finite maximal size and Stochastic nucleation models

All the models quoted above do not use any maximal size for the particles, and mostly
study the long-time behavior of the system. However, to capture the nucleation phase,
it seems more natural to study a model where there is a maximal size, and to study the
waiting time for the solution to reach this maximal size. Such approach has been taken in
[120] using a maximal size deterministic Becker-Döring Model. In particular, the authors
derive general scaling laws for the nucleation, as a function of initial condition and kinetic
parameters. Our approach in section 3 can be seen as a generalization of their study to
the stochastic version of the Becker-Döring Model.

Previous stochastic models have been used to study the nucleation time, within protein
aggregation fields ([132], [53], [73], [87]). In [53], they use a simple autocatalyic conversion
kinetic model to get the distribution of incubation time. Under the assumption that the
involved constant rate is a stochastic variable, log normally distributed, the incubation
time is then also shown to be log normal. In [73],[132], the authors get the distribution
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shape of lag time using assumptions on probabilities of nucleus formation event. Hofrichter
[73] end up with a delay exponential distribution, while Szabo [132] found a β-distribution,
useful to experimentally deduce the rate of single nucleation formation. In [87] the authors
used a phenomenological model to get the mean waiting time to reach a certain amount a
polymer, from one initial seed and under assumptions on distribution of aggregation and
fissioning times. This expression allows them to discuss the influence of initial dose or
other parameters on the incubation time. Using a purely stochastic model for sequential
aggregation of monomers and dimers, they obtain different waiting time distributions, as
a γ-distribution, a β-distribution or a convolution of both.

Our approach is rather different, also close to that last one exposed in [87]. Indeed, for
the nucleation phase, we use a purely stochastic Becker-Döring kinetic model, under the
assumption that the first polymer is formed by successive additions and disassociations of
one misfolded monomer. This discrete stochastic model allows us to define the nucleation
time as the waiting time to reach the first nucleus (a polymer of a given size). After the
first nucleus is formed, our stochastic kinetic model includes aggregation through monomer
additions and fragmentations of polymers (similar to previous prion model).

1.6 Outline

We present in detail the formulation of our model in the next subsection 2. There
we give the biochemical reaction steps underlying this model, and its deterministic and
stochastic version (both with discrete size). Then, we focus on the misfolding process, and
obtain two limiting models by performing a time-scale reduction. These limiting models
are easier to handle, in particular to study the nucleation time.

In section 3, we study the nucleation time in a stochastic version of the Becker-Döring
Model. We attach importance in finding analytical solutions, either exact or approximate,
in order to get general scalings laws as well as quantitative informations on the behavior
of the system, with respect to parameters. We show that the stochastic formulation leads
to several unexpected features for the nucleation time. Finally, we apply this study to the
prion modeling and compare our theoretical results to the experimental data.

In section 4, we focus on the polymerization-fragmentation phase of the model. We
consider a slight generalization of the model, including spatial movement, and study the
limit when the number of monomer is very large compared to the number of polymer.
Using stochastic limit theorem, we show that our purely discrete model converge to a
hybrid model, where polymerization is deterministic and fragmentation is a jump process.

2 Formulation of the Model

2.1 Dynamical models of nucleation-polymerization

We use a simplified version of the model introduced by Lansbury et al. in 1995 ([29]).
The dynamic is composed of a set of chemical reactions involving only the prion protein.

Firstly, it is based on the assumption that the protein is able to spontaneously misfold and
unfold again (figure 2.9a). The misfolded form is supposedly very unstable, and this process
of folding/unfolding very fast. The misfolded protein is the only form able to actively
contribute to the aggregation process, by addition of one monomer at each step [40].
Secondly, the early steps of the aggregation process (figure 2.9b) are thermodynamically
unfavorable, meaning that the forward polymerization reaction rate is several orders of
magnitude lower than the backward depolymerization reaction rate. These reaction rates,
p, q, are supposed to be independent of the size of the aggregates. We called the species
formed during this process the oligomers. There are small aggregates of size less than a
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(a) Spontaneous Misfoling (b) Nucleation steps (n � 5)

(c) rapid polymerization (d) polymerization/fragmentation

Figure 2.9: In this figure we present the successive reactions steps of the nucleation-
polymerization model. (a) Fast equilibrium between normal and transconformed monomer.
(b) Nucleation reaction steps . Here n � 5. All the steps are composed of unfavorable addi-
tion of a single monomer. (c) Polymerization reaction steps. All the steps are composed of
irreversible addition of a single monomer. (d) Fragmentation process. The fragmentation
rate is proportional to the mass of the polymer. The two parts have equal probability to
be of a size between one and the size of the initial polymer minus one. When it gives birth
to an oligomer (size less than n) this last one is supposed to break into small monomers
immediately due to the instability of the oligomer).

given number, n. At this size, the kinetic steps change, and the aggregation of monomer
is irreversible. The particular oligomer size n at which the kinetic steps change is called
the nucleus. We emphasize that we use a constant-size nucleus model, which does not
necessarily correspond to the most unstable species, as it has been well explained [120].
Finally, the rest of the dynamic (figure 2.9c - 2.9d) is followed by a classical polymerization-
fragmentation model [110], resulting in rapid polymerization/growth. The fragmentation
process is responsible of the auto-catalytic form of the prion polymerization. We focus on
the lag time, so on the early steps of the nucleation-polymerization process. Because we
are interested in the time scale of the monomer disappearance (and not of the polymer
relaxation), the irreversibility hypothesis on the polymer growth is fairly acceptable [62]
(the depolymerization reactions are negligible after the first nucleus is formed because the
polymerization reactions are fast). Table 2.1 summarizes the different parameters involved
in this model.

According to this theory, because of its high stochasticity, nucleus formation would
be considered as a kinetic barrier to sporadic prion diseases. But this barrier could be
overcome by infection. The disease would not be spontaneous anymore, it could be trans-
mitted on purpose or not by a PrPSc polymer seeding which would directly lead to the
second step since no formation of the first nucleus would be required. Once again, our
main focus here is the sporadic appearance of the first nucleus, rather than its transmission.
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Table 2.1: Definitions of variables and parameters. We use small letters for the continuous
variables involved in the deterministic model, and capital letters for the discrete variables
involved in the stochastic model. We keep the same notation for the parameters in both
models, in order to avoid many different notations, although the parameters for second-
order reaction has different units.

Name Definition

m{M Concentration/Number of Native Monomer
f1{F1 Concentration/Number of Misfolded Monomer
fi{Fi i � 2..N � 1, Concentration/Number of aggregates of size i

N Nucleus size
γ Folding rate
γ� Unfolding rate
c0 � γ

γ� Equilibrium constant between monomers

p Elongation rate in nucleation steps
q Dissociation rate in nucleation steps
σ � q

p
Dissociation equilibrium constant in nucleation steps

kp Elongation rate in polymerization steps
kb Fragmentation rate in polymerization steps

We look at the following set of chemical reactions defined by (variable and parameter
are defined in table 2.1):

m
γÝáâÝ
γ� f1 (spontaneous conformation) (2.1)

f1 � f1
pÝáâÝ
q

f2 (dimerization) (2.2)

...

fk�1 � f1
pÝáâÝ
q

fk ((k)-mer formation) (2.3)

...

fN�1 � f1
pÝÑ uN (nucleus formation) (2.4)

ui � f1
kpÝÑ ui�1 pi ¥ Nq (elongation) (2.5)

ui
kbÝÑ ui�j � uj pi ¥ N, 1 ¤ j ¤ i� 1q (polymer break) (2.6)

and uk
8ÝÑ kf1 p if k ¤ N � 1q (oligomer instability) (2.7)

The system of chemical reactions (2.1) - (2.7) defines our full model and consists of four
steps: misfolding, nucleation, polymerization, and fragmentation. All reaction rates are
assumed to follow the law of Mass-Action, with kinetic constant indicated on each re-
action. The reversible reaction (2.1) represents the misfolding process between normal
and misfolded protein, occurring at rate γ and γ�. The reaction (2.2) - (2.3) represent
the aggregation process during the nucleation phase, and consist of reversible attach-
ment/detachment of misfolded monomer to aggregate of size k, k � 1...N � 2, at rate
respectively p and q. Such rates are assumed to be independent of the size of the ag-
gregate. The reaction (2.4) is irreversible and represents the formation of a nucleus, by
attachment of one misfolded monomer to an aggregate of size N � 1, at rate p. The irre-
versibility hypothesis comes from the assumption that all aggregates of size greater than
the nucleus size N are stable. These aggregates are called polymers. Then, reaction (2.5)
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consists of irreversible polymerization, by addition of one by one misfolded monomer, at
rate kp, also assumed to be independent of the size of the polymer. Reaction (2.6) is the
fragmentation process, occurring at rate linearly proportional to the size of the polymer.
For a linear polymer of size i, there is i�1 connection between monomer, and we take the
fragmentation rate to be kbpi� 1q. The size repartition kernel of the new-formed polymer
is taken uniform along all possible pairs of polymers. Thus, the total fragmentation kernel
F pi, jq, which gives the probability per unit of time that a polymer of size i breaks into
two polymers of size j and i� j, is

F pi, jq � kbpi� 1q 2

i� 1
1tj iu � 2kb1tj iu. (2.8)

The factor 2 comes from the symmetry condition between the pairs pj, i� jq and pi� j, jq.
Finally, if due to a fragmentation event, a polymer of size less than N appears, we suppose
that it breaks instantaneously in monomers, which is represented by reaction (2.7).

This model can be seen as a coagulation-fragmentation model, where the coagulation
kernel Kpx, yq is constant equal to p for x � 1, y � 1..N (and vice-versa), and con-
stant equal to kp for x � 1 and y ¥ N � 1 (and vice-versa), and zero otherwise. The
fragmentation kernel is F pi, jq � 2kb1tj iu.
2.1.1 Deterministic model of prion polymerization

The above chemical reactions system can be quantitatively studied by law of action-
mass and transformed into a set of ordinary differential equations. Although it involves an
infinite number of species (one for each size), it is known that this system can be reduced
to a finite set of differential equations, as we recall below. It has one equation for each
species of size lower than the nucleus size, in addition to two equations for the number of
polymers and their mass.

Firstly, a system of an infinite number of differential equations is built based on the
reactions (2.1-2.7) with the action-mass law. We get, with the same notations as above:$''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

dm

dt
� �γm� γ�f1,

df1

dt
� γm� γ�f1 � pf1

�
f1 � N�1̧

k�2

fk

�� q

�
2f2 � N�1̧

k�3

fk

��kpf1� 8̧
k�N

uk

��NpN � 1qkb 8̧
k�N

uk,

df2

dt
� pf1pf1

2
� f2q � qpf2 � f3q,

dfi

dt
� pf1pfi�1 � fiq � qpfi � fi�1q, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

dfN�1

dt
� pf1pfN�2 � fN�1q � qfN�1,

duN

dt
� pf1fN�1 � kpf1uN � kbpN � 1quN � 2kb

8̧
k�N�1

uk,

dui

dt
� kpf1pui�1 � uiq � kbpi� 1qui � 2kb

8̧
k�i�1

uk, i ¥ N � 1.

Secondly, with the variables y � °8
i�N ui, z � °8

i�N iui, it is standard ([104]) to transform
this set of infinite number of differential equations into the following finite set of differential
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equations $'''''''''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''''''''%

dm

dt
� �γm� γ�f1,

df1

dt
� γm� γ�f1 � pf1

�
f1 � N�1̧

k�2

fk

�� q

�
2f2 � N�1̧

k�3

fk

��kpf1y �NpN � 1qkby,
df2

dt
� pf1pf1

2
� f2q � qpf2 � f3q,

dfi

dt
� pf1pfi�1 � fiq � qpfi � fi�1q, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

dfN�1

dt
� pf1pfN�2 � fN�1q � qfN�1,

dy

dt
� pf1fN�1 � kbz � p2N � 1qkby,

dz

dt
� Npf1fN�1 � kpf1y �NpN � 1qkbz.

(2.9)

In this model, the lag time T det
lag is defined as the waiting time for the mass of polymer to

reach ten percent of the total initial mass (cf figure 2.10a). In our simulation, a sigmoid
shape is observed for the time evolution of the mass of polymers, which is qualitatively in
good agreement with the experiment and previous studies.

Note that this model is a slight modification of the deterministic model studied by
Masel ( [104] ) adapted to the in vitro experiments. In this deterministic framework, ordi-
nary differential equations are used to model the evolution of concentrations of the species.
Based on biological observations, we introduce a concentration of abnormal monomer (f1)
corresponding to a small proportion of the concentration of normal monomer (m). This
low concentration of misfolded protein actively contributes to the aggregation process while
the high concentration of normal protein still remains inactive.

2.1.2 Stochastic model of prion polymerization

Let us now give an insight of the stochastic model. To that purpose, we take the
same reactions steps as previously explained, but use now a continuous time Markov chain
to describe its time evolution. This stochastic model can be treated using the theory of
Markov processes. From the reaction (2.1) - (2.7), we can write down a system of stochastic
differential equation driven by Poisson processes. However, its complete expression is
complicated due to the fragmentation term for small aggregate. We only write down the
system for reaction (2.1) - (2.4), that is before nucleation takes places. In that case, the
system is described by
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Mptq � Mp0q � Y1

� » t

0
γMpsqds	� Y2

� » t

0
γ�F1psqds	,

F1ptq � F1p0q � Y1

� » t

0
γMpsqds	� Y2

� » t

0
γ�F1psqds	�2Y3

� » t

0

p

2
F1psqpF1psq � 1qds	� N�1̧

i�2

Y2i�1

� » t

0
pF1psqFipsqds	�2Y4

� » t

0
qF2psqds	� Ņ

i�3

Y2i

� » t

0
qFipsqds	,

F2ptq � N2p0q � Y3

� » t

0

p

2
F1psqpF1psq � 1qds	� Y5

� » t

0
pF1psqF2psqds	�Y4

� » t

0
qF2psqds	� Y6

� » t

0
qF3psqds	,

Fiptq � Fip0q � Y2i�1

� » t

0
pF1psqFi�1ds

	� Y2i�1

� » t

0
pF1psqFipsqds	�Y2i

� » t

0
qFipsqds	� Y2i�2

� » t

0
qFi�1psqds	, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

FN�1ptq � Fip0q � Y2N�4

� » t

0
pF1psqFN�2ds

	� Y2N�1

� » t

0
pF1psqFN�1psqds	�Y2N�2

� » t

0
qFN�1psqds	,

UN ptq � UN p0q � Y2N�1

� » t

0
pF1psqFN�1ds

	
.

(2.10)
where Yi, 1 ¤ i ¤ 2N � 1, are independent standard Poisson process. This system may
be simulated through a standard stochastic simulation algorithm or Gillespie algorithm
([60]).

The details of the stochastic model allow us to exactly identify the first discrete nucle-
ation event (figure 2.10b ). Then, in the stochastic model, the lag time is defined as the
waiting time to obtain one nucleus, that is one aggregate of the critical size at which the
dynamic entirely changes, due to the irreversibility of the nucleus and larger polymers. In
our simulation, we can observe how the dynamic drastically changes after the first nucle-
ation event (figure 2.10b). This is solely due to the hypothesis of parameters change at
that point, and in particular to the irreversible aggregation hypothesis. We notice also
that the time evolution of the mass of polymers follows roughly a sigmoid, due to the
polymer breaks.

2.2 Misfolding process and time scale reduction

The introduction of the misfolding protein makes the analysis of the nucleation time
more delicate. Thus, we use a time scale reduction, based on two different biological
hypothesis, to eliminate one of the two variables between the normal and the misfolded
protein.
Firstly, if the misfolding process occurs at a very fast time scale, compared to the other
time scale of the system, both normal and misfolded protein equilibrate within each other.
At the slow time scale, the system only sees the averaged quantity of each protein. In
particular, in the deterministic model, the rate of aggregation depends of a fraction of
the total quantity of monomers. In the stochastic model, the fast subsystem made up of
normal and misfolded monomers converges to a binomial distribution, and the slow system
only depends on the first two moments of this binomial distribution. We note that the
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(a) Deterministic Simulation (b) Stochastic Simulation

Figure 2.10: (a)Deterministic Simulation and definition of the lag time in the
deterministic model. One simulation of the deterministic model, with the concentration
of normal and folded protein, concentration of oligomers and polymers. The lag time
is defined as the waiting time to convert a given fraction of the initial monomers into
polymers, here 10%. We used here mp0q � 1000, γ�{γ � 10, σ � 1000, n � 7. The time
(in log scale) has been rescaled by τ � pt. (b) Stochastic Simulation and definition
of the lag time in the stochastic model. One simulation of the stochastic model,
with the numbers of normal and misfolded protein, the mass of oligomers and the mass of
polymers. The lag time is defined as the waiting time for the formation of the first nucleus
. We used Mp0q � 1000, γ�{γ � 10, σ � 1000, n � 7. The time (in log scale) has been
rescaled by τ � pt.

reduced model can be seen as an original Becker-Döring model where the total mass is
conserved.
Secondly, another biological hypothesis is to assume that the misfolded protein is very
unstable and hence present in very small quantity compared to the normal protein. Specif-
ically, if we assume that the total quantity of protein is very large, and that the misfolded
protein is highly unstable, we obtain a further reduced model where the quantity of mis-
folded protein is constant over time, and aggregation takes place with constant monomer
quantity. Such reduced model can be seen as a Becker-Döring model where the quantity
of monomer is conserved (but not the total mass).

For both scaling, we present the derivation of the limiting model in the deterministic
and stochastic formulation.

2.2.1 Deterministic equation

2.2.1.1 Fast misfolding process From the initial system of differential equation (2.9),
we first consider the following scaling

γ Ñ γn

γ� Ñ γ�n
where n Ñ 8 and all other parameters remain unchanged. We define the free monomer
variable mfreeptq � mptq� f1ptq. Then mptq and f1ptq are fast variable, but mfreeptq (and
all other variables fi, i ¥ 2, p and u) are slow variables. To see that, consider the fast
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time scale τ � tn, so that the previous system writes$''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

dm

dτ
� �γm� γ�f1,

df1

dτ
� γm� γ�f1 � 1

n

�� pf1

�
f1 � N�1̧

k�2

fk

�� q

�
2f2 � N�1̧

k�3

fk

��kpf1y �NpN � 1qkby,
dmfree

dτ
� 1

n

�� pf1

�
f1 � N�1̧

k�2

fk

�� q

�
2f2 � N�1̧

k�3

fk

��kpf1� 8̧
k�N

uk

��NpN � 1qkb 8̧
k�N

uk

�
,

df2

dt
� pf1pf1

2
� f2q � qpf2 � f3q,

dfi

dτ
� 1

n

�
pf1pfi�1 � fiq � qpfi � fi�1q�, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

dfN�1

dτ
� 1

n

�
pf1pfN�2 � fN�1q � qfN�1

�
,

dy

dτ
� 1

n

�
pf1fN�1 � kbz � p2N � 1qkby�,

dz

dτ
� 1

n

�
Npf1fN�1 � kpf1y �NpN � 1qkbz�.

Due to the total mass conservation, all concentrations remain bounded as nÑ8, and the
fast subsystem becomes

dm

dτ
� �γm� γ�f1, (2.11)

df1

dτ
� γm� γ�f1. (2.12)

This system has a unique asymptotic equilibrium, that depends solely on mfreep0q �
mp0q � f1p0q ans is given by

mpτ Ñ8q � γ�
γ � γ�mfreep0q,

f1pτ Ñ8q � γ

γ � γ�mfreep0q.
Going back to the original time scale, the slow system becomes now$'''''''''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''''''''%

dmfree

dt
� � γp

γ � γ�mfree

�
γ

γ � γ�mfree � N�1̧

k�2

fk

�� q

�
2f2 � N�1̧

k�3

fk

�� γkp

γ � γ�mfreey �NpN � 1qkby,
df2

dt
� γp

γ � γ�mfreep γ

2pγ � γ�qmfree � f2q � qpf2 � f3q,
dfi

dt
� γp

γ � γ�mfreepfi�1 � fiq � qpfi � fi�1q, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

dfN�1

dt
� γp

γ � γ�mfreepfN�2 � fN�1q � qfN�1,

dy

dt
� γp

γ � γ�mfreefN�1 � kbz � p2N � 1qkby,
dz

dt
� N

γp

γ � γ�mfreefN�1 � γkp

γ � γ�mfreey �NpN � 1qkbz.
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Remark 68. In the slow scale system, the variables f1 and m are instantaneously equili-
brated with each other and with mfree following relation eq. (2.11) - (2.12). Re-writing the
system in terms of the variable f1, we obtain an original Becker-Döring system where the
monomer variable evolves at a slower time scale (given by γ

γ�γ� t) than all other species.

Finally, with the time change τ � γp
γ�γ� t, and with the following notations

σ � q

p
,

c0 � γ�
γ
,

σ0 � σp1� c0q,
Kb � kb

p
p1� c0q,

K � kp

p
,

(2.13)

the system becomes$''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''%
dmfree

dτ
� �mfree

�
1

1� c0
mfree � N�1̧

k�2

fk

�� σ0

�
2f2 � N�1̧

k�3

fk

��Kmfreey �NpN � 1qKby,
df2

dτ
� mfreep 1

2p1 � c0qmfree � f2q � σ0pf2 � f3q,
dfi

dτ
� mfreepfi�1 � fiq � σ0pfi � fi�1q, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

dfN�1

dτ
� mfreepfN�2 � fN�1q � σ0fN�1,

dy

dτ
� mfreefN�1 �Kbz � p2N � 1qKby,

dz

dτ
� NmfreefN�1 �Kmfreey �NpN � 1qKbz.

(2.14)

This system can be seen as a Becker-Döring system where the dimerization occurs at as
slower rate than all other aggregation rates. This comes from the fact that this reaction
is a second-order reaction, and hence depends on the square of the available quantity of
active monomers, while other reaction solely depends linearly on the quantity of active
monomers.

2.2.1.2 Very large normal monomer and rare transconformed monomer We
continue from the system of eq. (2.14), and assume a further scaling, namely that mfree is
a large quantity and the rate of de-transconformation γ� is also very large. We specifically
suppose

mfreep0q Ñ mfreep0qn,
γ� Ñ γ�n.

and nÑ 8. The system of eq. (2.14) is best described in the time scale τ � pt and with
the variable

fn
1 � γ

γ � nγ�mfree,
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so that we get$'''''''''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''''''''%

dfn
1

dτ
� γ

γ � nγ��� fn
1

�
fn
1 � N�1̧

k�2

fk

�� σ

�
2f2 � N�1̧

k�3

fk

��Kfn
1 y �NpN � 1qKby

�
,

df2

dτ
� fn

1 pfN
1

2
� f2q � σpf2 � f3q,

dfi

dτ
� fn

1 pfi�1 � fiq � σpfi � fi�1q, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

dfN�1

dτ
� fn

1 pfN�2 � fN�1q � σfN�1,

dy

dτ
� fn

1 fN�1 �Kbz � p2N � 1qKby,

dz

dτ
� Nfn

1 fN�1 �Kfn
1 y �NpN � 1qKbz.

Then, as n Ñ 8,
dfn

1

dτ
Ñ 0 and so fn

1 ptq Ñ lim fn
1 p0q is constant over time. So the system

behaves as the quantity of active monomers is constant over time. The resulting equations
are $'''''''''''''&'''''''''''''%

f1ptq � f1p0q,
df2

dτ
� f1pf1

2
� f2q � σpf2 � f3q,

dfi

dτ
� f1pfi�1 � fiq � σpfi � fi�1q, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2

dfN�1

dτ
� f1pfN�2 � fN�1q � σfN�1,

dy

dτ
� f1fN�1 �Kbz � p2N � 1qKby,

dz

dτ
� nf1fN�1 �Kf1y �NpN � 1qKbz.

(2.15)

Note that these equations do not have any more the mass conservation property. We
expect them to faithfully reproduce the early step of the nucleation process when σ " f1p0q,
because in such case the mass created during nucleation is negligible. The latter condition
is easily verified when there are a small amount of transconformed protein.

The nucleation part of the system of eq. (2.15) is a linear system with a source term.
namely

df

dt
� Af �B

, with

A � ����� �f1 � σ σ

f1 �f1 � σ σ
. . .

. . .
. . .

f1 �f1 � σ

�ÆÆÆ
and

B � ����� f2

1

2
0
...
0

�ÆÆÆ
where f � pfiqi�2,��� ,N�1.
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2.2.2 Stochastic equation

The same two scalings can be applied similarly to the stochastic formulation. As the
system of equation becomes quite unfriendly, we only sketch the main differences.

2.2.2.1 Fast misfolding process From the system of eq. (2.10), we now consider the
following scaling

γ Ñ γn

γ� Ñ γ�n
where n Ñ 8 and all other parameters remain unchanged. We define the free monomer
variable Mfreeptq � Mptq � F1ptq. Then Mptq and F1ptq are fast variable, but Mfreeptq
(and all other variables Fi, i ¥ 2, UN ) are slow variables. To see that, consider the fast
time scale Mnptq � Mptn�1q, Fn

i � Fiptn�1q. Due to the total mass conservation, all
quantities remains bounded as nÑ8, and, neglecting terms in Op 1

n
q, the fast subsystem

becomes

Mnptq �Mnp0q � Y1

� » t

0
γMnpsqds	� Y2

� » t

0
γ�Fn

1 psqds	,
Fn
1 ptq � Fn

1 p0q � Y1

� » t

0
γMnsqds	� Y2

� » t

0
γ�Fn

1 psqds	.
This system has a unique asymptotic equilibrium distribution, that depends solely on
Mn

freep0q �Mnp0q � Fn
1 p0q ans is given by a Binomial distribution

Mn � BpMn
freep0q, γ�

γ � γ� q,
Fn
1 �Mn

freep0q �M � BpMn
freep0q, γ

γ � γ� q.
Thus Fn

1 is a fast switching variable and the asymptotic first two moments of interest are  Fn
1 ¡ �Mn

freep0q γ

γ � γ� ,  Fn
1 pFn

1 � 1q ¡ �Mn
freep0qpMn

freep0q � 1q� γ

γ � γ�	2.
Going back to the original time scale, with the time change τ � γp

γ�γ� t, and with the
following notations

σ � q

p
,

c0 � γ�
γ
,

σ0 � σp1� c0q,
Kb � kb

p
p1� c0q,

K � kp

p
,
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the slow system becomes now (see Theorem 5.1 Kang and Kurtz 2011)$''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

Mfreepτq � Mfreep0q � 2Y3

� » τ

0

1

2p1� c0qMfreepsqpMfreepsq � 1qds	�N�1̧

i�2

Y2i�1

� » τ

0
MfreepsqFipsqds	�2Y4

� » τ

0
σ0F2psqds	� Ņ

i�3

Y2i

� » τ

0
σ0Fipsqds	,

F2pτq � N2p0q � Y3

� » τ

0

1

2p1� c0qMfreepsqpMfreepsq � 1qds	�Y5

� » τ

0
MfreepsqF2psqds	� Y4

� » τ

0
σ0F2psqds	� Y6

� » τ

0
σ0F3psqds	,

Fipτq � Fip0q � Y2i�1

� » τ

0
MfreepsqFi�1ds

	� Y2i�1

� » τ

0
MfreepsqFipsqds	�Y2i

� » τ

0
σ0Fipsqds	� Y2i�2

� » τ

0
σ0Fi�1psqds	 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

FN�1pτq � Fip0q � Y2N�4

� » τ

0
MfreepsqFN�2ds

	� Y2N�1

� » τ

0
MfreepsqFN�1psqds	,�Y2N�2

� » τ

0
σ0FN�1psqds	,

UN pτq � UN p0q � Y2N�1

� ³τ
0 MfreepsqFN�1ds

	
,

which is, as in the deterministic case, a Becker-Döring model where the dimerization occurs
at a slower time scale than other reaction.

2.2.2.2 Very large normal monomer and rare transconformed monomer As
in the deterministic case, we now make the additional assumption that Mfree is a large
quantity and the rate of de-transconformation γ� is also very large, i.e.

Mfreep0q Ñ Mfreep0qn,
γ� Ñ γ�n.

Then, as nÑ8, The resulting equations are$''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''%

F1pτq � F1p0q,
F2pτq � N2p0q � Y3

�F 2
1

2
τ
	� Y5

� » τ

0
F1F2psqds	�Y4

� » τ

0
σF2psqds	� Y6

� » τ

0
σF3psqds	,

Fipτq � Fip0q � Y2i�1

� » τ

0
F1Fi�1psqds	� Y2i�1

� » τ

0
F1Fipsqds	�Y2i

� » τ

0
σFipsqds	� Y2i�2

� » τ

0
σFi�1psqds	 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,

FN�1pτq � Fip0q � Y2N�4

� » τ

0
F1FN�2psqds	� Y2N�1

� » τ

0
F1FN�1psqds	,�Y2N�2

� » τ

0
σFN�1psqds	,

UN pτq � UN p0q � Y2N�1

� ³τ
0 F1FN�1psqds	.

(2.16)

The system of eq. (2.16) is a first-order reaction network, namely
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1

2ÝÝáâÝÝ
σ

F2 (dimerization) (2.17)

...

Fk�1 F1ÝáâÝ
σ

Fk ((k)-mer formation) (2.18)

...

FN�1 F1ÝÑ UN (nucleus formation) (2.19)

whereH denotes the fact that monomers are not consumed. The time-dependent solution
of such a system has been solved by Kingman [85], and is known as a linear Jackson
queueing network. We show in the next section 3 that this allows us to deduce the
analytical solution of the first assembly time for this model.

3 First Assembly Time in a Discrete Becker-Döring model

This work has been done in collaboration with Maria R. D’Orsogna and Tom Chou,
and have been the subject of a preprint.

During this section we deal with the Becker-Döring model (with a fixed maximal size).
We deeply study the first assembly time problem, which is defined as a waiting time
problem. We use classical tools for such study (scaling laws, dimension reduction methods,
time-scale reduction, linear approximation). With the help of analytic approximations
and extensive numerical simulations, we end up with a general picture for the different
behavior of the first assembly time, as a function of the model parameters. Particularly, we
are able to characterize parameter space regions where the first assembly time has distinct
properties. Our main findings implies the non-monotonicity of the mean first assembly
time as a function of the aggregation rate, and give rise to three different behavior (the
following will be made clearer in the next subsections): for small quantity of initial particles, the first assembly time follows an exponential

distribution, and the mean first assembly time is strongly correlated to the initial
quantity of particles; for intermediate quantity of initial particles (and large enough nucleus size), the
first assembly time has a bimodal distribution, and the mean first assembly time is
almost independent of the initial quantity of particles; for large quantity of initial particles, the first assembly time has a Weibull distribu-
tion, and the mean first assembly time is weakly correlated to the initial quantity of
particles

3.1 Introduction

The self-assembly of macromolecules and particles is a fundamental process in physical and
chemical systems. Although particle nucleation and assembly have been studied for many
decades, interest in this field has recently been intensified due to engineering, biotechno-
logical and imaging advances at the nanoscale level [141, 142, 65]. Aggregating atoms
and molecules can lead to the design of new materials useful for surface coatings [35],
electronics [145], drug delivery [52] and catalysis [81]. Examples include the self-assembly
of DNA structures [34, 107] into polyedric nanocapsules useful for transporting drugs [17]
or the self-assembly of semiconducting quantum dots to be used as quantum computing
bits [86].
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Other important realizations of molecular self-assembly may be found in physiology
or virology. One example is the rare self-assembly of fibrous protein aggregates such as
β�amyloid that has long been suspected to play a role in neurodegenerative conditions
such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s disease [129]. Here, individual PrPC

proteins misfold into PrPSc prions which subsequently self-assemble into fibrils. The aggre-
gation of misfolded proteins in neurodegenerative diseases is a rare event, usually involving
a very low concentration of prions. Fibril nucleation also appears to occur slowly; however
once a critical size of about 10-20 proteins is reached, the fibril growth process accelerates
dramatically.

Figure 2.11: Illustration of an homogeneous self-assembly and growth in a closed unit
volume initiated with M � 30 free monomers. At a specific intermediate time in this
depicted realization, there are six free monomers, four dimers, four trimers, and one cluster
of size four. For each realization of this process, there is a specific time t� at which a
maximum cluster (N � 6 in this example) is first formed (blue cluster).

Viral proteins may also self-assemble to form capsid shells in the form of helices, icosa-
hedra, dodecahedra, depending on virus type. A typical assembly process involves several
steps where dozens of dimers aggregate to form more complex subunits which later co-
operatively assemble into the capsid shell. Usually, capsid formation requires hundreds
of protein subunits that self-assemble over a period of seconds to hours, depending on
experimental conditions [147, 148].

Aside from these two illustrative cases, many other biological processes involve a fixed
“maximum” cluster size – of tens or hundreds of units – at which the process is completed
or beyond which the dynamic change [99]. Developing a stochastic self-assembly model
with a fixed “maximum” cluster size is thus important for our understanding of a large
class of biological phenomena.

Theoretical models for self-assembly have typically described mean-field concentrations
of clusters of all possible sizes using the well-studied mass-action, Becker-Döring equations
[119, 140, 128, 36]. While Master equations for the fully stochastic nucleation and growth
problem have been derived, and initial analyses and simulations performed [18, 125], there
has been relatively less work on the stochastic self-assembly problem. Two collaborators of
this present work have recently shown that in finite systems, where the maximum cluster
size is capped, results from mean-field mass-action equations are inaccurate and that in
this case a stochastic treatment is necessary [47].

In previous work of equilibrium cluster size distributions derived from a discrete,
stochastic model, the authors in [47] found that a striking finite-size effect arises when
the total mass is not divisible by the maximum cluster size. In particular, they identified
the discreteness of the system as the major source of divergence between mean-field, mass
action equations and the fully stochastic model. Moreover, discrepancies between the two
approaches are most apparent in the strong binding limit where monomer detachment is
slow. Before the system reaches equilibrium, or when the detachment is appreciable, the
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differences between the mean-field and stochastic results are qualitatively similar, with
only modest quantitative disparities.

In this section, we are interested in determining the distribution of the mean first
assembly times towards the completion of a full cluster, which can only be done through a
fully stochastic treatment. Specifically, we wish to compute the mean time required for a
system of M monomers to first assemble into a complete cluster of size N . Statistics of this
first passage time [124] may shed light on how frequently fast-growing protein aggregates
appear. In principle, one may also construct mean self-assembly times starting from the
mean-field, mass action equations, using heuristic arguments. We show however that these
mean-field estimates yield mean first assembly times that are quite different from those
obtained via exact, stochastic treatments, thus showing their inaccuracy.

In the next subsection 3.2, we review the Becker-Döring mass-action equations for
self-assembly and motivate an expression for the first assembly time distribution. We also
present the Backward Kolmogorov equations for the fully stochastic self-assembly process
and formally develop the associated eigenvalue problem that defines the survival proba-
bility and first assembly time distributions. In subsection 3.3, we look at very simple,
yet instructive, example were analytical solutions can be found. In subsection 3.4, we
study the first assembly time for the constant monomer formulation. Such model is a
linear model, and can be solved analytically. In the next four subsections, we explore
various limits of the stochastic self-assembly process and obtain analytic expressions for
the mean first assembly time in both the strong (see subsections 3.5 and 3.6) and weak
(subsections 3.7 and 3.8) binding limits. Then, we adopt a different point of view in subsec-
tion 3.9 and look at the limit where initial monomers are present in large quantity. Results
from stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) are presented in subsection 3.10. There, we
also discuss the implications of our results and further extensions in the Summary and
Conclusions, section 3.10.6. Finally, in the last section 3.11, we comment the implications
of these theoretical results for the interpretation of the prion experimental data (shown in
previous section 1.4).

3.2 Formulation of the model

We look at a chemical model that is described by the following set of reactions (3.1),
where M1 denotes the monomer specie, and each Mk, k � 2..n, denotes the k-mer specie,
that is an aggregate composed of k monomers. In this model, N represents the maximal
size allowed for such aggregate, called the nucleus size.$''''''''''&''''''''''%

M1 �M1
pÝáâÝ
q

M2 (dimerization)

...

Mk�1 �M1
pÝáâÝ
q

Mk (k-mer formation)

...

MN�1 �M1
pÝáâÝ
q

MN (nucleus formation)

(3.1)

We repeat that such model has been originally used by Becker and Döring [14], and
can be seen as a particular case of a general coagulation-fragmentation model, where
coagulation and fragmentation only involves monomers (no coagulation of two particles of
size larger than 1, and no fragmentation into two particles of size larger than 1 are allowed).
In such case, we usually speak of polymerization and depolymerization. It is used to model
the spontaneous, homogeneous self-assembly of particles in a closed system of volume V

(we take V � 1 for simplicity). In particular, no interactions with other particles (solvant,
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etc...) are taken into account, neither the spatial structure of the system. There’s no loss
of particles (through degradation for instance) and no gain neither, so that the total mass
is conserved.

Name symbol

Concentration/Number of Native Monomer c1 or C1

Concentration/Number of aggregate of size i � 2..n � 1 ci or Ci

Nucleus size N

Aggregation rate p

Dissociation rate q

Equilibrium constant σ � q
p

Total Mass M

Table 2.2: Definitions of variables and parameters. We use small letters for the
continuous variables involved in the deterministic model, and capital letters for the discrete
variables involved in the stochastic model. We keep the same notation for the parameters
in both models, in order to avoid many notation, although the parameters has different
units in deterministic or stochastic formulation.

3.2.1 Deterministic Becker-Döring system

Using the law of mass-action, the chemical reaction system (3.1) can be formulated as
a system of ordinary differential equation given by$''&''% 9c1ptq � �pc21 � pc1

°N�1
i�2 ci � 2qc2 � q

°N
i�3 ci,9c2ptq � �pc1c2 � p

2c
2
1 � qc2 � qc3,9ciptq � �pc1ci � pc1ci�1 � qci � qci�1, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 1,9cN ptq � pc1cN�1 � qcN .

(3.2)

where ci denotes the concentration of chemical entities Mi. This system of differential
equation defines a global unique semi-flow in pR�qN and has the important property of
conservation of mass

Proposition 69. For all t ¥ 0, the total mass is conserved,

Ņ

i�1 iciptq � Ņ

i�1 icip0q �: M.

In this section, we will frequently be concerned by the initial condition cip0q � Mδi,1,
that is starting with only monomers. We can observe that, as soon as t ¡ 0, the semi-flow
is at values in s0,M rN , or more precisely in the simplex

Sdet
M,N � tpciq1¤iN , ci ¡ 0,

Ņ

i�1 ci � Mu.
For the asymptotic behavior of this system, we have the following
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Proposition 70. For every initial data pciq1¤i¤N P Sc
M,N , there is a unique global solution

to eq. (3.2), which converges at tÑ8 to the unique equilibrium given by

c�i � 1

2

�p
q

	i�1pc�1qi, (3.3)

for all 2 ¤ i ¤ N , and c�1 is the unique solution in s0,M r of
c�1 � 1

2

Ņ

i�2

i
�p
q

	i�1pc�1qi � c1p0q �M. (3.4)

The proof is based on a Lyapounov function ([9]) given by V ptq � °N
i�1 ciptq� lnp ciptqQi

q�
1
�
, where Qi � 1

2

�
p
q

	i�1
. For the unicity of the equilibrium, note that eq. (3.4) defines a

strictly increasing continuous function.

Remark 71. The standard results on Becker-Döring equation with infinite maximal size
involve similar argument, where an additional difficulty (for general aggregation coefficient)
comes from the infinite sum associated to eq. (3.4). The convergence of such infinite sum
is critical for the existence and convergence or not towards an equilibrium (see [139] for a
review on these results). We refer also to [75] for the rate of convergence to equilibrium,
using entropy methods.

Then, at equilibrium, all concentration c�i can be expressed as a function of c�1 , and the
latter is a function of M (and p and q). These considerations allow to have an estimate of
the flux of each reaction, given by

J�1 ptq :� p

2
c1ptq2 � p

2
pc�1q2, (Dimer formation)

J�1 ptq :� qc2ptq � p

2
pc�1q2, (Dimer destruction)

J�i ptq :� pc1ptqciptq � p

2

�p
q

	i�1pc�1qi�1, (i-mer formation) (3.5)

J�i ptq :� qci�1ptq � p

2

�p
q

	i�1pc�1qi�1, (i-mer destruction)

for 2 ¤ i ¤ N � 1.

3.2.2 Stochastic Becker-Döring system

The chemical reaction system (3.1) can also be formulated as a system of stochastic
differential equation, given by$'''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''%

C1ptq � C1p0q � 2Y1

� ³t
0
p
2C1psqpC1psq � 1qds	�°N�1

i�2 Y2i�1

� ³t
0 pC1psqCipsqds	,�2Y2

� ³t
0 qC2psqds	�°N

i�3 Y2i�2

� ³t
0 qCipsqds	,

C2ptq � C2p0q � Y1

� ³t
0
p
2C1psqpC1psq � 1qds	� Y3

� ³t
0 pC1psqC2psqds	,�Y2

� ³t
0 qC2psqds	� Y4

� ³t
0 qC3psqds	,

Ciptq � Cip0q � Y2i�3

� ³t
0 pC1psqCi�1ds

	� Y2i�1

� ³t
0 pC1psqCipsqds	,�Y2i�2

� ³t
0 qCipsqds	� Y2i

� ³t
0 qCi�1psqds	, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 1,

CN ptq � CN p0q � Y2N�3

� ³t
0 pC1psqCN�1ds

	� Y2N�2

� ³t
0 qCN psqds	,

(3.6)
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where pYiq1¤2N�2 are independent unit Poisson process. Odd indices i correspond to ag-
gregation event, and even indices i to detachment. Note that contrary to the deterministic
formulation for the dimerization process, the propensity of the reaction is given by C1pC1�1q

2

rather than
c2
1

2 . The system of eq. (3.6) defines a unique pure-jump Markov process at
values in N

N . The mass conservation property still holds

Proposition 72. For all t ¥ 0, the total mass is conserved,

Ņ

i�1

iCiptq � Ņ

i�1

iCip0q �: M
The Markov process takes its value in a finite state space, given by all admissible

configurations in N
n,

SM,N � tpniq1¤i¤N , ni P N,

Ņ

i�1

ini �Mu
As soon as p and q are strictly positive, all states in SM,N communicate and the Markov
chain is irreducible. We use the notation tnu for a typical admissible configuration in
SM,N . We have

Proposition 73. For every initial measure on SM,N , the Markov process defined by
eq. (3.6) is asymptotically convergent to the unique invariant probability measure π, that
satisfies the balance condition and is given by (see [82] p 167 Ex 1)

πptnuq � BM,N

�q
p

	°n
i�1

ni
n¹

i�1

1

ni!
, (3.7)

for all admissible combination tnu P SM,N , and where BM,N is a normalizing constant.
This latter constant can be calculated recursively

MB�1
M,N � q

p

Ņ

r�1

rB�1
M�r

with B0 � 1 and Bj � 0 for j   0.

Analytical expression (for any M,N) of this normalizing constant, and of the asymp-
totic moments are unfortunately out of reach, even for N � 2. However, asymptotic
expression when q Ñ 0 for the first moment has been calculated in [47]. We note ρ � tM

N
u

the maximal possible number of largest cluster, so that M � ρN � j, 0 ¤ j ¤ N � 1. In
the limit σ � q

p
Ñ 0, the asymptotic first moments are given by ([47])  CN ¡8 � ρpρ� 1q

ρ� pj � 1q ,  CN�k ¡ 8 � ρpρ� 1q±k�1
l�0 pj � lq±j�1

l�j�1�kpρ� lq , 1 ¤ k ¤ N � 1,

for any 0 ¤ j   N � 1. While for j � N � 1,  CN ¡8 � pρ� 1qf pρ� 1, N � 1q
Dpρ,N � 1q ,  CN�k ¡ 8 � ±k�1

l�0 pN � 1� lq±N�1�k
i�1 pρ� 2� iq

f pρ,N � 1q , 1 ¤ k   N � 1  C1 ¡ 8 � 2pN � 1q!
f pρ,N � 1q
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with f pρ, jq � j! �±j�1
l�1 pρ � lq. It has been show that such formulas differ significantly

from mean-field formulas eq. (3.3) for M{N finite and relatively small [47]. Other works
(see [27] among others) give way to approximate first (and higher) moments in the case
N � 2, using a moment-closure approximation. For instance, for N � 2,   C2 ¡8 can
be approximate by its mean-field deterministic value, and the second moment using a
Gaussian truncation. We obtain (see [27])  C2 ¡8 � 1

4

�p2M � q{pq �ap2M � q{pq2 � 4M2
	  C1C2 ¡8 � M   C2 ¡8 � q   C2 ¡8�4p   C2 ¡8 �pp2M � 3q � q

�   C2 ¡28
Such formulas are expected to be valid for large M . the extension for larger N is limited
as one need to solve nonlinear equation such as eq. (3.3).
As in the deterministic case, these considerations allow to estimate the flux of each reaction,
given by

J�1 ptq �   p

2
C1ptqpC1ptq � 1q ¡ � p

2
  C1pC1 � 1q ¡8, Dimer formation (3.8)

J�1 ptq �   qC2ptq ¡ � q   C2 ¡8, Dimer destruction (3.9)

J�i ptq �   pC1ptqCiptq ¡ � p   C1Ci ¡8, (i-mer formation) (3.10)

J�i ptq �   qCi�1ptq ¡ � q   Ci�1 ¡8, (i-mer destruction) (3.11)

for 2 ¤ i ¤ n�1, where   X ¡8 are the asymptotic mean value of X. Note that all these
asymptotic moments are function of M ,p,q and N .

Finally, let A be the matrix of transition rates between the configurations and

P pn1, n2, . . . , nN ; t|m1,m2, . . . ,mN ; 0q
the probability that the system contains n1 monomers, n2 dimers, n3 trimers, etc, at time
t, given that the system started in some initial configuration pm1,m2, . . . mN q at t � 0.
The Master equation in this representation is given by [47]9P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q � �ΛptnuqP ptnu; t|tmu, 0q�p

2pn1 � 2qpn1 � 1qW�
1 W�

1 W�
2 P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q�qpn2 � 1qW�

2 W�
1 W�

1 P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q�N�1̧
i�2 ppn1 � 1qpni � 1qW�

1 W�
i W�

i�1P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q� Ņ

i�3 qpni � 1qW�
1 W�

i�1W�
i P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q, (3.12)

where P ptnu, tq � 0 if any ni   0, where

Λptnuq � p

2
n1pn1 � 1q � N�1̧

i�2 pn1ni � Ņ

i�2 qni,

is the total rate out of configuration tnu, and W�
j are the unit raising/lowering operators

on the number of clusters of size j. The latter are defined as

W�
1 W�

i W�
i�1P ptnu; t|tmu; 0q� P pn1 � 1, . . . , ni � 1, ni�1 � 1, . . . ; t|tmu; 0q.
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3.2.3 Nucleation time

The nucleation time (or first assembly time) is defined as the waiting time for CN ptq
to reach one, i.e.

Definition 1 (Stochastic nucleation time). Let M,N ¡ 0, and pCip�qq1¤i¤N the solution
of eq. (3.6). The stochastic nucleation time, starting at a configuration tmu P SM,N is

τN ptmuq � inftt ¥ 0;CN ptq � 1 | Cip0q � δmi
, 1 ¤ i ¤ Nu.

The mean nucleation time is

TN ptmuq � E
�
τN ptmuq�. (3.13)

It is a first-passage problem. Note that because the Markov chain is at value in a finite
state-space, the first passage time is finite with probability one as soon as p, q ¡ 0 (we
will see the case q � 0 later on) and M ¥ N . When not specified, we speak of the first
passage time of CN ptq � 1 for the specific initial condition of all monomers

Cip0q � Mδi,1.

To accurately compute entire assembly time distributions, particularly for small particle
numbers M , it is convenient to consider the state-space shown in figure 2.12, where we
consider the explicit cases N � 3 and M � 7 or M � 8.

Here, the problem is to evaluate the time it takes for the system to reach an“absorbing”
state – a cluster of maximal size N is fully assembled – having started from a given initial
configuration. For example, for N � 3, absorbing states are those where nN�3 ¥ 1.
The arrival time from a given initial configuration to any absorbing state depends on the
specific trajectory taken by the system. Upon averaging these arrival times over all paths
starting from the initial configuration tmu and ending at any absorbing state, weighted
by their likelihood, we can find the overall probability distribution of the time it takes to
first assemble a complete cluster of size N .

The natural way to compute the distribution of first completion times is to consider
the “Backward” equation for the probability vector of initial conditions, given a fixed final
condition tnu at time t. The Backward equation in this representation is simply 9P � A:P,
where A: is the adjoint of the transition matrix A defined above, so that9P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q � �ΛptmuqP ptnu; t|tmu; 0q�p1

2
m1pm1 � 1qW�

2 W�
1 W�

1 P ptnu; t|tmu; 0q�q2m2W
�
2 W�

1 W�
1 P ptnu; t|tmu; 0q�N�1̧

i�2

pim1miW
�
1 W�

i W�
i�1P ptnu; t|tmu; 0q� Ņ

i�3

qimiW
�
1 W�

i�1W
�
i P ptnu; t|tmu; 0q. (3.14)

Here, the operators W�
i operate on the mi index. It is straightforward to verify that

eq. (3.14) is the adjoint of eq. (3.12). The utility of using the Backward equation is that
eq. (3.14) can be used to determine the evolution of the “survival” probability defined as
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Sptmu; tq � ¸tnu,nN�0

P ptnu; t|tmu; 0q,
where we consider now that states tnu with nN ¥ 1 are absorbing. Thus, the sum is
restricted to configurations where the final states tnu are set to nN � 0 so as to include
all and only “surviving” states that have not yet reached any of the absorbed ones where
nN ¥ 1. Sptmu; tq thus describes the probability that no maximum cluster has yet been
formed at time t, given that the system started in the tmu configuration at t � 0. By a
summation of eq. (3.14) over all final states with nN � 0, it is possible to find an equation
for Sptmu; tq. Upon performing this sum, we find that Sptmu; tq also obeys eq. (3.14) but
with P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q replaced by Sptmu; tq, along with the definition Spm1,m2, . . . ,mN ¥
1; tq � 0 and the initial condition Spm1,m2, . . . ,mN � 0; 0q � 1. Thus, the general vector
equation for the survival probability is 9S � A:S, where we consider only the subspace of
A: on non absorbing states. In this representation, each element Sptmu; tq in the vector
Sptmu; tq is the survival probability associated with a particular initial condition. The
above vector equation may be solved for S, leading to the vector of first assembly time
distributions

Gptmu; tq � �BSptmu; tqBt , (3.15)

from which all moments of the assembly times can be constructed. To this end, it is often
useful to recast eq. (3.15) in Laplace space

G̃ptmu; sq � 1� sS̃ptmu; sq,
where G̃ is the Laplace transform of G and similarly for S. The vector 1 is the survival
probability of any initial, non-absorbing state, and consists of 1’s. Its length is given by
the dimension of A: on the subspace of non-absorbing states. Using this representation
we may evaluate the mean assembly time TN ptmuq for forming the first cluster of size N

starting from the initial configuration tmu at t � 0

TN ptmuq � � » 8
0

t
BSptmu; tqBt dt,� » 8

0
Sptmu; tqdt,� S̃ptmu; s � 0q. (3.16)

Similarly, the variance varN ptmuq related to the first assembly time can be calculated as

varN ptmuq � � » 8
0

t2
BSptmu; tqBt dt� TN ptmuq2,� 2

» 8
0

tSptmu; tqdt� TN ptmuq2,� ��2
BS̃ptmu, sq

ds
� S̃ptmu; sq2�

s�0

.

The Laplace-transform of the survival probability can be found via 9S � A:S which, in
Laplace space, is written as
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S̃ � rsI�A:s�11, (3.17)

so that

G̃ � 1� srsI�A:s�11.

The mean first assembly time for a specific configuration tmu is thus given as

TN ptmuq � S̃ptmu; s � 0q � � �pA:q�11
�tmu . (3.18)

where the subscript tmu refers to the vector element corresponding to the tmuth initial
configuration. Similar expressions can be found for the variance and other moments.

In order to invert the matrix A: on the subspace of non-absorbing states we first note
that its dimension DpM,Nq rapidly increases with M . In particular, we find that the
number of distinguishable configurations with no maximal cluster obeys the induction:

Proposition 74. for any M,N ¡ 0, the dimension of the matrix A: is given by

DpM,N � 1q � ρ̧

j�0

DpM � jN,Nq, (3.19)

with ρ � tM{N u the integer part of M{N .

For example, in eq. (3.19), DpM, 2q � 1, and the only “surviving” configuration ispM, 0q. The next term is DpM, 3q � 1 � tM{2u which, for M{N Ñ 8 yields DpM, 3q �
M{2. Similarly DpM, 4q can be written as

DpM, 4q � tM{3u
j̧�0

DpM � 3j, 3q � tM
3

utM
2

u � M2

6

where the last two approximations are valid in the large M{N limit. By induction, we
find

Corollary 75. In the large M{N limit, the dimension of the matrix A: is approximated
by

DpM,Nq � MN�2pN � 1q! .
From these estimates, it is clear that the complexity of the eigenvalue problem in

eq. (3.18) increases dramatically for large M and N . Then the theoretical formulation of
the first passage problem is of no help to derive quantitative formula and to understand
the influence of parameters.

Finally, note that the nucleation time is usually defined in the mean-field context ([120])
as the waiting time for cN ptq to reach a given fraction of the total mass. However, to allow
a direct comparison with the stochastic formulation case, we take the following definition
for the deterministic nucleation time. Consider the modified (irreversible) Becker-Döring
system
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M1 �M1

pÝáâÝ
q

M2 (dimerization)

...

Mk�1 �M1
pÝáâÝ
q

Mk (k-mer formation)

...
MN�1 �M1 ÝÑ

p
MN (nucleus formation)

(3.20)

where the last reaction is now considered irreversible. Its deterministic formulation is now$''''&''''% 9c1ptq � �pc21 � pc1
°N�1

i�2 ci � 2qc2 � q
°N

i�3 ci9c2ptq � �pc1c2 � p
2c

2
1 � qc2 � qc39ciptq � �pc1ci � pc1ci�1 � qci � qci�1, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,9cN�1ptq � �pc1cN�1 � pc1cN�2 � qcN�1,9cN ptq � pc1cN�1,

(3.21)

so that the asymptotic equilibrium is now c�i � M
N
δi,N .

Definition 2 (Deterministic nucleation time). Let M,N ¡ 0, and pcip�qq1¤i¤N the solution
of eq. (3.21). The deterministic nucleation time T det, starting at configuration tcu P Sdet

M,N

is
T det
N ptcuq � inftt ¥ 0, cN ptq � 1 | cip0q � ci, 1 ¤ i ¤ Nu. (3.22)

Remark 76. T det
N ptcuq   8 as soon as M ¡ N .

3.3 Example and particular case

3.3.1 N � 2

As a first trivial remark, we treat the case N � 2. In such case, the “surviving”
configuration is pM, 0q, and so the nucleation time is given by the following proposition.

Proposition 77. When N � 2 and M ¥ 2, the first assembly time, starting from config-
uration tM, 0u is an exponential random variable of mean parameter

T2ptM, 0uq � 2

pMpM � 1q .
This exponential time is given by the first time the dimerization reaction occurs. Note

that a direct integration of eq. (3.21) yields the deterministic nucleation time, for any
M ¡ 2,

T det
2 ptM, 0uq � 2

pMpM � 2q .
3.3.2 N � 3

In the case of N � 3, the “surviving” configuration are tM � 2i, i, 0u, 1 ¤ i ¤ tM2 u.
These configurations can be well ordered so that the matrix A: that defines the first
passage problem is tridiagonal, of order m � tM2 u� 1, whose elements a:i,j take the form$'&'% a

:
k,k�1 � pk � 1qq, 2 ¤ k ¤ 1� tM2 u,

a
:
k,k � � pM�2k�2qpM�3k�2q

2 p� pk � 1qq, 1 ¤ k ¤ 1� tM2 u,
a
:
k,k�1 � pM�2k�2qpM�2k�1q

2 p, 2 ¤ k ¤ 1� tM2 u.
A recurrence relationship can be derived to invert this matrix. However, there’s no“simple”
close form for the mean assembly time, so we do not write its expression here.
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3.3.3 N � 3, M � 7, 8

As a simple, yet instructive example, we consider the case N � 3 and M � 7 or 8.
The entire dynamic is represented in figure 2.12.

(8,0,0)

(6,1,0)

(4,2,0)

(2,3,0)

(5,0,1)

(3,1,1)

(1,2,1) (2,0,2)(0,4,0)

(0,1,2)

(7,0,0)

(5,1,0)

(3,2,0)

(1,3,0)

(4,0,1)

(2,1,1)

(0,2,1) (1,0,2)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: Allowed transitions in stochastic self-assembly starting from an all-monomer
initial condition. In this simple example, the maximum cluster size is N � 3. (a) Allowed
transitions for a system with M � 7. Since we are interested in the first maximum cluster
assembly time, states with n3 � 1 constitute absorbing states. The process is stopped
once the system crosses the vertical red line. (b) Allowable transitions when M � 8. Note
that if monomer detachment is prohibited (q � 0), the configuration p0, 4, 0q (yellow) is
a trapped state. Since a finite number of trajectories reach this trapped state and never
reach a state where n3 � 1 if q � 0, the mean first assembly time diverges, T � 8.

For M � 7, the equations for the survival probability Spn1, n2, n3, tq can be written in
terms of the backward Kolmogorov equations which in this case are

dSp7, 0, 0q
dt

� 7 � 6
2

rSp5, 1, 0q � Sp7, 0, 0qs,
dSp5, 1, 0q

dt
� qrSp7, 0, 0q � Sp5, 1, 0qs � 5 � 4

2
rSp3, 2, 0q � Sp5, 1, 0qs � 5rSp4, 0, 1q � Sp5, 1, 0qs,

dSp3, 2, 0q
dt

� 2qrSp5, 1, 0q � Sp3, 2, 0qs � 3 � 2
2

rSp1, 3, 0q � Sp3, 2, 0qs � 3 � 2rSp2, 1, 1q � Sp3, 2, 0qs,
dSp1, 3, 0q

dt
� 3qrSp3, 2, 0q � Sp1, 3, 0qs � 3rSp0, 2, 1q � Sp1, 3, 0qs,

where we have assumed that time is now renormalized so that p � 1 and q is unitless.
These equations can be numerically solved as a set of coupled (linear) ODEs. The solution
to the above ODEs leads to the full survival distributions. If we are only interested in the
mean first passage time T , starting from configuration tn1, n2.n3u, we compute the matrix
A:

A: � ���� �21 21 0 0
q �p15� qq 10 0
0 2q �2q � 9 3
0 0 3q �3q � 3

�ÆÆ
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and using eq. (3.18),

T3pt7, 0, 0uq � 1

105

744 � 487q � 60q � 2q3

27 � 20q � 2q2
(3.23)

T3pt5, 1, 0uq � 1

105

609 � 387q � 50q2 � 2q3

27� 20q � 2q2

T3pt3, 2, 0uq � 1

105

630 � 357q � 44q2 � 2q3

27� 20q � 2q2

T3pt1, 3, 0uq � 1

105

945 � 385q � 42q2 � 2q3

27� 20q � 2q2

Similarly,

T3pt8, 0, 0uq � 105� 1526q � 488q2 � 40q3 � q4

168qp49 � 16q � q2q
T3pt6, 1, 0uq � 105� 1232q � 392q2 � 34q3 � q4

168qp49 � 16q � q2q
T3pt4, 2, 0uq � 147� 1176q � 350q2 � 30q3 � q4

168qp49 � 16q � q2q
T3pt2, 3, 0uq � 343� 1386q � 350q2 � 28q3 � q4

168qp49 � 16q � q2q
T3pt0, 4, 0uq � 2401 � 2058q � 392q2 � 28q3 � q4

168qp49 � 16q � q2q
In figure 2.13, we plot the mean first assembly time for N � 3, M � 7 and M � 8 as a
function of the relative detachment rate q, starting in initial condition pM, 0, 0q. These
two examples share a qualitative properties. Firstly, the mean first assembly time is non-
monotonic with respect to q. This is a surprising result, that comes from the discrete effect
(similar to reported by [47] for asymptotic first moment). This means that for some specific
parameters, the system goes faster towards a maximal cluster for higher detachment rate.
The cause of such result is the presence of traps, as it will be explain in the following
subsections 3.5 and 3.6. For M � 8, we even have T Ñ 8 as q Ñ 0 (whatever the initial
configuration). This is due to the fact that the state t0, 4, 0u becomes also an absorbing
state in the limit q � 0. Then, in such case, we need to calculate conditional time assembly
(see subsection 3.5). Secondly, both mean first assembly times go to infinity as q Ñ8 (as
expected), both at an asymptotic linear rate with respect to q. This asymptotic behaviour
as q Ñ8 will be investigated further in subsection 3.7 and subsection 3.8.

Figure 2.13: (a) Mean first assembly times for N � 3,M � 7. (b) Mean first assembly
times for N � 3,M � 8.
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3.4 Constant monomer formulation

In this section, we study the first assembly time for a distinct model, that is the Becker-
Döring model with constant monomer. We already encounter such model in subsection 2.2
(see eq. 2.15 for the deterministic model, and eq. 2.16 for the stochastic model). The main
advantage of the constant monomer formulation is to be analytically solvable (within
our specific choice of parameters, independent of cluster size). The constant monomer
formulation can be seen as an open linear Jackson queueing network, where the last queue
is absorbing. Entry in the system occurs from the first queue (creation of a dimer, C2)
and every individuals move (an aggregate change of size size) independently of each other
between queues according to the transition rates written above. They can leave the system
from the first queue or stay in the last absorbing queue (CN ). The propensities of the
reaction being linear, it is known that the time-dependent probabilities to have a given
number of aggregate of size i are given by a Poisson distribution (see [85]). In particular,
the number of individuals in the last queue also follows a Poisson distribution. Because
the last queue is absorbing, the survival time of CN � 0 follows

Sptq � P
 
CN psq � 0, 0   s ¤ t

( � P
 
CN ptq � 0

( � exp
�� xCNyptq	.

Such distribution is characterized by a single parameter, its mean for instance. Again, the
model being linear, the mean number of aggregates of size i, at time t, is given by the
solution of a deterministic ordinary differential equation which can be rewritten as

dc

dt
� Ac�B,

dcn

dt
� c1cn�1,

(3.24)

where

c � ����� c2
c3
...

cn�1

�ÆÆÆ, A � ������� �σ � c1 σ

c1 �σ � c1 σ
. . .

. . .
. . .

c1 �σ � c1 σ

c1 �σ � c1

�ÆÆÆÆÆ, B � ����� c21{2
0
...
0

�ÆÆÆ
(3.25)

In the equations above, c1 is the constant quantity of monomers, and ciptq � xCiptqy is
the mean number of aggregates of size i ¥ 2, and we have rescaled the time by 1{p and
denoted σ � q{p for simplicity. The system of eq. (3.24) above is a linear system and can
be solved to find cN ptq, and the first assembly time. A general form for cN�1ptq is given
by

cN�1ptq � N�2̧

k�1

αke
λktV

pkq
N�2 � pA�1BqN�2,

where λk � �pc1 � σq � 2
?
c1σ cosp kπ

N�2 q are the eigenvalues of A, V pkq the associated

eigenvector (for a general form, see [146]) (V
pkq
N�2 denotes its last components), and αk are

constant given by the initial condition cipt � 0q � 0, 2 ¤ i ¤ N � 1. By integration,

cN ptq � c1

�N�2̧

k�1

αkV
pkq
N�2

eλkt � 1

λk
� pA�1BqN�2t

�
.
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We detail below two asymptotic expressions, which are of interest for their own, as well
for the initial Becker-Döring model. The two limits we look at are σ ¡¡M and M ¡¡ σ.
In such cases the mean lag time is given by

TN �M"σ
p2pN � 1q!q1{pN�1q

MN{pN�1q
TN �M!σ

2σN�2

MN

(3.26)

Similarly, there is two different asymptotic distributions for the lag time, given respectively
by a Weibull and an exponential distribution,�dSN

dt
�tÑ0

MN

2pN � 2q! tN�2 exp
�� Mn

2pN � 1q! tN�1
	�dSN

dt
�tÑ8 MN

2|detA| exp�� MN

2|detA| t�MpA�2BqN�2

	 (3.27)

Remark 78. The large time asymptotic of the linear model eq. 3.24 is of interest to
interpret previous formula. At equilibrium, one have indeed, for all 2 ¤ i ¤ N � 1, (given
by the calculus of A�1)

c
eq
i � 1

2|detA| Ņ

k�i�1

ck�1
1 σN�k (3.28)

Hence, for σ ¡¡ M , c
eq
i � M

2

�
M
σ

	i�1
, the equilibrium repartition is exponential, and

cN ptq � Mc
eq
N�1t � MN

2σN�2 t. For M ¡¡ σ, however, all quantities at equilibrium become

equal, to c
eq
i � M

2 . In such case, the lag time is reached before equilibrium takes place, and
the asymptotic expression corresponds to an irreversible aggregation (thus independent of
σ).

3.5 Irreversible limit (q � 0)

We come back to the original formulation of the first assembly time, described for
conservative the Becker-Döring model in subsection 3.2. We consider here the irreversible
case q � 0. We have already seen in one example that the mean first assembly time is
not necessarily finite any more. We first explore the case N � 3 and then the general N
case. This derivation will be extended in a perturbative manner for small 0   q ! 1 in
subsection 3.6.

3.5.1 N � 3

So let us first restrict ourselves to N � 3 and the q � 0 case of irreversible self-assembly.
Upon setting q � 0, the matrix A: becomes bi-diagonal and a two-term recursion can be
used to solve for the survival probability S̃pM � 2n, n, 0; sq as follows. If the entries of the
bidiagonal matrix A: are denoted a

:
ij, there are all zero except

a
:
k,k � �pM � 2k � 2qpM � 3k � 2q

2
p, 1 ¤ k ¤ 1� tM

2
u,

a
:
k,k�1 � pM � 2k � 2qpM � 2k � 1q

2
p, 2 ¤ k ¤ 1� tM

2
u.
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The elements bi,j of the inverse matrix B � �sI�A:��1
are given by

bi,i � 1

s� a
:
i,i

,

bi,j � 0, if i ¡ j,

bi,j � ±j�1
k�i a

:
k,k�1±j

k�ips� a
:
k,kq , if i   j. (3.29)

The survival probability in Laplace space, according to eq. (3.17) is the sum of entries of

each row of
�
sI�A:��1

so that

S̃pM � 2n, n, 0; sq � 1

s� a
:
i,i

� rM{2s�1¸
j�i�1

±j�1
k�i a

:
k,k�1±j

k�ips� a
:
k,kq , (3.30)

where i � n � 1 is the pn � 1qth row of
�
sI�A:��1

. Upon taking the Inverse Laplace
transform of eq. (3.30) we can write the survival probability SpM � 2n, n, 0; tq as a sum
of exponentials, since all poles are of order one. The full first assembly time distribution
can be obtained from this quantity, with �dSpM �2n, n, 0; tq{dt. Similarly, the mean first
assembly time, according to eq. (3.18) is given by T3pM�2n, n, 0q � S̃pM�2n, n, 0; s � 0q.
In particular, from eq. (3.29) we find

a
:
k,k�1

a
:
k�1,k�1

� �pM � 2k � 2qpM � 2k � 1qpM � 2kqpM � 1q . (3.31)

so that inserting eq. (3.31) into eq. (3.30) for s � 0 we obtain

Proposition 79. For N � 3, the mean assembly time starting from the initial conditionpM � 2n, n, 0q, 0 ¤ n ¤M{2 is

T3pM � 2n, n, 0q � 2pM � 2nqpM � 1q ��1� rM{2s
j̧�1

j¹
k�n�1

pM � 2k � 2qpM � 2k � 1qpM � 2kqpM � 1q �� .(3.32)

Note that the mean first assembly time is finite when M is odd, but is infinite if M is even
as in the case of M � 8 and N � 3, where a trapped state arises. In these case, there is a
finite probability that the system arrives in the state p0,M{2, 0q, and since the assembly
process is irreversible, such realizations remain in p0,M{2, 0q forever: detachment would
be the only way out of it. Therefore, averaged over trajectories that include traps, the
mean assembly time is infinite.

3.5.2 Traps for N ¥ 4

We now show that when q � 0, trapped states exist for any M and N ¥ 4, yielding
infinite mean assembly times, starting from any configuration.

Definition 3 (Traps). For any M,N ¡ 0, a trap state is a configuration tmu P SM,N

such that

τN ptmuq � 8, almost surely.
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A trapped state arises whenever a maximum cluster has not been assembled (nN � 0),
and all free monomers have been depleted (n1 � 0). In this case the total mass must be
distributed according to

M � N�1̧
j�2 jnj. (3.33)

It is not necessarily the case that this decomposition is possible for all M and N , but if
it is, then we have a trapped state and the first assembly time is infinite. To show that
the decomposition holds for N ¥ 4 and for all M , we write M � ρpN � 1q � j where ρ is
the highest divisor between M and N � 1, so that 1 ¤ j ¤ N � 2. Now, if j � 1, then the
decomposition is achieved with nN�1 � ρ, nj � 1, and all other nk � 0 for k � j, pN � 1q.
We have thus constructed a possible trapped state. If instead j � 1, then we can rewrite
M � pρ � 1qpN � 1q � pN � 2q � 2 so that the decomposed state is at nN�1 � ρ � 1,
nN�2 � 1 and n2 � 1, with all other values of nk � 0. This proves that

Proposition 80. for all M ¥ 4, N ¥ 4, there are trapped states for q � 0.

The only exception is when N � 3, when the last decomposition does not hold, since
N � 2 � 1 for N � 3 and by definition, monomers are not allowed in trapped states.
Indeed, for N � 3, eq. (3.33) becomes M � 2nj , which is possible only for M even. Such
case has been treated in paragraph 3.5.1 above.

According to our stochastic treatment, the possibility of trajectories reaching trapped
states for q � 0 exists for any value of M,N ¥ 4, giving rise to infinite first assembly
times. This is not mirrored in the mean-field approach for q � 0, where cN pT q � 1 for
finite T (depending on initial conditions), always occur if M is large enough (larger than
N) as can be seen in figure 2.14b. For N � 4, M � 9, indeed T can be evaluated from
eq. (3.22) as c4p1.7527q � 1. In the irreversible binding limit, we may thus find examples
where the stochastic treatment yields infinite first assembly times due to the presence of
traps, while in the mean-field, mass action case, the mean first assembly time is finite.

Figure 2.14: Mean first assembly times evaluated via the heuristic definition eq. (3.22)
(pink line) and as a function of qi � q for M � 7, N � 3 (top) and for M � 9, N � 4
(bottom). Here pi � p � 1. We also show the exact results (blue line) obtained via the
stochastic formulation in eq. (3.16) which we derive in paragraph 3.2.3. Parameters are
chosen as above. Qualitative and quantitative differences between the two approaches
arise, which become even more evident for N ¡ 3 q Ñ 0, as we shall discuss. These
discrepancies underline the need for a stochastic approach.

Remark 81. If we want to count the number of trapped states for general M,N we can do
this iteratively. Certainly for N � 3 there is only one trapped state, at the configurationp0,M{2, 0q where of course M must be even.
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In the case of N � 4, the traps are found by writing the number of ways one can write
M � 2a � 3b, with a, b integers. We need to distinguish now between M odd or even. If
M is even, then the only possible values of b are even ones, so that b � 2b1, b1 � 0, 1, 2 . . .
up until b1max � tM{6u and amax � 0 or amax � 1. We thus can explicitly write

M � 6tM
6

u� 2amax

M � 6

�tM
6

u� 1


� 2pamax � 3q
M � 6

�tM
6

u� 2


� 2pamax � 6q
. . .

M � 6

�tM
6

u� tM
6

u
� 2

�
amax � 3tM

6
u


These are exactly NT pM, 4q � tM{6u� 1 states. For instance, if M=18, we have

18 � 6� 3� 2� 0

18 � 6� 2� 2� 3

18 � 6� 1� 2� 6

18 � 6� 0� 2� 9

which is exactly t18{6u � 1 � 4 combinations.
In the case of M odd we note that, by necessity b � 2b1 � 1 must be odd so that

M � 2a� 3p2b1 � 1q and so the problem reduces to finding the values of a and b1 such that
M � 3 � 2a � 6b1. This is the same as what we just did, but replacing M with M � 3,
which is now even, so that there are now exactly 1� tM�3

6 u states.
So, in summary we can write the number of traps NT pM,Nq for N � 4 and general

M as follows

NT pM, 4q � 1� tM
6

u, if M even,

NT pM, 4q � 1� tM � 3

6
u, if M odd.

Now, let us try to iterate for, let’s say N � 5. In this case, we need to write M �
2a� 3b� 4c. We can decide to use c � 0, c � 1, c � 2 up until the largest value of c which
is tM4 u. For every chosen c, thus the problem reduces to arranging M � 4c units into traps
of order N � 4, that is we need to find a, b such that M � 4c � 2a � 3b. The only value
of c we cannot accept is when M � 4c is equal to one. In this case, no values of a or b

will exist to satisfy the above identity. We thus need to arrest our choice of c values at the
point c � tM4 u� 1 if M � 4tM4 u � 1.
In general we can thus say that

Proposition 82. for all M,N ¡ 0, the number of traps NT pM,Nq satisfy the induction

NT pM,N � 1q � tM{Nu
j̧�0

NT pM � jN,Nq, if M � tM
N

uN � 1,

NT pM,N � 1q � tM{Nu�1

j̧�0

NT pM � jN,Nq, if M � tM
N

uN � 1.
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For instance, if M � 19, N � 7, the above yields

NT p19, 7q � 2̧

j�0

NT p19� 6j, 6q � 36

as can be verified by direct substitution.

3.5.3 Conditional first assembly times for q � 0

Given the above result – namely that the presence of traps yields infinite first assembly
times when q � 0 – it is a natural question what is the mean first assembly time conditioned
on traps not being visited.

Definition 4 (mean conditioned nucleation time). The mean conditioned nucleation time
is

TN ptmuq� � E
�
τN ptmuq | τN ptmuq   8�,

which is well defined for any configuration tmu that are not traps.

To this end, we explicitly enumerate all paths towards the absorbed states and average
the mean first assembly times only over those that avoid such traps (we note that a
similar approach was derived by Marcus [102] to compute the time-dependent probability
function). To be more concrete, we first consider the case N � 3.

3.5.3.1 N � 3 Here, in order to reach the absorbing state where n3 � 1, one or more

dimers must have been formed. Let us thus consider the specific case 1 ¤ n2 ¤ �M�1
2

�
.

Here, the last bound arises from noting that after n2 dimers are formed, at least one free
monomer must exist, so that it can attach to one of the n2 dimers, thus creating a trimer.

Since at every iteration both the formation of a dimer or of a trimer can occur, the
probability of a path that leads to a configuration of exactly n2 dimers is given by

n2�1¹
k�0

pM � 2kqpM � 2k � 1qpM � 2kqpM � 2k � 1q � 2pM � 2kqk . (3.34)

The above quantity must be multiplied by the probability that after these n2 dimerizations
a trimer is formed, which occurs with probability

n2pM � 2n2qpM � 2n2qpM � 2n2 � 1q � 2pM � 2n2qn2
. (3.35)

Upon multiplying eq. (3.34) and (3.35) and simplifying terms we find that the probability
Wn2

for a path where n2 dimers are created before the final trimer is assembled is given
by

Wn2
� 2n2pM � 1qn2�1

n2�1¹
k�0

pM � 2k � 1q. (3.36)

Note that if M is even, we must discard paths where 2n2 � M , since, as described
above, this case represents a trap with no monomers to allow for the creation of a trimer.
According to eq. (3.36) the realization 2n2 �M occurs with probability
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WM
2

� MpM � 3q!!pM � 1qM
2

. (3.37)

Thus for M even, WM
2

represents the probability the system will end in a trap. Hence the

probability that a 3-mer is ever formed is

P
 
τ3ptM, 0, 0uq   8( � 1� 1tM evenuMpM � 3q!!pM � 1qM

2

.

We must now evaluate the time the system spends on each of the paths void of traps. Note
that the exit time from a given dimer configuration pM � 2k, k, 0q is a random variable
taken from an exponential distribution with rate parameter given by the dimerization
rate, λd,k � pM � 2kqpM � 2k � 1q{2. However, the formation of a trimer is also a
possible way out of the dimer configuration, with rate λt,k � pM � 2kqk. The time to exit
the configuration pM � 2k, k, 0q is thus a random variable distributed according to the
minimum of two exponentially distributed random variables which is still exponentially
distributed according to the sum of the two rates

λk � λd,k � λt,k � pM � 2kqpM � 1q
2

.

The typical time out of configuration pM � 2k, k, 0q is thus given by 1
λk
. Upon summing

over all possible 0 ¤ k ¤ n2 values we find the mean time for the system to go through n2

dimerizations

Tn2
� n2̧

k�0

1

λk
� n2̧

k�0

2pM � 2kqpM � 1q .
Finally, the mean first assembly time can be calculated as

Proposition 83. For N � 3, The conditioned mean nucleation time is given by

T3pM, 0, 0q� � rM�1

2
s

ņ2�1

Wn2
Tn2

. (3.38)

and

P
 
τ3ptM, 0, 0uq   8( � 1� 1tM evenuMpM � 3q!!pM � 1qM

2

It can be verified that for M odd, eq. (3.38) is the same as eq. (3.32), since the integer
part that appears in the sum in eq. (3.38) is the same as its argument, thus including
all paths. For M even instead paths with 2n2 � M are discarded, yielding a mean first
assembly time averaged over trap-free configurations. These calculations obviously hold
as well starting at a configuration tM � 2n, n, 0u.
3.5.3.2 N ¥ 4 Similar calculations can be carried out in the case of larger N ; how-
ever, keeping track of all possible configurations before any absorbed state can be reached
becomes quickly intractable (see [102]). For example, in the case N � 4 one would need
to consider paths with a specific sequence of n2,k dimers formed between the creation of
k and k � 1 trimers until n3 trimers are formed. The path would be completed by the
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formation of a cluster of size N � 4. We would then need to consider all possible choices
for 1 ¤ n3 ¤ �M�1

3

�
such that traps are avoided and evaluate the typical time spent on

each viable path. Because of the many branching possibilities, it is clear that the enumer-
ation becomes more and more complicated as N increases. For the sake of completeness,
we briefly describe this procedure below.

We choose to start from the initial configuration pM, 0, 0, 0q. Choose first n3 such
1 ¤ n3 ¤ �

M�1
3

�
. Then for any k � 0...n3, we create n2,k�1 dimers and a trimer (or a

4-mer at the last step k � n3), where we start with an initial conditionpn1, n2, n3, n4q � pMk, y2,k, k, 0q
where Mk � M � 2y2,k � 3k and y2,k � °k

i�0 n2,i � k, n2,k being the number of dimers
formed between step k�1 and k. Note that n2,0 � 0 and M0 �M . For any k � 1, � � � , n3,
the mean time spent in such path is given by

Tn2,k
� n2,k�1

i̧�1

1

λi,k

,

where for i � 1...n2,k � 1, the parameter of the waiting exponential time is

λi,k � ppMk�1 � 2pi � 1qqpMk�1 � 2i� 1q{2� ppMk�1 � 2pi � 1qqpy2,k�1 � i� 1q� ppMk�1 � 2pi � 1qqpk � 1q,� ppMk�1 � 2pi � 1qqpM � kq{2.
The weight of such a path is, for k � 1...n3

Wn2,k
� 2pn2,k � y2,k�1qpM � kqn2,k�1

n2,k¹
i�1

pMk�1 � 2i� 1q.
while for k � n3 � 1, the weight is

Wn2,k
� 2pk � 1qpM � kqn2,k�1

n2,k¹
i�1

pMk�1 � 2i� 1q,
To sum up, for any number n3 P t1, ... �M�1

3

�u and acceptable numbers pn2,kq1¤k¤n3�1

(such that
°n3�1

k�1 2n2,k � n3   M), the time and weight of such path are given by

Tpn2,kq1¤k¤n3�1
� n3�1

ķ�1

n2,k�1

i̧�1

1

λi,k
,

Wpn2,kq1¤k¤n3�1
� n3�1¹

k�1

Wn2,k
,

and the total mean time is given by (given that a 4-mer is ever formed)

T4pM, 0, 0, 0q� � ¸pn2,kq,n3

Wpn2,kq1¤k¤n3�1
Tpn2,kq1¤k¤n3�1

,

where the sum ranges over admissible configuration.
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3.6 Slow detachment limit (0   q ! 1)

We are going now to extend our calculation of the mean assembly time for irreversible
cases above to 0   q    1 by a perturbative treatment.

Although mean assembly times are infinite in an irreversible process (except when M

is odd and N � 3), they are finite when q ¡ 0. For M even and small q ¡ 0, we can
find the leading behavior of the mean first assembly time T pM, 0, 0q perturbatively by
considering the trajectories from a trapped state into an absorbing state with at least one
completed cluster.

Since for q � 0 the mean arrival time to an absorbing state is the sum of the probabil-
ities of each pathway, weighted by the time taken along each of them, we expect that the
dominant contribution to the mean assembly time in the small q limit can be approximated
by the shortest mean time to transition from a trapped state to an absorbing state. This
assumption is based on the fact that the largest contribution to the mean assembly time
will arise from the waiting time to exit a trap, of the order of � 1{q, since only detachment
is possible from traps. The time to exit any other state instead, when both attachment
and detachment are possible, will be much faster, and of order 1. For sufficiently small
detachment rates q, we thus expect that the dominant contribution to the mean assembly
time comes from the paths that go through traps and that TN pM, 0, . . . , 0q � 1{q.
3.6.1 N � 3

Again, first consider the tractable case N � 3 and M even, where it is clear that the
sole trapped state is p0,M{2, 0q and the “nearest” absorbing state is p1,M{2� 2, 1q. Since
the largest contribution to the first assembly time occurs along the path out of the trap
and into the absorbed state, we pose

T3pM, 0, 0q � P �p0, M
2
, 0qT3p0, M

2
, 0q,

where P �p0,M{2, 0q is the probability of populating the trap, starting from the pM, 0, 0q
initial configuration for q � 0. This quantity can be evaluated by considering the different
weights of each path leading to the trapped state. An explicit recursion formula has been
derived in a previous work [47, Section 4, eq. A.23]. In the N � 3 case however, the paths
are simple, since only dimers or trimers are formed, leading to

P �p0, M
2
, 0q � MpM � 3q!!pM � 1qM2 , (3.39)

which corresponds to eq. (3.37). The first assembly time T p0,M{2, 0q starting from statep0,M{2, 0q can be evaluated as

T3p0, M
2
, 0q � 1

M
2 q

� T3p2, M
2
� 1, 0q. (3.40)

Here, the first term is the total exit time from the trap, given by the inverse of the
detachment rate q multiplied by the number of dimers. The second term is the first
assembly time of the nearest and sole state accessible to the trap. This quantity can be
evaluated, to leading order in 1{q, as

T3p2, M
2
� 1, 0q � 1

2pM2 � 1q � 1
T3p0, M

2
, 0q, (3.41)
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where we consider that the trap will be revisited upon exiting the state p2,M{2�1, 0q with
probability 1{p2pM2 � 1q � 1q. Other terms to be included in eq. (3.41) would have been
the total time to leave state p2,M{2 � 1, 0q and the possibility of reaching the absorbing
state. The contribution of the first term however would be of lower order than 1{q, since
attachment events are of order Op1q ! Op1{qq; the contribution of the second term is zero.
Upon combining eq. (3.40) and (3.41) we find

T3p0, M
2
, 0q � 2pM � 1q

MpM � 2q 1q .
Finally, T3pM, 0, 0q can be derived by multiplying the above result by eq. (3.39). We can
generalize this procedure to find

Proposition 84. the dominant term for the mean assembly time starting from any initial
state pM � 2n, n, 0q in the limit q Ñ 0, N � 3 and for M even is given by

T3pM, 0, 0q � T3pM � 2, 1, 0q � 2pM � 3q!!pM � 2qpM � 1qM{2�1

1

q
,

T3pM � 2n, n, 0q � 2pM � 2n� 1q!!pM � 2qpM � 1qM{2�n

1

q
, 2 ¤ n  M{2,

T3p0,M{2, 0q � 2pM � 1q
MpM � 2q 1q .

The next order terms do not have an obvious closed-form expression, but are inde-
pendent of q. Note that when q is small and increasing, the mean first assembly times
decrease. This is true for M odd cases as well. An increasing q describes a more rapid
dissociation process, which may lead one to expect a longer assembly time. However due
to the multiple pathways to cluster completion in our problem, increasing q actually allows
for more mixing among them, so that at times, upon detachment, one can “return”to more
favorable paths, where the first assembly time is actually shorter. This effect is clearly
understood by considering the case of q � 0 when, due to the presence of traps, the first
assembly time is infinite. We have already shown that upon raising the detachment rate
q to a non-zero value, the first assembly time becomes finite. Here, detachment allows for
visiting paths that lead to adsorbed states, which would otherwise not be accessible. This
same phenomenon persists for small enough q and for all M,N values. The expectation
of assembly times increasing with q is confirmed for large q values, as we shall see in the
next section. Taken together, these trends indicate the presence of an optimal q� value
where the mean assembly time attains an optimal, minimum value.

3.6.2 N ¥ 4

We can generalize our estimation of the leading term in 1{q for the first assembly time
and for larger values of N via

TN pM, 0, . . . , 0q � ţµuP �ptµuqTN ptµuq, (3.42)

where µ labels all trapped states. The values of P �
µ can be calculated as described above

using the recursion formula presented in [47]. The mean first assembly times TN ptµuq
instead may be evaluated by considering only the shortest sub-paths that link traps to each
other. For instance, in the case of M � 9, N � 4 the only trapped states are p0, 3, 1, 0q andp0, 0, 3, 0q, corresponding to P �p0, 0, 3, 0q � 921{5488 and P �p0, 3, 1, 0q � 2873{24696. The
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shortest path linking the two traps is p0, 3, 1, 0q Ñ p2, 2, 1, 0q Ñ p1, 1, 2, 0q Ñ p0, 0, 3, 0q,
which yields, to first order, T p0, 1, 3, 0q � T p0, 0, 3, 0q � 1{p2qq. Finally, from eq. (3.42)
we find that T p9, 0, 0, 0q � 2005{p14112qq which can be verified upon constructing the
corresponding transition matrix A: of dimension Dp9, 4q � 12. The task at hand however
becomes increasingly complex as M and N increase since more traps arise, leading to the
identification of more entangled sub-paths connecting them.

Remark 85. We conjecture the leading term to be of order 1{q. This comes from the
fact that leaving a trapped states requires a single step of parameter q. By definition, two
trapped states cannot be directly connect to each other, preventing the possibility of having
a higher power of q, and so, independently of M,N . We will see that this will be confirm
by a different approach in subsection 3.9 and by numerical simulation in subsection 3.10.

3.7 Fast detachement limit (q Ñ8) - Cycle approximation

We turn now to approximation of assembly times in the limit of large detachment rate
q. We expect here the mean assembly time to increase monotonically with q. We consider
here a similar approach to the previous subsection 3.6 and try to identify the leading path
that contribute to the first assembly time. In the limit q Ñ 8, we expect trajectories
involving small numbers of monomers to be rarely sampled so that the full assembly of a
cluster is a rare event. Looking at the general form of the invariant distribution eq. (3.7),
we see that the most probable states, in the stationary regimes, are those for which

°N
i�1 ni

is maximal. This tells us that the most likely states, in the stationary regime, is, without
surprise, pM, 0, � � � , 0q. The next likely one is pM � 2, 1, 0, � � � , 0q. We assume the leading
path that contributes to the first assembly time is the path that contain the most likely
states. Let us first consider the case of N � 3, as usual.

3.7.1 N � 3

For N � 3, the overwhelmingly dominant path (leading to a maximal cluster size) is
then: pM, 0, 0q é pM � 2, 1, 0q é pM � 3, 0, 1q
These states yield a reduced 2�2 transition matrix A: that can be easily inverted to yield
(see definition 5 below)

T c
3 pM, 0, 0q � 2q

MpM � 1qpM � 2q ,
T c
3 pM � 2, 1, 0q � 2q

MpM � 1qpM � 2q ,
where the equality refers to the reduced configuration space, valid only for q " pM .

3.7.2 N ¥ 4

This dominant direct path can be generalized to any N for q "M as followspM, 0, 0, ..., 0q é pM � 2, 1, 0..., 0q é � � � é pM �N, 0, ...0, 1q.
(3.43)

The state space of such system, called the cycle system, is now

Sc
M,N � tpniq1¤i¤N P SM,N such that there is at most one i ¥ 2, ni � 1u
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We extend the definition of nucleation time and mean nucleation time for the path given
by eq. (3.43).

Definition 5. Let M,N ¡ 0, and pCip�qq1¤i¤N the solution given by the chemical reaction
steps eq. (3.43). The cycle stochastic nucleation time, starting at configuration tmu P Sc

M,N

is

τ cN ptmuq � inftt ¥ 0;CN ptq � 1 | Cip0q � δmi
, 1 ¤ i ¤ Nu.

The mean nucleation time is

T c
N ptmuq � E

�
τ cN ptmuq�.

For N ¡ 3, the corresponding matrix A: is of dimension pN � 1q and tridiagonal. Its
a
:
i,j elements are given as r:1,1 � �r

:
1,2 � �MpM � 1q{2, and for 2 ¤ k ¤ pN � 1q

a
:
k,k�1 � q,

a
:
k,k � �q � pM � kq,

a
:
k,k�1 � pM � kq.

The inverse of A: can be computed by a three-terms induction formula [135]. While we
could consider all initial configurations tmu, we focus only on the case tmu � pM, 0, . . . , 0q,
in order to simplify the notation. Results for other choices of tmu can be obtained by
following the same reasoning here illustrated. After some algebraic manipulations on the
recurrence formula [135], we have

Proposition 86. For any M ¥ N , the mean cycle nucleation time is given by

T c
N pM, 0, . . . , 0q � 2±N�1

i�0 pM � iq�N�2̧

k�0

k¹
l�1

pM � pN � lqqqN�2�k (3.44)�MpM � 1q
2

N�2̧

j�2

j�1¹
l�2

pM � lqN�j�1

ķ�0

k¹
l�1

pM � pN � lqqqN�j�1�k

�
,

Hence we expect the expression T c
N pM, 0, . . . , 0q to be an approximation of TN pM, 0, . . . , 0q

for q " M . We will see in subsection 3.10 with numerical simulation that this is indeed
the case. The highest term in q the above is given by

T c
N pM, 0, . . . , 0q � 2qN�2±N�1

i�0 pM � iq . (3.45)

For M " N on the other hand, one can approximateM�i � M so that eq. (3.44) becomes

T c
N pM, 0, . . . , 0q � qN�1

MN

�
N�1̧

k�2

kMk

qk
� 2

q

N�2̧

k�0

Mk

qk

�
.

Finally, using the symmetry properties of the associated matrix A: we can find the Laplace
transform of the first assembly time distribution G̃cppM, 0, . . . , 0q; sq [33] in the limit q " M

G̃cppM, 0, . . . , 0q; sq � 1
2

±N�1
i�0 pM � iq
dN�1psq , (3.46)

where dN�1psq is a unitary polynomial of degree N � 1, given by the following recurrence
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d1 � s� MpM � 1q
2

,

d2 � ps� pM � 2q � qqd1 � q
MpM � 1q

2
, (3.47)

di � ps� pM � iq � qqdi�1 � qpM � pi� 1qqdi�2, for i ¡ 2

Thus dN�1psq � sN�1� ...�βs2�αs� 1
2

±N�1
i�0 pM � iq. Note that the first assembly time

is given by

TN pM, 0, . . . , 0q � lim
sÑ0

1� G̃ppM, 0, . . . , 0q; sq
s

.

By comparing eq. (3.46) with eq. (3.44) we note that the term α in the above expansion
for dN�1psq, corresponds to the quantity in the square brackets in eq. (3.44) so that

T c
N pM, 0, . . . , 0q � 2α±N�1

i�0 pM � iq .
One can also calculate the variance of the first assembly time distribution to obtain

varcN pM, 0, . . . , 0q � α2±N�1
i�0 pM � iq2 � 2β±N�1

i�0 pM � iq ,
and similarly all other moments of the distribution. Finally, we can also estimate the first
assembly time distribution GcppM, 0 . . . , 0q, tq by considering the Inverse Laplace trans-
form of eq. (3.46), specifically by evaluating the dominant poles associated to dN�1psq.
In the large q limit, dN�1psq as evaluated via the recursion relations eq. (3.47) can be
approximated as

dN�1psq � qN�2s� 1

2

N�1¹
i�0 pM � iq,

yielding the slowest decaying root λN

λN � � 1

2qN�2 N�1¹
i�0 pM � iq. (3.48)

Then

Proposition 87. As q Ñ8, the cycle nucleation time τ cN ptmuq converge to an exponential
random variable of parameter �λN defined in eq. (3.48),

GcppM, 0, . . . , 0q; tq � 1

2

N�1¹
i�0 pM � iqeλN t.
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Remark 88. Note that with the recurrence formula for the di, eq. (3.47), we can show
that all roots of di are simple, real and that, if µ1, ..., µi and λ1, ..., λi�1 are respectively
the roots of di and di�1, the following holds (see [126][p.119])

µ1   λ1   µ2   � � �   λi�1   µi

Because G is a distribution one must get additionally µi   0. Moreover, dN�1 has the
asymptotic representation

dN�1 � rpqN�2 � 0pqN�3qqs� 1

2

N�1¹
i�0 pM � iqsr1 � N�1̧

j�0 0p1
q
qsi�j�1s

the last relation shows that the highest root of dN�1 has the asymptotic, as q Ñ8,

λN � � 1

2qN�2 N�1¹
i�0 pM � iq

and that all other roots diverge to �8 as q Ñ8. So we conclude that there is one leading
exponential, so that G is asymptotically an exponential distribution of parameter �λN .

3.8 Fast detachment limit (q Ñ8) - Queueing approximations

In this section we consider a different approach to the fast detachment, q Ñ 8 limit
by using the well-known “pre-equilibrium” or “quasi steady-state” approximation (which
has been used in the deterministic context in [120], see also [62]) essentially a separation
of time scales between fast and slow varying quantities. We will use the pre-equilibrium
approximation on the stochastic formulation of eq. (3.6), however, to illustrate the method,
we will first apply it to the Becker-Döring system in eq. (3.21). To illustrate the qualitative
differences between a system that satisfies the pre-equilibrium assumption and one that
doesn’t, we refer to figure 2.15.

3.8.1 Deterministic Pre-equilibrium

To understand the time scale of each reaction, we recall the stationary flux values
calculated in eq. (3.5), for 1 ¤ i ¤ N � 1,

J�i ptq � pi

2qi�1 pceq1 qi�1,
Note that as q Ñ8 all fluxes decrease and that J�i ptq is one order of magnitude larger in
q than J�i�1ptq: this is the condition for the quasi-steady state approximation to hold.

3.8.1.1 Complete pre-equilibrium We may thus consider the first N � 1 reactions
to be at equilibrium so that eq. (3.21) can be rewritten as a function of the mass contained
in all clusters except the largest one. For this, let us define

xptq � N�1̧
i�1 iciptq,

that is the mass of species pc1, � � � , cN�1q. By the mass conservation property,

xptq �M �NcN ptq,
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Figure 2.15: Pre-equilibrium hypothesis in deterministic and stochastic model.
A Pre-equilibrium in deterministic simulations. M � 100, σ � 1000, N � 7. Each
oligomer species quickly reaches a threshold, and then stays in equilibrium with the con-
centration of monomers during the nucleation process. Axis are in log scale. B No pre-
equilibrium in deterministic simulations. M � 105, σ � 1000, N � 7. The dynamic
is much more rapid, there is a large excess of production of oligomers, and the nucle-
ation starts before each oligomer concentration reach their maximal values. Oligomers
and monomers are not in equilibrium during nucleation. C Pre-equilibrium in stochastic
simulations. M � 100, σ � 1000, N � 7. The number of oligomers fluctuates widely, al-
though it quickly reaches its mean value. D No pre-equilibrium in stochastic simulations.
M � 105, σ � 1000, N � 7. With a large initial number of monomers, the time evolution
of each species becomes regular. Nucleation starts before each oligomer numbers reach
their maximal values.
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where M is the total initial mass (c1p0q � M). It comes from the system of differential
equations eq. (3.21) (remember that we consider the last reaction to be irreversible, to
allow a direct comparison with the stochastic definition)" 9xptq � �pNc1cN�1,9cN ptq � pc1cN�1.
The system composed of pc1, � � � , cN�1q, as an isolated Becker-Döring system (of maximal
size N�1), has a unique and asymptotically stable equilibrium value (see subsection 3.2.1),
that depends smoothly on the total mass x. Indeed, we saw that all concentrations of
oligomer and monomer concentration can be expressed as a function of the total mass x (
eq. (3.3) - (3.4) ). Assuming that the subsystem reaches instantaneously its equilibrium,
the previous system becomes$'&'% 9xptq � �N p

2

�
p
q

	N�2pc1pxqqN ,9cN ptq � p
2

�
p
q

	N�2pc1pxqqN ,
(3.49)

where c1pxq is the solution of

c1 � 1

2

N�1̧
i�2 i

�p
q

	i�1pc1qi � x. (3.50)

By analogy to definition 2, we have the

Definition 6. Let pxptq, cN ptqq the solution of eq. (3.49). Then we define

T
det,q
N ptcuq � inftt ¥ 0, cN ptq � 1 | cip0q � ci, 1 ¤ i ¤ Nu.

Upon solving eq. (3.50) we can obtain c1pxq, which can then be used in eq. (3.49) to
determine cN ptq. A crude approximation for q Ñ8 is c1pxq � x, however, a more accurate
result can be found by allowing the sum in eq. (3.50) to go to infinity so that

N�1̧
i�1 i

�p
q

	i�1pc1qi � 8̧
i�1 i�pq	i�1pc1qi� c1σ

2pc1 � σq2 ,
where σ � q

p
. Thus, we have

c1

2

�
1� c1σ

2pc1 � σq2	 � x.

For large σ, we can approximate this last equation by

c1

�
1� c1

σ

	 � x.

The relevant root is given by

c1 � �σ �?
4σx� σ2

2
, (3.51)

which, as can be verified easily, goes to x as q Ñ8.
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For practical use and to find a tractable approximation of the first assembly time, we
solve eq. (3.49) with c1pxq � x, which gives

xptq � M

N�1

b
1�N p

2

�
p
q

�N�2
MN�1t

and by conservation of mass NcN ptq � M � xptq. The time for which cN ptq � 1 is then
found to be

T
det,q
N � 2

pN

σN�2pM �NqN�1
While taking c1pxq �M as a constant function, a direct integration gives

T
det,q
N � 2

p

σN�2
MN

Both expression are found to be substantially improved by replacing M by c1 given by
eq. (3.51) (see [120]).

3.8.1.2 Pre-equilibrium between r   N oligomer species We can also consider
that only the r first species c1,c2,...cr quickly equilibrates between each other, because the
reaction flux between these first r species are of higher magnitude than the reaction flux
between the N �r other species. We can separate the time scale of the first r species from
the remaining ones. For this, we define the quantity

xptq � ŗ

i�1 iciptq,
and the system of differential equations eq. (3.21) reduce to$'''''&'''''% 9x � �ppr � 1qc1pxqcrpxq � pc1

�°N�1
k�r�1 ck�� qpr � 1qcr�1 ��°N�1

k�r�2 ck�,9ci � pc1pxqpci�1 � ciq � qpci � ci�1q, r � 1 ¤ i ¤ N � 2,9cN�1 � �pc1pxqcN�1 � pc1pxqcN�2 � qcN�1,9cN � pc1pxqcN�1,
(3.52)

where c1 is a function of x determined by the relevant roots of

c1 � 1

2

ŗ

i�2 i�pq	i�1pc1qi � x, (3.53)

and

cr � 1

2

�p
q

	r�1pc1qr.
To get a rough, nevertheless tractable approximation with this approach, we consider

that

Hypothesis 11. c1pxq is a constant over time,

given by the solution of eq. (3.53) at t � 0. The system of eq. (3.52) above is a linear
system, namely 9Y � AY �B
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with

A � ������� �q � pc1 q

pc1 �q � pc1 q
. . .

. . .
. . .

pc1 �q � pc1 0
0 pc1 0

�ÆÆÆÆÆ, B � ����� pc1cr
0
...
0

�ÆÆÆ.

As in subsection 3.4, this system can be solved to find cN ptq, and then the nucleation time.

3.8.2 Stochastic Pre-equilibrium

A separation of time scales can also be performed in stochastic systems, where the
basic assumptions for pre-equilibration are the same as for the deterministic case. In par-
ticular, we require the “fast” subsystem to be ergodic and to possess a unique equilibrium
distribution. The dynamic of the “slow” subsystem is obtained by averaging the fast vari-
ables over their equilibrium distribution; the basic assumption is that while slow variables
evolve, the fast ones equilibrate instantaneously to their average values [80].

Equivalently, due to the equilibrium hypothesis, integrating eq. (3.12) over the variables
that constitute the fast subsystem, will lead to the vanishing of all terms that do not modify
the slow variable, and all remaining terms will involve averages of the fast variable [68].

3.8.2.1 Complete Pre-equilibrium We thus take the same approach as in the de-
terministic system, by allowing the first N � 1 cluster sizes to equilibrate among each
other. We define for this the quantity

Xptq � N�1̧
i�1 iCiptq � M �NCN ptq,

which is the total mass contained in the cluster of size less than N �1. It then comes from
the system of stochastic differential equations (3.6)$&% Xptq � Xp0q �NY2N�3� ³t0 pC1psqCN�1ds	�NY2N�2� ³t0 qCN psqds	,

CN ptq � CN p0q � Y2N�3� ³t0 pC1psqCN�1ds	� Y2N�2� ³t0 qCN psqds	,
and the pre-equilibrium assumption lead to the asymptotic system$&% Xptq � Xp0q �NY2N�3� ³t0 pxC1CN�1y8pXpsqqds	 �NY2N�2� ³t0 qCN psqds	,

CN ptq � CN p0q � Y2N�3� ³t0 pxC1CN�1y8pXpsqqds	 � Y2N�2� ³t0 qCN psqds	,
(3.54)

where xC1CN�1y8pXq denotes the asymptotic moment value of C1CN�1, given that the
mass of the subsystem is X.

Remark 89. A direct integration of eq. (3.12) over all configurations with nN fixed, yields9P pnN ; t|tmu, 0q � ��pxn1nN�1ypM �NnN q � qnN

�
P pnN ; t|tmu, 0q�pxn1nN�1ypM �NpnN � 1qqP pnN � 1; t|tmu, 0q�qpnN � 1qP pnN � 1; t|tmu, 0q,
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where

P pnN ; t|tmu, 0q � »
P ptnu; t|tmu, 0qdn1 � � � dnN�1,

and the pre-equilibrium hypothesis reads

P ptnu; t|tmu, 0q � P ptnu; t Ñ8|nNqP pnN ; t|tmu, 0q,xn1nN�1ypM �NnN q � »
n1nN�1P ptnu; t Ñ8|nNqdn1 � � � dnN�1.

We extend similarly the definition of the stochastic nucleation time for the solution of
eq. (3.54).

Definition 7 (Stochastic nucleation time). Let M,N ¡ 0, and pXp�q, CN p�qq the solution
of eq. (3.54). The queueing stochastic nucleation time is

τ
q
N � inftt ¥ 0;CN ptq � 1 | Xp0q �M, CN p0q � 0u.

The mean queueing nucleation time is

T
q
N � E

�
τ
q
N

�
.

Note that the calculus of the queueing stochastic nucleation time does not require
more approximation at this point, as the nucleation time is defined as the first instant the
Poisson process Y2n�3 fires. And it is clear that Xpsq � Xp0q � M before that point.
Then the survival time is,

S
q
N ptq � P

 
τ
q
N ¡ t

( � exp
�� » t

0
p   C1Cn�1 ¡8 pMq	,

and, we have the

Proposition 90. For any M,N ¡ 0, the queueing nucleation time τ
q
N is an exponential

random variable of parameter p   C1CN�1 ¡8 pMq,
GppM, 0, . . . , 0q; tq � p   C1CN�1 ¡8 pMqe�p C1CN�1¡8pMqt.

The remaining difficulty lays in determining the quantity xn1nN�1ypMq, a second mo-
ment value, at equilibrium, of a stochastic Becker-Döring system of maximal size N � 1,
and total mass M . We may resort to a (very) crude approximation, by using a mean field
assumption and Becker-Döring results as followsxC1CN�1y � xC1yxCN�1y� 1

2

�p
q

	N�2xC1yN� 1

2

�p
q

	N�2pc�1qN
Other approximation involve moment closure approximation ([27]), or one require the use
of numerical simulation to calculate such moment.
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3.8.2.2 Pre-equilibrium between r   N � 1 oligomer species Upon performing
numerical simulations (see next subsection 3.10), it is clear that first assembly time distri-
butions may not necessarily be exponentially distributed, even in the case of large q. We
thus perform a less drastic approximation by allowing only the first r species, 1 ¤ r   N ,
to equilibrate instantaneously. Define for thisXptq � °r

i�1 iCiptq, with the pre-equilibrium
assumption, the system of stochastic differential equations (3.6) reduces to$'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

Xptq � X1p0q � pr � 1qY2r�1

� » t

0
pxC1Cry8Xsqds	� N�1̧

i�r�1

Y2i�1

� » t

0
pxC1y8pXsqCipsqds	�pr � 1qY2r

� » t

0
qCr�1psqds	� Ņ

i�r�2

Y2i�2

� » t

0
qCipsqds	,

Cr�1ptq � Cr�1p0q � Y2r�1

� ³t
0 pxC1Cry8pXsqds	�Y2r�1

� » t

0
pxC1y8pXsqCr�1psqds	�Y2r

� » t

0
qCr�1psqds	� Y2r�2

� » t

0
qCr�2psqds	,

Ciptq � Cip0q � Y2i�3

� » t

0
pxC1y8pXsqCi�1ds

	� Y2i�1

� » t

0
pxC1y8pXsqCipsqds	�Y2i�2

� » t

0
qCipsqds	� Y2i

� » t

0
qCi�1psqds	, r � 2 ¤ i ¤ N � 1,

CN ptq � CN p0q � Y2N�3

� » t

0
pxC1y8pXsqCN�1ds

	� Y2N�2

� » t

0
qCN psqds	.

Now if we assume

Hypothesis 12. Xptq �M to be constant over time,

the nucleation problem can be treated as a first order reaction network, with the
transition rate being:

pxC1Cry8pMqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝáâÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
q

Cr�1
pxC1y8pMqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝáâÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ

q
Cr�2 � � � pxC1y8pMqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ CN (3.55)

Indeed, if X is constant over time, all reactions are first-order reaction. We define

Definition 8 (Stochastic nucleation time). Let M,N ¡ 0, 1 ¤ r ¤ N�1, and pCip�qqr�1¤i¤N

the solution of the first-order reaction network eq. (3.55). The r-queueing stochastic nu-
cleation time is

τ
q,r
N � inftt ¥ 0;CN ptq � 1 | Cip0q � 0, r � 1 ¤ i ¤ Nu.

The mean r-queueing nucleation time is

T
q,r
N � E

�
τ
q,r
N

�
.

Again, as in subsection 3.4, we can solve this system to get
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Proposition 91. For any M,N ¡ 0, 1 ¤ r ¤ N � 1, the survival time S
q,r
N ptq � P

 
τ
q,r
N ¡

t
(
is given by

S
q,r
N ptq � exp

�� p2xC1y8pMqxC1Cry8pMqN�1�r

ķ�1

βkV
pkq
N�1�r

��t
λk

� eλkt � 1

λ2
k

	�
(3.56)

where λk � �ppxC1y8pMq � qq � 2
a

pxC1y8pMqq cosp kπ
N�r

q are the eigenvalues of the

N �1�r-upper block ofA, V pkq the associated eigenvector ([146]) (V
pkq
N�1�r denotes its last

components), and βk are constant given by the initial condition.

3.8.3 Example

We illustrate the result of this section with the case N � 3. Note that the above
formula eq. (3.56) is valid for any M,N . There is analytical formulas for eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, so that the formula can be used in practice if we determine the asymptotic
moment values. For this last point, however, there’s no other choice than performing a
moment closure approximation or numerical simulation. We will consider the numerical
results in the next section

3.8.3.1 N=3, r=2 Deterministic The complete pre-equilibrium assumption (r � 2)
reads in the deterministic context9xptq � �3p

2

�p
q

	
c1pxq3,9c3ptq � p

2

�p
q

	
c1pxq3,

with xptq � c1ptq� 2c2ptq, and the pre-equilibrium quantity c1pxq satisfies c1� c2
1

σ
� x and

is given by

c1pxq � �σ �?
4σx� σ2

2
.

The above system can not be exactly solved. Taking c1pxq � x, we get

c3ptq � M

3

�
1� 1a

1� 3M2p2t{q	,
so that

T
det,q
3 � 2

3p

σpM � 3q2 .
Taking c1pxq �M ,

c3ptq � p

2

�p
q

	
M3t,

and

T
det,q
3 � 2

p

σ

M3
.

Stochastic In the stochastic context, we have

Xptq �M � 2Y3

� » t

0
p   C1C2 ¡8 pXpsqqds	 � 3Y4

� » t

0
qC3psqds	, (3.57)

C3ptq � Y3

� » t

0
p   C1C2 ¡8 pXpsqqds	 � Y4

� » t

0
qC3psqds	, (3.58)
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and the nucleation time (first time for which C3ptq � 1) is an exponential random variable
of parameter p   C1C2 ¡8 pMq. This last quantity can not be evaluated exactly, We
have, by the mass conservation property,   C1C2 ¡8 pMq � M   C2 ¡8 �2   C2

2 ¡8.
The mean value   C2 ¡8 can be approximate by the deterministic value, and the second
moment using a Gaussian truncation (see [27]). We then obtain  C2 ¡ � 1

4

�p2M � q{pq �ap2M � q{pq2 � 4M2
	
,  C1C2 ¡ � M   C2 ¡ � q   C2 ¡�4p   C2 ¡ �pp2M � 3q � q
�   C2 ¡2 .

3.8.3.2 N=3, r=1 This case consists in taking c1 (or C1) as constant over time.
Deterministic We obtain 9c2ptq � pM2 � pq � pMqc2,9c3ptq � pMc2.

The solution is given by

c2ptq � pM2

q � pM
p1� e�pq�pMqtq,

c3ptq � p2M3

q � pM
pt� 1

pM � q
pe�pq�pMqt � 1qq,

and c3ptq � p2M3

2 t2 as t Ñ 0. Then an approximated expression for the assembly time
reads

T
det,q,1
3 � ?

2

pM3{2 .
Stochastic In the stochastic context, we look at the queueing network

pMpM�1q{2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝáâÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
q

C2
pMÝÝÑ C3

and the forward Kolmogorov equation 9P � AP,

with P p0, iq � δ1piq, and
A � � �q � pM 0

pM 0



so that P p2, tq � pM

q�pM

�
1� e�pq�pMqt	, and the surviving probability is

P
 
τ
q,1
3 ¡ t

( � exp
�� p2M2pM � 1q

2pq � pMq �
t� 1

q � pM
p1� e�pq�pMqtq�	.

3.9 Large initial monomer quantity

We end up our analysis using the correspondence between the stochastic formulation
and its deterministic version as M is large. It is known that for the deterministic Becker-
Döring model, time trajectories present a metastable property [118, 139]. Indeed, the
system has different characteristic time scales. In the first time scale, of order 1{M , the
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system behaves as a pure-aggregation system, up to the time where c1 becomes of order
q, and small aggregates are present in a very large quantity. Then, in a second time scale,
the quantity of monomer c1 stays roughly constant, as well as larger cluster. Such period
have been named a metastable state. In the third time scale (of order 1{q), quantity of
monomer stays roughly constant but the cluster distribution evolves following a diffusion
with a fixed left boundary, making larger and larger cluster appear. In the infinite maximal
size Becker-Döring model, the fourth and final time scale corresponds to the relaxation
towards an exponential equilibrium cluster size distribution. In a Becker-Döring with an
absorbing maximal size state, the system tends toward a Dirac mass located at the largest
cluster size. The lag time depends on whether appreciable quantity of maximal cluster size
is reached before, during or after the metastable state. If N is small (to become clearer
latter) we expect cN ptq to reach one in the pure-aggregation period. In such case, the Lag
time is close to the constant monomer formulation

TN �M"q,N small
p2pN � 1q!q1{pN�1q

MN{pN�1q (3.59)

Such approximation can be improved using the exact solution of the pure-aggregation
model (see remark below).

If N is larger, however, we expect the nucleus to be reached in the diffusion period.
During this period, c1 is almost constant, of same order as q. To obtain an expression of
the value of the metastable value of c1, we can let 9c1 � 0 in the system 3.2, to obtain (we
took p � 1 for simplicity)

c�1 � q
c2 �°N�1

i�2 c�i°N�1
i�2 c�i , (3.60)

where all c�i are given by the asymptotic value of the irreversible aggregation period (see
remark 92 below). Now the problem reduces to a linear one, as in subsection 3.4. Specifi-
cally, the same equations as eq. (3.25) can be used, with c1 replaced by c�1 , and the initial
condition given by cip0q � c�i , i ¥ 2. As a consequence, the lag time depends on M only
by the initial condition c�i , i ¥ 2, and is found to be (see the numerical subsection 3.10)
almost independent of M .

Now criteria to know whether CN will reach one or not before the metastable period
can be easily obtained, by comparing with the deterministic value c�N . (see remark 92
below). To precisely know what should be a large N or not, one have to calculate the
intermediate cluster distribution at the end of irreversible stage. Such value are linearly
proportional to the total quantity of monomers, leading thus to a threshold for M , and
are decreasing with N . Note that as q Ñ 0, depending on the relative values of M and N ,
the deterministic lag time then diverges to �8 (if c�N   1) or remains finite (if c�N ¡ 1).

Finally, arguing as in the linear model (subsection 3.4), we can calculate the distribu-
tion of the lag time in the condition M " q and c�N   1, for which the survival probabilities
is given by

Sptq � e�cN ptq (3.61)

where cN ptq follows the deterministic linear system described above (with c1 � c�1). As
c�N p0q ¡ 0, such formula gives in some sense a bimodal distribution. The first peak is given
by Dirac mass at 0 (which should be actually of order 1{M), with a weight given by c�N ,
and the second peak is given by the linear deterministic system.

In the limit M Ñ 8, for fixed N , we have eventually c�N ¡ 1, and a maximal cluster
will be reached during the pure-aggregation period. Then the mean lag time is close to
the deterministic lag time, and the distribution may be approximated by the Weibull
distribution found in the monomer-conservative subsection 3.4.
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Remark 92. Using τ � ³t0 c1psqds, the system of eq. 3.2 (with p � 1, q � 0) becomes$''&''% 9c1pτq � �°N�1
i�1 ci,9c2pτq � �c2 � 1

2c1,9cipτq � �ci � ci�1, 3 ¤ i ¤ N � 1,9cN pτq � cN�1.

(3.62)

Upon taking Laplace transform, zipsq � ³80 e�sτcipτqdτ , letting N large and using the mass
conservation property, we obtain the exact formula#

z1psq � 2Ms
s2�p1�sq2 ,

zipsq � Msps2�p1�sq2qp1�sqi�1 2 ¤ i,
(3.63)

Taking Laplace inverse transform, we have

c1pτq �Me�τ{2� cospτ{2q � sinpτ{2q	, (3.64)

which goes to 0 as τ Ñ π{2. The exact expression of c1ptq in the original time scale can
now be obtained (at least, numerically) by the inversion of the nonlinear transformation
that defines τ . We can proceed similarly for each ci to obtain an expression for the lag
time in the irreversible aggregation period. Also, we can use the inverse Laplace transform
of eq. (3.63) and letting τ Ñ π{2 to obtain asymptotic values c�i during the irreversible
aggregation period. If cN pτ Ñ π{2q " 1, then a sufficient quantity of nucleus will be
reached during the irreversible aggregation period.

3.10 Numerical results and analysis

In this section we present the numerical results obtained by simulating our stochastic
assembly system for various values of tM,N, qu and compare and contrast these results
with the analytical expressions evaluated in the previous sections. We use an exact stochas-
tic simulation algorithm (SSA or Gillespie algorithm) to calculate the first assembly times
[60, 22]. For each set of tM,N, qu we sample at least 104 replicas and follow the time
evolution of the cluster populations (given by eq. (3.6)) until CN � 1, when the simulation
is stopped and the first assembly time recorded. Each run starts with the same initial
cluster population tmu � pM, 0, � � � , 0q, which we won’t mention any more as a conse-
quence. Quantities such as histograms, means and variances are determined via standard
statistics methods.

We start by presenting the good agreement between the exact solution calculated in
subsection 3.3 and the numerical solutions, in paragraph 3.10.1. To make our analysis
easier to follow, we present the behavior of the mean first passage time TN as a functions
of each parameter separately. Firstly, we look at TN as a function of the detachment rate q
in paragraph 3.10.2 . In particular we verify that the two asymptotics we gave in previous
section, for small q values and large q values, are in good agreement with the simulations,
and confirm that TN is non-monotonic with respect to q. Secondly, we look TN as a
function of M in paragraph 3.10.3. Such dependence is important in practice, because the
initial mass M is a parameter that can be controlled experimentally. TN is decreasing with
M , with very different relationship however depending on other parameters. For large q

values, TN behaves asM�N , as predicted by our approximation. For very large value of M ,
TN decreases as M�1 approximately, as in the linear model (3.4). For intermediate value
of M , and if N is sufficiently large, TN decreases only as M�a, with a   1. Thirdly, we
present TN as a function of N in paragraph 3.10.4. We find that TN increases exponentially
with N . Finally, we present the distribution of the first passage time and its qualitative
change with respect to parameters in paragraph 3.10.5.
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3.10.1 Agreement between simulation and theory

As an example, to show the good agreement between our numerical solution and the
exact solution, we consider the case M � 7, N � 3. We recall that we already noticed the
discrepancies between the deterministic formulation given by eq. (3.22) and the stochastic
formulation given by eq. (3.13). Indeed, we showed in figure 2.14 the differences between
both formulation. What clearly arises from figure 2.14 is that while the mean first assem-
bly times obtained stochastically and via the mean-field equations are of the same order
of magnitude, they are also quite different and show even qualitative discrepancies. For
example, the stochastic mean first assembly time is non-monotonic in q, while the simple
mean-field estimate is an increasing function of q for M � 7, N � 3.

We show in figure 2.16 the mean first assembly time T3p7, 0, 0q as a function of q

obtained via our exact results eq. (3.23) and by runs of 105 numerical simulations. Nu-
merics and analytical results are in very good agreement. In the same figure 2.16 we also
plot the probability distributions derived from our numerical results for the same case of
M � 7, N � 3. Note that as q increases, the distribution approaches a single parameter
exponential with decay rate λ3 as estimated by eq. (3.48).
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of theory with simultions, M � 7, N � 3. The red line is
obtained from eq. (3.23), blue circle are average time obtained from 104 simulations, and
green cruces from 105 simulations. The left figure show a range of q-value from 0 to 5, the
right from 0 to 100. Inset are histograms of the waiting time for different value of q, as
indicated of the figures.

3.10.2 Mean assembly time as a function of q

We generalize this analysis by plotting numerical estimates of TN pM, � � � , 0q as a func-
tion of q for various values of M , and with N � 10 in figure 2.17. As expected, for small
q, the mean first assembly time will scale as 1{q. For M � 200, the expression given in
eq. (3.61) (subsection 3.9) is found to be in good agreement with numerical simulation as
soon as q   10. The first assembly time presents a minimum, for all values of M , due to
the previously described “opening” of quicker pathways upon increasing q for small values
of q. For large q instead we expect the most relevant pathways towards assembly to be
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the ones constructed along the linear chain described in eq. (3.43). Indeed, we find that in
accordance with eq. (3.45), TN pM, 0, � � � , 0q � 2qN�2{MN as q Ñ 8. For M � 200, the
pre-equilibrium expression (with r � 2) given in eq. (3.56) (subsection 3.8) is found to be
in good agreement with numerical simulation as soon as q ¡ 10.
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Figure 2.17: Mean first passage time as a function of q, for various values of M and with
N � 10. The crosses are the result of numerical simulation. (a) M � 200 The dashed line
is given by the pre-equilibrium expression (with r � 2) given in eq. (3.56), and the solid
line is given by the metastable expression given in eq. (3.61) (b) Here M � 50 to 1000, as
indicated by the legend. We only plot the numerical results, to show the overall similar
qualitative behavior.

3.10.3 Mean assembly time as a function of M

We now present the numerical estimates of TN pM, � � � , 0q as a function of M for vari-
ous values of N , and with q � 100 in figure 2.18. For N � 10, we also plot the analytical
approximation eq. (3.44) given by the linear chain eq. (3.43). As expected, such approxi-
mation is a very good approximation for small M , for which q ¡¡M . The approximation
breaks down for M of order q. For M ¡ q but c�N   1, the expression given in eq. (3.61)
(subsection 3.9) is found to be in good agreement with numerical simulation. Finally, for
larger M , c�N ¡ 1 and the linear approximation as M Ñ 8, given by eq. (3.26), becomes
more accurate.

We also notice that the slope of TN pM, � � � , 0q with respect to M , in log scale, is of
order �N for q ¡¡ M , while it is close to �0.5 for intermediate M , and finally close to�1 for large M . Hence, such the slope is not monotonic with respect to M .

3.10.4 Mean assembly time as a function of N

Finally, we present the numerical estimates of TN pM, � � � , 0q as a function of N for
various values of q, and with M � 1000 in figure 2.19. All cases calculated here present
a power law increase of the mean first passage time with respect to N . The asymptotic
exponent, for large N , increases with q.

3.10.5 Probability distribution of the assembly time

As for the distribution of the first assembly time, we present two figures that illustrates
the qualitative behaviour of such distribution. In figure 2.20, we show histograms obtained
from 105 simulations, with N � 8 and M � 200 and q increasing from 0.01 to 1000. The
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Figure 2.18: Mean first passage time as a function of M , for various values of N and with
q � 100. The crosses are the result of numerical simulation. (a) N � 10. The dotted line
is given by the cycle approximation eq. (3.44) (subsection 3.7), the solid line is given by the
metastable expression given in eq. (3.61) and the dotted-dashed line is given by the linear
approximation as M Ñ 8, eq. (3.26). (b) N � 4 to N � 15, as indicated by the legend.
We only plot the numerical results, to show the overall similar qualitative behavior.

computed histogram are bimodal for low q values, a phenomenon that we can relate to
the analysis of the slow detachment rate in subsection 3.6, and to the analysis of large
initial monomer M , in subsection 3.9. In such cases, there are mainly two different path.
Those that encountered a “traps”, and the others (or those that create a nucleus before the
metastable period, and the others). This lead to a separation of time scale, as exit from a
trap is penalized by a factor at least 1 over q (the metastable period is also of the same order
of time). We can notice that indeed the second peak of the histograms for low q value are of
order 1

q
. As q becomes large, one recover the fact that the distribution is exponential, given

by the parameter λN found in the cycle approximation, subsection 3.7. The distribution
given by the queueing approximation (we computed numerically the asymptotic moments
by a Gaussian moment closure approximation) becomes also accurate for large q values.
We also notice that there is only small differences for all 2 ¤ r ¤ N � 2 between such
distribution, and the cases r � 1 and r � N � 1 are clearly distinct from the others.

In figure 2.21, we show histograms obtained from 105 simulations, with N � 8 and
q � 100 and M increasing from 50 to 10000. As expected, the computed histograms
are exponential for small M values, and very asymmetric. As M increases, they comes
symmetric. The analytical approximation are in good agreement with the simulation for
small M values. If it may appear that our various approximation captures somehow the
distribution of the first passage time for larger M , it is still unclear exactly how and is
very dependent of particular values of M, q,N .

3.10.6 Summary and Conclusions

Let us first recall the discrepancies between the deterministic and stochastic results for
the first passage time, by reconsidering the case M � 9, N � 4 also shown in figure 2.14.
Here, most notably we can point out that for q � 0, while the exact mean first assembly
time calculated according to our stochastic formulation diverges, it remains finite in the
deterministic derivation. This illustrates what we saw in subsection. 3.5 and show the
deterministic approach does not yield accurate estimates. A stochastic treatment is thus
necessary.
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Figure 2.19: Mean first passage time as a function of N , for various values of q and with
M � 1000. Cruces are the result of numerical simulation, and errorbars given by statistical
estimates. (a). in linear scale (b). in log scale.
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Figure 2.20: Normalized histogram of first assembly time, obtained with 105 simulations,
and probability density functions computed numerically from the cycle approximation
eq. (3.46) (black dashed lines) and from the queueing approximation eq. (3.56) (plain
color lines, with r given by the legend). Here N � 8 and M � 200. The parameter q

increases in r0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 100, 1000s from top left to down right. Each analytical
distribution computed are indicated by the legend.

Then, we’d like to point out that the various estimates (q � 0, q ! 1, q " 1, M " 1) we
provided for the stochastic first passage time used well known techniques for the study of
stochastic models in a large state space. Namely we used several times a reduction of the
state space by considering the most likely states. We also used a separation of time scales
and an averaging technique to transform our problem into a simpler one. See [91, 111, 80]
for further presentation of these techniques. And we finally used the similarity with the
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Figure 2.21: Normalized histogram of first assembly time, obtained with 105 simulations,
nd probability density functions computed numerically from the cycle approximation
eq. (3.46) (black dashed lines) and from the queueing approximation, eq. (3.56) (plain
color lines, with r given by the legend). Here N � 8 and q � 100. The parameter M in-
creases in r50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 10000s from top left to down right. Each analytical
distribution computed are indicated by the legend.

deterministic model, and the constant monomer formulation.

We analyzed the first passage time for the Becker-Döring model with constant ag-
gregation and fragmentation rate. This is a strong limitation, that seems however rea-
sonable when a tractable analytical solution is wanted. We have to mention however
that non-constant rates should give also interesting behavior, as meta-stability has been
demonstrated by Penrose [118] (see also [139] for a review on the available results for this
subject). As the first passage time is a key notion for meta-stability, it will be of interest
to develop techniques to quantify first passage time for the Becker-Döring model with
non-constant rates.

Our theoretical analyses mainly captures the behavior of the first passage time for
small detachment rate and very large detachment rate, confirmed by numerical analysis.
We pointed out the presence of traps in the limit q Ñ 0 that makes the mean first passage
time to be non-monotonic with respect to q and to diverge to �8 for N ¥ 4 or N � 3 and
M even. The presence of traps also lead to bimodal distribution for the first passage time.
A different interpretation for this last fact is possible by looking at the limit of M large.
As M is large, the stochastic model becomes initially closer to the deterministic system.
As metastable period are known for the deterministic model, we have a dichotomy for
the first assembly time, when M is large and N too. There are two types of trajectories.
The first type of trajectories is such that the first nucleus is formed before the metastable
period. The second type of trajectory is such that the first nucleus is formed after (or
rather during) the metastable period, where very few monomer are present. Finally, as
q Ñ8, the first passage time converges to an exponential distribution for which we could
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computed exactly the mean parameter.

3.11 Application to prion

As we already pointed out, we have for now too few data of the nucleation time to
be able to deduce quantitative parameters from our theoretical analysis. However, even
if we dispose of such sufficient data, it may still be hard to deduce all parameters values.
If the quantity of total protein is known experimentally, the actual number of misfolded
protein, that actively participate to the aggregation process (in the model) is not currently
known (no values for misfolding parameters γ or γ� are known for now). The reduction we
performed in subsection 2.2 is due to biological hypothesis and remains to be confirmed
experimentally. Apart from the time scale parameter p, we are lead with the parameter
q,N and M . Nevertheless, we can already exclude some parameter regions, from the
experimental data we have. Indeed, the fact that the total quantity of protein and the
experimental nucleation time are weakly correlated suggests that the detachment q rate
cannot be very large compared to M (this would imply a nucleus size of less than 1!).
This is also confirmed by the fact that the distributions of the nucleation time are clearly
not exponentials. Our theoretical analysis suggests rather that M ¡ q and N is not too
small. Indeed, the very weak correlation between the total quantity of protein and the
experimental nucleation time could be explained by kinetic parameter that satisfies M ¡ q,
c�N   1 for which we found that TN � M�a, with a ¡ 1 (a � 0.5 with N � 10, a � 0.1
with N � 15 for the example we considered in figure 2.18). Moreover, the nucleation
distribution time found experimentally seems asymmetric for small quantity of protein,
and becomes slightly more symmetric for larger M . Such qualitative behaviour is in
agreement with the model of stochastic first passage time, as M increases. The condition
c�N   1 also suggests that the ratio M{N is not too large, leading to potential traps and
asymmetry or bimodality in the distribution of nucleation time.
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4 A lengthening-fragmentation equation for configurational

polymer under flow, from discrete to continuous

This section is an ongoing work with Erwan Hingant (Université Lyon 1).

In this section, we construct an hybrid model from a purely discrete model of polyme-
rization-fragmentation, that is adapted to our prion experimental data described in sec-
tions 1 and 2, after nucleation, that is, when some large polymers are present. In this
problem, we study however a slightly more general model, with an additional spatial
structure, that is important in other experimental contexts.

In subsection 4.1 we introduce our problem, and recall some results of limit theorem for
stochastic processes. In subsections 4.2 - 4.4, we present the mathematical formulation of
the model, as an individual and discrete size polymer model. We first derive the evolution
equation for a single monomer and a single polymer, based on the laws of physics, and
then give the stochastic differential equation on the empirical measure process, together
with its properties. Finally, in subsection 4.5, we prove that this model converges to a
limiting hybrid model, with continuous and deterministic polymerization and intermittent
and stochastic fragmentation.

4.1 Introduction

In this section, we are interested in polymers under flow and particularly, biological
polymers composed of proteins. In Ciuperca et al. [37], an ad hoc model has been derived
to describe polymerization and fragmentation of rod like polymers. This model takes its
origin from biological experiments where polymers are studied under flow. The polymers
under consideration are formed, for instance, by proteins aggregation. They look like
rigid rod polymers thus the model was based on the theory developed in Bird et al.
[19], Doi and Edwards [46] for rod-like polymers. This theory involves polymers with a
fix length. But, our biological polymers are also subjected to polymerization (addition
one by one of proteins) hence the length may increase. Moreover, these polymers can
break-up into smaller pieces (fragmentation). A polymerization-fragmentation model has
been used in Greer et al. [63] to model prion (protein responsible for several diseases)
proliferation. The model in [37] combines both these models: rigid-rod polymers under
flow and polymerization-fragmentation, in order to obtain a new brand model to study
such polymers.

Here, we present a discrete size and individual model which allows us to write equations
for each polymer and monomer and their relative interactions wrt to the law of physics.
Once the discrete model is established the aim is to justify the mean-field equations of [37].
Another aim is to provide a hybrid model, suitable for quantitative analysis of experimental
data of prion aggregation dynamic. For now, only the second goal has been achieved. To
clarify the relationship between the models, consider the following diagram in table 2.3

We now discuss the method related to this approach. Our topic here is to prove a limit
theorem for a particular stochastic process given by a discrete population model. The
strategy is to describe our discrete population model using a point process (the empirical
measure), and to prove its convergence under appropriate scaling and coefficient assump-
tions to a measure that solve a limiting model. The convergence holds in law, and the
proof uses martingale techniques (we first show that a certain compacity condition holds,
and then prove a unique limit is possible). Such ideas come back to [122, 88, 133] among
others. The interest of this approach are multiple.

1. Firstly, for a theoretical interest, this approach can be used to prove existence of
solution of the limiting model. If there is a particular discrete model, that has a
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Individual and discrete-size
(Direct simulation process)
CTMC [98, 1].

ùñ Individual and continuous-size
(Marcus-Lushnikov process,
Stochastic coalescent) Jump pro-
cess, hybrid process, [102, 113, 1].ó ó

Mean-field and discrete-size
(Discrete Smoluchowski model,
Becker-Döring model) ODE
[14, 78, 104, 139].

ùñ Mean-field and continuous-size
(Continuous Smoluchowski model)
PDE [113, 63].

Table 2.3: In polymerization-fragmentation models, there are mainly two types of vari-
ables: monomers and polymers. All models referred in this diagram have the mass conser-
vation property. Discrete or continuous refer to the size variable of polymers, and individ-
ual or mean-field refers the number of polymers (discrete in individual model, continuous
in mean-field model). In individual and discrete-size model, we can use a continuous-
time Markov chain (CTMC) formalism, to describe coagulation and fragmentation events.
Some particular case of these models reduce to branching process. In individual and
continuous-size model, we can use a jump Markov process, or a hybrid process if, as in
our case, coagulation is deterministic and fragmentation stochastic. In a mean-field and
discrete-size approach, the system is described by an infinite set of ordinary differential
equation. In a mean-field and continuous-size approach, the system is described by a
partial differential equation for polymers evolution (and an ordinary differential equation
for monomers). The arrows mean that we can pass from one formalism to another by a
limit theorem. The link between individual and discrete-size model and mean-field and
discrete-size can be proved using the approach of Kurtz [88] to show that a Markov chain
converges to the solution of an ordinary differential equation using a suitable scaling. The
link between a mean-field and discrete-size model and a mean-field and continuous-size
model was proved in a context of a prion model by [48]. We are going to show a limit the-
orem between an individual and discrete-size model and a individual and continuous-size
model. Such approach was also taken by Bansaye and Tran [11] in a cell population model.
Finally, limit theorem between individual and continuous-size model and mean-field and
continuous-size was proved in a coagulation-fragmentation model by [113].

sequence of solutions that converges, and such that the limit needs to solve the
limiting model, then existence is proved (see for instance [78, 113] in the context of
aggregation-fragmentation model).

2. Secondly, such approach has been widely used to obtain accurate and fast algorithms
of a fully non-linear continuous model, such as many of the variant of Poisson-
McKean-Vlasov equations ([134]). For such approach, the convergence rate of the
stochastic model is of importance to assess the tolerability of the approximation
made ([30, 108]).

3. Thirdly, in physical or biological context, this approach allows to give rigorous basis
of a particular model. Indeed, in the discrete population model, one have to specify
each reaction or evolution rules very properly. Then, according to the assumption
on coefficient describing this evolution, along with a particular scaling (usually large
population, or fast reaction rates and so on), one end up with a limiting model
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or another. Then the (sometimes) implicit assumptions of a continuous model are
made explicit. Different models can be unified by relating each other with particular
scalings ([84]).

4. Finally, this approach can be used to simplify models, when the discreteness makes
the model intractable analytically. Several limiting behavior of a particular model
can be studied to get an overall picture of the behavior of the original model.

Our main goal combines some of these interests. From a particular continuous model
[37] (see also [50]), we wanted to give precise and rigorous justification of this model based
on physical laws. Also, we are looking to a formulation that could be easier to simulate
numerically, as well as to derive analytical results. We ended up with a hybrid model,
between the fully discrete population model, which would have a too large population for
any realistic values, and a fully continuous model, which does not capture stochastic effect
and is hard to simulate.

In the context of coagulation-fragmentation, a limit theorem was proved by Norris
[113]. The author derived the fluid limit of the “stochastic coalescent” model (or Marcus-
Lushnikov model), towards the mean-field Smoluchowski’s coagulation equation. Recently,
the authors in [30] provided a bound on the convergence rate of the Marcus-Lushnikov
model towards the Smoluchowski’s coagulation model, in Wasserstein distance (in 1?

n
).

Fluid limit results in the case where gelation occurs were recently derived in [55, 57], where
the authors showed that different limiting models are possible, namely the Smoluchowski
model and a modified version, named Flory’s model. See also [1] for a review of the link
between probabilistic and mean-field approaches in these models.

For model with coagulation-fragmentation and spatial structure (with Brownian mo-
tion of particles) we can mention the collision-annihilating model (particle are killed as
soon as they encounter another particle. The authors in [89] derived the mean-field ki-
netic equation on the particle number density, assuming that particles are smaller and
smaller as they are present in a larger number. Particles undergo Brownian motion in
R
3, with constant diffusion (with respect to the scaling parameter). More recently, the

author in [114] considered general Brownian-coagulation model, where particles undergo
free diffusion and coagulate once they collide. Using specific scaling between radius and
diffusivity of the particles, the author derived the mean-field reaction-diffusion equation.
Both studies mentioned above made use of results on the waiting time of collision between
two particles driven by Brownian motion, and are then strongly dependent on the partic-
ular assumption on diffusion. See also [67] for recent spatially inhomogeneous model of
coagulation particles system. Let us also mention that deterministic discrete size system
of coagulation-fragmentation with diffusion (infinite system of spatially structured PDE)
were looked by [144, 93, 92] where the authors derived existence results (for gelation phe-
nomena, see [25, 45]), and for deterministic continuous size analog results, see [44, 37].
Finally, for a physical discussion on the validity of the protein aggregation and diffusion
kinetic treated as rigid body, we refer to [19, 46, 77] and for experiments on Brownian
coagulation kinetic, see [23].

We also take inspiration of limit theorems proved in a different context, mostly from
Bansaye and Tran [11] in a cell population model. The authors considered a cell popu-
lation with division infected by parasites (which act then as a structure variable for the
cell population), and considered a limit model with a large number of parasites within
a finite population of cells. It is possible to make an analogy between this model and
the polymerization-fragmentation model, considering polymers as cells and parasites as
monomer. We will then make extensively used of the results in this paper, as we will
also consider a limit where the small particles (monomers, parasites) are present in a
large number, while the large particles (polymers, cells) are present in a finite number,
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and follows a stochastic fragmentation (or division) model. Other similar studies of host-
parasite include [12, 106]. We also mention evolution models and the work of Champagnat
and Méléard [31] In this works, the authors extended evolution population models (struc-
tured by a “trait“ that undergoes mutation) with interaction (see [59, 32]) by including
a space structure, namely a reflected diffusion in a bounded domain, and obtained, in
the large population limit, a nonlinear reaction-diffusion partial differential equation with
Neumann’s boundary condition. They prove then a law of large number, with boundedness
and Lipschitz assumption on birth and death rates, and on drift and diffusion coefficient
to ensure well-posedness of the limiting model. We will make extensively used of this work
in the next, as our initial stochastic model could be reformulated as a special case of their
model. Note that similar to our case, drift and diffusion coefficient are independent of the
scaling.
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Some notations used through this paper:

t time
Space

Γ bounded open set in R
3

S
2 Unit sphere in R

3

Function Space

DpR�, Eq càdlàg E-valued functions
Ck1,...,knpE1 Continuous functions with ki� � � � �Enq continuous derivatives according to the variable

belongs to Ei, for all i � 1, . . . , n

Ck1,...,kn
b pE1 idem with bounded functions and derivatives� � � � �Enq

Measure Space

MpEq Measure on E

MF pEq The space of finite measure
MδpEq Finite sum of Dirac measures
M�pEq The cone of non-negative measure

Monomers

i labeled one single monomer
Xi

t Center of mass in Γ of a single monomer
x Continuous space variable in Γ
Nm

t Number of monomer

Polymers

j Labeled one single polymer

Y
j
t Center of mass in Γ of a single polymer

H
j
t Orientation in S

2 of a single polymer

R
j
t Length in N

� of a single polymer

Z
j
t pRj

t ,H
j
t , Y

j
t q

y Continuous space variable in Γ
η Continuous orientation variable in S

2.
r Continuous length variable in R�
z pr, η, yq
N

p
t Number of polymer

Others

upx, tq R
3-valued fluid velocity at x P Γ
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4.2 An individual and discrete length approach

We are concerned in modeling polymers under flow and particularly dilute solution of
rigid rod polymers arising in biology, see [37]. Precisely, we will derive equations standing
for polymers formed by protein aggregation and subject to fragmentation. The spatial
domain of the problem will be denoted by Γ a bounded open set of R3, the time by t ¥ 0
and the velocity field of the fluid by u : Γ� R� ÞÑ R

3, that is upx, tq P R
3 is the velocity

at point x P Γ and time t ¥ 0. We assume incompressibility of the given fluid:

∇x � upx, tq � 0, � px, tq P Γ� R� ,

and impermeability of the boundary (Neumann type boundary condition):

∇xupx, tq � ~n � 0 � px, tq P BΓ�R�.
The polymer is described by the position of its center of mass Yt P Γ at time t and

a configuration variable pRt,Htq P R
� � S

2 , where Rt ¡ 0 is the length of the polymer,
while Ht P S

2 is its orientation. The monomers forming the polymer will belong to a
certain type of proteins, thus seen as elementary particles. We assume that each polymer
is assimilated to perfect rigid-rod with length Rt that can be regarded as the number of
monomers (proteins) that compose it. We describe the motion of a free protein in the fluid
by its position Xt P Γ at time t ¥ 0. We assume that the free monomers are identical, and
assimilated to perfect spheres of radius a ¡ 0.

In this section we obtain a model of evolution and motion of the polymers and monomers
inside the fluid. However, since it involves several mechanisms, let us first describe the
four steps of the method, that will lead to the establishment of the different equations in
the model.

- Firstly, we derive in paragraph 4.2.1 the equation of motion of an individual free
monomer;

- Secondly, we get in paragraph 4.2.2 equation of motion of an individual polymer.
Both these equations are obtained thanks to general laws of physics [19, 46].

- Thirdly, the elongation process of polymers is presented in paragraph 4.2.5. Indeed,
to fit with the model introduced in [37] , we have to include in the model that such
polymers formed of protein can lengthen: proteins (free monomers) aggregate at
both ends of one polymer, successively one by one.

- Finally, another mechanism is involved, a fragmentation process of the polymers,
presented in paragraph 4.2.6. Considering a finite population of monomers and
polymers, these two last processes will be introduced in term of jump Markov pro-
cesses.

We want to emphasize here that our model has the advantage of providing explicit equa-
tions for a single monomer and a single polymer. These are therefore the starting point, in
order to bring a complete justification of future models. We will adopt the point process
approach to describe the whole discrete population in subsection 4.4. Then, we will use
limit theorem and martingale technique to prove convergence towards a limiting model
when there an infinity of monomers, but still a finite number of polymers, in subsection 4.5.

In the following we introduce the equations of the motion and configuration for monomers
and polymers. As we use white noise forces for particles interactions with the fluid and
jump Markov process for the elongation and fragmentation of the polymers, the unknown
of the system will be given by in terms of stochastic processes. In order to defined them,
we always refer to a stochastic process with respect to a probability space pΩ,F , P q, suf-
ficiently large, that stands for the realizations.
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4.2.1 Individual monomer motion

For this process, we naturally use the Langevin equation [90]. Namely, we consider
one single monomer, represented by a microscopic rigid sphere of radius a ¡ 0, moving in
a fluid domain Γ � R

3, itself moving with velocity u P R
3. The equation of motion of the

monomer reads
mdVt � �ξ pVt � upt,Xtqq dt�a2kBTξ dW

pmq
t ,

where m is the mass of the monomer and ξ is the drag constant, while pVtqt¥0 � R
3

and pXtqt¥0 � R
3 are two stochastic processes, corresponding respectively to its velocity

and its position. pW pmq
t qt¥0 is a standard 3-dimensional Wiener process with independent

components and normal reflexive boundary ([130]), representing the interaction of the
monomer with the surrounding fluid domain. The constant in front of the increments of
the Wiener process follows the Nernst-Einstein relation with kB the Boltzmann constant
and T the temperature, see [46].

Now, assuming that the time scale m{ξ tends to zero (see subsection 4.3), we approach
the problem by the following stochastic differential equation (see [69, 21, 15] for more
details)

dXt � upXt, tqdt�?
2D dWt. (4.1)

In the case of a spherical particle (the protein), the Einstein-Stokes equation leads to a
diffusion coefficient

D � kBT

ξ
� kBT

6πνa
,

in a fluid of viscosity ν and at small Reynolds number, where a is the radius of the sphere
[46]. The generator of this process is denoted by Lm and defined as follow

Lmf � u �∇f �D∆f, �f P DpLmq, (4.2)

where DpLmq is the domain of the operator Lm. Note that function f P C2pΓq with
vanishing normal derivatives belongs to DpLmq and are dense into CpΓq ([31]). We will
then only consider such function on the next.

Now the motion of a single monomer is well described. We treat next the motion of a
single polymer.

4.2.2 Individual polymer equations

Here, we establish the equation for the motion of a single polymer, represented as
a rigid rod in the fluid domain Γ, with the same velocity field as above u P R

3. Since
there is no more spherical symmetry of the object considered, we need to describe both
the rotational motion and the translational motion. Moreover, for now, no lengthening or
splitting of the polymer is considered, hence the length of the polymer is fixed equal to
R ¡ 0. Therefore, its evolution equation reduces simply to

dRt � 0 . (4.3)

4.2.3 Rotational motion

The configuration of a polymer is given by its length and orientation. Since its length
Rt � R ¡ 0 is fixed, there is only its orientation, given by a stochastic process pHtqt¥0 � S

2

for which we need to write the evolution equation. The increments of the orientation are
given by

dHt �Mt ^Ht dt, (4.4)
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where pMtqt¥0 is the stochastic process giving the angular velocity of the polymer in R
3,

which satisfies the Langevin equation,rJsdMt � T dt�a2kBTξr dBt, (4.5)

where pBtqt¥0 is a standard 3-dimensional Wiener process with independent components,rJs the moment of inertia, T the total torque and ξr the rotational friction coefficient [46].
Since we consider the polymer as a rigid rod, in the velocity field u, the torque T (for
instance derived in [43, 46]) is given by

T � �ξrpMt �Ht ^∇xupt, YtqHtq, (4.6)

where the stochastic process pYtqt � Γ represents the position of the center of mass of the
polymer, which equation of motion will be derived later. Moreover, the moment of inertia
is given by: rJs � jpI �Ht bHtq with j � mR2

12
,

where m is the mass of the rod. Then, as for the motion of one single monomer, we
simplify eq. (4.4) when assuming that m

ξr
tends to zero (see subsection 4.3). Thus, using

eq. (4.5) and (4.6), it yields

dHt � �Ht ^ �Ht ^∇xupYt, tqHt dt�a2Dr dBt

	
, (4.7)

where the rotational diffusion coefficient Dr is defined by

Dr � 2kBT

ξr
� 3kBT plnpL{bq � γq

πνL3
,

where b � 2a the thickness of the polymer (a is the radius of the monomer) and L � bR is
the physical length of the polymers. Here, γ is a constant standing for a correction term,
see [46].

4.2.4 Translational motion

Due to the nature of the polymer (rod), it feels an anisotropic translational friction,
whose coordinates are denoted by ξK and ξ||, i.e. its perpendicular and parallel components
respectively, wrt to the orientation Ht, see [46]. Let pVtqt¥0 � R

3 be the stochastic
process governing the translational velocity of the center of mass of the polymer ( andpW ppq

t qt¥0 a standard 3-dimensional Wiener process with independent components. Thus,
the perpendicular velocity V K

t � pI3 �Ht bHtqVt satisfies again a Langevin equation,
namely

mdV K
t � pI3 �Ht bHtq��ξKpVt � upt, Ytqq dt�a2kBTξK dW

ppq
t

	
,

which is the projection of the dynamic onto the perpendicular space to Ht. Also, the

parallel velocity V
||
t � pHt bHtqVt satisfies

mdV
||
t � pHt bHtq��ξ||pVt � upt, Ytqq dt�b2kBTξ|| dW ppq

t

	
.
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As remarked in [46], drag coefficients satisfy ξK � 2ξ||, we reduce again these equations by
taking m{ξK Ñ 0 (see subsection 4.3). It leads to$'''''''''&'''''''''%

pI3 �Ht bHtq Vt dt � pI3 �Ht bHtqupt, Ytq dt�b2kBT
ξK pI3 �Ht bHtq dW

ppq
t ,pHt bHtqVt dt � pHt bHtq upt, Ytq dt�b2kBT

ξ|| pHt bHtq dW
ppq
t .

Thus, for the position of the center of mass we get:

dYt � upYt, tq dt�a2DK pI3 �Ht bHtq dW
ppq
t �b2D|| pHt bHtq dW

ppq
t , (4.8)

with

D|| � kBT

ξ|| � kBT lnpL{bq
2πνL

and DK � 1

2
D||.

Finally, the generator of the process pRt,Ht, Ytqt¥0, denoted by Lp, is

Lpg � u �∇yg � �DKη b η �D|| pI3 � η b ηq�∇y �∇yg� �PηK∇yu η � 4Drη
� �∇ηg �Dr∇η �∇ηg,�g P DpLpq. (4.9)

where DpLP q is the domain of the operator LP and η denotes the spherical variable.
Similarly, note f P C2,2pΓ,S2q with vanishing normal derivatives belongs to DpLpq and are
dense into CpΓ,S2q ([31]). We will then only consider such function on the next.

Next we treat the polymerization and fragmentation processes, which will be seen
as discrete events in time, governed by jump Markov processes. Their descriptions will
therefore introduce survivor functions, in order to model when these events happen (see
[61, 105] for chemical justifications ).

4.2.5 Lengthening process

Let us consider first a single monomer, labeled by i, and a single polymer, labeled by j,
in the fluid. As said before, they are characterized by a position Xi P Γ for the monomer
(and a given volume constant wrt time), while it is a vector Zj � pRj ,Hj , Y jq P N�S

2�Γ
that holds for the polymer j, where Rj is its length, Hj its orientation and Y j its position.
This latter defines actually a given volume occupied by the polymer, and may change by
the elongation process.

Then one can define a probability per unit of time that the monomer and the polymer
will encounter and polymerize, depending on their relative position and on the size of the
polymer:

τpXi, Zjq.
Thus the survivor function associated to this will be

F
ij
elongptq � 1� expp� » t

0
τpXi

s, Z
j
s qdsq.
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Let Sij
elong be the stopping time corresponding to F

ij
elong. For all t   S

ij
elong, the motion of

the monomer is governed by eq. (4.1), while for the polymer it holds the three equations
for the length, eq. (4.3), the orientation, eq. (4.7) and the translation of its center of mass,
eq. (4.8).

At t � S
ij
elongpwq (w P Ω being “the chosen stochastic realization”), the process is

stopped. The monomer is killed, and the polymer is changing through a deterministic
transition:

Zjpt�q � Zjpt�q � e1, (4.10)

where e1 � p1, 0, 0q. In other words, the length of the polymer increases of one monomer.

Remark 93. The assumption made here is that the polymerization process does not change
the position of the center of mass of the polymer, neither its orientation. One can introduce
non-local transition for the elongation.

Consider now a single polymer j in an environment of Nm
s monomers around wrt

time s. For all 1 ¤ i ¤ Nm
s , this polymer can interact with a monomer i. Because the

monomers are present in a finite number, the stopping time for the polymer to elongate
will simply be the minimum of all the stopping time of the elongation of the polymer
with each monomer. These events are supposed to be independent from each other. The
survivor function associated to the minimum of these stopping times is then:

F
j
elongptq � 1� exp

�� » t

0

Nm
ş

i�1 τpXi
s, Z

j
sqds� .

Similarly for a single monomer i with N
p
s polymers

F i
elongptq � 1� exp

��� » t

0

N
p
ş

j�1 τpXi
s, Z

j
s qds�.

Finally, for the whole population, the stopping time Selong defined as the next elongation
event is associate to the survivor function

Felongptq � 1� exp

��� » t

0

Nm
ş

i�1 N
p
ş

j�1 τpXi
s, Z

j
s qds�.

Hence, as said before, at time t � Selongpwq, one monomer i is killed, so the number
of monomers satisfies

Nm
t� � Nm

t� � 1. (4.11)

4.2.6 Fragmentation process

One can use the same reasoning for the fragmentation process. We define a probability
per unit of time for a polymer, labeled by j, to break up. This probability depends on its
position and configuration given by Zj P N� S

2 � Γ and is

βpZjq.
Then for each polymer j, we can define a stopping time given by the survivor function

F
j
fragptq � 1� exp

�� » t

0
βpZj

s qds
 .
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At time t � S
j
fragpwq the stopping time corresponding to F

j
frag, the polymer j is changing

through the transition
Z

j

t� � prθRj

t�s,Hj

t� , Y j

t�q, (4.12)

and a new polymer is created

Z
N

t�
t� � prp1 � θqRj

t�s,Hj

t� , Y j

t�q, (4.13)

with the population of polymers incremented by

N
p

t� � N
p
t� � 1. (4.14)

The notation rrs denotes the closest integer from r and θ P p0, 1q is chosen according to a
probability density function k0 satisfying the symmetry condition, namely

k0pθq � k0p1� θq, �θ P p0, 1q,
and truncated upon the condition thatrθRj

t�s ¥ R0,rp1� θqRj

t�s ¥ R0.

R0 being a given critical length that ensures no polymers of size 0 is created.

Remark 94. The assumption made here is that the fragmentation does not change the ori-
entation and the center of mass of the resulting polymers from the original one. Here again,
the transition could involve non-local fragmentation. After the fragmentation process, the
two resulting polymers will evolve independently of each other according to equations of
motion eq. (4.7) - (4.8), with independent Brownian motion.

The stopping time Selong defined as the next fragmentation event is associated to the
survivor function

Felongptq � 1� exp

��� » t

0

N
p
ş

j�1βpZj
sqds�.

Finally, since elongation and fragmentation event are both independents we construct
the survivor function of the whole system as

F ptq � 1� exp

��� » t

0

��Nm
ş

i�1 N
p
ş

j�1 τpXi
s, Z

j
sq � N

p
ş

j�1βpZj
sq�ds

�.

4.3 Some necessary comments on the model

We can give an algorithmic point of view of the model. Let tk ¥ 0 be a given time
with pXi

tk
qi�1,...,Nm

tk
the position of the monomers and pRj

tk
,H

j
tk
, Y i

tk
qi�1,...,Np

tk

the position-

configuration of the polymers. Boundedness assumption on coefficient allows to simulate
this stochastic process in an acceptance-reject manner, which we briefly recall below, see
[31]. Simulation of Brownian trajectories with reflexion conditions have been discussed in
[96]. The algorithm is

i) Let tk�1 ¡ tk be the next possible stopping time associated to the survivor function
F .
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ii) For all t P ptk, tk�1q the motion of the monomers is given by eq. (4.1) and the
polymers are governed by eq. (4.3) for the size, eq. (4.7) for the orientation and
eq. (4.8) for the center of mass.

iii) If tk�1 is associated to an elongation event, the system changes following the tran-
sition eq. (4.10) for the corresponding polymer that elongates and eq. (4.11) for the
monomers population.

iv) If tk�1 is associated to a fragmentation event, the system changes following the
transition eq. (4.12-4.13) for the two resulting polymers and eq. (4.14) for the pop-
ulation of polymers.

v) If tk�1 is not associated to any event, the system does not change and no transition
happens.

vi) We go back to step i).

Because all stochastic differential equations involved in the equation of motion of monomers
and polymers have global existence and uniqueness property, this description ensures the
existence and unicity of the solutions of this model up to the explosion time, that is the
accumulation point of the jump times (see next section).

The model describes above needs some comments:

– Neglecting the inertial effects in the motion of monomers and polymers will be
justified later by the fact that the mass will be chosen converging to zero. For a
model (without elongation-fragmentation) that take it into account we can refer to
[43].

– The modeling of the Brownian intensity is valid under low Reynolds number, thus
the fluid model should be a Stokes flow.

– The Brownian motion on the sphere is introduced here as a 3-dimensional Wiener
process on the rotational velocity. It is interpreted as all the interaction with sur-
rounding particles, in a different way than [43, 19, 46] where it is derived from a
Brownian potential from a given a priori density of polymers.

– Due to the difference of order of size between monomers, polymers and the spatial
domain, the fact that fragmentation and elongation do not change the center of mass
of the polymer could be justified. But one could consider non-local elongation and
fragmentation.

– The above choice of the repartition kernel (self-similarity and definition with a ref-
erence function k0) is mainly made to simplify notation on the stochastic differential
equations below. More general probability kernel kpR,R1q from a polymer of size R

providing a polymer of size R1 could be taken without any difficulties.

4.4 The measure-valued stochastic process

First of all, let us introduce some technical notations for this section. Consider E a
measurable space, we denote by MF pEq the set of finite measures on E equipped with
the topology of the weak convergence. Moreover, for any µ P MF pEq and h a measurable
bounded function on E, we write

〈µ, h〉E � »
E

hpxqµpdxq.
Also, we introduce the space

MδpEq :� # ņ

i�1

δxi
: n ¥ 0, px1, . . . , xnq P En

+
,
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that is the finite sum of Dirac masses which will be useful to describes the configuration
of the system.

The last notation is Ck1,...,knpE1 � � � � �Enq for the space of continuous functions with
ki continuous derivatives according to the variable belongs to Ei, for all i � 1, . . . , n. Also
if C is replace by Cb, we consider bounded functions as well as all their derivatives.

4.4.1 The empirical measure

Our study focus on describing the evolution of the population of monomers and poly-
mers. To that, we represent the population of monomers and polymers, respectively, with
the following measures at time t:

µm
t � Nm

ţ

i�1 δXi
t
and µ

p
t � N

p
ţ

j�1 δZj
t
.

with Nm
t � 〈µm

t , 1〉 the total number of monomers and N
p
t � 〈µp

t , 1〉 of polymers. As
the dynamic of the two populations is coupled, we introduce what we call the empirical
measure of the system:

µt � pµm
t , µ

p
t q PMδpΓq �MδpN� S

2 � Γq. (4.15)

This point of view define pµtqt¥0 as measure-valued stochastic process that entirely contains
the information of the system. The aim of this section is thus to construct the stochastic
differential equation of this process, that describes the evolution of our model.

For that, MδpΓq �MδpN� S2 � Γq is equipped with the topology product. Until it is
mentioned, h stands for a couple of functions

h � pf, gq P C2
b pΓq � C0,2,2

b pN� S
2 � Γq

with vanishing normal derivatives on Γ and φ a function

φ P C2
b pR,Rq.

Also, we denote by

〈µ, h〉 � 〈µm, f〉Γ � 〈µp, g〉
N�S2�Γ .

If no doubt remains, we drop the space on which act 〈, 〉. Finally, for technical reason, the
evolution is regarding with respect to test functions φh defines, for all measure µ P MF ,
by

φhpµq � φp  µ, h ¡q. (4.16)

These functions are know to be convergence determining on the space of finite measure,
see [42].

4.4.2 Continuous motion

In order to derive the evolution of pµtqt¥0 the empirical measure product eq. (4.15),
we first focus on the continuous motion between to consecutive stopping time. For sake
of clarity let us introduce two operators, first L be

Lh � pLmf, Lpgq, (4.17)
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where Lm and Lp are respectively given in eq. (4.2) and (4.9), and A such that

Ah � �
D∇xf

T∇xf , 1
2

�
∇ηg

TR
� �

RT∇ηg
�� 1

2

�
∇yg

TD||� �DT||∇yg
	� 1

2

�
∇yg

TDK� �DTK∇yg
��

,

(4.18)

where DK � ?
2DKpI3 � n b nq, D|| � a

2D||n b n and R � �?2Drn ^ �. Now we are
in position to introduce the following lemma which states the evolution of the empirical
product measure between jump (stopping) time.

Lemma 95. Let Tk and Tk�1 be two consecutive jump time. We assume that µt is the
empirical product measure defined by eq. (4.15). The evolution of µt with respect to the
functions φh defined in eq. (4.16) is given, for any s, t P pTk, Tk�1q, by

φhpµtq � φhpµsq � » t

s

L0φhpµσqdσ �Mt,s,

where Mt,s is a process starting in s and L0 defined by

L0φhpµq � φ1p〈µ, h〉q 〈µ,Lh〉� φ2p〈µ, h〉q 〈µ,Ah〉 ,
with L and A respectively given in eq. (4.17) and eq. (4.18).

This lemma is a straightforward consequence of Itô calculus. Indeed, between two
jumping time, the number of monomers Nm

s and polymers Np
s are constant. Moreover, the

size of each polymer is constant thus from the SDE on the motion of the monomers eq. (4.1)
and its infinitesimal generator Lm defined in eq. (4.2), together with the SDE on the motion
of the polymers eq. (4.8), on their orientation eq. (4.7) and the infinitesimal generator
Lp defined in eq. (4.9), so we get by computation of the Itô rules the above lemma.
Furthermore, the computation allow us to get the exact expression of the martingale Mt,s

which is decomposed as

Mt,s �Mm
t,s �M

p
t,s, (4.19)

with Mm
t,s and M

p
t,s two processes given by

Mm
t,s � » t

s

φ1p〈µσ, h〉qNm
σ̧

i�1

�?
2D∇f pXi

σqdW pmqi
σ

	
,

and

M
p
t,s � » t

s

φ1p〈µσ, h〉q N
p
σ̧

j�1

�a
2Dr∇ngpZj

σq � dBj
σ ^Hj

σ�∇ygpZj
σq � �b2DKpI3 �Hj

σ bHj
σq �b2D||Hj

σ bHj
σ

�
dW ppqj

σ

�
.

We notice that W
pmqi
s , W

ppqj
s and B

j
s are a family of 3-dimensional Wiener process with

independent components corresponding to each monomers and polymers, respectively la-
beled by i and j.
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4.4.3 The stochastic differential equation

In the previous section we write the evolution of the empirical measure between stop-
ping times. The aim of this section is to describe the whole evolution of this measure with
an SDE. To do that, we assume that we have a sequence 0 � T0   T1   T2   � � �   TN  
TN�1 of consecutive stopping times and we suppose that the time t belongs to pTN , TN�1q.
Consequently, the empirical product measure µt satisfies, for any t P pTN , TN�1q

φhpµtq � N�1̧

k�0

�
∆φhpµTk

q � » T�
k�1

Tk

dφhpµsq� �∆φhpµTN
q � » t

TN

dφhpµsq,
where ∆φhpµTk

q � φhpµTk
q � φhpµT�

k
q and the convention µ0� � 0. Consequently, re-

marking that the above equality is true for any sequence of stopping time, from lemma 95
we get the evolution of µt for any t ¥ 0 given by

φhpµtq �
ş¤t

pφhpµs� �∆µsq � φhpµs�qq � » t

0
L0φhpµsqds �M0

t , (4.20)

with M0
t :� Mt,0 where Mt,0 satisfies eq. (4.19) and ∆µs � µs � µ�s . In order to define

the transition ∆µs we introduce the following notation

Notation 2. We use the purely notional maps Si
m and S

j
p for all i, j P N, such that for

µ � pµm, µpq P MδpΓq �MδpN� S
2 � Γq

Si
mpµq � Xi and Sj

ppµq � pRj,Hj , Y iq.
In order to have a consistent definition of these two maps, we refer to [32].

Let s be a stopping time corresponding to an elongation event, where the monomer i
elongate with the polymer j, the transition defines by eq. (4.10) - (4.11) leads to

∆µs � ∆i,j
1 µs :� ��δSi

mpµs� q , �δ
S
j
ppµs�q � δ

S
j
ppµs� q�e1

	
. (4.21)

This formally means that monomer i is killed, polymer j gets a length incremented by
one. Now, when s is a stopping time with a fragmentation event, where the polymer j

breaks up, the transition defined by eq. (4.14) and eq. (4.12) - (4.13) leads to

∆µs � ∆j
2µs :� �

0 , δ
Θpθ,Sj

ppµs� qq � δ
Θp1�θ,S

j
ppµs� qq � δ

S
j
ppµs� q	 , (4.22)

where Θpθ, Zq � prθRs,H, Y q for all Z � pR,H, Y q P N � S
2 � Γ. This formally means

that polymer j of size R breaks up into two new polymers of size rθRs and rp1 � θqRs.
Nothing happens to the monomers. Finally, ∆µs � p0, 0q for all non-jump time.

Similarly as in [59, 32], the transition events of elongation and fragmentation will
be described in term of Poisson point measures. Let us define them, together with the
probabilistic objects of the model.

Definition 9 (Probabilistic objects). Let pΩ,F , P q a sufficiently large probability space.
We defined on this space the two independent random Poisson point measures

i) The elongation point measure Q1pds, di, dj, duq on R� �N�N�R� with intensity

E rQ1pds, di, dj, duqs � dsdup
ķ¥1

δkpdiqqp
ķ¥1

δkpdjqq.
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ii) The fragmentation Poisson measure. Q2pds, dj, dθ, duq on R� � N � p0, 1q � R�
with intensity

E rQ2pds, dj, dθ, duqs � dsduk0pθqdθp
ķ¥1

δkpdjqq.
where ds and du are Lebesgue measure on R

�, dθ is the Lebesgue measure on p0, 1q and°
k¥1 δkpdiq is the counting measure on N. Moreover, we define a family of 3-dimensional

Wiener process with independent components (and independent of the Poisson measures),
indexed by i P N and j P N:pW pmqi

t qt¥0, pW ppqj
t qt¥0, and pBj

t qt¥0.

Finally, let µ0 P Mδ an initial random measure, independent of the above processes and
the canonical filtration pFtqt¥0 associated to these processes.

From eq. (4.20) together with eq. (4.21) - (4.22) and the probability objects given in
definition 9, we are able to state the discrete-individual polymer-flow model that is the
SDE on pµtqt¥0 for the function φh that reads

φhpµtq � φhpµ0q � » t

0
L0φhpµsqds� » t

0

»
N�N�R� �φhpµs� �∆i,j

1 µsq � φhpµ�s q	� 1
u¤τpSi

mpµs� q,Sj
ppµs� qq1i¤Nm

s� ,j¤N
p

s�� Q1pds, di, dj, duq� » t

0

»
N�p0,1q�R� �φhpµs� �∆j

2µsq � φhpµ�s q	� 1
Θpθ,Sj

ppµs� qq ,Θp1�θ,S
j
ppµs� qq¥R0� 1

u¤βpSj
ppµsqq1j¤N

p

s�� Q2pds, dj, dθ, duq�M0
t ,

(4.23)

where L0 is the generator of the piecewise continuous motion defined in lemma 95 and
M0

t :� Mt,0 is the process given by eq. (4.19). Now, we can compute the infinitesimal of
the process that is:

Lemma 96 (Infinitesimal generator). The infinitesimal generator L associated to the SDE
on pµtqt for the function φh given by (4.23) is decomposed as follows

L � L0 � L1 � L2

where L0 is defined in lemma 95 and

L1φhpµtq � »
Γ

»
N�S2�Γ

τpx, zq pφhpµs� �∆1q � φhpµs�qq� µm
s�pdxqµp

s�pdzq,
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with ∆1px, zq � p�δx,�δz � δz�e1
q and

L2φhpµtq � »
N�S2�Γ

» 1

0
βpzq pφhpµs� �∆2q � φhpµs�qq� 1rθrs,rp1�θqrs¡R0

k0pθqdθµp

s�pdzq,
with ∆2pzq � p0, δΘpθ,zq � δΘp1�θ,zq � δzq.

This lemma is obtained by Markov properties. Indeed, by taking expectation in the
eq. (4.23) and the definition of the random Poisson point measure, we identify the generator
([59, 32]). Thus the evolution of the empirical measure µt can be re-written as

φhpµtq � φhpµ0q � » t

0
Lφhpµsqds�M total

t ,

where
M total

t �M0
t �M1

t �M2
t , (4.24)

with M0
t :� Mt,0 the process given by eq. (4.19) and M1

t , M
2
t the compensated random

Poisson measure that are for k � 1, 2:

M1
t � » t

0

»
N�N�R� � � � pQ1pdsdidjduq �ErQ1pdsdidjduqsq

M2
t � » t

0

»
N�p0,1q�R� � � � pQ2pdsdjdθduq �ErQ2pdsdjdθduqsq

with dots standing for the terms behind Qk�1,2 in the eq. (4.23).

4.4.4 Existence, Uniqueness

In this section we study the well-posedness of the discrete-individual polymer-flow
model eq. (4.23). For that we assume the following hypothesis:

(H1) Let τ and β be continuous non-negative function, uniformly bounded respec-
tively by C ¡ 0 and B ¡ 0, that is

τpx, zq ¤ C and βpzq ¤ B, �x P Γ, �z P N� S
2 � Γ.

(H2) We recall that k0 : p0, 1q ÞÑ R� is a symmetrical probability density function,
i.e. » 1

0
k0pθqdθ � 1 and k0pθq � k0p1� θq, �θ P p0, 1q.

In order to state well-posedness of the problem we introduce the following definition of
admissible solution. Solution are given in terms of a martingale problem. Its advantage
relies on the fact that the limiting problem will be identified as a martingale problem.

Definition 10 (Admissible Solution). Assuming that the probabilistic objects of defini-
tion 9 are given. An admissible solution to the discrete-individual polymer-flow model
eq. (4.23) is a pFtqt¥0-adapted measure-valued Markov process:

µ � pµm, µpq P D
�r0,8q,MδpΓq �MδpN� S

2 � Γq� ,
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such that, for all φ P C2
b pR,Rq and h P C2

b pΓq � C0,2,2
b pN� S

2 � Γq,
φhpµtq � φhpµ0q � » t

0
Lφhpµsqds (4.25)

is a L1 � pFtqt¥0 martingale starting in t � 0 given by M total
t defined in eq. (4.24) and

where L the infinitesimal generator derived in lemma 96. Moreover, it satisfies»
Γ
µm
t pdxq � »

N�S2�Γ
rµ

p
t pdzq � »

Γ
µm
0 pdxq � »

N�S2�Γ
rµ

p
0pdzq.

The last equation in the above definition stands for the mass balance of the system.
Indeed, since neither production, nor degradation of monomers and polymers is assumed,
together with the impermeability condition at the boundary (Neumann type boundary
condition on u), the system preserves the total number of monomers. Now, we are able to
state the following proposition:

Proposition 97. Assuming that the probabilistic objects of definition 9 are given, hypoth-
esis (H1-H2) are fulfilled, and

E p〈µ0, 1〉q   �8,

then there exists a unique admissible solution pµtqt¥0 to the discrete-individual polymer-
flow model eq. (4.23).

Furthermore, if for some α ¥ 1,

E p〈µ0, 1〉
αq   �8,

then for any T   8,

E

�
sup

tPr0,T s 〈µt, 1〉
α

�   �8.

Proof. Following [59, 32], we only have to check the last point, and that the mass conserva-
tion holds. Indeed, we gave a constructive description of the stochastic process, based on
the existence and uniqueness of equation of motion for individuals and on the Poisson mea-
sures. That the martingale property holds is a consequence of the generator identification
above.

In order to prove the mass conservation, let φ � Id and h � p1, rq with r : pr, η, yq ÞÑ r,
then

φhpµtq � »
Γ
µm
t pdxq � »

N�S2�Γ
rµ

p
t pdzq.

In that case we have

φhpµs� �∆i,j
1 µsq � φhpµ�s q � 〈

∆i,j
1 µs, p1, rq〉 � 0,

and

φhpµs� �∆j
2µsq � φhpµ�s q � 〈

∆j
2µs, p1, rq〉 � 0.

Moreover,

L0φhpµsq � 〈µs�, pLm1, Lprq〉 � 0,

and M0
t � 0. Using the SDE eq. (4.23) on the empirical measure, we get the mass

conservation.
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We now show that jump times do note accumulate, thanks to moment estimates. We
note τn � inftt ¥ 0, 〈µt, 1〉 ¥ nu. With eq. (4.23) and taking φhpµq � p〈µ, 1〉qα (and
truncating φ with pn� 1qα to be more correct) we get, neglecting the negative terms,

sup
sPr0,t^τns 〈µs, 1〉

α ¤ 〈µ0, 1〉
α� » t^τn

0

»
N�p0,1q�R� rp〈µs�, 1〉 � 1qα � 〈µs� , 1〉αs� 1

u¤βpSj
ppµs�qq1j¤N

p

s�Q2pds, dj, dθ, duq.
Using the standard estimates px�1qα�xα ¤ Cαp1�xα�1q for all x ¥ 0 for some constant
Cα ¡ 0, we deduce

sup
sPr0,t^τns 〈µs, 1〉

α ¤ 〈µ0, 1〉
α�Cα

» t^τn

0

»
N�p0,1q�R� �1� 〈µs�, 1〉α�1

�� 1
u¤βpSj

ppµs�qq1j¤N
p

s�Q2pds, dj, dθ, duq.
Taking expectations, since N

p

s� � 〈

µ
p

s�, 1〉, β is bounded by B (cf. hypothesis (H1)) and
the initial moment is finite, Er〈µ0, 1〉

αs   8, we have, for some constant Cα :� Cαpµ0, Bq
(changing from line to line) depending on α, µ0 and B

E
�

sup
sPr0,t^τns 〈µs, 1〉

p
� ¤ Cα

�
1� » t^τn

0
E
��

1� 〈µs� , 1〉α�1
	
〈

µ
p

s�, 1〉� ds�.

Now remarking that
〈

µ
p

s� , 1〉 ¤ 〈µs� , 1〉 and 〈µs�, 1〉 ¤ 〈µs� , 1〉α since α ¥ 1 and N
p
s P N,

we have

E
�

sup
sPr0,t^τns 〈µs, 1〉

p
� ¤ Cα

�
1� 2

» t^τn

0
E r〈µs�, 1〉αs ds�.

Using first this inequality with α � 1, and then for some α ¥ 1, and using Grönwall’s
lemma, we can conclude that

E
�

sup
sPr0,t^τns 〈µs, 1〉

α
�   Cαptq. (4.26)

Then the sequence τn needs to tends a.s to infinity. If not, we can find T0   8 such

that ǫ � P psupn τn   T0q ¡ 0. This implies E
�
supsPr0,T0^τns 〈µs, 1〉

α
� ¥ ǫnα, which

contradicts eq. (4.26). So τn goes to infinity and we conclude by letting n to infinity in
eq. (4.26) thanks to Fatou’s lemma.

We will also need to derive our results to use φ unbounded and particularly some φ

being like x ÞÑ xα. For that we introduce the following corollary:

Corollary 98. Assume (H1-H2) and for some α ¥ 2

E p〈µ0, 1〉
αq   �8.
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1. If for all measurable functions

φ P C2pR,Rq and h P C2
b pΓq � C0,2,2

b pN� S
2 � Γq,

such that, for all µ PMδpΓq �MδpN� S
2 � Γq|φhpµq| � |Lφh| ¤ Cp1� 〈µ, 1〉pq,

2. Or if
φ : x ÞÑ xα with α ¥ 1 and h P C2

b pΓq � C0,2,2
b pN� S

2 � Γq,
then the process

φhpµtq � φhpµ0q � » t

0
Lφhpµsqds

is a L1 � pFtqt¥0 martingale starting from 0.

Proof. The first point is immediate thanks to proposition 97. For the second one, we’ll
use the conservation mass property to get a finner upper bound. The only term that could
be a problem is the one given by L1. Take φpxq � xα, so that| L1φhpµtq | � | »

Γ

»
N�S2�Γ

τpx, zq pφhpµs� �∆1q � φhpµs�qq� µm
s�pdxqµp

s�pdzq |,¤ »
Γ

»
N�S2�Γ

τCphq 〈µs, h〉
α�1 µm

s�pdxqµp

s�pdzq,¤ τCphqt supr0,ts 〈µs, 1〉
α�1 〈µm

s , 1〉 〈µp
s, 1〉 ,¤ τCphqt 〈µm

0 , 1〉 supr0,ts 〈µs, 1〉
α�1 〈µp

s, 1〉 ,¤ τCphqt 〈µm
0 , 1〉 supr0,ts 〈µs, 1〉

α ,

where used the conservation of mass property in the last but one line. All other term are
similarly bounded by supr0,ts 〈µs, 1〉

α, so that proposition 97 allows to conclude.

4.4.5 Coupled weak formulation and Martingale properties

The evolution of the empirical product measure, can be write in term of a system of
two equations, one on the monomers measure and another on the polymers measure. We
first remind some notations for this problem. The generator L is decomposed as follows

L � L0 � L1 � L2,

with L0 given in lemma 95 and Lk�1,2 in lemma 96. The martingale is given by

M total
t �M0

t �M1
t �M2

t ,

with M0
t :�Mt,0 given in eq. (4.19) and M

k�1,2
t from the compensated Poisson wrt Qk�1,2.

Now we decompose the martingale in several processes. Firstly, taking φ � Id and
g � 0 in the total martingale, we get

Mm
t :�M total

t pφ � Id, g � 0q �M
0,m
t �M

1,m
t �M

2,m
t , (4.27)

and secondly, with φ � Id and f � 0,

M
p
t :�M total

t pφ � Id, f � 0q �M
0,p
t �M

1,p
t �M

2,p
t , (4.28)
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where M
i,m
t :� M i

t pφ � Id, g � 0q and M
i,p
t :� M i

t pφ � Id, f � 0q for i � 0, 1, 2. We also
notice that

M total
t pφ � Idq � Mm

t �M
p
t .

We are now ready to state our system as a coupled system of two equations. Let us
take φ � Id the identity function in eq. (4.25), then we identify each equation by taking
on one hand h � pf, 0q and on the other hand h � p0, gq, together with the definition of L
in lemma 96 we get the weak formulation:$'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

〈µm
t , f〉 � 〈µm

0 , f〉� » t

0
〈µm

t , Lmf〉 ds� » t

0

»
Γ

〈

µ
p

s�, τpx, �q〉 f pxqµm
s�pdxqds �Mm

t ,

〈µp
t , g〉 � 〈µp

0, g〉 � » t

0
〈µp

t , Lpg〉 ds� » t

0

»
N�S2�Γ

〈

µm
s� , τp�, zq〉 pgpz � e1q � gpzqq µp

s�pdzqds� » t

0

»
N�S2�Γ

» 1

0
βpzq1rθrs,rp1�θqrs¡R0

k0pθqgpzqdθµp

s�pdzqds�2

» t

0

»
N�S2�Γ

» 1

0
βpzq1rθrs,rp1�θqrs¡R0

k0pθqgpΘpθ, zqqdθµp

s�pdzqds�M
p
t .

(4.29)
We note that the integral with the factor 2 in front of it, is obtained by changing of variable
and using the symmetry property on k0 (H2).

The next proposition gives the quadratic variation of all these process.

Proposition 99. Assume (H1-H2) and that

E
�
〈µ0, 1〉

2
	   �8.

Then the process M total
t pφ � Idq � Mm

t � M
p
t defined in eq. (4.27) and (4.28) is an

L2 � pFtqt¥0 martingale starting from 0 with quadratic variations:

〈

M total
〉

t
� 〈Mm〉t � 〈Mp〉t � 〈Mm,Mp〉t ,

such that:

The quadratic variation of Mm is

〈Mm〉t � 〈

M0,m
〉

t
� 〈

M1,m
〉

t
,

with
〈

M0,m
〉

t
� 2D

» t

0

»
Γ
| ∇f pxq |2 µm

s pdxqds,
〈

M1,m
〉

t
� » t

0

»
Γ
〈µp

s, τpx, �q〉 f2pxqµm
s pdxqds.
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Then for Mp it is

〈Mp〉t � 〈

M0,p
〉

t
� 〈

M1,p
〉

t
� 〈

M2,p
〉

t
,

with

〈

M0,p
〉

t
� » t

0

»
N�S2�Γ

� �
∇ng

TR
� �

RT∇ng
�� �

∇yg
TD||� �DT||∇yg

	� �
∇yg

TDK� �DTK∇yg
� 	

µp
spdzqds,

〈

M1,p
〉

t
� » t

0

»
N�S2�Γ

〈µm
s , τp�, zq〉 pgpz � e1q � gpzqq2 µp

spdzqds,
〈

M2,p
〉

t
� » t

0

»
N�S2�Γ

» 1

0
βpzq1rθrs,rp1�θqrs¡R0

k0pθq� pgpΘpθ, zqq � gpΘp1 � θ, zqq � gpzqq2 µp
spdzqdθds.

Finally the cross variation is

〈Mm,Mp〉t � 〈

M1,m,M1,p
〉

t
,� �2

» t

0

»
Γ

»
N�S2�Γ

τpx, zqf pxq� pgpz � e1q � gpzqq µm
s pdxqµp

spdzqds.
Proof. The proof is standard. Lets take φpxq � x2, such that φhpµq � p〈µ, 1〉q2. With
corollary 98 we get that p〈µt, h〉q2 � p〈µ0, h〉q2 � » t

0
Lp〈µs, h〉q2ds

is a martingale. Then we use Itô formula to compute p〈µt, h〉q2 from eq. (4.29), which
gives p〈µt, h〉q2 � p〈µ0, h〉q2 � 2

» t

0
p〈µs, h〉qdp〈µs, h〉q � 〈Mm

t �M
p
t 〉t

is a martingale. Now, by unicity of the Doob-Meyer decomposition, comparing these two
expressions leads to the quadratic variations given in the proposition.

Remark 100. We notice that all the cross variations which are not given in the proposition
are in fact equal to zero.

4.5 Scaling equations and the limit problem

4.5.1 Infinite monomers approximation with large polymers

Let us introduce a scaling parameter n P N
� that will be discussed later. We consider

a set of parameter

τn and βn satisfying (H1),

kn0 satisfying (H2) and Rn
0 ¡ 0,

that depends on this parameter n, thus L1 and L2 are changed in consequences, that leads
to a generator denoted by L̃n defined as in lemma 96 but with rescaled parameters.
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Remark 101. We note here that L0 is unchanged, indeed, we assume that the diffusion
coefficients D, DK, D|| and Dr are constant. It seems to be a strong hypothesis but the
scaling of these coefficients are currently not derived, maybe one could inspired by [46].
We believe that the mathematical analysis is similar when the diffusion is rescaled.

Now, we rescale the initial condition from this parameter, let µ̃n
0 P MδpΓq �MδpN �

S
2 � Γq from a quantity M0 of monomers, N0 of polymers, such that

µ̃n
0 � ��rnM0s

i̧�0

δXi
0

,

N0̧

j�0

δ
Z̃

i,n
0

�.
with Z̃

i,n
0 � pR̃j,n

0 � rnRj
0s,Hj

0 , Y
j
0 q. This transformation is nothing but considering a large

number of monomers and large size of polymers (in terms of numbers of monomers in the
polymers). For all n P N

�, we have a unique solution µ̃n
t given by the eq. (4.23) where the

coefficients pτ, β, k0q and initial condition µ0 are respectively replaced by pτn, βn, kn0 q and
µ̃n
0 . The aim of the scaling is now to study the problem when the mass (or the size) of one

monomer is given by the parameter 1{n.
Let us now rescale the solution for a large population of monomers by taking a mass

of monomer in 1{n, thus
µn
t � �� 1

n
µ̃
m,n
t ,

Ñ
p,n
ţ

j�0

δ
Z

i,n
t

�, (4.30)

with Ñ
p,n
t � 〈µ̃p,n

t , 1〉 (idem for Ñm,n
t ) and

Z
i,n
t � pRj,n

t � R̃
j,n
t {n,Hj

t , Y
j
t q P 1

n
N� S

2 � Γ.

Remark 102. We notice that the size of the polymers (numbers of monomers in the
polymers) is rescaled from the size of the monomers, this suggests that the size will describe
now a physical length.

Now, the rescaled empirical measure belongs to a different space that is

µn
t P MδpΓq �Mδp 1

n
N� S

2 � Γq ãÑ MδpΓq �MδpR� � S
2 � Γq.

The injection is used to stay in a same state value for the stochastic processes µn
t .

From this scaling, we denote several relations that will be used in the next:

〈µ̃m,n
t , 1〉 � n 〈µm,n

t , 1〉 ,

〈µ̃p,n
t , 1〉 � 〈µp,n

t , 1〉 ,

〈µ̃m,n
t , τnp�, zq〉 � n 〈µm,n

t , τnp�, zqq〉 ,
〈µ̃p,n

t , τnpx, �q〉 � 〈µp,n
t , τnpx, pn, 1, 1q�q〉 ,

〈µ̃p,n
t , βnp�q〉 � 〈µp,n

t , βnppn, 1, 1q�q〉 , (4.31)

where pn, 1, 1q � pr, η, yq � pnr, η, yq. The three first ones are the consequences of the fact
that the number of monomers increases by a factor n, but not the number of polymers.
And the two last ones are the consequences of the fact that the number of monomers in
the polymers increases by a factor n. The following proposition is a consequence of these
relations eq. (4.31) and proposition 99:
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Proposition 103. Assume that pτn, βnq satisfy (H1), kn0 satisfies (H2) and

E
�
〈µn

0 , 1〉
2
	   �8.

Then the rescaled measure µn
t defined in eq. (4.30) is solution, for all f P C2pΓq and

g P C0,2,2
b pR� � S

2 � Γq (still with vanishing normal derivatives), of$''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

〈µm,n
t , f〉 � 〈µm,n

0 , f〉� » t

0
〈µm,n

t , Lmf〉 ds� » t

0

»
Γ

〈

µ
p,n

s� , τnpx, pn, 1, 1q�q〉 f pxqµm,n

s� pdxqds �M
m,n
t ,

〈µp,n
t , g〉 � 〈µp,n

0 , g〉 � » t

0
〈µp,n

t , Lpg〉 ds� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

n
〈

µ
m,n

s� , τnp�, pn, 1, 1q � zq〉�gpz � 1

n
e1q � gpzq
� µ

p,n

s� pdzqds�2

» t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

» 1

0
βnppn, 1, 1q � zq1rθnrs,rp1�θqnrs¡R0

kn0 pθq� p2gpΘnpθ, zqq � gpzqq dθµp,n

s� pdzqds�M
p,n
t ,

(4.32)

where Θnpθ, Zq � prθnRs{n,H, Y q and M
total,n
t � M

m,n
t � M

p,n
t is a square integrable

martingale starting at 0 with quadratic variations:

〈

M total,n
〉

t
� 〈Mm;n〉t � 〈Mp,n〉t � 〈Mm,n,Mp,n〉t

such that:

The quadratic variation of Mm,n is

〈Mm,n〉t � 〈

M0,m,n
〉

t
� 〈

M1,m,n
〉

t
,

with

〈

M0,m,n
〉

t
� 2D

n

» t

0
| ∇f pxq |2 µm,n

s pdxqds,
〈

M1,m,n
〉

t
� 1

n

» t

0

»
Γ
〈µp,n

s , τnpx, pn, 1, 1q�q〉 f2pxqµm,n
s pdxqds.

Then for Mp,n it is

〈Mp,n〉t � 〈

M0,p,n
〉

t
� 〈

M1,p,n
〉

t
� 〈

M2,p,n
〉

t
,
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with

〈

M0,p,n
〉

t
� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

� �
∇ng

TR
� �

RT∇ng
�� �

∇yg
TD||� �DT||∇yg

	� �
∇yg

TDK� �DTK∇yg
� 	

µp,n
s pdzqds,

〈

M1,p,n
〉

t
� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

n 〈µm,n
s , τnp�, pn, 1, 1q � zq〉�gpz � 1

n
e1q � gpzq
2

µp,n
s pdzqds,

〈

M2,p,n
〉

t
� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

» 1

0
βnppn, 1, 1q � zq1rθnrs,rp1�θqnrs¡R0

kn0 pθq� pgpΘnpθ, zqq � gpΘnp1� θ, zqq � gpzqq2 µp,n
s pdzqdθds.

Finally the cross variation is

〈Mm,n,Mp,n〉t � 〈

M1,m,n,M1,p,n
〉

t� �2 » t

0

»
Γ

»
R��S2�Γ

τnpx, pn, 1, 1q � zqf pxq� �
gpz � 1

n
e1q � gpzq
µm,n

s pdxqµp,n
s pdzqds.

4.5.2 The limit problem

We now recall our assumptions and make the following mean-field specific scaling

(H1) Let τ and β be continuous non-negative function, uniformly bounded respec-
tively by τ ¡ 0 and β ¡ 0, that is

τpx, zq ¤ τ and βpzq ¤ β, �x P Γ, �z P N� S
2 � Γ.

Moreover, τ belongs to C
0,1,0,0
b pΓ� R

�� � S
2 � Γq.

(H2) Let k0 : p0, 1q ÞÑ R� is a symmetrical probability density function, i.e.» 1

0
k0pθqdθ � 1 and k0pθq � k0p1� θq, �θ P p0, 1q.

(H3) Let τn, βn, kn0 and Rn
0 defined by �x P Γ, �z P N� S

2 � Γ and �n P N,

τnpx, pn, 1, 1q � zq � τpx, zq,
βnppn, 1, 1q � zq � βpzq,

kn0 pθq � k0pθq,
Rn

0 � R0.

(H4) The initial measure µn
0 converge in law and for the weak topology towards a

couple pµm
0 , µ

p
0q of non-negative measure where µn is a deterministic finite measure

on Γ and µ
p
0 a finite random measure in MδpR�� � S

2 � Γq, and, for some α ¥ 2,

sup
n

E p〈µn
0 , 1〉

αq   8.

Remark 104. In order to facilitate the following computation, the scaling in (H3) is taken
with equalities for all n, but could be easily replaced by strong limit in n.
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Remark 105. Below we will state the limiting problem, using the same notation as for
the initial problem of subsection 4.4, in particular for µm,µp, etc... We hope that no
confusion will be made.

Under these assumptions we formally derive from eq. (4.32) our candidate limit problem
that is for any f P C2

b pΓq and g P C1,2,2
b pR� � S

2 � Γq,$''''''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

〈µm
t , f〉 � 〈µm

0 , f〉� » t

0
〈µm

t , Lmf〉 ds� » t

0

»
Γ

〈

µ
p

s�, τpx, �q〉 f pxqµm
s�pdxqds,

〈µp
t , g〉 � 〈µp

0, g〉� » t

0
〈µp

t , Lpg〉 ds� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

〈

µm
s� , τp�, zq〉 BBr gpzqµp

s�pdzqds� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

βpzqgpzqdθµp

s�pdzqds�2

» t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

» 1

0
βpzqk0pθqgpθr, η, yqqdθµp

s�pdzqds�M
p
t .

(4.33)

where M
p
t � M

0,p
t �M

2,p
t is a martingale with

M
0,p
t � » t

0

N
p
ş

j�1

�a
2Dr∇ngpZj

s q � dBj
s ^Hj

s�∇ygpZj
s q � �b2DKpI3 �Hj

s bHj
sq �b2D||Hj

s bHj
s

�
dW ppqj

s

�
,

and

M
2,p
t � » t

0

»
N�p0,1q�R� �gpΘpθ, Zj

s qq � gpΘp1 � θ, Zj
sqq � gpZj

s q�� 1
u¤β

j

s�1j¤N
p

s�� �
Q2pds, dj, dθ, duq �ErQ2pds, dj, dθ, duqs	.

Remark 106. The identification of the limit problem will be through the martingale prob-
lem associated to eq. (4.33), which we now state below. As this martingale problem is very
much similar to the one studies in paragraph 4.4.4, we omit the justification.

Before proving a convergence theorem to this limit problem we first need a result on
its well-posedness. It is the following lemma:

Lemma 107. Let us assume (H1-H2) and µ0 P M�
F pΓq �M�

δ pR�� � S
2 � Γq. For any

T ¡ 0, there exists at least one solution pµtqt¥0 to the limit problem eq. (4.33) such that

µ P Dp0, T ;M�
F pΓq �M�

F pR�� � S
2 � Γqq.
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Moreover, µp remains a point process, that is µp PMδpR���S
2�Γq for all T ¤ t ¥ 0,

and we have the following conservation, for any t ¥ 0

〈µm
t ,1〉� 〈µp

t , r〉 � 〈µm
0 ,1〉 � 〈µp

0, r〉 ,

(where M� denotes the cone of positive measures)

Proof. Let us consider an auxiliary problem: For any h � pf, gq P C0
b pΓq�C1,0,0

b pR��S
2�Γq

and t ¥ 0

〈µm
t , f〉 � 〈µm

0 , f〉� » t

0

»
Γ
〈µp

s, τpx, �q〉 f pxqµm
s pdxqds

〈µp
t , g〉 � 〈µp

0, g〉� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

〈µm
s , τp�, zq〉 Brgpzqµp

spdzqds (4.34)

This system involves, only, polymerization. We do not consider at this time spacial and
rotational motion for sake of simplicity.

We consider through this proof that µ0 is given such that,

µm
0 P MF pΓq a non-negative measure,

and

µ
p
0 � Np

j̧�1

δpRj
0
,H

j
0
,Y

j
0
q P MδpR�� � S

2 � Γq, with R
j
0 ¡ 0, H

j
0 P S

2, Y
j
0 P Γ

where Np � 〈µp
0,1〉. Hence, a solution to the problem eq. (4.34) is given by a solution to

〈µm
t , f〉 � 〈µm

0 , f〉� » t

0

»
Γ
〈µp

s, τpx, �q〉 f pxqµm
s pdxqds

R
j
t � R

j
0 � » t

0

〈

µm
s , τp�, Rj

sq〉 ds, j � 1, . . . , Np

(4.35)

where µ
p
t � °Np

j�1 δpRj
t ,H

j
0
,Y

j
0
q.

Let us defined S defined on Cp0, T ;MF pΓq � R
Npq such that pµ̃m

t , pR̃i
tqiqt¥0 is given

by

〈µ̃m
t , f〉 � 〈µm

0 , f〉� » t

0

»
Γ
〈µp

s, τpx, �q〉 f pxqµm
s pdxqds

R̃
j
t � R

j
0 � » t

0

〈

µm
s , τp�, Rj

sq〉 ds, j � 1, . . . , Np

We equipped Cp0, T ;MF pΓq � R
Npq with the metric

d8 :� sup
tPp0,T q�̺pµm

t , µm
t
1q � sup

1¤j¤Np

|Rj
t �R

j
t
1|�

where

̺pµm, µm1q :� sup
fPC0

b
pΓq,}f}L8¤1

»
Γ
f pxqpµm � µm1qpdxq.

This metric makes Cp0, T ;MF pΓq � R
�Np� q a complete space. We are now in position to

state a Banach fixed point on S. We first considered the subset
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KT � #pµm, pRjqjq P C0p0, T ;MF pΓq � R
Npq,�t ¥ 0, µm

t is a non-negative measure and R
j
t ¡ 0,�A � BpΓq, �s ¤ t, µm

t pAq ¤ µm
s pAq,

〈µm
t ,1〉 � Np

i̧�1

Ri
t � ρ0

+
This subset is a non-empty set since the measure 0 together with the sequence Ri

t � ρ0{Np

belongs to KT . Moreover, S restricted to KT remains into itself whenever T is small
enough, that is S : KT ÞÑ KT . Indeed, non-negativeness of µ̃

m holds true when T is small
enough (depending on τ , ρ0 and Np) and it is obvious that R̃j remains positive, for all j.
The mass conservation is also obviously satisfied.

Now, let us take pµm, pRjqjq and pµm1, pRj 1qjq both in Cp0, T ;MF pΓq � R
�Np� q, from

eq. (4.35), we get���Rj
t �R

j
t
1��� ¤ » t

0

���〈µm
s � µm

s
1, τp�, Zj

t q〉��� ds� » t

0

��〈µm
s , τp�, Zj

s q � τp�, Zj
s
1q〉��ds. (4.36)

Moreover, for any f P C0
b pΓq��〈µm

t � µm
t
1, f〉�� ¤ » t

0

»
Γ

��〈µp
s � µp

s
1, τpx, �q〉 f pxqµm

s pdxq�� ds� » t

0

����»
Γ

〈

µp
s
1, τpx, �q〉 f pxqpµm

s � µm
s
1qpdxq���� ds.

(4.37)

The aim of the following is to bound each terms in eq. (4.36) and (4.37). For that, from
(H1) we remark that for any x P R

��,��〈µp
t � µ

p
t
1, τpx, �q〉�� � Np

i̧�1

���τpx,Zj
t q � τpx,Zj

t
1q���¤ Np}Brτ}L8 sup

1¤j¤Np

���Rj
t �R

j
t
1��� . (4.38)

Then, from (H1) for any f P C0
b pΓq, x ÞÑ 〈µp

s
1, τpx, �q〉 f pxq belongs to C0

b pΓq too, thus for
any f P C0

b pΓq with }f}L8 ¤ 1:»
Γ

〈

µp
s
1, τpx, �q〉 f pxqpµm

s � µm
s
1qpdxq ¤ Np}τ}L8̺pµm

s , µm
s
1q. (4.39)

Hence, combining eq. (4.37), eq. (4.38) and eq. (4.39), there exists M depending on τ , ρ0
and Np such that for all t ¥ 0

̺pµm
t , µm

t
1q ¤M

» t

0

�
sup

1¤j¤Np

��Rj
s �Rj

s
1��� ̺pµm

s , µm
s
1q� ds. (4.40)

Now, from eq. (4.36) and (H1), there exists a constant still denoted by M (depending on
the same parameters) such that for all t ¥ 0
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sup
1¤j¤Np

���Rj
t �R

j1
t

��� ¤M

» t

0

�
sup

1¤j¤Np

��Rj
s �Rj

s
1��� ̺pµm

s , νms q� ds, (4.41)

and thus combining eq. (4.40) and eq. (4.41), we get

sup
1¤j¤Np

���Rj
t �R

j1
t

���� ̺pµm
t , µm

t
1q ¤ 2M

» t

0

�
sup

1¤j¤Np

��Rj
s �Rj

s
1��� ̺pµm

s , µm
s
1q� ds. (4.42)

Finally, when taking the supp0,T q in eq. (4.42), it follows that S is a contraction with T

small enough. Hence, there exists a unique solution to eq. (4.35). Since the choice of T
depends only on τ , ρ0 and Np, we are able to extend the solution on any interval r0, T s
with T ¡ 0. It follows that there exists at least one solution to the weak formulation
eq. (4.34).

The extension of this proof (for the existence) with space motion does not pose any
difficulties as long as each individual stochastic differential equation for polymers’ displace-
ment is well defined, and stay in a compact (which is ensured by boundary condition).
The existence of the whole stochastic process defined by eq. (4.33) follows then by similar
calculation of the paragraph 4.4.4 and moment estimates (see also [31, Prop 3.2] and [134,
Prop 2.2.5]). For strong unicity, we refer as well to [134, Prop 2.2.6].

Let us define the following generator, for any φhpµq � φp〈µ, h〉q with h P C2
b pΓq �

C1,2,2
b pR� � S

2 � Γq and φ P C2
b pRq,
L8φh � L0φh � L81 φh � L82 φh (4.43)

where L0 defined in lemma 95, and L81 is associated to the deterministic elongation process,
and reads

L81 φh � φ1p〈µ, h〉q〈µ,
�� 〈τpx, .q, µp〉 f pxq, 〈τp., zq, µm〉

BgpzqBr 	〉
and finally L82 is associated to the (random) fragmentation process on continuous-size
polymer, and reads

L82 φh � »
R��S2�Γ

» 1

0
βpzq�φ� 〈µ, h〉� gpΘpθ, zqq � gpΘp1� θq, zq � gpzq�� φ

�
〈µ, h〉

��� kpθqdθµppdzq
We have the analogous property of corollary 98 and proposition 99:

Proposition 108. Assume (H1-H2). Suppose µ0 PM�
F pΓq�MδpR��S

2�Γq, such that

the second moment satisfies E
�
〈µ0, 1〉

2
	   8. Then

1. for any
φ P C2pR,Rq and h P C2

b pΓq � C1,2,2
b pR� � S

2 � Γq,
such that, for all µ PM�

F pΓq �MδpR� � S
2 � Γq|φhpµq| � |L8φh| ¤ Cp1� 〈µ, 1〉pq,

2. Or if
φ : x ÞÑ x2 and h P C2

b pΓq � C1,2,2
b pR� � S

2 � Γq,
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then the process

φhpµtq � φhpµ0q � » t

0
L8φhpµsqds

is a L1 � pFtqt¥0 martingale starting from 0. Moreover, with φ � Id, this martingale is

M
p
t � M

0,p
t �M

2,p
t defined in eq. (4.33) and is an L2 � pFtqt¥0 martingale starting from

0 with quadratic variations:

〈

M
p〉

t
� 〈

M
0,p

〉

t
� 〈

M
2,p

〉

t

where

〈

M
0,p

〉

t
� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

� �
∇ng

TR
� �

RT∇ng
�� �

∇yg
TD||� �DT||∇yg

	� �
∇yg

TDK� �DTK∇yg
� 	

µp
spdzqds,

〈

M
2,p

〉

t
� » t

0

»
R��S2�Γ

» 1

0
βpzq pgpΘpθ, zqq � gpΘp1 � θ, zqq � gpzqq2 µp

spdzqdθds.
4.6 Convergence theorem

Now we are in position to state our main result, the convergence of the rescaled solu-
tions to the limit problem:

Theorem 109. Under assumptions (H1-H4), let the sequence of process pµnqn¥1 given by
eq. (4.32) and the process µ given by eq. (4.33). Then

µn LawÝÝÝÝÑ
nÑ�8 µ in D

�r0,8q, w �MF pΓq �MF pR�� � S
2 � Γq�,

(convergence in law, where the measure space is equipped with the topology of weak con-
vergence)

Proof. The proof of the scaling result is similar as [58, 11]. We start with moment esti-
mates, that comes directly from the study of the discrete process below. Then we prove
that µn is tight in MF pΓq �MF pR�� � S

2 � Γq endowed with the topology of weak con-
vergence. We finally consider uniqueness of the limiting values of µn.

Step 1: Moment estimates Under our assumption,

sup
n

E

�
sup

tPr0,T s 〈µn
t , 1〉

2

�   �8,

because similar estimates as in proposition 97 holds for µn
t with a constant that does not

depends on n other than by E
�
〈µn

0 , 1〉
2
	
.

Step 2: Tightness We first show that µn is tight in MF pΓq � MF pR� � S
2 � Γq�

endowed with the vague topology. For this, we need two things [51, Thm 9.1]:

– prove that for all function h in a dense subset of C0
b pΓq � C0

b pR� � S
2 � Γq, the

sequences 〈µn, h〉 are tight in D
�r0, T s,R�, for any T ¡ 0;
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– prove that the following compact containment condition holds: �T ¡ 0,�ε ¡
0, DKε,T compact subset of MF pΓq �MF pR�� � S

2 � Γq,
inf
n

P
�
µn P Kε,T , for t P r0, T s	 ¥ 1� ε.

For the tightness of 〈µn, h〉, note that eq. (4.32) gives us 〈µn, h〉 as the sum of process
with finite variation and a martingale. The advantage to prove tightness for 〈µn, h〉 rather
than µn directly is to have a stochastic process at values in a finite-dimensional space. We
will then use Rebolledo criterion [79, Cor 2.3.3 p 41], together with Aldous criterion [76,
Theorem 4.5, page 356].

Let h � pf, gq P C2pΓq � C2
b pR�� � S

2 � Γq. We have

lim
nÑ8�gpz � 1

n
e1q � gpzq
n � BgBr pzq,

and the limit is controlled, uniformly in n, by the second derivatives of g. Let us denotes
V

i,m,n
t , i � 0, 1, V

i,p,n
t , i � 0, 1, 2 the finite variation part of 〈µn, h〉, with analogy to

our martingale notation. Our assumption leads to the following estimates (note that all
constant are different and depend on bound of coefficients and test functions as mentioned)|V 0,m,n

t | ¤ Cpf, uqt supr0,ts 〈µm,n
s , 1〉 ,|V 1,m,n

t | ¤ Cpf, τqt supr0,ts 〈µm,n
s , 1〉 〈µp,n

s , 1〉 ,|V 0,p,n
t | ¤ Cpg, uqt supr0,ts 〈µp,n

s , 1〉 ,|V 1,p,n
t | ¤ Cpg, τ qt supr0,ts 〈µm,n

s , 1〉 〈µp,n
s , 1〉 ,|V 2,p,n

t | ¤ Cpg, βqt supr0,ts 〈µp,n
s , 1〉 ,

which provides immediately, thanks to step 1,

sup
n

E
�
sup
t
| V n

t | �   8.

Using that

lim
nÑ8n�gpz � 1

n
e1q � gpzq
2 � 0,

lim
nÑ8�gpz � 1

n
e1q � gpzq
 � 0,
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we obtain similarly

〈

M0,m,n
〉

t
¤ Cpf q

n
t supr0,ts 〈µm,n

s , 1〉 ,

〈

M1,m,n
〉

t
¤ Cpf, τq

n
t supr0,ts 〈µm,n

s , 1〉 〈µp,n
s , 1〉 ,

〈

M0,p,n
〉

t
¤ Cpgq supr0,ts 〈µp,n

s , 1〉 ,

〈

M1,p,n
〉

t
¤ Cpg, τ q

n
t supr0,ts 〈µm,n

s , 1〉 〈µp,n
s , 1〉 ,

〈

M2,p,n
〉

t
¤ Cpg, βqt supr0,ts 〈µp,n

s , 1〉 ,| 〈M1,m,n,M2,m,n
〉

t
| ¤ Cpf, g, τ q

n
t supr0,ts 〈µm,n

s , 1〉 〈µp,n
s , 1〉 ,

and so
sup
n

E
�
sup
t

| 〈M total,n
〉

t
| �   8.

Let δ ¡ 0 and let ppSn, Tnq : n P Nq be a sequence of couples of stopping times such
that Sn ¤ Tn ¤ T and Tn ¤ Sn � δ. We prove in the same way

E
� | V n

Tn
� V n

Sn
| � ¤ Cph, T qδ,

and
E
� | 〈M total,n

〉

Tn

� 〈

M total,n
〉

Sn

| � ¤ Cph, T qδ.
We proceed now to show that the compact containment condition holds. Recall that the
sets MN pKq of measures with mass bounded by N and support included in a compact K
are compact. Taking K � Γ� S

2 � r0, Rs, then µn is not in such compact either iftDt, 〈µn
t , 1〉 ¥ Nu,

or tDt, 〈µp,n
t , r〉 ¥ Ru.

The conservation of mass property shows that this last possibility does not occur for
sufficiently large R (given by the initial mass), while for the first possibility,

P tDt, 〈µn
t , 1〉 ¥ Nu ¤ 1

N
E
�
sup
t

| 〈µn
t , 1〉 | �

which is arbitrary small for large N .

Step 3: Identification of the limit Let us consider an adherence value µ and the sub-
sequence (denoted again by) µn, such that µn converges in law towards µ in D

�r0, T s, w�
MF pΓq � MF pR�� � S

2 � Γq�. Let h P C2
b pΓq � C1,2,2

b pR� � S
2 � Γq. For k P N

�, let
0 ¤ t1   � � �   tk   s   t ¤ T and ϕ1, � � � , ϕk P CbpMF pΓq �MF pR�� � S

2 � Γq,Rq. For
z P D

�r0, T s,MF pΓq �MF pR�� � S
2 � Γq�, we define

Ψpzq � ϕ1pzt1q � � �ϕkpztk q� 〈zt, h〉� 〈zs, h〉� » t

s

L8p〈zu, h〉q�,
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where L8 is the generator defined in eq. (4.43). Then | EpΨpµqq |¤ A�B � C, where

A �| EpΨpµqq �EpΨpµnqq |,
B �| EpΨpµnqq �E

�
ϕ1pµn

t1
q � � �ϕkpµn

tk
q�M total,n

t �M total,n
s

�� |,
C �| E�

ϕ1pµn
t1
q � � �ϕkpµn

tk
q�M total,n

t �M total,n
s

�� | .
Since M total,n is a martingale, C � 0. By convergence in distribution, A converges to 0
when nÑ8. And

B ¤ Cpϕq| » t

s

Lnp〈µn
σ, h〉q � L8p〈µn

σ, h〉qdσ|,
which, from Taylor-Young formula, and moment estimates, goes to 0 as nÑ8.

This proves that EpΨpµqq � 0 and hence 〈µt, h〉� 〈µ0, h〉� ³t
0 L

8p〈µσ, h〉q is a martin-
gale.

Step 4: Conclusion In the step 3, we have identified the adherence values of the
sequence of processes µn as the solutions µ of the martingale problem associated with
the limit generator L8. We refer to similar argument as in [11, Prop 2.2] to show that
two processes of D

�r0,8q,MF pΓq�MF pR���S
2�Γq� satisfying the martingale problem

associated with L8 have the same distribution (see proposition 8).
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